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Abstract 
This thesis is concerned with discourses of teacher professionalism within and surrounding a 
professional teacher association in the sub-Saharan education context: the Association of 
Teachers of English in Rwanda (ATER). ATER positions itself as a grassroot, teacher-driven 
professional development association to address the dearth of professional opportunities in 
Rwanda, but is also a site for extensive influence from global education and English language 
industry powerbrokers, including the British Council and the US Department of State. Utilis-
ing a Foucauldian understanding of discourse, I examine the discourses of teacher profes-
sionalism that exist within ATER and trace examples of assimilated, mediated, or contested 
discourses emanating from the surrounding national and global contexts – both of which are 
permeated by the rationalities and power technologies of neoliberal globalization.  

I used a variety of data collection methods within a comparative case study methodology to 
illustrate the discursive environments around and within ATER. At each of ATER’s stratified 
levels, I employed different methods to draw out collective and individual expressions of pro-
fessionalism. Alongside analysis of ATER documentation, association leaders participated in 
focus groups and one-on-one interviews. Community leaders participated in multi-stage case 
studies which included observations, interviews, and visual methods. Finally, I led a profes-
sionalism workshops within community groups to reach peripheral members and attendees. 
For the national and global levels, I conducted broad desk review of relevant actors within 
education policy, English language teaching, and Rwandan governance. I then worked be-
tween the three levels to trace discursive threads using Foucauldian discourse analysis. 
Three primary discursive strands were identified, with differing uptake, deployment, and 
contestation at each level of the case study: epistemic neutrality, individualism, and depoliti-
cization and externality.  

My findings indicate that neoliberal discourses of individualization, responsibilisation, and 
personal financial investment are especially prevalent in the leadership level of the associa-
tion, where globally-savvy Rwandan English education experts calls for a modernized, ‘new’ 
professional subjectivity which aligns with national development imperatives and global 
marketplace norms. These discourses, though, are contested at the lower levels of the associ-
ation, where a more nuanced and culturally-located understanding of ‘self-reliance’ calls for 
the sharing of pedagogical resources and resists neoliberal individualisation. In sum, the val-
ued professional teacher subject within ATER is one who broadly aligns with global prescrip-
tions of managed professionalism, invests financially in their professional development, un-
critically deploys global pedagogies, maintains political neutrality, and embodies the ideal 
self-governed Rwandan citizen.  
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Preface 
In 2014, I stepped off a plane in Rwanda. I remember the sticky humidity of the air, the clini-
cal emptiness of the arrival terminal, and the solemn, clipped communication with uni-
formed immigration officers. I was a week from my thirtieth birthday, unkempt and ex-
hausted from forty hours of travel from my home in California to this mountainous plot in 
Central Africa. I remember being gripped with insecurity. Until a month before, I had been a 
teacher, and now I held business cards with the seal of the U.S. Department of State, and I 
was an expert: one of twenty Fellows (or glorified consultants) selected to work on English 
language development projects throughout sub-Saharan Africa. ‘‘Soft diplomacy,’’ my 
USDOS officers called it. I didn’t see myself as one of those development profiteers, the ego-
centric white saviours with their chauffeured Toyota Land Cruisers and gated INGO man-
sions, those Americans and Europeans who refused to confront their own racist and ethno-
centric beliefs and uncritically devolved into modern colonialists. I also wasn’t a foreign ser-
vice officer or official employee of the U.S. government. You are still a teacher, I soothed 
myself: a teacher who could impart some of her experience, and, in my mind, ‘share’ some of 
her white, middle-class American privilege.  

For this job, I hadn’t chosen Rwanda: I had given preference for a region and was assigned 
the destination. When I read ‘Rwanda’ on the email listing my final interview, I knew only of 
the genocide. After hours of research to prepare for that talk with U.S. Embassy officers in 
Kigali, I began to visualise the country where I would soon work. Once a French-speaking 
Belgian colony, Rwanda was still deeply impoverished, but, according to the texts I read, the 
government had worked tirelessly toward reconciliation and positive peace – not simply the 
absence of violence but the presence of national harmony. The nation is a development su-
perstar; photos abound of President Paul Kagame glad-handing billionaires and celebrities at 
Davos. Towards development and participating in the global economy, English had been in-
troduced as the medium of instruction in schools in 2009, replacing French, even though 
nearly all Rwandans speak Kinyarwanda as their mother tongue. The perfect place for a 
USDOS Fellow, I imagined. I could teach English, train teachers, and help Rwandan students 
apply for scholarships and admission to U.S. institutions.  
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In my years of work with resettled refugees in California, I saw improved English language 
skills open access to jobs, schools, transportation, and friendships. Abstractly, I could sym-
pathise with the extreme challenge of language learning, having watched hundreds of stu-
dents over my career struggle through prepositions, irregular pronunciation, and the seem-
ingly elitist conventions of academic English. But I clung to my assumptions of English as 
empowerment and assured myself that I wasn’t doing any harm in going to Rwanda. They 
wanted English. And I’d read something – a book or an article that I couldn’t find again – 
that posited English as a balm for the injured Rwandan body politic. French was the lan-
guage of colonisation, racist Hutu ideology, and genocidaires; English represented a fresh 
start, a national healing.  

Once there, I met others who too saw English with a rose-coloured tint: on my second day in-
country, I met a Rwandan man, an Embassy officer who was a current leader in the Associa-
tion of Teachers of English in Rwanda (ATER). Another ATER leader was at the Embassy for 
lunch – and to meet me. I had been active in a professional teacher association back in Cali-
fornia; in that professional space, I was able to network with other English teachers and re-
ally come into my own as a professional. When they told me about their local association, 
and we discovered that we had been at the same conference in Portland, Oregon earlier that 
year, I felt as though I had found the space where I could really have an impact.  

Outside of ATER, the reality of the rapid English medium shift quickly became my world. I 
was very much on my own, in a town in the north of the country, assigned a heavy load of 
courses for undergraduate students. Most of the students were in-service primary and sec-
ondary school teachers; the degree would improve their salaries and career trajectories. But 
it was deeply exhausting: I exclusively taught intensive classes, sometimes 8 hours a day. I 
didn’t know how to cope with frequent absences or the task of keeping track of 98 students 
without a proper ledger. I cried walking home the first night: after a five-hour class, the stu-
dent representative came to me and told me that they couldn’t understand a word I had said 
because my accent was ‘‘so bad.’’ All of my obsessions with plagiarism, academic ethics, and 
quality feedback were thrown out the window. I prepped each class assuming that no one 
had done the assignments and readings – or could comprehend the English used in the read-
ings. I had to assume that the power could die halfway through the class or that the tempera-
mental photocopier would refuse to give me the needed 100 handouts. I didn’t want to do 
what I saw other lecturers do: cover the blackboard in writing and wait silently as the stu-
dents copied it down, then scrub the board and begin to write again.  

At first, I thought this environment would make me a better teacher, a more skilled profes-
sional, but instead I began to harden, to collapse into myself and bitterly dread each day 
there. It felt futile: the need for English proficiency was so immense that I stripped nearly all 
content out of my literature, linguistics, and pedagogy lessons and instead taught straight 
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English, as if I were working at a language school. I felt at the time that the students didn’t 
care about learning English – they only seemed to care about marks and completing their 
(very expensive) degrees. A degree, I thought bitterly to myself, in English language, when 
few of the students could string together a sentence that made sense. And these were teach-
ers. I felt personally affronted. When I brought up the language problem with my depart-
ment head, he shrugged. “They will do their best.”  

ATER was a place of solace. I could feel the hunger when I walked into weekend classrooms 
to lead trainings; ATER members wanted English so badly, but they also wanted to practice. 
They were willing to make mistakes. They took in everything I gave them. At the time, I 
couldn’t see the differences between ATER members and my university student teachers: 
ATER members were (at that time) mostly urban, working at private schools and accus-
tomed to interacting with foreigners. One student representative told me that I was the first 
foreigner to teach their group.   

I spent my second year in Rwanda with less contact with ATER, but I began to imagine the 
doctoral research that would become this thesis. I became interested in the concept of pro-
fessionalism. In ATER, I saw reflections of my own professional journey which had led to my 
work in Rwanda. After completing a Master of Arts in Teaching English in 2010, I embarked 
on a university teaching career. However, I felt little ownership of my professional identity 
until I became involved with TESOL International Association in 2012. There, I found a dis-
tinct avenue to share my experience and become a provider, rather than a passive receiver, of 
professional development. I became involved with a subgroup focused on refugee education 
and began to work on their newsletter and offer trainings for teachers working with refugee 
populations in the States. I presented at conferences alongside colleagues from my work at 
the university. But not all of my colleagues found their professional locus within the associa-
tion; in my various teaching jobs, I watched colleagues enter and exit the field, perhaps less 
able to invest their personal time and energy in weekend conferences and online publica-
tions. Similarly, in ATER, membership ebbed and flowed.  

I began my doctoral journey with a list of words in my head, which eventually flowered into 
this thesis: professionalism, responsibility, autonomy, English language, best practices, evi-
dence-based, language policy, and inter-cultural research. The resulting thesis is the product 
of six years of my adult life: a space where I have lost and regained optimism for the future of 
Rwandan education and worked to understand not only this environment but my own role in 
the transfer of discourses which continue to ensure the dominance of English language, 
Global North-based practices, and conceptualisations of African teachers as deficit.  
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Chapter 1 
  Introduction 

 

Section 1.  ‘Good’ and ‘bad’ teachers  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

This research is concerned with discourses of teacher professionalism in sub-Saharan Africa. 
Sub-Saharan African teachers, perhaps like teachers globally, often appear characterised by 
limited tropes. The first trope, pictured on the left in Figure 1.1, is embodied by Peter Ta-
bichi, a Franciscan friar and science teacher in rural Kenya who won the 2019 Global 
Teacher Prize; the BBC reported that he gives away 80% of his monthly teaching salary and 
expects to do the same with his $1 million USD prize (Coughlan, 2019). The second teacher 
trope is personified on the right in a cartoon from the Global Education Monitoring report 
(UNESCO, 2017): a lazy teacher unconcerned that her poor service is impinging upon the hu-
man rights of her pupils.  

  

Figure 1.1. Peter Tabichi (Coughlan, 2019); GEM cartoon (UNESCO, 2017, p. 35). 
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Peter Tabichi is (justifiably) celebrated for his work: he is humble, dedicated, beloved by pu-
pils; he understands the education requirements of the ‘real world’ and emphasises science 
for his pupils’ future success. Teaching appears to function as his religious service, so he re-
quires only a small portion of his salary for subsistence: as a monk, he clearly has no wife or 
children to support, and can dedicate his entire being to his work. He is a ‘good’ teacher – 
perhaps the best.    

The other image tells a different story. In the cartoon, the viewer is drawn into a post-conflict 
outdoor classroom, another challenging or precarious environment like Tabichi’s rural vil-
lage. Our attention immediately moves to the female teacher: her red ball of yarn, her fur-
rowed brow, her ineptitude in even attempting to use the battered, bullet-scarred learning 
implements available. She is the locus of responsibility for this flawed education experience. 
She embodies the deficit discourses deployed especially by the World Bank which portray 
low- and middle-income country (LMIC) teachers as responsible for poor student outcomes 
(Bashir, Lockheed, Ninan, & Tan, 2018; Bruns, Filmer, & Patrinos, 2011; World Bank, 2003, 
2010).  

These powerful statements – from this cartoon, or the reports referenced – are effective in 
driving a discourse which promises to ‘fix’ the problems of ‘bad’ teachers through effective 
management, evidence-based policies, and better teacher accountability (Verger, Novelli, & 
Altinyelken, 2012). Rather than framing teachers as professional operators able to influence 
the policies which guide their working lives, a ‘good’ teacher is one who submits to manage-
ment, continually improves student learning outcomes, and performs according to exter-
nally-constructed standardised indicators (Robertson, 2012). For indebted LMIC contexts 
like those in sub-Saharan Africa, international organisations (IOs) such as the World Bank 
and the OECD exert extensive influence on education policy-making and fiscal allocation, 
meaning that even for a local Rwandan teacher at a village school, the influence of global 
powerbrokers and policymakers can be felt.  

1.1. Discursive subjects.  

In this thesis, I am not concerned with making judgments around quality or arguing for what 
makes a ‘good’ or a ‘bad’ teacher. Instead, I am interested in the narratives and signifiers that 
cut across spaces and institutions to discursively construct an ideal – or vilify a non-ideal – 
teacher subject, and then how those constructions are taken up, transformed, or rejected by 
teachers themselves. In global, national, and local level narratives, what kind of teacher pro-
fessional behaviour, attitudes, practices, and assumptions are celebrated? Who is scape-
goated? How are these narratives used to construct, discuss, manage, empower, or 
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disempower African teachers? How do these narratives, signifiers, tropes, and messages find 
their way down into the expression of sub-Saharan teachers? 

I consider these messages as forms of discourse, wherein groups of statements set the limits 
of what can be imagined or thought and subsequently influence how we act (G. Rose, 2001). 
This means that discourse is powerful in being able to shape the world and how we work 
within it: discursive practices “enable [something] to appear” (Foucault, 1972, p. 50). Dis-
courses which position teachers as ‘bad’ and thus needing management produce a manage-
rial subject and identity; those which emphasise the autonomy of the field produce a wholly 
different teacher professional subject.  

1.2. Teacher (de)professionalism in Rwanda. 

Thus, in this thesis, I look at how global discourses of teacher professionalism are mediated 
and resisted at different levels, and how that comes about in a context of neoliberal globalisa-
tion – a context defined and discussed later in Chapter 4. My inquiry is focused on an Eng-
lish language teacher association (ELTA) in Rwanda: the Association of Teachers of English 
in Rwanda (ATER). ATER, like other ELTAs, sits at the confluence of professionalism dis-
courses: with its connections to global bodies, it is a space where international and local dis-
courses coincide and interact. Association members are English subject teachers who work 
in primary, secondary, and tertiary schools and institutions. As noted in the Preface, English-
medium education is a key aspect of the Rwandan development project; English and the ped-
agogical shift to constructivism and greater emphasis on science, technology, and entrepre-
neurship are presented as key routes to access global economic investment, private sector 
growth, and eventual middle-income status as a knowledge-based economy (Rubagiza, Were, 
& Sutherland, 2011; Thomas, 2018).  

However, despite this responsibility, Rwandan teachers continue to occupy a low social posi-
tion, marked by inadequate pay and a working environment devoid of meaningful opportuni-
ties for professional enhancement. As with other African nations, the Rwandan government’s 
apparent solution is to position teachers as civil servants and provide effective management 
which will purportedly improve both educational quality and teacher professional status 
(MINEDUC, 2007). However, teachers are conspicuously absent from decision-making and 
policy construction within the reform process, and have provided little meaningful pushback 
even against policies which cause the most disruption to their work, including the rapid shift 
to English medium of instruction (MOI) in 2008-2009 (Samuelson & Freedman, 2010; T. P. 
Williams, 2020). The political environment cripples collective response as teachers, like a 
majority of Rwandans, are absorbed within a single national narrative which posits one 
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direction for Rwandan development and reconstruction, and conflates criticism and dissent 
with pro-genocide ideology and sedition (Reyntjens, 2010).  

ATER’s mission is to ‘professionalise’ Rwandan teachers and disrupt and contradict dis-
courses which strip teachers of professional skill and autonomy. Since 2010, ATER has pro-
vided a forum for teacher-led continuous professional development. The association, mod-
elled on the North American and European ELTAs discussed in the next section, advocates 
an opposing discourse of teacher professionalism congruent with conceptualisations from 
the Global North which emphasise teacher agency and responsibility (Day & Sachs, 2008; L. 
Evans, 2014; Hargreaves, 2000).  

1.3. English language teacher associations (ELTAs). 

Voluntary professional associations like ATER are a key aspect of an in-service teacher’s on-
going learning and growth. They align with and actualise recent global shifts in teacher pro-
fessional development which have prioritised peer-led, school- or region-based cluster ap-
proaches rather than cascading, top-down learning from an ‘expert’ trainer (Leninger, 2013).  

As separate from unions, language teacher associations are networks operated by and for 
professionals to disseminate subject-specific knowledge and improve the professional skills 
of members. TESOL International Association (TESOL-IA; referenced in the Preface) and 
IATEFL, two large English language teacher associations based in the Global North, were 
both founded in the 1960s and claim members from around the world. In one survey, 
IATEFL members cited instrumental reasons for association participation, including peda-
gogical development through conferences and other learning opportunities, but they also 
identified the association as the locus for their sense of belonging and identity, providing a 
space for teachers to demonstrate their sense of professionalism (Motteram, 2016).  

As examples of multi-scalar institutions that operate globally, nationally, and locally, 
TESOL-IA and IATEFL involve physical and abstract spaces, access to materials and ameni-
ties, and institutional structures, which contribute to the construction of a globally accepted, 
valued professional English language teacher subjectivity. These ELTAs especially, as argued 
in this thesis, function as “entrepreneurial spaces” and “material settings in which different 
multi-scalar influences come together in tangled hierarchies and for diverse purposes” (Ball, 
2007, p. 158). But for teachers separated by classroom walls, associations provide an area to 
engage in the discursive community and EL teaching discipline; thus, they are often a space 
for constructing English language teacher (ELT) professional subjectivity. They serve to dis-
cursively and practically construct teacher and student positionality, what counts as 
knowledge, and qualifications to be able to disseminate that knowledge. 
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Academics and practitioners have pointed out, however, that the offerings of global ELTAs 
have negligible value outside of the Global North. In Motteram’s (2016) survey, Global South 
participants indicated that the classroom practices and pedagogies promoted in IATEFL 
were Eurocentric, irrelevant, and even ignorant of African realities.  

Sub-Saharan ELTAs.  

So, in contrast with Global North ELTAs, regional groups like ATER provide space for the 
development of ‘local’ ELT professionalism (Cameron, 2017). These associations often model 
their organisational structure and operations on global ELTAs and maintain relationships 
through affiliate TESOL-IA or IATEFL status.  A number of these ELTAs have been founded 
across sub-Saharan Africa in the years since 2000, many with assistance from the U.S. De-
partment of State (USDOS) and the British Council, and so are also networked into global 
spheres of political influence (Cameron, 2017; R. Smith & Kuchah, 2016).  

Unlike Global North ELTAs, which provide space for ongoing professional development, 
ELTAs like those in sub-Saharan Africa may instead focus on re-skilling teachers for peda-
gogies and practices mandated by ambitious education policies. This work is often accom-
plished through peer-led trainings or the leadership of the association tapping into English 
language knowledge, policy, and funding networks to source trainers and materials from 
global ELTAs, the British Council, U.S. embassies, or other global resources.  

For those external agencies, ELTAs present as spaces for public diplomacy and growth of the 
English-speaking marketplace. Most basically, these partnerships provide funding and other 
forms of support for local ELTA trainings and conferences. Beyond that, local ELTAs that 
have demonstrated their value and the legitimacy of their work are granted additional privi-
leges: leaders and members are given funding to attend international conferences, engage in 
special ELT training programmes in the Global North, or even study for postgraduate de-
grees at U.S. and U.K. institutions with fully-funded scholarships. ATER is thus a suitable ve-
hicle to explore global/national power relations around teacher professionalism and the in-
fluence of those relations upon Rwandan teachers of English.  

1.4.  Study rationale.   

General rationale.  

Education sociologist Stephen Ball (2007, 2012, 2015) has called for studies which illustrate 
the policy and discourse transfer which form the “how of neoliberalism. How it is promoted. 
How it is ‘done’. How it ‘works’” (2012, p. 2). How do discourses move from global level insti-
tutions – policies, programmes, ideologies – all the way down to ‘microspaces’ (Larner & Le 
Heron, 2002) such as teacher associations? How does discourse reify neoliberal values and 
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subjectivities even in the ‘mundane’ and everyday spaces of Rwandan teachers’ lives? (Ball, 
2012, p. 2). The wide breadth of this study, in tracing discourses from global and national 
levels down into local teachers’ forms of expression, has not been attempted in the Rwandan 
context, or, as far as I have been able to establish, with any other sub-Saharan teacher-driven 
ELTA.  

Sub-Saharan ELTAs, especially those in nations with no history of British colonisation, are 
often necessarily dependent on materials and resources from outside, specifically those pro-
duced by the academic field and professional discipline of  Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages and Applied Linguistics (TESOL/AL; Egbert, 2007). TESOL/AL provides 
an ontological and epistemological orientation to the teaching of English, but it is one that is 
primarily founded in Global North knowledge systems and aligned with Global North mar-
ketplaces. In many ways, as I indicated in the Preface, I am a part of this global field: I am 
perhaps a ‘discursive carrier,’ a concrete human link between the discourse of the global 
sphere and the individuals present in the local context. Thus, I am also interested in interro-
gating my role and the role of Westerners like me who become embedded in Rwandan (or 
postcolonial) education environments.  

Local rationale.  

Within Rwanda, as with much of the African continent, teaching is poorly professionalised. 
As mentioned earlier, teachers are often subsumed within a narrative of deficiency and 
blamed for poor student outcomes (Bruns et al., 2011; Duflo, Hanna, & Ryan, 2012; World 
Bank, 2003), sometimes without recognition of the poor and dysfunctional education sys-
tems where they operate. Such a framing undermines the professional capability of teachers 
on the whole, rationalises managerial reforms that make teachers easier to control (Grace, 
1987), and feeds into broader discourses which define ‘development’ in a manner commen-
surate with global capitalist ideology (Tikly, 2004).   

ELTAs like ATER represent a challenge to this deficiency discourse. Associations similar to 
ATER can be found in at least 30 sub-Saharan nations (Cameron, 2017). Since they operate 
in contexts with few opportunities for professional development, ELTAs seek to engage 
teachers in professional learning by sharing knowledge and experience amongst themselves. 
They are organised around the pedagogical practice of English language teaching but have 
received little attention in international scholarship, with a few exceptions (Odhiambo & 
Oloo, 2007; R. Smith & Kuchah, 2016). 

With their focus on English language teaching and learning, ELTAs are a targeted location 
for influence from external governments and powerful stakeholders. Government organisa-
tions such as the USDOS Regional English Language Offices and embassies (Danan, 2012) 
and semi-government organisations such as the British Council (Negash, 2011) view the field 
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of English language teaching, with high demand for classes, teacher training, and materials, 
as a site for public diplomacy and the cultivation of soft power. Further, with growth of the 
middle class across sub-Saharan Africa, multinational educational businesses have sought a 
foothold in providing English language products to meet growing demand (Euromonitor 
International, 2010). These ‘products’ include standardised English language examinations 
for students looking to apply to U.S. and U.K. university programmes, certificate pro-
grammes to offer African teachers a globally-recognised credential, and myriad online 
courses and materials targeting a new market. A review of ELTAs must then be critical and 
consider the layers of influence and the narratives which are not only present outside the or-
ganisation, but within it.  
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Section 2.  Thesis organisation  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

2.1. Aims and objectives.  

This research seeks to investigate the power/knowledge regimes or “constellations” (Sidhu, 
2003, p. 29) constructed around Rwandan teacher professionalism at three levels. First, I 
consider how teachers are positioned and how terminology around professionalism is being 
deployed through policy and donor activity at the global levels, and then how these dis-
courses are altered and adapted into discourses which exist at the national level in Rwanda. 
With this backdrop, the primary object of inquiry is ATER, the local level where I investigate 
discursive resistance, contestation, and assimilation within the teacher collective, and how 
the individual, lay member, and leader levels construct and enact their own discourses of 
professionalism. Thus, this thesis explores how collegial networks conceptualise teacher pro-
fessionalism when operating within complex political and social discursive environments. 

My objectives in the thesis include the following: 

1. Identify the dominant discourses that surround sub-Saharan teacher professionalism 
within global education policy and unpack the ideologies served by these discourses 
through review and analysis of international literature. 

2. Provide an overview of the Rwandan sociohistorical and political context as it impacts 
teacher professionalism.   

3. Conduct a multifaceted comparative case study of ATER which explores the dis-
courses surrounding professionalism used by members at various levels within the 
association.  

4. Draw out implications for teacher-driven professional development in Rwanda and 
more widely, especially within the Global South.  

5. Contribute to academic debate regarding teacher professionalism and the role of 
teacher-led professional development networks in aid-receiving contexts. 

This inquiry is guided by the following research questions:  

1. What are the global discourses and attending ‘regimes of truth’ around teacher pro-
fessionalism that shape policy and practice in sub-Saharan contexts?   

2. What discourses around teacher professionalism are present in Rwanda and how 
have these discourses assumed prominence?   
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3. What collective discourses around professionalism are apparent within ATER?  

4. How do individuals within ATER express and enact discourses of their own profes-
sionalism? 

2.2. Theoretical foundation.  

In this research, I utilise a critical realist ontological grounding, which straddles the space 
between positivists and interpretivists, opposing positivist notions of an atomised, observa-
ble universe which can be catalogued if ‘properly’ observed but also arguing that social con-
structivism ignores the contextual and material aspects of social practice. The world itself, 
according to critical realists, is ordered and structured, but it is understood through different 
causal interpretations, wherein explanations for social phenomena can be overlapping and 
reveal spaces of redundancy (Fleetwood, 2014). I do not engage in a formal critical realist in-
quiry of mapping and retroduction, but instead employ critical realism as an ontological 
starting point for Foucault’s (2004a) approach of discourse. As indicated earlier, Foucault 
considered discourse as giving shape to the world and setting the boundaries for what is 
thinkable and sayable. A concept like ‘professionalism’ is thus discourse, constituted across 
institutions and levels: approaches to teacher professionalism serve to “shape and reify a 
particular way of knowing the world” and understanding of one’s own practice (K. F. Adams, 
2012, p. 328). When advanced from powerful stakeholders, professionalism becomes a tech-
nology of power which aligns teacher subjectivities with managerial, neoliberal conceptuali-
sations and makes teachers easier to control (Ozga, 1995). The analytic of governmentality is 
useful in illustrating this approach to teacher professionalism: governmentality occurs when 
power is deployed and internalised by individuals, who align their conduct according to ex-
pectations without the exertion of physical domination.  

However, within a Foucauldian conceptualisation of discourse there is little room for agency; 
I addresses this limitation by presenting agency and structure as “mutually ontologically de-
pendent” (A. Collier, 1994, p. 145). Thus, individuals still maintain agency in the adoption, 
negotiation, or rejection of discourses: Helsby (1995) argued teachers themselves are key 
players in discursive construction, either “accepting or resisting external control and assert-
ing or denying their autonomy” (p. 320). I borrow Stuart Hall’s (Grossberg, 1986) notion of 
articulation to illustrate some of these spaces of negotiation where discourses are taken up 
and culturally mediated. Seemingly dissonant ideologies might bind together and ‘articulate’ 
at a given period of time, as with the apparently incompatible aspects of Rwandan neoliber-
alism layered atop developmental patrimonialism (Booth & Golooba-Mutebi, 2012).  
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2.3. Methodology.  

For this research, I use the comparative case study (CCS) methodology suggested by Bartlett 
and Vavrus (2014b, 2016). The CCS heuristic moves beyond the typical boundaries of a case 
study to examine the national and global contexts which influence the local whilst also pay-
ing attention to spaces of contradiction and agreement within a level and over time. This 
multi-scalar frame allows me to trace some of the discourses which appear in influential 
global policy or national directives but also see how they are extrapolated, modified, 
changed, and interpreted in different ways before landing in the hands of a Rwandan English 
teacher. Thus, a study of Foucauldian discourse tracing is well suited to the CCS approach as 
it allows for complexity and multi-causality in exploring discursive roots and entities within 
the domain of the real which do not take a concrete object form. Within the frame of the 
CCS, I sketch three levels: the local, national, and global. 

The local level presented the most significant data collection task. For a period of three 
months in 2018, I conducted field research with ATER. I engaged a variety of ethnographic 
methods to draw out individual and collective understandings and expressions of profession-
alism amongst association member teachers, community leaders, and association (executive) 
leaders. Methods included community workshops, one-on-one interviews, focus groups, 
school site visits and classroom observations paired with interviews, and a variety of visual 
methods, including participant photography and inquiry graphics (Lackovic, 2014, 2016) to 
elicit more diverse speech, give voice to teachers’ daily practices, and encourage them to con-
sider the extra-discursive structures which figure into their work.  

From this initial round of data collection, I began a dynamic process in identifying discursive 
threads and ‘following’ those threads up and down between the three levels. In some cases, I 
identified discursive trends at the national level and then found a similar thread at the local 
level, whilst other threads began at the local level and were traced ‘upwards’ to the national 
and global levels. Much of the global level involved a top-down approach: I looked not only 
at global education policy (via discursive strands picked up at the national level) but also at 
the epistemic source for many of the English language teaching practices and assumptions 
found within the association: the discipline and marketplace of TESOL/AL.  

Data analysis for all sources was guided by a Foucauldian approach wherein researchers aim 
to approach the data with ‘fresh eyes’, conduct content analysis to pull out key themes, exam-
ine truths and “pay attention to complexity and contradictions” (G. Rose, 2001, p. 158). 
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2.4. Chapter outline.  

Following this brief introductory chapter, I present my theoretical framework in Chapter 2. 
There, I explain my ontological and epistemological foundation in critical realism and inte-
grate the work of Michel Foucault to argue that professionalism is constituted via discursive 
practices, which travel and move throughout institutions, disciplines, and the social world, 
often through policies. Those discourses provide shape for how a teacher perceives and en-
acts her work – or how her work is perceived and (often) controlled from outside. In this 
chapter, I also deal extensively with my positionality as researcher and discursive carrier, 
considering my own stance as rooted within Global North knowledge and moral systems 
which undergird Western-derived neoliberal logics. I share some of my personal life in order 
to illustrate concepts such as governmentality and articulation which appear throughout this 
thesis: in doing so, I reflect McMillan Cottom’s (2019) method by relating “parts of myself, 
my history, and my identity to make social theory concrete” (p. 28).  

In Chapter 3, I detail my methodology – a comparative case study of the association under 
review– and illustrate the layers of the case study, which include global, national, and ‘local’. 
For each level, I detail the forms of data collection, which include documentary and policy 
analysis (global and national levels) and the interpersonal and ethnographic methods used to 
‘map’ the association and the groups found within it: the association leadership and the com-
munities of practice, which include community leaders, members, and non-member at-
tendees. I connect my method of data analysis, Foucauldian discourse analysis, to the theo-
retical frame presented in Chapter 2; Chapter 3 ends with engagement with ethical issues.  

Chapters 4-6 each address a different level of the comparative case study. In each findings 
chapter, I engage in thick description and contextualised theorisation to explore discourses. 
Each section concludes with a brief review of the discourses and apparent regimes of truth 
around teacher professionalism at that level.  

Chapter 4 begins at the global level to address RQ 1. I look at two areas which exert influ-
ence on Rwandan English language teachers in the association. First, I deal with neoliberal-
ism as a hegemonic discourse for conceptualising teachers’ work in a globalised age and con-
sider the global policies and networks that impact the Rwandan national education system. I 
then look at the specific field of English teaching, a disciplinary construction which takes its 
epistemic roots in positivist linguistic science but has also been entangled in colonial and im-
perialistic efforts from the U.S. and U.K. and has been more recently described and framed 
as a vehicle for neoliberal ideology and the preservation of an Anglo-American elite. This 
chapter ends with consideration of Rwandan English teachers – indeed, all Global South 
English language teachers – framed as both deployer and consumer within the English lan-
guage marketplace.   
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In Chapter 5, I move to the national level of the comparative case study and consider RQ 2 

in the Rwandan context. Rwandan leadership, transforming the economy along ‘little n’ ne-
oliberal lines (Block, Gray, & Holborow, 2012; Ong, 2007), appears engaged in processes of 
governmentality – governing the Rwandan populace from a distance though the deployment 
of discourses of transformation. Policies, speeches, press releases, and even popular media 
engage in this discourse which constructs and relates understandings of valued Rwandan 
subjectivities within a post-genocide society. In the chapter, I illustrate this context and then 
look at the specific impact and framing of teachers within this frame.  

This contextual discursive framing is followed by Chapter 6, which presents the Association 

of Teachers of English in Rwanda (ATER) and addresses RQs 3 and 4. In this chapter, I re-
late the history of the Association of Teachers of English in Rwanda (ATER) and illustrate 
some of the global and national networks where ATER is – or isn’t – engaged. As I take a 
Foucauldian view on discourse, the form of the association itself is important in understand-
ing member professionalism discourses: forms of engagement and organisation within the 
group demonstrate the discursive boundaries for enacting and demonstrating a form of pro-
fessionalism that is valued within the (different levels of the) group: what I often term ‘val-
ued member professionalism’.  

In Chapter 7, I work to trace the discourses between levels and compare the three basic dis-

cursive groupings which are identified in Chapters 4-6: epistemic neutrality, individualism, 

and depoliticisation and externality.  In this chapter, I examine the articulations and spaces 
of pushback and rejection which occur when powerful discourses are mediated at the local 
level of the case study, and their apparent impact on ATER member subjectivity.  

Finally, I conclude the thesis with Chapter 8. In this final summary, I reiterate the findings 
and consider the broader implications of those discourses at the local, national, and global 
levels. I also offer suggestions based on research findings. Finally, the thesis concludes with a 
summary of the theoretical, methodological, and epistemic contributions and limitations, 
along with a brief return to my positionality and comments on what I have learned from the 
full doctoral journey.  

2.5. Chapter conclusion.  

In this chapter, I have indicated a brief overview of the entire thesis in order to orient the 
reader. As the chapter overview demonstrates, I have taken on a broad and complex task in 
attempting to trace discourses about teacher professionalism at different scales from the 
global to the local. The next chapter begins by laying the theoretical foundations for the work 
and looks ahead to methodology.
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Chapter 2  
 

Theoretical Frameworks 
 

 

“Truth effects reign, not truthfulness.”   

     - Raweyn Connell (2007, p. 226) 
 

 

In this chapter, I sketch the theoretical boundaries of the map of my study. I begin with criti-
cal realism, which provides a stratified ontology (Section 1) upon which to layer my concep-
tualisation of discourse, strongly influenced by the work of Michel Foucault. In Section 2, I 
make the argument that underpins the entire thesis: that I understand and propose profes-
sionalism as discourse. In Section 3, I deal with myself as the researcher, delving into my his-
tory to understand my biases and approach to knowledge but also to contextualise and un-
pack some of the theoretical concepts that run though my work, including Foucault’s govern-
mentality and Stuart Hall’s articulation. In that final section, I also touch briefly upon onto-
logical difference in order to destabilise taken-for-granted (and largely Western) assump-
tions about the world – just as I seek to destabilise taken-for-granted assumptions of teacher 
professionalism. At the end of the chapter, I look ahead to methodology, where I move from 
theory into practice.
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Section 1.  Philosophical orientation 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

The aim of this section is to provide an overview of my overall philosophical orientation, 
namely critical realism. Kedzierski (2016) provided a useful mapping of that philosophical 
terrain with a visualisation (adapted from Hay, 2002) of the directional dependence between 
ontology, epistemology, and methodology; it resonated with me, providing a linearity to my 
conceptualisation of reality (see Figure 2.1). I have added a fourth element to the Kedzier-
ski/Hay conceptualisation: researcher positionality.  

    

 Ontology Epistemology Methodology 
 

What is out there to 
know about?   

 

 
What can we [hope to] 
know about it?  

 
  

How can we go about 
acquiring that knowledge? 

Positionality    

 What are my beliefs or 
understandings about 
the nature of reality? 
 
 

What knowledge do I 
think a) can be 
investigated and b) is 
valued? 

What role do I play to 
enhance or hinder that 
acquiring of knowledge?  

 

Figure 2.1. Directional dependence of ontology, epistemology, and methodology 

 (adapted from Hay, 2002; Kedzierski, 2016) 

 

Critical realism1, as my philosophical positioning, combines realist ontology with critical, in-
terpretivist epistemology. As a meta-theory, critical realism is explicitly rooted in ontology, 
with ontological commitments regarding the world that lie in marked contrast with the per-
spectives offered by positivist, modern and postmodern perspectives, all which foreground 

 

 

1 Critical Realism has three philosophical branches: first-wave, dialectic, and meta-reality, but here I 
rely on the ontological and epistemological paradigm as constructed in first wave Critical Realism (e.g. 
Bhaskar, 2008). 
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epistemology in making assumptions or drawing conclusions about the nature of reality 
(Vermurlen, 2013). Critical realism opposes the positivist notions of an atomised, observable 
reality and the lack of recognition afforded to social construction or agency-structure ap-
proaches (Fleetwood, 2014). Further, in contrast with interpretivism, which posits reality as 
a human construct, Roy Bhaskar (2010) argued for the material and contextual dimensions 
of social practices. Society consists of humans and their relationships, but it is not created by 
humans. Rather, it is an “ensemble of positioned practices and networked interrelationships” 
which individuals never create but “in their practical activity always presuppose, and in so 
doing everywhere reproduce or transform” (p. 4).   

The diversity of arguments around knowledge and its disciplinary forms and constructs “re-
flects the fact that the world has an ordered, intelligible, and relatively enduring structure 
that is open to human investigation” (Joseph, 2004, p. 145). Within this ordered, intelligible, 
structured world are intransitive objects of knowledge which exist regardless of our transi-
tive knowledge of those things. There is one reality, though “importantly, there are often sev-
eral discourses (etc.) that act as interpretations of it” (Fleetwood, 2014, p. 208). Thus, lay-
ered on top of those objects is a transitive epistemic domain, in which a tangle of 
power/knowledge relations emerge.  

1.1. Emphasising the critical.  

In this research, I do not perform a usual critical realist inquiry, which often involves map-
ping the causal mechanisms and “arguing backwards” to move from “some phenomenon of 
interest … to a totally different kind of thing, structure, or mechanism that causally governs 
the behaviour of that phenomenon” (Fleetwood, 2014, p. 210), a process known as retroduc-
tion. Instead, I rely on critical realism as an ontological and epistemological frame and struc-
ture upon which to conduct critical inquiry.  

I appreciate especially that critical realism offers a “generally emancipatory axiology” 
(Easton, 2010, p. 119) and accompanying critical researcher positionality. As researchers, our 
interaction with the real will always be mediated as through a prism formed by our cultural, 
historical, and religious (to name but a few) persuasions. If the prism could be removed, we 
could see the ‘truth’ which lies behind it, but this will never be possible. Flikschuh (2017), in 
poking fun at relics of the colonial era, explained that she would not put on a pith helmet to 
observe herself making dinner, and so it is flawed to believe that others’ reasons for behav-
iour could be observed and understood in the same way. To get at what lies beneath the em-
pirical, observable domain, we can only work to understand others “through trying to under-
stand the reasons for action they have” (p. 125, emphasis hers).  
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Critical realists understand reality as stratified, and so the empirical – that which can be ren-
dered accessible to the researcher and made into transmittable knowledge (Bhaskar, 2010) – 
is in a constant state of change and update. Critical realists allow for epistemic relativism, 

namely that within our one reality, there are diverse causal interpretations, but reject judg-

mental relativism which states that it is impossible to judge validity when faced with com-
peting claims (Fleetwood, 2014). Critical realists take a position of humility rather than judg-
ment in making knowledge claims, acknowledging that theories are always incomplete, but 
they are not necessarily entirely right or entirely wrong. Rather, they “can be overlapping, 
differentiated, uneven, with different degrees of redundancy and as result can be mutually 
compatible, mapping the same place in different ways to highlight different features” 
(Rutzou, 2016, para. 13). We must then view theorising as a process: we recognise the poten-
tial claims of empirical science without being overly deterministic but also realise that the 
claimed ‘objectivity’ of empiricist approaches “affords little room for a consideration of the 
role of values, language, culture, or emotion within the research process thereby limiting 
self-reflexivity on the part of the researcher” (Tikly, 2015, p. 241). 

Research methods which utilise a multi-scalar frame, such as the comparative case study, are 
well-suited to this approach (Sims-Schouten, Riley, & Willig, 2007; Tikly, 2015). The com-
parative case study approach is especially appropriate in emphasising that “context is not a 
primordial or autonomous place” but constructed through interactions across scales and lev-
els (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016, p. 14). Comparative case studies are discussed further in Chap-
ter 3.  
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Section 2.  Defining discourse   

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In this section, I introduce a Foucauldian understanding of discourse, the primary theoreti-
cal resource I use to conceptualise teacher professionalism. First, I illustrate a Foucauldian 
approach to understanding power, knowledge, and discourse to consider how powerful dis-
courses can induce truth regimes which shape our subjectivities and understandings of our-
selves and our contexts. This explanation is followed by a discussion of the concept of 
teacher professionalism as a discursive construction and technology of power wielded to 
either argue for self-determination within the teaching profession or to advance managerial, 
neoliberal-friendly conceptions of teacher professionalism in LMIC contexts at the expense 
of teacher autonomy.  

2.1. Knowledge and power.  

The transitive knowledge of ‘reality’ is subjected to power relations, which reflects the 
knowledge/power relationship suggested by French philosopher and social theorist Michel 
Foucault (1926-1984). Foucault’s theoretical work is useful for conceptualising the dynamics 
of the transitive knowledge realm, a space where knowledge develops according to power re-
lations and “the dynamics of its practical, institutional and discursive context” (Joseph, 
2004, p. 145). Different actors and stakeholders use discourse to frame economic and politi-
cal imaginaries such as patriotism, poverty, development, wellness, and citizenship, among 
many others. My critical approach accommodates these differences, accepting that our dif-
ferent conceptions of the social and natural world rely on diverse concepts and discourses.  

So then, what is discourse? Foucault (2004a) characterised it as ‘slippery’ to define: very ba-
sically, it is “a certain 'way of speaking'” (p. 213) which provides shape to the social world; it 
sets boundaries around what is thinkable in particular social spaces. To understand dis-
course, Foucault might have asked:  

what rules permit certain statements to be made; what rules order these statements; 
what rules permit us to identify some statements as true and some as false; what rules 
allow the construction of a map, model or classificatory system; what rules allow us to 
identify certain individuals as authors; and what rules are revealed when an object of 
discourse is modified or transformed. (Philp, 1985, p. 69) 

Immediately, power emerges as key: for Foucault, power is indelibly knotted with discourse 
and knowledge. It is present in all relationships where it functions to impact the actions of 
individuals, convincing that subject to do something that they may not have otherwise done, 
so it operates at the level of human will. Power does not simply emanate ‘from above’ but 
penetrates all of society and all relationships as a productive force to “produce, disseminate, 
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legitimate and consolidate particular discourses” or bodies of knowledge (Sidhu, 2003, p. 
29). Knowledge – found in and through discourse – can be used to define, control, include, 
and exclude people.  

For example, Foucault (1977) illustrated the emergence of the subjectivity of the ‘modern’ 
criminal in Discipline and Punish. In the past, gruesome public torture and execution fo-
cused punishment on the criminal’s body in order to reiterate monarchical authority; it also 
engaged the audience and public collective. Modern era reforms (beginning in the 18th cen-
tury) shifted public spectacle from the execution to the trial, where the judgments were 
passed upon the soul, rather than the body: the motivation and intent for committing a 
crime, an individual as possessing a criminal nature or instinct. This criminal – the ‘delin-
quent’ – is identified as aberrant, a deviation from the social norm, and thus requires investi-
gation, supervision, and discipline. Criminals become both the subject and object of scientific 
knowledge: their subjectivity is produced and assigned to them, a subjectivity which has 
been formed through observation and objectification of similar subjects.  

Our subjectivity is formed in part through systems of power which “both produce possibili-
ties for and constrains our existence” (Heyes, 2011, p. 159). The narratives around sub-Sa-
haran teachers, as I noted in Chapter 1 and argue further in Chapter 4, produce ‘good’ teach-
ers and ‘bad’ teachers, perhaps judged through ontologically ‘neutral’ scientific tools like ran-
domised control trials and standardised language examinations, each become a “historically 
specific and contingent possibility, rather than simply the truth about a pre-existing group of 
people” (p. 160). Subjectivity is, in essence, a way of dividing and binding individuals via 
their behaviours or life choices. Teachers might take up these discourses or resist them, as 
this thesis goes on to indicate. Heyes cited the example of the ‘homosexual’ as another ‘his-
torically specific’ possibility: constraint and repression occur when they are identified and 
specifically discriminated against due to their sexual orientation. But this subjectivity also 
enables a certain subject-position which “permits political mobilisation, mutual identifica-
tion, the creation of social spaces, and so on” (p. 160). Thus, the construction of ‘the homo-
sexual’ allows for both homophobia and Pride parades; the gay identity can now be variously 
celebrated, studied, punished, or reformed. The ‘good’ teacher or ‘bad teacher can also be 
celebrated, studied, punished, or reformed. Foucault argued that this a discursive act, as Ball 
(1993) explained: “we are the subjectivities, the voices, the knowledge, the power relations 
that a discourse constructs and allows” (p. 14). 

Agency.  

A common critique of Foucault’s early work was his apparent structuralism and his lack of 
engagement with the notion of agency in construction of subjectivity (Stickney, 2012; 
Wheatley, 2019). An understanding of agency and structure as “mutually ontologically 
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dependent” (A. Collier, 1994, p. 145) allows me to think about how resistance and modifica-
tion of discourses is possible.   

Structures, which exist in the domain of real or deep, shape the agency of Rwandan English 
language teachers in their work and social environments. The structures of the Rwandan 
government, the Rwandan cultural context, global governance structures, the capitalistic 
global marketplace, and even the structure of the teacher association itself are continually 
reproduced and transformed in the domain of the real. The association, for example, de-
pends on the engagement and participation of members, who, within the boundaries of or-
ganisation of the association (such the boundaries of the 45-minute, expert-led conference 
presentation format), might press towards certain forms of knowledge. The ideally real con-
ceptual entity of discourse as a social system, historically constructed, organises and dissemi-
nates information about reality and, importantly, indicates what counts as knowledge. The 
ideally real entity of discourse experiences its own transformation as  

it is tied to a whole, often quite complex set of modifications which may occur either 
outside it (in the forms of production, in the social relations, in the political institu-
tions), or within it (in the techniques for determining objects, in the refinement and 
adjustment of concepts, in the accumulation of data), or alongside it (in other discur-
sive practices). (Foucault, 1997, p. 12) 

Agents are engaged in conscious forms of production, working towards goals or ideas that 
make sense to them and their cultural group. Their forms of transformation – such as push-
ing for more language support for learning English rather than practising methods – often 
unconsciously influence the focus of the association over time and perhaps the position of 
the members themselves (as experts sharing language or as learners acquiring it). They also 
react to the external policy context, which also draws boundaries around their work and their 
subsequent expression of professionalism.  

Discourses might emanate from powerful bodies, but even the most powerful discourses are 
not simply levied upon teachers and wholeheartedly taken up. As I go on to present in later 
chapters, even within the association, where members ostensibly share many of the same be-
liefs and values, individual members have their own sets of “dreams, goals, and ambitions” 
that they consciously pursue, but they also “reproduce and transform social structures” 
(Wheatley, 2019, p. 27). This correlates with Foucault’s notion that where there is power, 
there is resistance – it is a key part of how power is exercised (Kendall & Wickham, 1999). 
For teachers in the Rwandan context, resistance is more manifest in “daily ethico-political 
choices” (Pickett, 1996, p. 461) that are intentionally or unintentionally made to contest or 
struggle against regimes of truth which seek conformity. Teacher professionalism, as I go on 
to discuss in the next section, is manifested in those daily choices within norm communities, 
spaces for resisting, reimaging, or rewriting regimes of truth around what defines ‘profes-
sionalism’.  
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The extra-discursive.  

Finally, I argue that discourse belongs alongside material objects, mechanisms and processes 
as researchers unravel hegemonies (Lopes Cardozo & Shah, 2016). Physical spaces, access to 
resources or amenities, and the structure of institutions are all extra-discursive ontological 
features which can be understood as “producing a context in which certain discursive con-
structions are more easily enabled or disenabled” (Sims-Schouten et al., 2007, p. 103). Those 
spaces can also be brought into being by discourse: a classroom, in the domain of the real, 
becomes a teacher association meeting space when filled with teachers espousing that dis-
course. Ultimately, discourse layers on top of the material dimension in order to provide “a 
system of possibility for knowledge” (Philp, 1985, p. 69) which shapes our understanding of 
the world and the possibilities within it. For this reason, when I look at an entity like the as-
sociation, I consider not only the spoken and written expression of leaders and members but 
also the layers which exist around the association and materiality within those layers. This 
reflects Bhaskar’s (2008) assertion that social practices have a material dimension, an extra-
discursive ontology which produce a context which enables or constrains certain discourses. 

In sum, I hold a few principles around discourse, structure, and agency that are relevant for 
this thesis:  

1. Discourse is able to ‘construct’ entities; it has its own causal mechanisms.  
2. A variety of causal mechanisms can be identified in order to explain change and the 

modification of discourse. 
3. There is also an extra-discursive terrain with its own causal mechanisms that interact 

with discourse.  
4. Discourse – and agency – are constantly emergent.  

2.2.  Professionalism as discourse.  

In this thesis, I use the presented Foucauldian approach to discourse to examine teacher pro-
fessionalism – specifically the professionalism of English language teachers – and how that 
understanding of professionalism is developed, modified, and contested at different levels 
and linked to different interests and subjectivities. I argue that teacher professionalism is 

discursively constructed: discourse sets the boundaries for what is thinkable about the 
teaching profession, including the role, responsibilities, and behaviour of the teacher. It is a 
site of ongoing tension and contestation as stakeholders – teachers themselves, policymak-
ers, or international actors – compete for dominance over who can assign its definition and 
shape the subsequent teacher subjectivity; powerful ideologies seek to shape understandings 
of professionalism in order to advance their form of control by undermining the validity of 
teacher-created expressions. Teachers themselves, caught within these environments, 
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construct their own forms of professionalism via resistance, incorporation, or modification of 
these external discourses.  

Professions and professionalism as constructions. 

Sociologists and historians have offered a bevy of taxonomies to understand the elite desig-
nation of the ‘profession’ as privileged in status above craft and trade work, and their think-
ing has been dependent on the unequal distribution of wealth, knowledge, and power within 
Western societies (Crook, 2008). In establishing who gets to be a professional (rather than a 
craftsman or tradesperson), sociological theorising has been concerned with laying powerful 
boundaries to codify professions as separate from occupations or trades. Early models iden-
tified the professions according to required characteristics, preferred activities, behaviours, 
and knowledge (e.g. Flexner, 1915; Parsons, 1939). Later models added the components visi-
ble today in professional associations (Millerson, 1964) such as the British Medical Associa-
tion or the American Bar Association: standardised conduct codes, required examinations 
and certifications, and political action, to name a few. Education scholars in particular have 
critiqued these models as oversimplifications: teachers are relegated to a ‘semi-professional’ 
status when they fail to meet all the extensive criteria that clearly favour the long-standing, 
high-status professions; and so those theorists have proposed taxonomies of their own 
(Hoyle, 1974, 2001; Hoyle & John, 1995).   

What these taxonomies indicate is that ‘professions’ are floating signifiers without a fixed 
meaning: at a theoretical level, they are collective symbols and ways of thinking about a col-
lection of individuals sharing an occupation or academic area through broadly shared sets of 
ideas and characteristics (Becker, 1970). They are socially constructed, specific to an era and 
context, and able “to assert particular realities and priorities” (Robson, 2006, p. 10). As a 
floating signifier, a profession – and the accompanying concept of professionalism – are dis-
courses par excellence in that they….  

…attempt to translate one order of scarce resources – special knowledge and skills – 
into another – social and economic rewards. To maintain scarcity implies a tendency to 
monopoly: monopoly of expertise in the market, monopoly of status in a system of 
stratification. (Larson, 1977, p. vxii)  

This requires external legitimising bodies, such as universities, overseen by states “which ef-
fectively authorise and credential particular cultural resources as learned and codified dis-
course” (Robson, 2006, p. 9). Those discourses are then redeployed by members of that pro-
fession, who need to promote exclusion of those outside the profession in order to maintain 
their grasp on this elite status and ownership of that body of knowledge. Within the profes-
sional group, hierarchies also exist, configuring regimes of truth around valued and valid 
knowledge. This discourse serves to constrain professional members as they internalise 
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disciplinary techniques which regulate their activities and their use of time (Foucault, 1977). 
These boundaries are technologies of power (N. Rose, 1999) which shape the conduct of 
professionals “in the hope of producing certain desired effects and averting certain undesired 
ones” (p. 52, discussed further in Chapter 4). 

Professionalism, then, is “an ideologically-, attitudinally-, intellectually- and epistemologi-
cally-based stance on the part of an individual, in relation to the practice of the profession to 
which s/he belongs, and which influences her/his professional practice” (L. Evans, 2008, p. 
26). Professionalism simply describes the individual’s stance: her ideologies around practice, 
her attitude towards her work, and her conceptualisation of what knowledge is and what is 
needed for her work. It provides ontological and epistemological grounding for the teacher 
and the teacher collective; the ‘plural’ of these individual professionalisms forms the ‘amal-
gam’ of “professionality writ large” (L. Evans, 2008, p. 26) – another technology of power. 

But as the discussion above demonstrates, there is a balance between professional expres-
sion from the group (as with teachers) and how that group is overseen and legitimised exter-
nally. What is ‘quality’ and what are the agreed-upon ‘standards’ that constitute good prac-
tice? What ideologies, attitudes, intellects, and epistemologies underpin teacher practice? 
How is the teacher positioned in relation to these questions – as the one able to make deci-
sions and set the course for these aspects? Or are these aspects decided and controlled from 
without? 

To respond to these questions, in this thesis I put forward Kiely Flanigan Adams’ (2012) ar-
gument of professionalism as episteme: she defined professionalism as “a field of knowledge 
constituted through discursive practices and formation, and which cuts across institutions to 
share and reify a particular way of knowing the world” (p. 328). In short, professionalism is 

discourse. In the following sub-sections, I engage with some of the primary discourses which 
construct teacher professionalism, but my purpose is not to provide an authoritative survey 
of the literature. Indeed, in this thesis, I hold that there is no authoritative definition to be 
explored in a literature review. Rather, I look at professionalism as it manifests discursively 
at different levels: how it appears in global discourses, national Rwandan discourses, and in 
the association itself. Here, I explore the two general trends among professionalism taxono-
mies: professionalism as self-determined and professionalism through a management lens.  

Primary professionalism discourses: self-determined.  

Discourses which position symbolic control (Robertson, 2012) within the profession itself as-
sert a self-determining teacher subjectivity. Sociological theorising from the likes of Hoyle 
(1980, 2001), Hargreaves (2000), and Sachs (2001, 2016) have discursively constructed an 
ideal teacher subject. Hoyle and John (1995) drew out three, interrelated themes for 
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symbolic control related to professional knowledge, autonomy, and responsibility: within 
their responsibility, teachers require knowledge to deal with uncertainty, and autonomy 
grants them the ability to use their own judgement, which in turn requires responsibility. 
They enjoy autonomy within their classroom environments in adapting curricular require-
ments, selecting materials, setting the pace of learning, and contextualising all of these for 
the needs of their learners, but also in considering how those decisions are made, assessed, 
and decided as appropriate (J. Clarke & Newman, 1997).  

However, as Moore and Clark (2016) contended, these discursive constructions which advo-
cate for self-determination are relatively weak since these constructions by and large lack the 
external ‘validity’ found in official policy. There are indeed few instances which clearly codify 
teachers’ professional autonomy. One example is the UNESCO/ILO’s Recommendations 
Concerning the Status of Teachers (issued in 1966), which validates internal, symbolic pro-
fessional control as in the hands of teachers but does so with vague, almost hypothetical lan-
guage that calls for “teaching to be regarded as a profession’’ and references to the “expert 
knowledge and specialised skills, acquired and maintained through rigorous and continuing 
study” that it entails (ILO/UNESCO, 1966, p. 9). Such a definition is subject to “colonisation 
or replacement” (Moore & Clarke, 2016, p. 672) especially when interpreted by the logic of 
managerialism that dominates governance today.  

Managerial or organisational professionalism.  

The word professionalism, especially as applied to elite fields such as medicine and law, im-
plies that expertise lies within the field itself. Any external body laying significant, ontologi-
cally-altering boundaries for how professionals ought to behave undermines the autonomy of 
those professionals and recasts them as managed and measured subjects. However, in re-
cent years, researchers have identified the rise of global education policies which discursively 
reimagine teacher professionalism through a managerial lens and call for managed, ‘ac-
countable’ professionalism, that, when deployed by powerful global stakeholders, becomes a 
force for creating regimes of truth which limit the growth and expression especially of 
teacher-driven professionalism projects in the Global South.   

Measured (Biesta, 2009, 2015b) and managerial professionalism discourse is often imposed 
through government and international organisation (IO) policies and statements which set 
‘professional standards’ without the input of teachers themselves (Mitchell, 2013). Policies 
provide a new language for talking about teaching and ‘quality’, for defining the self: “we are 
spoken by policies, we take up the positions constructed for us within policies” (Ball, 1993, p. 
14). This new ‘professional’ teacher is defined as one able to meet corporate goals, follow 
standardised criteria for both student and teacher outcomes, effectively manage students 
and the classroom, track and document achievements, and remain ‘accountable’ on an 
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individual and school-wide level to administrations, communities, and the taxpaying public 
(Biesta, 2015a; Cribb, 2009). In reshaping the terminology of teaching, the ‘improvement of 
service’ and ‘quality’ from Hargreaves’ (2000) above definition of professionalism are re-
placed with ‘accountability’ (Biesta, 2015b) and ‘performativity’ (Moore & Clarke, 2016), es-
sentially shifting agency away from teachers in deciding what counts as ‘quality’ and replac-
ing it with externally-located determiners, often in the form of standardised criteria. As 
Biesta (2009) pointed out, the prevalence of measurement through standardised data collec-
tion techniques “has given the impression that decisions about the direction of educational 
policy and the shape and form of educational practice” require only correctly- and reliably-
gathered “factual information” (p. 35). As the prevailing logic of teacher professionalism be-
comes aligned with the marketplace, a professional teacher is thus a good employee who is 
able to follow the terms of an imposed service agreement and produce expected outcomes (L. 
Evans, 2008). Clearly, this redefining of professionalism as a form of governance has ramifi-
cations for school systems, recasting principals as managers, rather than senior academic 
colleagues, and schools as the bottom rung in a corporatised authority ladder stretching to 
central education ministries or offices (explored further in Chapter 4).  

In sub-Saharan Africa especially, IOs wield significant power in dictating educational policy 
at the national level. Statements and reports regarding teachers’ work carry weighty political 
cachet when tied with donor funding and priorities. As introduced in Chapter 1, the World 
Bank especially has levied responsibility for poor education outcomes especially on the per-
formance of ‘unprofessional’ teachers, calling for greater management and neoliberal ac-
countability (e.g. Bruns et al., 2011, discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4). According to 
Knutsson (2012), policies which convey this discourse are ‘translated’ (rather than diffused) 
to the specific context. At the top, officials incorporate the discourses into high-minded pol-
icy documents, with ‘visions’ and ‘strategies’ amongst more banally titled policies and plans. 
Below them, an intermediate level of bureaucrats interpret and translate, providing more 
concrete procedures which filter down to what Knutsson termed “foot-soldiers” – the teach-
ing workforce, school heads, and other school employees – who “translate and attempt as far 
as possible to realise the original vision in practices on a local level” (p. 187). Regarding the 
notion of poor performance based on the ‘unprofessional’ sub-Saharan teaching force, 
Muvunyi (2016) and others have shown that teachers feel a special burden to resist this accu-
sation being deployed at them.   

This new discourse around what professionalism is undermines and replaces previous con-
ceptualisations, “even implying that professionalism itself has been a hitherto missing ele-
ment within the teaching profession” (Moore & Clarke, 2016, p. 672). This regime of truth 
disallows any other conceptualisation of professionalism; any other ‘form’ is instead ‘unpro-
fessional’ or ‘anti-professionalism’. Within a Foucauldian approach, this discourse functions 
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as a technology which not only disallows other expressions of being (such as the forms of 
professionalism discussed earlier) but can construct identities and shape how teachers con-
ceptualise their reality. This managed professionalism is now unproblematic and non-nego-
tiable (p. 672), producing  “new kinds of teacher subjects” (Ball, 2003, p. 217).  

Either form of professionalism is ultimately a discourse: each provide the boundaries for the 
teacher subjectivity. They both make ontological claims which shape teacher identities and 
realities; these discourses provide boundaries, constitute, organise, and regulate. Ball’s im-
portant work around policy provides a foundation for this argument. He argues that policy 
functions as both text and discourse: it has some tangibility, functioning as written docu-
ments and “textual interventions into practice” (Ball, 2005, p. 12). But it also acts “as and in” 
discourse, in that “policy ensembles, collections of related policies, exercise power through 
though a production of ‘truth’ and ‘knowledge’” (p. 14). For professionalism, the discourses 
which surround the deployment of the word are produce knowledges that claim power and 
which “enable it to appear” (Ball, 2013, p. 19). As is demonstrated in the following sections, 
when powerful forces advocate a certain conceptualisation of professionalism, that concept 
becomes reproduced and internalised, re-emerging as the only accepted definition of a previ-
ously contested construction.   

2.4.  Section conclusion: frameworks and discourse. 

This section has provided a sketch of my philosophical and theoretical frame. Atop a critical 
realist ontology, I layered a Foucauldian understanding of discourse, which shapes the un-
derstanding – and to some extent, the existence – of an abstraction such as professionalism. 
Actors, from powerful political stakeholders to primary school teachers in rural Rwandan 
schools, use discourse to frame political and economic imaginaries. We can see discourse, 
which operates at the real and actual levels, only through the phenomenon that it generates 
in the domain of the empirical.  As stakeholders imagine, talk about, and codify professional-
ism, the shape of it is able to emerge.  

In this section, I have used a critical realist lens to consider professionalism as an instance of 
contested discourse. Once simply an object of sociological classification, it now has signifi-
cance for policymakers and functions as an instrument of ideological control. For teachers, 
though, classification has a very real significance. Understandings of Foucault’s theorising 
around ‘regimes of truth’ indicate the power that managerial discourses can wield as they be-
come normalised and edge out alternative discourses that advocate teacher autonomy and 
professional control. But professionals are not locked into these disciplinary prisons: with 
critical realist models of structural elaboration, it is evident that change can occur in the re-
sistance and revision of dominant discourses. 
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Section 3.  Ontology and epistemology through positionality 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

“Interpretive research begins and ends with the biography and self of the 

researcher.”   

- Norman Denzin (1986, p. 12) 

 

A final key to the theoretical frame of this thesis is acknowledgement of the writer and re-
searcher behind the work. Throughout my thesis, I make clear my theoretical and value posi-
tions and the process of change that I have undergone through my personal and academic 
journey. I do this in part for transparency regarding myself as the researcher but also to 
make explicit the ‘tendencies’ of educated, monolingual Westerners like me. Here, I attempt 
a critical ontology of myself: my experiment to acknowledge these aspects in my upbringing 
and default frame of reference, and “experiment with the possibility of going beyond them” 
(Foucault, 1984, p. 50).  

I engage with these questions to make clear the thesis that professionalism is discourse, and 
the teacher subjectivities (or, indeed, ontological forms) valued or propagated in the West 
are based around cultural, linguistic, and even religious norms. They are not culturally or sci-
entifically neutral. I recognise that I am a product of Tuhiwai Smith’s (2012) “Western ar-
chive” and my default perspective has long been through ethnocentric “imperial eyes”, essen-
tially the assumption which assumes that Western ontological and epistemic concepts are 
“the only ideas possible to hold, certainly the only rational ideas, and the only ideas which 
can make sense of the world, of reality, of social life and of human beings” (p. 58).  

In this section, I begin with reflection on my epistemic heritage, which I use to introduce and 
draw upon the theoretical tools applied later in the thesis to interrogate my data: Foucault’s 
conceptualisations of discipline and governmentality, and Stuart Hall’s notion of articula-
tion. I then engage with questions of language and tacit ethnocentrism; this section serves to 
set up the remainder of the thesis in destabilising unreflective assumptions that celebrate a 
“liberal ontology of the atomist self and its procedural politics [which] give a false and im-
possible abstraction of selfhood” (Bignall, 2010, p. 21) and provide singular ontological 
‘Truth’ about who we are and how we should operate.  Finally, I engage with ontologies more 
consistent with African philosophical thought, with potential relevance for African-borne 
conceptualisations of professionalism.   
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3.1.  Ontological individualism.   

As with many Westerners, I take for granted the primacy of the individual, the conceptualisa-
tion of a person according to standards that I have long thought universal. For my upbring-
ing especially, the primacy of the individual was underscored by my parents’ devout belief in 
hell as a literal place of eternal conscious torment. They believe that you will stand before 
God alone and He will judge you; salvation is only possible through individual repentance. In 
my parents’ sect, as strictly adherent to John Calvin’s (1509-1564) reformed theology, the be-
liever must constantly scrutinise her internal life, regulate her thoughts and behaviours, and 
work to align herself with the will of God.  

Being a Calvinist prepared me for success as an entrepreneur of the self (N. Rose, 1999): my 
time was never idle, as I was to be constantly productive and occupied with learning or work-
ing or serving. Idleness was condemned as the wasting of precious, limited earthly time. 
With the body fragmented and constantly involved in work or service, one could avoid evil-
doing, a sort of spiritual economic utility. Through this discipline, I became adept at self-gov-
ernance. I took up the ontological subjectivity that was constructed for me, which delimited 
my choices according to my gender, subjected my appearance and behaviour to constant ex-
ternal review, and called for my internal, cognitive alignment with the prescribed thoughts 
and desires of a good Christian. Perhaps unknowingly, I became a specialist in the technolo-
gies of the self: the performance of operations on my entire way and sense of being. My body, 
mind, soul, and conduct were self-regulated and self-transformed, from my earliest years, to 
attain at this “certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality” 
(Foucault, 1988, p. 18). We required a depth of self-knowledge, not to meet some Buddhist 
state of transcendence, but rather to ensure regulation. “And if your right hand causes you to 
stumble, cut it off and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one part of your body than for 
your whole body to go into hell,” Matthew 5:30 reads. At the end of the relentless fragmenta-
tion, the body is something that is only useful – and redeemable – if it is both productive and 
subjugated (Foucault, 1977). The self is divided into pieces and labelled good or bad, then 
regulated both internally and externally to ensure proper conduct. A ‘docile’ body is one 
which “may be used, subjected, transformed and improved” (p. 136). 

3.2. Governmentality and Western primacy of the individual.  

Foucauldian thought has given me language for understanding this self-discipline, con-
ducted at the micro-level within my childhood milieu: governmentality. Governmentality, 
as a power technology, refers to “the rationalities and mechanisms of governing through di-
verse institutions as well as through individual behaviours and ways of thinking” 
(DeJaeghere, 2017, p. 9). It changes the way that we operate and alters, often subtly, how we 
see and understand the world we inhabit. Governmentality is accomplished through 
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technologies of power “which determine the conduct of individuals and submit them to cer-
tain ends or dominations, an objectivising of the subject” (Foucault, 1988, p. 18). The subject 
is a conscious being with agency, but also a being which is subjected to some other entity. A 
Calvinist is subjected to theology which calls for ongoing self-improvement and behavioural 
modification to become more like God; theology which pushes to make a better Calvinist 
makes that subject into an object, a thing to be improved or modified in the pursuit of ‘holi-
ness’. Foucault (1977) pointed to a genesis of governmentality evident in the 18th century pro-
ject of penal reform, which he describes as permeated by a discourse which “provided, in ef-
fect, by means of the theory of interests, representations, and signs, by the series and geneses 
that it reconstituted, a sort of general recipe for the exercise of power over men: the ‘mind’ as 
a surface of inscription for power” (p. 102). Governmentality allows for the governing of the 
individual – by the individual, with “the submission of bodies through the control of ideas” 
(p. 102). 

The foundations of the fragmented, individualised human unit present in their Calvinist be-
lief system also underpin neoliberal Western ideology of the 21st century. A line can be drawn 
from John Calvin and striving for an ordered, holy being, through to Francis Bacon and the 
emergence of modern science, which provides a systematic methodology to determine what 
that order is – and how to achieve it (After the Future, 2019). Governmentality thrives on 
such fragmenting: the body, mind, and soul each partitioned and guided by a separate set of 
rules, which, at least for Calvinists, is intended to guide the believer heavenward.  

Indeed, the West itself is founded upon the creation of boundaries and classifications. For 
Stuart Hall (1996), ‘the West’ is a concept with two core functions: first, it allows us to char-
acterise and classify according to binary thinking. The U.S. is western; Rwanda is non-west-
ern. Hall labelled this “a tool to think with”, one which “sets a certain structure of thought 
and knowledge in motion” (p. 186). As a concept, it also allows complex images of outside 
(‘non-western) societies to be condensed through a system of representation, one which 
“calls up in our mind’s eye … a composite picture of what different societies, cultures, peo-
ples, and places are like” (p. 186). Additionally, it provides models for comparison and evalu-
ation criteria which allow indigenous knowledge systems and ontologies to be “coded into” 
the Western epistemic system, rather than be allowed to operate alongside (L. T. Smith, 
2012, p. 43). I see this in racial terms, especially given my American upbringing. Western 
knowledge is pursuant of neutral truth; ‘ethnic’ (read: non-white, non-European) under-
standings and concepts function instead as interesting fodder for university electives but not 
for critiquing hegemonic social structures.  

Throughout the thesis, I use an additional term – ‘Global North’ – to reflect this global capi-
talist order which rests on the Western archive of knowledge. It is “the system of global 
power relations” and the structure according to which thinking and speaking are organised, 
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enabling people “to know or speak of certain things in certain ways” (Hall, 1996, p. 187). In 
considering social sciences, Connell (2007) combined the two as “Northern theory”: the em-
bedded “viewpoints, perspectives and problems of metropolitan society” which presents it-
self as an expression of universal knowledge (p. vii-viii). These constructions are necessarily 
built on the simultaneous construction of the Other, required for the West to assert its 
‘uniqueness’ and construction of itself as the standard for development, civilisation, and mo-
dernity. Mignolo (2013) labelled this a “discursive invention” (p. 134); to Achebe (1990), it is 
a “comforting myth” (p. 5), manifested in Western psychology’s need and desire “to set Af-
rica up as a foil to Europe, as a place of negations at once remote and vaguely familiar, in 
comparison with which Europe’s own state of spiritual grace will be manifest” (p. 3).  

As Global North Westerners, we take for granted that this is the truth of humanity, embodi-
ment, even teleological development. Even for those who eschew Christianity, the abiding 
concept of the immortal soul appears “metamorphosed into secular belief in the rational self” 
(Flikschuh, 2017, p. 175). We often struggle to understand that there are other ways of being. 
For many people, the rules around our knowledge – how to talk about, how to codify it, how 
to organise it – operate behind our backs. Foucault (1997) worked backwards to demonstrate 
the formation of these rules and understand discursive practices as “characterized by the de-
marcation of a field of objects, by the definition of a legitimate perspective for a subject of 
knowledge, by the setting of norms for elaborating concepts and theories” (p. 11). Essentially, 
our discourse demarcates our reality.  

Articulation.   

As a feature of discourse, Stuart Hall’s conceptualisation of articulation is useful here. He 
used the word according to both of its meanings: first, as something which can be articu-
lated, expressed, or spoken, but also akin to an articulated lorry. An articulated lorry consists 
of two parts which are able to be joined, but it’s not an essential or unbreakable state: “an ar-
ticulation is thus the form of the connection that can make a unity of two different elements, 
under certain conditions ... which is not necessary, determined, absolute, and essential for all 

time” (Grossberg, 1986, p. 143). These are the spaces or “conjunctures at which people knit 

together disparate and apparently contradictory practices, beliefs, and discourses in order to 

give their world some semblance of meaning and coherence” (Trimbur, 1993, p. 41).   

In my theoretical framework, articulations are thus often spaces of dissent or distortion of 
discourses, or spaces where articulations join together unconventional bedfellows, similar to 
Foucault’s assertion that we have multiple subjectivities and they are not always coherent. 
Most would assume that a conservative religious movement would be incompatible with cap-
italist movements. In my own life, articulations pairing reformed Calvinist theology and ne-
oliberal ideology appear at first dissonant, especially since Calvinist theology calls for lives of 
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asceticism, excoriates the greedy, and loathes secular notions of self-help or psychotherapy. 
Neoliberal capitalism draws upon those particular disciplines to monetise the individual and 
subtly chips away at social safety nets which help the poor, orphaned and elderly – popula-
tions often venerated in scripture. However, according to Hall, the two can cohere as a dis-
course under specific conditions, allowing us “to make some sense of intelligibility of their 
historical situation” (Grossberg, 1986, p. 142). Within this theory, attention is paid to ‘how 
an ideology discovers its subject’ rather than vice versa: what about neoliberal individualism 
appealed to Calvinists obsessed with personal transformation in order to avoid eternal con-
scious torment? That said, articulation should not be viewed as replacing individual agency: 
as with a Foucauldian understanding of discourse, Hall’s theory proposes “a fractured or ar-

ticulated totality in which people make their own history, only under conditions not of their 

making” (Trimbur, 1993, p. 41).  

Articulation is thus useful within this critical frame in uncovering some of the seemingly in-
compatible fusing of structures and institutions which that create agentic conditions for myr-
iad outcomes (Lopes Cardozo & Shah, 2016). Delving deeper into the Calvinism/neoliberal-
ism articulation, for example, has made clear to me the appeal of one to the other, and per-
haps the rationale for their coexistence. 

3.3.  Monolingualism and ethnocentrism.  

As important in this admission of my ‘racial’ and epistemic heritage (Western) is the admis-
sion of my linguistic capacities. I am monolingual: I’ve made attempts at learning other lan-
guages, especially when spending long periods of time in countries where English is less 
dominant (including Italy, Poland, and Rwanda), but have always languished in the beginner 
stages of second language acquisition. I have unreflexively believed that the world exists, 
knowledge is gleaned regarding its contents, and the resulting product can be translated into 
any language with a large enough vocabulary.  

Foucault’s work, as discussed earlier, investigated the conditions that allow a perspective and 
system of ordering to be considered authoritative and true – essentially, what is thinkable 
and ultimately sayable. He identified the emergence of the study of representation in the 
classical period, when language was conceptualised as able to “gather within itself, between 
its words, the totality of the world, and, inversely, the world, as the totality of what is repre-
sentable, must be able to become, in its totality, as Encyclopaedia” (Foucault, 2005, p. 94), 
an assumption Malaysian academic Lloyd Fernando (1986) similarly identified as an “influ-
ential and peculiarly Western notion” (p. 108). This ordering and capture is not universal 
worldwide, nor is this taken-for-granted assumption regarding language.   
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Today, I would go further: it is not only that a Western mindset assumes that the ontological 
whole can be (correctly, if the research is ‘properly’ done) expressed in words but that the 
medium for that is the language with the largest vocabulary and accompanying body of re-
search: English. Cohn (1996), in tracing colonial discourses around knowledge, argued that 
in English, language has meaning because it has “a direct referent to something in what the 
English thought of as the ‘natural world’” (pp. 14-15). The whole world could be captured and 
represented in English – due in part to its immense vocabulary, made possible by a flexible 
and “democratic” system of borrowing.  

This is how I, the monolinguist, have always approached other languages. As a speaker of ar-
guably the most powerful language on the planet, there were few places I travelled where I 
was required to have another language. As discussed in the Preface, during my postgraduate 
degree in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL), I came to view English 
as an open, welcoming language, one that could ‘empower’, give refugees a ‘voice’ in the 
American milieu or assist Polish and Rwandan students access English-language higher edu-
cation and knowledge. Because of its global spread, I assumed English – my language – was 
neutral and had attained status as ‘the international language’ because of its lack of formal 
academy and hierarchical control2. In short, I viewed English as a form of ‘powerful 
knowledge’ (e.g. Young & Muller, 2014), but one that was open to all – with enough time and 
a large enough English dictionary, all of the world’s knowledge could be codified in this com-
municative space.  

Language and religion are key in shaping my existence, conveying assumptions regarding 
universal ways of being: I reflect broader Anglocentric tendencies which bind the English 
language with undercurrents of superiority and racism, an unwillingness to entertain differ-
ence. And questions of language permeate this thesis. As a monolingual speaker, I only ac-
cess English-language material. Indeed, much of the academic work on professionalism is 
written (and conceptualised) in English. I am looking specifically at the professionalism of 
English language teachers – again, drawing from a body of linguistic knowledge conceptual-
ised and written primarily in English by American and European researchers but presented 
as epistemically neutral (see Chapter 4). Since I am a researcher and English language teach-
ing professional, language functions as an unmoveable power divide that separates me from 
my participants. It is an issue I struggle with throughout the thesis, with no clear solution 
other than to push myself to engage outside of my default understanding of the world.  

 

 

2 This statement could not be made for French because of the Institut Français, which oversees the 
production of new vocabulary.  
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3.4.  Other ways of being.  

As the ontological self that I have described above, I cannot meaningfully conceptualise what 
it is to embody another way of being. Rather, I can strive towards a postcolonial research 
ethic, essentially “an act of critical pedagogy” (Tikly & Bond, 2013, p. 438) in which, as the 
researcher, I invite understanding of ontological and epistemic difference. The purpose of 
this engagement is not to pinpoint an exact ledge upon which to rest my work, but rather to 
illustrate the notion of difference, a point of view necessarily in opposition with universalist 
assumptions and the Northern regime of truth around what counts as knowledge about hu-
manity. This is the work of decoloniality: essentially, introducing ways of thinking and con-
ceptualising the world beyond the dominant (but tired) binaries of capitalist versus com-
munist or Cartesian versus Marxian (Mignolo, 2013).   

Throughout, I use the term ‘Global South’: as with my use of ‘Global North’ and ‘Western’, 
the term is less a geographic boundary but rather used to emphasise relationships of differ-
ence, including “authority, exclusion and inclusion, hegemony, partnership, sponsorship, ap-
propriation” which exist between the metropole and the periphery (Connell, 2007, pp. viii–
ix). So, in using ‘Global South’, I follow the lead of de Sousa Santos (2015): he stated that the 
term provides a more unifying, empowering identity; these nations and people are not vic-
tims but instead the “victimized [who] offer resistance. We are many, and we use our new 
learning in very different ways” (p. 10). The Global South stands in opposition to Western 
universalism, proposing other ways of being. Global South teachers too propose other ways 
of professionalism, outside of default Western frames3.  

Destabilising the universal ‘individual’  

Westerners often assume that our understanding of the human body is universal. Even 
though studies of cultural difference have indicated that embodiment is culturally deter-
mined, there remains a “default assumption” of “one, universal body of concepts and meth-
ods” remain the across the social sciences, with some exceptions (Connell, 2007, p. ix). 
Flikschuh’s (2017) excellent work unpacks these default assumptions which conflate global-
ised notions of ‘universal’ human rights and personhood with Western-derived “particular, 
favoured moral and political principles” (p. ix). She argued that the dominant moral 

 

 

3 All of these terms are problematic in some way. The phrase ‘Global South’ appears to place Australia 
and New Zealand on equal footing with postcolonial Southern nations; however, both nations are 
more economically, culturally, and linguistically aligned with the U.S. and the U.K. than their Pacific 
neighbours. De Sousa Santos (2015) and others have also noted that deep inequalities and ‘Global 
South ghettos’ present in Global North nations. Since my thesis is primarily focused on East Africa, 
and I am making comparisons with other postcolonial sub-Saharan nations, I primarily utilise the 
term ‘Global South’.  
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conception of human rights “asks individual Africans to think of themselves in ways that 
conflict with local conceptions of personhood: at issue is not community versus person, but a 
difference in general conception of what it is to be a person” (p. 171). For the topic of this the-
sis, a similar question can be asked: do powerful global education discourses rely on an onto-
logical conception of teacher professionalism that is intrinsically at odds with ways of being 
present in Rwandan – and African – philosophical thought? 

Here, I am able to engage only with a sliver of the rich and varied philosophical tradition of 
the African continent: my purpose is to engage (if briefly) with the general communal orien-
tation of African ontology which stands in marked contrast with the individual orientation 
elaborated earlier in this section. This is not the communalism encapsulated in hackneyed 
axioms such as ‘it takes a village’ but rather an understanding of the “self as a bare ontologi-
cal entity [who] is not yet a person; it becomes a person through communal induction and 
participation” (Flikschuh, 2017, p. 181).  

Kenyan-born John Mbiti (1970), for example, was an important philosopher who elaborated 
the deep collectivism perceived as universal even across diverse African ontologies, encapsu-
lated in the statement “I am because we are and, since we are, therefore I am” (p. 141). It re-
flects Descartes’ assertion “I think, therefore I am” which stands in for Western ontological 
assumptions around autonomy, identity, and the Cartesian rational individual. But Mbiti’s 
declaration aligns with the notion of the “extended self” expressed by Nigerian poet Ifeanyi 
Menkiti (2004): the individual “recognizes the sources of his or her own humanity, and so 
realizes, with internal assurance, that in the absence of others, no ground exist for a claim re-
garding the individual’s own stand as a person” (p. 324). 

For both Mbiti and Menkiti, humanness in metaphysical and biological aspects still belongs 
to the individual. The individual has a physical body, but that body is linked in “mental com-
monwealth” with other lives past, present, and future. The human navel, as the example he 
gives, along with language and DNA, provides linkages to others, and so “biology intimates a 
message, not of beingness along, but of beingness together” (Menkiti, 2004, p. 324). As a re-
sult, it is only within the community that one’s “corresponding robust identity, rights, and 
autonomy are substantive”; the community helps to “socially construct a positive sense of 
self, conception of good, and free choices” (Ikuenobe, 2018, p. 193). The community thus 
provides socio-moral personhood, something accrued over time in proportion with one’s in-
volvement in that community. None of these relations are static but are engaged in an ongo-
ing process: “a becoming” (p. 194, emphasis his).   
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Section 4.  Chapter conclusion 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

This chapter began with acknowledgement of the underpinning ontology of critical realism 
and my subsequent critical positioning. Upon that I layered a toolbox of Foucauldian con-
cepts – regimes of truth, subjectivities, governmentalities, and discipline. Discourse, as a 
manifestation of power and knowledge, functions to draw the lines around what is thinkable 
and what is possible, producing regimes of truth. These regimes are perhaps one component 
surrounding subjectivity, the constellation of identities which are used to self-regulate and 
self-govern via practices of governmentality. Governmentality, in turn, is enacted through 
regimes of surveillance and various forms of discipline, including the regulation of individual 
space, time, activity and “the composition of forces …restructured to maximize the produc-
tive efforts of people working together” (Heyes, 2011, p. 162). 

In this chapter, I have also engaged with understanding the ‘map’ of moral, epistemological, 
and even linguistic foundations which form the regime of truth that has coloured my life. The 
intent is to give insight into others like me who would immediately dismiss epistemic diver-
sity and to reflect on my own growing acceptance of and engagement with epistemic and on-
tological diversity. Thus, rather than a tick-box exercise within the methodology chapter 
which lies out my ‘ethics’, my ethical reflexivity is evident throughout, in line with the posi-
tionality that I outlined in Figure 2.1. 

I ended with a discussion of African concepts of ontological personhood; this philosophy 
does not underpin my work, so why does any of it matter? I return to this question in Chap-
ter 4, where I discuss neoliberalism and what I view as the dominant and broadly neoliberal 
discourses which permeate policy and practice for teachers worldwide. Neoliberalism is posi-
tioned as the Truth of being, a scientific, calculated, disciplined ontological personhood. This 
exploration of other ways of being, then, provides a basis for critique of this powerful and as-
sumed universalism.  

With this discussion, conceptualisations of collectivism – especially the collectivism of pro-
fessionalism – possibly reflect a different sense of being and orientation towards knowledge 
and language as social commodities that Westerners take for granted as individualised. 
When the baseline, globalised assumptions around education and teachers’ professional 
work are cut through with individualised assumptions (as discussed later in Chapter 4), 
where does that leave communitarian societies? Some scholars declare communitarianism 
and individualised pedagogies incompatible (e.g. G. Guthrie, 2011), but in this thesis re-
search, I problematise that incompatibility and look instead for spaces of articulation.   

In the next chapter, I detail my methodology, where I seek to put this theory into practice.   
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Chapter 3 
  From theory to methodology  

 

 

With this methodology chapter, I present the third aspect of directional dependence visual-
ised in Chapter 2, Figure 2.1: I have argued for “what is out there” (ontology) and considered 
“what we can [hope to] know about it” (epistemology); I must now address how I went about 
acquiring that knowledge (Hay, 2002; Kedzierski, 2016).  

In Section 1, I present my methodology: a multi-scalar, comparative case study (Bartlett & 
Vavrus, 2014a, 2016) with a variety of data collection techniques to suit the global, national, 
and local levels and address the research questions linked to each level. I elaborate upon the 
theory which informed some of the visual tools and techniques that I used in data collection 
in order to elicit verbal data and expand the discursive tools available to participants. In Sec-
tion 2, I detail my fieldwork, including the process for obtaining permissions from the Rwan-
dan government and I present a mapping of the methods used for each level of the main case 
study and within the levels of the association. I then elaborate upon my analysis process, in-
cluding the visual tools that I used for multimodal Foucauldian discourse analysis (Section 
3). Finally, the chapter ends with a discussion (Section 4) of some of the ethical challenges 
that I grappled with throughout the entire thesis process – and, indeed, continue to grapple 
with.  
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Section 1.  Considering methodology 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Metcalfe (2016) defined methodology as “a self-aware onto-epistemological approach to the 
research process, informed by theory and experience” (p. 80). Thus, methodology is not an 
exercise in browsing a menu of methods, but, as an entire programme of research, it is a tap-
estry with direct cords tying the philosophical approach to knowledge and the ‘what’ of the 
world to the practical apparatus employed to create more knowledge about it.  

Within this basic theoretical frame, a direct line can be drawn downwards through this pro-
ject, with my ontological and epistemological position influencing my choices regarding 
methodology, methods, analysis, ethical measures, and personal positionality. Sims-Schou-
ten et al. (2007) suggested a procedure for critical realist discourse analysis with three as-
pects: use a multi-level frame, implement Foucauldian principles for conducting analysis, 
and examine practices with potential extra-discursive ontology. The comparative case study 
(CCS) methodology is an explicit product of the critical paradigm, one which provides a 
multi-scalar frame ideal for examining discourse production and transfer. As is argued later 
in this chapter, it also marries well with critical realist meta-theory and a Foucauldian ap-
proach to discourse analysis; both also require meaningful reflexivity regarding the position 
of the researcher and the resulting ‘production’ of knowledge (Ball, 1995). The CCS serves to 
organise a research environment that creates a multi-dimensional structure for analysing 
power as it reaches from the global and national scales to local, social phenomena and pro-
vides space for investigating power and struggles for power via discourses at each of those 
levels. 

1.1.  Comparative case study methodology.  

Vavrus and Bartlett (2016) championed the methodology known now as the comparative 
case study (CCS), evolved from the pair’s previous conceptualisation of a vertical case study 
(Bartlett & Vavrus, 2014a, 2016). As my chosen methodology, CCS provides a frame for or-
ganising analysis of discourses of power and investigating a broad environment that reaches 
from global and Rwandan national policy to the association’s stratified levels of response. It 
illustrates the “deeply political process of cultural production engaged in and shaped by so-
cial actors in disparate locations who exert incongruent amounts of influence over the de-
sign, implementation, and evaluation of policy” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016, pp. 1–2). This ap-
proach allows a researcher to acknowledge and unpack the tangle of globalisation that has 
particular influence in the Global South, where global powers maintain an outsize influence 
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on state supremacy. The result is a framework visualised as a sort of cube with three axes 
(see Figure 3.1).  

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. The comparative case study. 
 

Investigating a local context requires a vertical axis that considers the national and global 

bodies that exert themselves upon the local, along with horizontal comparisons within the 

more localised context, with an eye to the transversal factors of history and temporal change 
that cut through the vertical and horizontal axes. However, the researcher must also take 
into consideration the response from local to national and global: how is the local exerting 
influence upon these upper levels? Overall, the CCS stands in contrast with more traditional 
conceptualisations of case studies which, though methodologically diverse, have traditionally 
been strongly bound to their immediate context and less concerned with the “dynamic his-
torical and cultural production of meanings and structures that is central to the CCS ap-
proach” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016, p. 37).  

An English language teaching association (ELTA) is a unique place to utilise this methodol-
ogy. ELTAs are self-organised groups of teachers, but they demonstrate strong material, in-
tellectual, and financial connections with U.S. and U.K. bodies, due to the influence of the 
English language (discussed further in Chapter 4). Associations, like the one under review, 
can then be viewed as a global, multi-scalar phenomena and hence suitable vehicles to ex-
plore global/national power relations and their influence on teachers. The CCS is a helpful 
frame to organise and explore these connections.   
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Similar study designs have employed tiered case studies to understand teacher-based expres-
sions of professionalism. Osmond-Johnson’s (2015) thesis focused on Ontario and Alberta 
teacher union members; she utilised interviews and analysis of national policy documents to 
draw out democratic discourses within the union and investigate its interface with the gov-
ernment. Bellino (2015) applied a CCS with her work around history curricula, citizenship, 
and identity in post-conflict Guatemala. To make concrete the abstraction of civic identity, 
she used the CCS approach to conduct a horizontal comparison of teacher attitudes and prac-
tices around curriculum reform in rural and urban schools. Her analysis of policy and its im-
pact on curriculum and the subsequent ‘trickle-down’ into students’ expressed identities cre-
ated a vertical axis, cutting from the global (imported discourses surrounding peace and 
multiculturalism) to the national (the contextualised peace process and curricular reform 
policies) and on to the local (teachers’ interpretations of the curriculum and students’ subse-
quent adoption of identities).  

According to Tikly (2015), the CCS allows for a critical, qualitative exploration of the struc-
tures and mechanisms which exist at the different levels from individual to global, with each 
level requiring a penetrating gaze. For this thesis, each level of the CCS conveys different ex-
planations regarding the spread of global policies, speaking to the diffusive nature and dis-
cursive power of those policies. Construction of the global and national levels especially 
draws upon knowledge from outside of comparative and international education and applied 
linguistics; each level requires an extensive interdisciplinary knowledge base, including re-
search from the fields of economics, history, conflict studies, technology, law, public health, 
and public administration. This approach “fosters understanding at both the substantive and 
methodological level as well as the institutional conditions that will enable cross-disciplinary 
dialogue” (Tikly, 2015, p. 246).  

Robertson (2018) rightly critiqued vertical case studies, the precursor of CCS, for its “un-
helpful pitting of structures (as global/macro) against agents (as local/micro)” (p. 42). She 
suggested that it is more helpful to think of each level as comprising actors who have “local 
and global horizons of origin” (p. 42). We cannot allow the macro level to descend into ab-
straction: “what we regard as abstract is necessarily derived from objects, structures and 
mechanisms” (p. 42). It appears convenient to stratify the world into macro versus micro – 
or global versus local – yet it is important to remember that structures which appear global, 
such as the British Council (with its headquarters in London) may also have local spaces of 
operation. The association, as I discuss in Chapter 6, has its own set of global and local hori-
zons. 
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1.2.  Foucauldian discourse within a CCS frame.  

While acknowledging the impact of global and state actors upon the local, the CCS approach 
does not assume that all power rests at the top and simply flows down to be unconsciously 
absorbed. The vertices which run up and down allow for threads of comparison: of power, 
discourse, behaviour, etc. Thus, this heuristic is useful in practically mapping a Foucauldian 
understanding of power as both repressive and productive, and, importantly, dispersed 
throughout a given context. Taking on a wide angle which looks at sources outside of the di-
rect case (here, the Association of Teachers of English in Rwanda) means that discursive 
links can be found, those  

which connect representations and accounts in one conversation, text, document, or 
fragment of discourse with other conversations, texts, documents, etc. in a culture 
and with trying to decipher power relations which lead to the emergence of these pat-
terns. (Wetherell, 2003, p. 389) 

Foucault (1972) too spoke of locating the site and speaker: both understanding where speech 
acts have taken place from an institutional perspective and understanding the social position 
of the speaker. This indicates a rationale for demonstrating hierarchy in the broader CCS de-
sign (which places global bodies at the top) but also the manner in which I have chosen to 
present the stratification within ATER itself, which places the leadership (the source of or-
ganisational authority; these leaders are themselves interwoven into national and global sites 
of authority) again at the top. Importantly, this doesn’t strip the lay membership of their role 
in influencing organisational discourses; however, as methodologist Gillian Rose (2001) in-
dicated, a statement from an authority is “more likely to be more productive than one com-
ing from a marginalized social position” (p. 158).   

This foundation in Foucauldian discourse has guided specific, practical questions around my 
methods. One was concerned with language: as the researcher, I have only a beginner’s grasp 
of the shared Rwandan mother tongue (Kinyarwanda). Though I work with teachers of Eng-
lish, as I explain in Chapter 5, the language has only recently become prevalent in Rwanda, 
and even with the 2009 shift to English medium of instruction, students and teachers alike 
continue to struggle to use English to fluently convey their thoughts or ideas (Milligan, Tikly, 
Williams, Vianney, & Uworwabayeho, 2017; T. P. Williams, 2017). Nevertheless, I decided to 
use English and broadly avoided using translators. This had a significant influence on who 
volunteered to be primary interviewees: I recruited participants who were confident in their 
command of English and comfortable communicating with a native speaker. Their use of the 
language appeared as a reflection of their English teacher ‘self’ and aligned with the global 
hegemonic discourses around English as presented in Chapter 2. Kinyarwanda was used at 
several workshops (including those in the rural areas), but involved the community leader 
translating for other teachers present.  
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My consideration of language also influenced my choice of analysis: Foucauldian discourse 
is, at its core, concerned with what statements are made, rather than the linguistic specificity 
of how those statements are made (Elder-Vass, 2010). The analytical approach practiced in 
critical discourse analysis (e.g. Fairclough, 1995; Wodak, 2011) is concerned with linguistic 
choices which “produce particular effects of meaning, perhaps by subtle ideological and emo-
tional manipulations of which we may not immediately be aware” (Elder-Vass, 2010, p. 147). 
As an English language teacher, I am wary of an approach which would deeply examine lin-
guistic features of text and speech given that many of the participants exhibited low-interme-
diate English proficiency (see Simpson, 2014).  

This led me to seek ways to diversify the resources that could complement participants’ Eng-
lish communication, and so visual methods were a significant component of my local data 
collection. Visual methods, essentially the incorporation of multimedia such as images or 
film into data collection processes, were applied in two ways: through photo elicitation with 
interview participants (D. Harper, 1988, 1998) and in workshop activities which utilised in-
quiry graphics elicitation techniques suggested by methodologist Natasha Lackovic (2014, 
2016). These methods are described in Section 2 alongside techniques for community level 
data collection. 
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Section 2.  Data collection methods 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In this section, I detail the procedure and methods used during my data collection period, 
keeping with the CCS frame and Foucauldian approach to discourse discussed above. In the 
Preface, I described my work in Rwanda and initial service with the association, which casts 
me as something of an “inbetweener” within ATER, to use Milligan’s (2016) term for re-
searchers who actively work to position themselves between the traditional insider/outsider 
binary found in international and comparative education. My previous work in Rwanda 
made me aware of the constraints of the environment, including political (obtaining research 
clearance and avoiding open critique of the government), environmental (e.g. the challenge 
of access to rural school sites and using technology in areas where electricity is unreliable), 
social (e.g. the challenges of asking difficult questions in tightly controlled society; see 
Reyntjens, 2010), and personal challenges (e.g. the emotional challenges of a cross-cultural 
environment; see Thomson, Ansoms, & Murison, 2013).   

This section begins with explanation of the research permit process in Rwanda and the sub-
sequent impact of those permissions on my initial research plan. I then elaborate upon the 
methods described for each level of the CCS and consider how those methods elicited data 
which linked to the corresponding research questions. Due to the comprehensive nature of 
the data collection process, I have two sub-sections: first, data collection within ATER, and 
second, data collection for the national and global levels of the CCS. 

At the local level, the association is stratified into sub-levels, visualised in Figure 3.2. ATER 
consists of both the association itself and the less formal satellite groups known as Commu-
nities of Practice (COPs)4. A handy analogy is a fried egg: the centre yolk (association leader-
ship) is solidly entrenched, the albumen is congealed around the yolk but thins out further 
from the yolk and appears almost transparent at the very periphery. In organisation and 
practice, the border between ATER and the COPs is often blurred and porous: discursively, 
COPs are both grouped with the larger association and occupy a periphery status. The appar-
ent fluidity of the association boundaries is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.  

 

 

 

4 Lave and Wenger also use the phrase “Communities of Practice” to refer to their social practice the-
ory (e.g. Wenger, 2000); I only use the acronym ‘COP’ to refer to the ATER community groups. It’s 
unclear if the association leadership borrowed this concept and acronym specifically from Lave and 
Wenger.  
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Figure 3.2. Visualising ATER: A fried egg. 
Egg image adapted from an open-source photo on Pixabay. 

 

Table 3.1 provides an overview of the levels of the CCS (global, national, and local), the meth-
ods used, and the research questions addressed by the resulting data. The methods are pre-
sented in ‘reverse’ order: I first detail my data collection methods with ATER and then ex-
plain the methods conducted at the global and the national levels.  

 

 

 



 

 
 

UOB Open 

Table 3.1. Overview of CCS.  
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2.1.  Research permissions in Rwanda.  

As later explored in Chapter 5, the Rwandan government is known for its desire to control 
the production of knowledge regarding the nation’s history and current state (Hintjens, 
2014; Ingelaere, 2010; Reyntjens, 2010, 2017), resulting in a challenging, bureaucratic, and 
often opaque research approval process in which even topics deemed uncontroversial are 
subjected to extensive review and permissions (Honeyman, 2016; Pells, Pontalti, & Williams, 
2014).  

To conduct research in Rwanda, the government requires external researchers to have a local 
counterpart from an approved list. I began the research clearance process by first contacting 
a professor at the University of Rwanda’s College of Education (October 2018). The Univer-
sity of Rwanda conducted a review of my proposal and my research tools and then provided 
the needed documentation to proceed to the next level of approvals. At that time, the govern-
ment body in charge of research permitting was the Ministry of Education; in late February 
of 2018, I was told by a colleague in Rwanda that research permission approval had been 
shifted to the National Commission for Science and Technology (NCST). With her help, I re-
submitted all paperwork in hard copy to the NCST and received my research permit when I 
arrived in Rwanda in May 2018 (see Appendix 1 for a copy of my research permit). I began 
recruiting participants and setting up meetings with leaders shortly thereafter. 

2.2. Collection methods within ATER.  

All levels of CCS inquiry and their accompanying methods are described in the following sec-
tions. Forms of data collection were conducted concurrently due to constraints of time. I uti-
lised a toolbox of methods, (summarised above in Table 3.1 and presented in more detail in 
this sub-section).   

In Chapter 6, I present detail on the history and organisation of ATER. Here, to provide con-
text around the data collection methods, I comment on some aspects of the different commu-
nity sites where I worked. In the thesis, for confidentiality, I obscure the name of the com-
munity site town and district where the COP congregates. Instead, I often use broader geo-
graphic terms: rural, peri-rural, peri-urban, and urban. Peripherality is significant within 
the sub-Saharan context, with much research exploring the conditions of deprivation com-
mon in rural or remote areas. In Rwanda especially, financial, social, and even linguistic cap-
ital is concentrated in urban areas. Rwandans who relocate from rural areas to cities gener-
ally improve their access to health and education options, better-paid employment and social 
opportunities (Murray, 2015; Tull, 2019). Urban areas provide more exposure to foreigners 
and Rwandans who speak English more fluently than areas where English appears 
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superfluous and everyone speaks Kinyarwanda. Contextualisation of these terms is provided 
in Appendix 7.  

All data from this level are presented in Chapter 6.  

ATER Leadership data collection.   

The association leadership, who are employed by large NGO or foreign government organisa-
tions, are distanced from the everyday context of working teachers. In ATER, they are power-
ful in setting agendas, securing funds, and maintaining the social cachet of the association. 
Data collection with the leaders involved focus groups, one-on-one interviews, documentary 
analysis, and observation of formal speeches.   

First, I ran a two-hour focus group, or what Merton (1957) preferred to call ‘focused’ groups, 
where I sought to “encourage participants to talk to one another; asking questions, exchang-
ing anecdotes, and commenting on each other’s experiences and points of view” (Kitzinger & 
Barbour, 1999, p. 4). This provided data to answer RQ 3 (collective discourses) and allowed 
me to contrast leader responses with those found at other levels of ATER. Questions for the 
focus group were drawn from the question list in Appendix 2; I used a semi-structured ap-
proach to allow the leaders to guide the course of the conversation.  The focus group in-
cluded five current leaders (all Rwandan), including the current president, a previous presi-
dent, and three others who hold executive positions (treasurer, secretary, and membership 
coordinator). Amongst these five, one is a founding member. Another founding member and 
former executive committee member (who is still a board member) was also present.  

I also conducted four additional interviews with leaders. The purpose in using individual in-
terviews was to draw out some details regarding the organisation’s history, but also to ask 
specific (and powerful) individuals to reflect on their personal goals and priorities for the as-
sociation, and how they envision the ‘professional’ Rwandan English teacher, even if they are 
outside of Rwandan public education. This provided data for RQ 4 (individual discourses) in 
contrast with expressions of individual professionalism found at the other levels of the asso-
ciation. The four participants included the only female leader (formerly a secondary school 
teacher who now works for an education-focused INGO), the current president (for two sep-
arate interviews), and a leader who is a founding member and holds a high-level, education-
focused role with a U.S. government organisation.   

Thirdly, ATER maintains a website, and I used the documents publicly available there as an 
‘official’ construction of ATER teacher professionalism, a form of collective discourse (RQ 3). 
From the site, I accessed press releases about conferences, write-ups in local newspapers, 
and summaries of past events. 
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Finally, I recorded several speeches delivered by leaders at the national conference (see Fig-
ure 3.3). Rwandan culture is marked by hierarchy and deference to authority (E. King, 2014); 
with a speech, the leader emulates a politician, religious leader, or other ‘expert’ and can pro-
mote association agendas and indicate valued practices. Within the association, members are 
aware of the social capital enjoyed by those in leadership, and these speeches present per-
haps the only time that the leaders will speak directly to members, rather than through mes-
sages passed along through COP leader. These are individual – but powerful – discourses 
(RQ 4).  

 

Figure 3.3. The 2018 ATER national conference. 

 

Community level data collection: COP leaders.  

I followed the structure of the association in selecting the COPs as primary units of analysis 
at the local level. This appeared as a suitable way to organise data and map the interactions 
between different COPs. While their structure is set by the association leadership, the daily 
operations take place largely outside of leader purview. Within the COPs, I used three pri-
mary methods for collecting data: multi-stage visual interviews, ethnographic member 
school site visits, and tailored workshops. In this sub-section, I detail my work with COP 
leaders.  

COP leader case studies. The research is grounded in four case studies conducted 
with COP leaders within ATER. In my experience with ATER, I have come to view COP lead-
ers as the ‘glue’ in the association. Whilst the association leaders (many of whom are found-
ers) work to build relationships with government and funding bodies, the COP leaders often 
act as evangelists on the ground, attempting to recruit and retain members. As they are also 
working teachers, they have a valuable perspective on challenges that face English language 
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teachers in Rwanda; their level of English proficiency and familiarity with research also 
meant that they were highly-engaged participants.   

Four COP leaders were recruited via snowball sampling: I began with a COP leader who I 
knew from my previous work with the association and asked his advice on others to contact. 
This resulted in five case study participants from five different COPs, though one did not 
complete the tasks requested and was removed from the results (see Table 3.2).  

Table 3.2. Community leader participants. 

 Location/COP role Job/Level of Education 

Male COP leader, mid-
50s, East African (non-
Rwandan)  

Urban; leader/founder of local 
COP 

Primary teacher at a private institution; 
holds Postgraduate Diploma in Educa-
tion and a master’s degree in another 
subject 

Male COP leader, late 
20s, Rwandan 

Urban; looking to start new COP 
in his current town  

Secondary teacher at an O/A level insti-
tution; holds A0* certification  

Female COP leader, mid-
20s, Rwandan 

Peri-urban; leader/founder of lo-
cal COP 

Primary teacher at a private institution; 
holds A1* certification; completing bach-
elor’s degree in another subject 

Male COP leader, mid-
20s, Rwandan 

Peri-rural; leader of local COP  Primary teacher at a private institution; 
holds A1 certification; completing bache-
lor’s degree in Education 

 

* A0, A1, and A2 are teaching certifications: A2 (Certificate level) is for primary, A1 (Diploma level) for 
lower secondary, and A0 (Degree level) for upper secondary (Simpson & Muvunyi, 2012).  

 

Through my work with the community leaders, it became clear that my initial intention to 
balance male and female participants would be impossible. While I actively sought out fe-
male members to balance the gender ratio of case study participants, I was able to convince 
only one woman to take part in this aspect of the research. This is due in part to the gender 
imbalance within the association: at the time of data collection, leaders reported that mem-
bership was approximately 75% male. In field notes, I noted that workshops, including the 
national conference held June 2018, were typically 60-75% male.  

The four community leaders (3 males, 1 female) feature heavily within the study. I had the 
most extended amounts of contact with these individuals via the following data collection 
methods. As mentioned earlier, I wanted to use a variety of methods – including visual ones 
– to expand the forms of communication that they could use in reflecting on their profes-
sional practice.   
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• An initial interview and visual diary (see Appendix 2 for interview question sched-
ule/reservoir): a one-hour interview to establish the purpose and structure of the re-
search and the tasks requested of the participant. This interview also covered bio-
graphic data and scaffolded the visual methods approach by showing sample images 
from the image booklet (described in greater detail later in the chapter). Participants 
were asked to look at the images and select one which represented the word “profes-
sional” to help orient them to a visual approach. Finally, the participant received a 
digital camera and instructions for keeping a ‘visual diary’ until the final interview (1-
2 months; see Appendix 5 for visual diary instructions). This interview was recorded, 
transcribed, and checked by the participant to remove any sensitive information or 
clarify language. Visual methods are theorised and explained in the next sub-section.  

• School-site observation of the participant (observation periods varied from 1-3 
days) with a pre-observation interview at the start of the day and a debrief interview 
at the end of each day (see Appendix 6 for observation schedule). Observation notes 
were entered as ethnographic data. The end-of-day interview was recorded, tran-
scribed, and checked by the participant to remove any sensitive information or clarify 
language.  

• A final interview in which the participant displayed and discussed the images cap-
tured from the visual diary. This interview was recorded, transcribed, and checked by 
the participant to remove sensitive information or clarify language.  
 
Community leaders and visual methods. Stuart Hall (1997) indicated that there is 

no one ‘truth’ of a visual and no ‘correct’ way to interpret it; an image provides a “different 
way in, and engages the brain in a different way, drawing a different kind of response” 
(Gauntlett & Holzwarth, 2006, p. 84). Photo elicitation helps to upend the power dynamic in 
the community leader interview process, as the participant was able to capture and present 
images of his/her world and elaborate upon them, producing “a literal rendering of an ele-
ment in the subject’s world, [which] calls forth associations, definitions, or ideas that would 
otherwise go unnoticed” (D. Harper, 1988, p. 65). John Collier (1967), a visual methods pio-
neer, noted that use of photographs can elicit “powerful statements of values” unavailable 
through ordinary interview techniques (p 62). Methods which elicit images from participants 
or require participants to provide interpretations access additional cognitive resources and 
result in rich data which is often produced through negotiation and reflexivity in interviews 
(Canal, 2004).  

Within Rwanda, I felt that providing alternative methods is especially important, where vis-
ual methods can draw upon different mindsets and invigorate personal knowledge rather 
than repetition of government phrases. In describing the apparatus of power that maintains 
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a single narrative around history and governance in the nation, Ingelaere (2010) employed 
the very Foucauldian phase “rehearsed consensus” (p. 54) to describe Rwandans’ tendency to 
repeat government slogans or approved language; Reyntjens (2017) also used it to note that 
“Rwandans from top to bottom” are familiar with the government’s ‘approved’ version of his-
tory and “are  able to recite it flawlessly” (p. 63). I noticed this in my own previous research 
in Rwanda, where, during 2015 scoping interviews, association members would rely on cer-
tain buzzwords over personalised details. I wanted to give them ‘permission’ to see the im-
portance and value of their own experiences and lives in the process of data-gathering.  

However, I also realised that this analytical task was perhaps outside of the Rwandan frame 
of reference. Indeed, it is novel for students even in Western contexts that heavily emphasise 
the study of arts and critical thinking. Lackovic (2014, 2016), in arguing for greater use of 
images for learning in higher education scenarios, suggested a methodology for doing so that 
makes use of existing images and helps to scaffold the learner in this unfamiliar medium: the 
result is her method for inquiry graphics elicitation (IQE). Scaffolding entails a process of 
cognitive building: based on Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development, she asserted that “the 
dynamic of learning is not a simple happening; it has some form and structure which fea-
tures action and response, judgement and assistance” (Lackovic, 2016, slide 5). To help scaf-
fold the use of visuals, I started very basically with the IQE process: I provided a packet of 
images and asked the participant to select one that represented an abstract concept, like 
learning. From there, we were able to look at different aspects of what was occurring in the 
image they selected. This made them more comfortable in later capturing images of their 
own for photo elicitation; it also served for interesting discussion and debate in workshops.  

Similar visual methods have been successfully implemented in Global South contexts; they 
are especially important for outsider or “inbetweener” researchers (Milligan, 2016) such as 
myself as power is shifted away from the interpretation of the researcher and onto the partic-
ipant, reiterating their ownership of experiences (Cole & Knowles, 2008). Walton, Zraly and 
Mugengana (2015) used pre-selected images in community health research in Rwanda (simi-
lar to IQE methods) and concluded that the visuals not only helped to elicit data but pro-
vided an unexpected medium for later disseminating research results: through music.  In 
this example, along with others from the limited literature of visual methods in Global South 
education contexts, visual methods performed moral and intellectual duties in giving status 
to participants, essential for decolonial work (Wolfenden & Buckler, 2013) and also gave a 
fuller picture of participants’ lives (Walton et al., 2015). Finally, important again for English 
speakers still working to develop confidence in the language, preparing visuals ahead of time 
allows participants to pre-engage with the concept, resulting in a “a reflective process, taking 
time, so the data you end up with is the result of thoughtful reflection” (Gauntlett & 
Holzwarth, 2006, p. 84) with ample space to practise and consider the language required.  
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Community leaders and observation. In addition to the visual methods, I used ob-
servation as another tool for helping participants unpack and discuss their experience as 
teachers: stimulated recall via notes and my interpretations was used to trigger a partici-
pant’s memory around an event (Huijts, De Bruijn, & Schaap, 2011). To avoid further class-
room disruption, I relied on field notes to prompt the participants’ recall and provide a start-
ing point for conversation.  This facilitated a form of auto-ethnography and reflection, em-
ploying Kvale and Brinkmann's (2009) concept of the ‘traveller’ interviewer, “in which 
knowledge is not given but is created and negotiated” (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003, p. 139) with 
the help of either critical events from the day’s observation or image cues from the image di-
aries.  

The final interview with the community leader also utilised the visual diary. As discussed 
above, incorporating visual images and engaging the participants as photographers was in-
tended to provide participants with the opportunity to communicate self-selected aspects of 
their lives and identities through creativity (Gauntlett & Holzwarth, 2006). Participants re-
tain ownership of those images, which do not appear in this thesis. Rather, as with the obser-
vations and stimulated recall interviews, the data collection is positioned “within the materi-
ality that they also have to negotiate” as teachers working in often resource-deprived schools; 
this is a part of my ethical stance in attempting to “do justice to participants’ lived experi-
ence” by engaging with their material existence (Sims-Schouten et al., 2007, pp. 103–104).  

The data derived from this interview/observation process provide a response to RQ 4 (indi-
vidual expression of professionalism) and illustrate spaces where participants enact and em-
body their individual professionalism.  

Community level data collection: lay members.  

I conducted data collection amongst association and COP members5 with two methods: site 

visits and workshops. The data derived from these workshops responds to RQ 3 (collective 
discourses of professionalism) and RQ 4 (individual discourses).  

COP workshops and ATER national conference workshop. While interviews and 
site visits with individual members provided data for understanding the individual expres-
sions of professionalism discourse within the association, I also sought for group expression 
via workshops. I contacted the leaders of the seven local communities of practice within the 

 

 

5 As explained in Chapter 6, local teachers who are not members of the association or the local COPs 
often come along to trainings; this is an important aspect of association outreach. They appear in the 
data from the workshops, but I did not specifically isolate and remove their voices in workshop tran-
scripts. 
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association; due to logistics, I was able to conduct workshops with five COPs. Workshops 
were arranged with the assistance of the COP leaders who contacted COP members to ar-
range a suitable time and place; four of the workshops were held on weekends. At one of the 
rural sites, the workshop was held on a weekday since the leaders reported that many teach-
ers would leave their school area to go back to their home villages on the weekends.  

The workshops were modelled on previous teacher trainings I had conducted in Rwanda as 
an English teacher trainer. I merged common communicative English language teaching 
techniques with the questions that I wished to ask. It was important that there be a balance 
between my needs for data collection and meaningful use of the teachers’ time; the workshop 
plans were approved by the ATER leadership, and I gave time at the end of each workshop 
for reflection and discussion about how participants could modify the activities for their own 
classes. A full plan for the workshops can be found in Appendix 9. Most workshops lasted 
1.5-2 hours; they were recorded and transcribed. Participants were introduced to me and my 
research at the start (I introduced myself in English; in the rural areas, the COP leader also 
introduced me in Kinyarwanda). They were given the opportunity to opt out and have their 
responses deleted from the recording (for the workshop participant paperwork, see Appen-
dices 3 and 10). Table 3.3 provides an overview of the workshops and attendees.  
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Table 3.3. Professionalism workshops. 

COP Location  Members present 

Member workshop, ATER 
national conference  

26 participants (24 association members, including leaders, other two are 
COP members)  

- 1 female, 25 male  

Urban 1 COP  7 participants (3 ATER members, all are COP members) 

- 1 female, 6 male  

Rural 1 COP  8 participants (2 A/COP member, others were COP members)  

- 3 female, 5 male  

Peri-rural COP  29 participants (unclear A/COP representation; many were students who 
came in. At least 7 A/COP members) 

- 10 female, 19 male  

Urban 2 COP 11 participants (includes 9 who are members of the association and the 
COP) 

- 1 female, 10 male   

Rural 2 COP  12 participants (includes 2 COP members, 1 visitor from another COP; 
remainder are local teachers) 

- 5 female, 7 male 

 

Community members and visual methods. A number of workshop activities in-
volved visual images: such activities were meant to provide a collective space for expression, 
to elicit a shared sense of collegial professionalism within ATER in keeping with Weber and 
Mitchell's (1996) suggestion that image-making and discussion is a collective action, “part of 
the sharing that creates the ‘we-ness’” (p. 128) of collective teacher identity and thus collec-
tive expressions to answer RQ 3. Prior to arriving in Rwanda, I created eight packets using 
40 images taken from the online, open-source stock photograph database Pixabay. The com-
plete image booklet was approved by the President of ATER; descriptions of the forty images 
can be found in Appendix 11. In considering appropriateness of images, I followed the crite-
ria provided by Walton et al. (2015) in their selection of contextually-relevant subject matter 
that would “enable a broad range of interpretation and freedom of expression” for Rwandan 
participants (p. 55). Drawing from this, I searched for images with the following themes:  

- Images that literally evoked classrooms (actual classrooms, teachers, blackboards, 
school books, etc.)  

- Images drawn from keywords such as ‘profession’, ‘collective’, ‘colleague’, ‘creation’, 
‘scientist’, etc. (e.g. a blacksmith, a potter, Albert Einstein, etc.)     

- Images that reflected the Rwandan context (e.g. a Rwandan Intore dancer, a truck 
stacked with mattresses, a bunch of onions, an egg, etc.)  
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- Images that could function as visual metaphors for concepts like success, learning, 
knowledge, journeys, growth, etc. (e.g. an airplane, a spiderweb, a bridge, a set of 
keys, a lightbulb, compass, etc.)   

 

Site visits and informal interviews. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, I initially 
designed the study to involve only meaningful, long-term contact with a small pool of com-
munity leaders. But as word spread of my work through the association, I was contacted by 
non-leader members who asked that I visit their school sites. I considered this a form of eth-
nographic data; it provides a backdrop for some of my assertions and assumptions about the 
context, but I also had important conversations with individual members during those visits. 
For most of these conversations, I took notes after the fact, rather than using a recording de-
vice. At some sites, perhaps since participants were aware of my previous work as an English 
teacher or teacher trainer, I was asked to talk to student or faculty groups, lead classes, or 
even deliver training workshops. I used discretion in responding to these requests, though 
they often challenged my sense of positionality and personal boundaries as discussed later in 
this chapter.  

Ethnographic data.  

Finally, my fieldnotes, observation notes, and personal reflections serve as the final aspect of 
data in this study. I view these sources as providing commentary on some of the extra-dis-
cursive aspects not available in transcripts or other forms of discursive output. For Sims-
Schouten et al. (2007), it is important to pay attention to details which assist in “producing a 
context in which certain discursive constructions are more easily enabled or disenabled than 
are alternative constructions” (p. 102).  

In my fieldnotes, I tried to pay attention to the material practices and circumstances where 
the participants worked and socialised. The challenges of the Rwandan environment are 
well-reported: poverty has improved since the genocide, but remains high, and, as I relate in 
this thesis, teachers themselves are often themselves impoverished because of their low sala-
ries (IPAR Rwanda, 2014). I did not want to (even inadvertently) produce “voyeuristic scan-
dalous tales” (Tracy, 2010, p. 847) or fall into the pitfalls frequent in writing about Africa, 
such as Binyavanga Wainaina’s (2005) satirical exhortation to include only Africans who are 
“colourful, exotic, larger than life—but empty inside, with no dialogue, no conflicts or resolu-
tions to their stories, no depth or quirks to confuse the cause” (p. 94). I wanted to convey 
complexity, but I wanted to do it in a way that was respectful and acknowledged the debt I 
owe to ATER for allowing me into their environment.  

In my fieldnotes, I recorded details from the school sites, including the number of students, 
some of the textbooks I saw being used, and aspects of the class itself. I tried to capture some 
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of the interactions between teacher and students: the questions asked and the forms of re-
sponse, or the groupwork or pair work techniques used by the teacher. In the findings that 
follow, quotation marks indicate a direct quote that was recorded in my notes or in a record-
ing transcript. Otherwise, I provide summaries. The inclusion of the field notes in the 
presentation of data is to provide context to member discourses and comment on some of 
the non-verbal cues that were present in my interactions with participants (see Appendix 14 
for an example field note entry).  

2.3. National and global discourses: network ethnography.  

In interrogating discourses around teacher professionalism in Rwanda, I hold that docu-
ments or policies which seek to impact teacher professionalism are relevant to understand-
ing professionalism discourse (Mitchell, 2013). For the national and global levels of the CCS, 
then, I sought out a variety of documents which convey the powerful discourses that pervade 
the context in which Rwandan teachers operate, including official documents, policies, arti-
cles, and speeches. This collection process was dynamic: I did not begin with a static litera-
ture review of policy but instead moved between levels as association members (or policy 
documents) mentioned external organisations, concepts, or policies. Unwittingly, I employed 
techniques employed by network ethnography, as described by Ball and Junemann (2013), 
conducting “extensive and exhaustive internet searches” (p. 12) on the non-government or-
ganisations and “following processes, practices, discourses, technologies and networks, 
thereby connecting sites, scales and subjects” (Peck & Theodore, 2012, p. 171). To keep track 
of the network of external organisations, businesses, and government bodies connected with 
the full association, the COPs, or the individual members, I built a network map to visualise 
the relationships (see Figure 3.4). This heuristic helped me to represent lateral relationships 
at the local level, which is perhaps a more realistic representation of local-global relation-
ships rather than the simplistic, linear representations assumed in the Bartlett and Vavrus 
(2014a, 2016) CCS heuristic. Networks are further useful for conceptualising discourses as 
complex, emergent systems of signification and meaning. 



 

 
 

 

Figure 3.4. Network mapping. 
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Evident in this dynamic process are the myriad transfers between the global and national 
levels and the inherent messiness of those levels. Figure 3.5 visualises some of the places of 
transfer between the (ostensible) national and global levels. IOs produce reports and recom-
mendations for broad global education and specifically for Rwanda, and many of those rec-
ommendations emerge in Rwandan policy. Local media might reference those policies and 
reports. However, country-specific documents are often produced via partnerships with local 
organisations, government departments, or independent researchers: neoliberal outsourcing 
through grants and independent contracts obscure the boundaries of public-private partner-
ships.  

  

IO policy and reporting on 
global education  
 

 IO reporting on and recom-
mendations for Rwanda 

 Reporting on Rwandan devel-
opment and policy in global 
popular media  
 

 

  
Rwandan policies that refer-
ence IO policies   

 

Kagame’s speeches at WEF 
and Davos events (Breen, 
2016; Tralac, 2019) 
 

 IO-authored documents 
produced in collaboration 
with Rwandan ministries 
and departments  

 Local media that reference IO 
policies and reports  
 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Examples of discourse. 
 

Global strand: education policy.  

To collect data at the global level of the CCS, I followed two strands: global education and 
English teaching and learning. For global education, I began with authoritative, IO-produced 
policy documents, such as those produced by the World Bank and UNESCO. The Global 
Monitoring Reports (now Global Education Monitoring reports, see GEM Report, 2016) are 
one example. Read (2017) described the reports as a “fulcrum for aid agencies, non-govern-
mental organisations, and developing countries” (p. 98) for policy construction and 
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monitoring and evaluation. Others were selected because they were mentioned specifically in 
Rwandan policy.  

The process to ‘discovering’ IO documents was sometimes oblique. For example, as the 
theme around (unprofessional) teachers being unable to ‘speak’ English emerged in associa-
tion discourses, I began to look for references to this in national, regional, and global docu-
mentation. It appeared as an occasional headline in Rwandan news but was more explicit in 
Kenyan newspapers (see the 2016 example in Chapter 4, which specifically references the 
World Bank study Martin & Pimhadzai, 2013), apparently trading on the epistemic legiti-
macy provided by the World Bank data. Another signifier, ‘mindset change’ (discussed in 
great detail in Chapter 6), led me backwards to the work of psychologists and theoreticians 
which appear in the standard curricula for those postgraduate degrees. It also led me to myr-
iad references made by President Paul Kagame, as discussed in Chapter 5.  

For examples of the sources – the ‘corpus’ – for the global level of professionalism discourse 
which appear in Chapter 4, see Appendix 12.  

Global strand: TESOL/AL.  

The second strand proved more complex: from association data, I followed organisations, 
events, individuals, and concepts mentioned by participants. Two leaders discussed their ex-
perience in postgraduate programmes in the U.S. and U.K. and the outsized influence of 
their academic studies upon their beliefs and assumptions about English language teaching. 
Both talked about the importance of communicative language teaching in the TESOL pro-
gramme and their attempts to apply it in Rwanda. From this, I worked backwards to look at 
programme materials from their institutions and from my own experience in a U.S.-based 
M.A. TESOL programme, undertaken around the same time as the leaders. Leaders and as-
sociation members also brought up TESOL-International Association and IATEFL, interna-
tional English language teacher associations with connections to ATER. I also went back and 
forth between association data and the events and organisations which they discussed: an ex-
ample of this is one member’s involvement with a short training programme offered in Kigali 
by the University of Connecticut.  

Several participants mentioned the ‘products’ available in the English language teaching 
marketplace: expensive language testing exams such as TOEFL and IELTS, standardised cre-
dentials such as CELTA, and free (or low-cost) online training programmes or one-time 
events offered through the British Council, the USDOS, or other massive, open, online course 
(MOOC) platforms.  

Finally, I looked through the documents and materials that I was given by the British Coun-
cil, the English Language Fellows programme and the USDOS during my work in Rwanda. I 
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felt that this angle was important given their combined influence on ATER’s ongoing opera-
tions (explained in detail in Chapter 6). See Appendix 12 for examples of materials for 
TESOL/Applied Linguistics strand, which are presented in Chapter 4.  

National strands.  

I completed a desk review of key educational policies and broader policy documents includ-
ing the ‘visionary’ policy documents and statements which provide general political steering 
for Rwanda. This provided understanding of the national discourses evident in Rwandan 
policy. Sources include policies issued from the Rwandan Ministry of Education, many of 
which reference and frame teachers’ changing roles within the education system and are 
posted (and written in English) on the Ministry of Education website. During the course of 
this policy search, I also came across the eLearning online course platform discussed in 
Chapter 5.   

Additionally, since policies such as these are often constructed with an audience of external 
donors in mind, policies were supplemented by speeches, interviews, lectures, and other doc-
uments produced by high-ranking leaders who convey the ideological direction of Rwanda 
and its education field. Given the status of President Paul Kagame as long-term leader and 
‘founding father’, use of his language and that of other high-ranked officials will also provide 
indication of the values and priorities of the government, common to other research seeking 
to understand the national narrative he and his close officials advocate (see Ingelaere, 2010; 
Pells, Pontalti and Williams, 2014; Reyntjens, 2017, for examples). Kagame’s speeches are 
widely broadcast; throughout my time in Rwanda, bus drivers would change the radio from 
football games or pop songs when his speeches came on, a phenomenon also noted by Hon-
eyman (2016).  

I relied greatly on the English-language daily The New Times as a media outlet for public (or 
government-approved) public discourse, which in my six years of work in and research on 
Rwanda, remains uncritical and sycophantic in its laudatory treatment of the president and 
his decision-making. Human Rights Watch (2009) labelled it a state-owned government 
mouthpiece guilty of egregious censorship, and even Kagame himself – according to The 
Economist (2010) – accused The New Times of being overly servile towards him and the 
RPF. In that article, he called for a “feistier” alternative, but it is important to note that other 
such “feisty” alternative papers, journalists, and news outlets have been summarily perse-
cuted by the government (Sundaram, 2016a, 2016b): journalists have been targeted and har-
assed and certain news outlets have been shuttered and forced out of business.  

As discussed above and later in Section 3, selection of these materials was a dynamic process, 
following Bartlett and Vavrus’ (2016) suggestion for an “iterative, emergent research design” 
wherein the researcher will “follow the process” (p. 7). As themes emerged in the global or 
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local spheres, I searched out terms from The New Times or Kagame’s speeches. I also 
searched for press releases around key education policy changes: those around English me-
dium of instruction, standardised testing, changes to pensions or teacher benefits, etc. See 
Appendix 13 for examples of the materials which form the national strand (discussed in 
Chapter 5). 
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Section 3.  Data analysis 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In Chapter 2, I outlined my theoretical understanding of discourse, but as with many novice 
researchers, when faced with the mountain of diverse data sources indicated in the previous 
section, I was unsure of the steps to move forward with analysing the data, even with that 
theoretical foundation. Foucault (1980) himself was often critiqued for obscuring his own 
methods of data analysis; somewhat frustratingly, he defended this by stating that “what I 
must do is to take caution to be explicit about what I am doing, without ‘trying to dictate 
what is to be done’” (p. 236). Here, I attempt to be more transparent in detailing the process 
of data analysis that I devised for my work. Poststructuralist cultural geographer Gillian Rose 
(2001) provided helpful suggestions for actualising Foucauldian discourse analysis (FDA) 
which provide the basis for the guidelines that I outline here.  

3.1.  Data analysis process.  

In beginning a process of comparison and analysis, Rose (2001) called researchers to forget 
what you know about the topic – as far as this is possible – and to look at the data with ‘fresh 

eyes’. Pre-existing codes or categories should be held in suspense: “we must show that they 
do not come about by themselves, but are always the result of a construction of rules of 
which must be known and the justifications of which must be scrutinized” (Foucault, 2004a, 
p. 28).  

This initial stage was especially challenging. I began with fresh eyes, enabled by a four-
month reprieve between the end of data collection and the start of my analysis phase, but 
open coding, performed with NVivo, resulted in dozens upon dozens of codes that seemed to 
multiply and overlap with every interview that I processed. The lists of codes seemed to flat-
ten the data and I became overwhelmed by the sheer number. At this point, I pivoted to a dif-
ferent approach and started with a data set grouped around the characteristics of the partici-
pants: I took out the data from rural participant groups. Though no actual category in the or-
ganisation exists for the types of groups, I thought there would be similarities due to their 
shared material conditions, an assumption borne out almost immediately. In reviewing this 
data, I noticed an obvious similarity between two workshop transcripts: both began with ex-
tensive debates around teacher pay and money. This formed an initial theme; I ‘carried’ this 
theme through the rest of the data by reviewing for references to money and pay. This addi-
tional data moved further from direct conversation about teachers’ salaries and instead into 
the question of who pays for teachers’ transportation to professional events, a theme which 
carried through all levels of the association and resonated with my previous experience 
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working as a trainer in Rwanda. The theme bloomed out from there as discussions of money 
and paying for transport appeared linked to the concept of investment and ownership as as-
pects of preferred professional attitudes within the association. This functioned as a starting 
point for a nascent category within the analysis: preferred professional behaviours and atti-
tudes. This allowed me to look through some of the many codes I had begun to create for 
other preferred professional characteristics. A natural partner for this emerged: professional 
practices.  

There were also themes that emerged in top-down processes, where I identified global-level 
discourses and looked for expressions of similar themes at the local level. From my review of 
neoliberal discourse (and my own experience as a contract education professional), I had a 
sort of checklist of discursive tools: casualisation, investment, responsibilisation, and stand-
ardisation. I followed some of these threads down through national and local levels for con-
text-specific articulations. Other themes, such as mindset change, appeared central in the 
Rwandan context from my own experience working there, and also appeared in global litera-
ture as I began to work backwards.   

These processes followed Rose’s (2001) suggestion to “immerse yourself in your sources” (p. 
165); I went through each transcript, ethnographic entry, and policy document multiple 
times, checking back through with each emergent theme, and then went online to search for 
instances in popular media. I would also look for what was invisible and unspoken. If Fou-
cauldian discourse forms the boundaries for what is thinkable and sayable, what is not being 
said or thought? As new questions emerged, I returned to recode as many times as needed.  

Alongside my notes and digital search results, I would retain more of what I recalled from 
previous interviews, allowing me to identify recurrences and emerging key words. This 
“regularity of statements, both in general form and dispersion” form a discursive field under-
girded by a “positivity, [which] can be (re)traced and linked to a constituting field of power-
knowledge” (Graham, 2005, p. 10). In this thesis, I label these constructions as floating signi-
fiers: whilst I initially sought to find ways to circumvent what I perceived as the “rehearsed 
consensus” described by Ingelaere (2010) and Reyntjens (2017), I came to view these re-
peated keywords differently. A floating signifier, defined by Knutsson (2012) in his work on 
Rwanda’s ‘knowledge society’, is a repeated word or phrase but represents a concept which 
“does not carry an agreed-upon meaning but signifies quite different ideas” as it is “filled 
with different meanings in different political, social and cultural contexts” by different inter-
locuters (p. 186). Despite these differences, these signifiers can still carry powerful discursive 
effects (Robertson, 2005) and can stitch together a range of meanings and interests towards 
developing a hegemonic meaning.   
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My analysis thus identified floating signifiers at the different levels of the association (com-
munity members, association members, association leaders) and the levels of national and 
global discourse. Through analysis, I could examine signifiers’ power to “legitimize and 
shape action, and, conversely, how people’s interpretation and continual use of discourse will 
eventually change and shape the discursive field” (Harber & Davies, 1997, p. 111). With each 
mention of a floating signifier, I looked at the surrounding discourse to understand the 
meaning it was imbued with it at that level. This allowed me to begin to examine their truth 

effects and required “paying attention to their complexity and contradictions” (G. Rose, 
2001, pp. 165–166).  

3.2.  Comparison process.  

With the discursive threads identified at the different levels, I engaged different comparative 
tools for the case study, as illustrated in Table 3.4.  

Table 3.4. Comparative tools used. 

Global 
Vertical  

comparison 
conducted  
between 
global,  

national, and 
local level  
discourses 

Horizontal comparison conducted 
across global discourses 

Transversal comparison within the 
global level  

not conducted 

National 

 
Horizontal and transversal comparison conducted across 
national discourses found in policy, artefacts, speeches, and 

popular media 

Local: 
ATER 

Vertical com-
parison con-
ducted within 

ATER  
between  

association 
level  

discourses 

  Horizontal and 
transversal  
comparison  

conducted between 
COPs across time 

ATER  
leadership 

 

Community 
leaders 

ATER  
members 

COP 
 members/  
attendees 

 
Vertical 

comparison 
between 
ATER  

leaders and 
community 

leaders 

Transversal trac-
ing of association  

discourses 

Vertical 
comparison 

between 
community 

leaders, 
ATER mem-
bers, and 

COP mem-
bers/ at-
tendees 

Horizontal  
comparison  

conducted between 
community leaders 
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From Table 3.4, it is evident that I did not conduct all three forms of comparison at and be-
tween the three levels. As Bartlett and Vavrus (2016) indicate, few comparative case studies 
will be able to engage with all three axes of vertical, horizontal, and transversal comparison; 
researchers should use the heuristic rather to reflect upon their work and help them see 
“whether they are missing a significant part of the story by ignoring one axis” (p. 7). Whilst I 
conducted horizontal comparison at all levels in proposing dominant discourses for those 
levels, that comparison was not conducted over time (at the global level) and only marginally 
interacted with change over time for the national level. At the local level, for example, I ex-
plicitly engaged with time in the discussion of changes to COP structure made from 2010 to 
2018 (see Chapter 6, Section 2).  

In using these comparative tools and following the iterative ‘discovery’ process described in 
the at the end of the previous section (this chapter, Section 2), there are limitations which re-
quire discussion. At the global level, the ‘corpus’ consists of materials that emerged from the 
iterative process described earlier, which take ATER and the local level as the ‘starting point’.  
The presented materials are by no means a comprehensive representation of all stakeholders 
or viewpoints at the global level. I also do not engage in much horizontal comparison be-
tween global stakeholders, but instead look at global stakeholders and discourses as they ap-
pear to impact and trickle down into the local level. Thus, both the global and national levels 
should be viewed in relationship with the local level, rather than as comprehensive represen-
tations of those entire levels apart from ATER.  

3.3.  Examples of vertical discourse tracing. 

For methodological transparency, I will detail the mapping of one of the discursive themes 
here, which was mapped vertically between levels. As indicated above, the earliest theme that 
I examined across the levels within ATER (and later connected to national and global levels) 
was the theme around investment. I had grouped workshop data together according to geo-
graphic description: the urban sites together with the peri-urban site, and the rural and peri-
rural sites together. I noticed that at one rural site and one peri-rural site, several pages of 
each transcript were taken with a similar debate around how to define teaching: whether it is 
a job, with the expectation of a salary for work completed, or a profession, vocational ap-
proach motivated by an internal commitment to the development of learners. It appeared 
that for these rural and peri-rural members, the terms ‘job’ and ‘profession’ became signifi-
ers for opposing conceptualisations of teachers’ work rather than their fixed dictionary defi-
nitions. To think about pay – or to expect it as a condition of work – somehow appeared un-
professional, one side argued at each workshop. From there, I began to read back through all 
of the association data for mentions of pay or salary. Outside of these debates, there was no 
mention of salary or consideration of the low pay of teachers (discussed in Chapter 5). 
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However, at the community leader and association leader levels, there was much talk about 
money, much of it around members paying (or not paying) association dues or expecting re-
imbursement for transportation. As I worked up to the national level, I looked for speeches 
where President Kagame mentioned pay, salaries, or notions of personal investment. Finally, 
I reviewed global literature and linked some of the local level discourses with broad neolib-
eral themes around personal investment. I followed this model for many of the discourses 
that I identified. 

A second aspect of analysis that I struggled with was how to ‘weigh’ different discourses: how 
should I decide what discourses were the most important? Would it depend on how many 
times something was mentioned, or how many people emphasised the same thing? I was 
eventually able to address this dilemma as I began to incorporate visual methods into my 
analysis processes.  

My ‘visual’ turn 

When I became overwhelmed again with the levels of the association and keeping track of 
what keywords and themes came from each, I began to use visual tools to map some of the 
emerging complexity.  It became clear that though CCS provide a useful heuristic, their hier-
archical visual (presented at the start of this chapter in Figure 3.1) can also become a visual 
bind. John Berger (1972) talked extensively about the multitude of ‘ways of seeing’ –  

we are always looking at the relationships between things and ourselves. Our vision is 
continually active, continually moving, continually holding things in a circle around 
itself, constituting what is present to us as we are. (p. 8) 

How I was looking at the data – and indeed, constructing my analysis – had a significant im-
pact on how I perceived and interpreted it.  

One seemingly simple visual was to create a visual map of my data sources (detail in Figure 
3.6). At the time, I was struggling with how to ‘separate’ discourses and decide what im-
portance to give to seemingly ‘individual’ utterances. In an individual interview, a commu-
nity leader would necessarily express his own opinion. But in a workshop, there was space 
for response. In those circumstances, the agreement of other members would indicate more 
accepted, normalised ideas. Through this visual, I noticed other spaces where this ‘dissemi-
nation’ occurred: where leaders spoke to other members or members shared openly. The 
speeches from the conference appeared more powerful, since the leaders addressed the en-
tire association and non-member teachers. I came to see these as very powerful and signifi-
cant expressions of leader values and was able to trace some of the explicit connections be-

tween those speeches and things that members said to me – even what they said privately. 

Those dissemination events are highlighted on Figure 3.6.  
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Figure 3.6. Detail from larger map of data sources.  

 

I also used mapping for tracking emergent discourses at different levels, evident in Figure 
3.7. The detail shows part of the mapping of discourses around responsibilisation from the 
community leader and association leader levels.  For both visuals, this served to help per-
form a key function of FDA: namely, to map and examine relationships: relationships be-
tween statements, between groups, between groups of statements and statements of groups, 
and so forth.  

 

 

Figure 3.7. Detail from larger mapping of leader discourses.  
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But beyond this, I see another important feature of this visual turn. Foucault (1984) spoke of 
engaging with the limits that have been historically imposed upon us and “experiment with 
the possibility of going beyond them” (p. 50). The visual of the CCS had set the ‘bounds’ for 
my intellectual visualisation of the space where I worked and created further bounds for how 
I understood it. Small changes to the platform where analysis was conducted – moving from 
NVivo to hand coding or using visual mapping tools – can have a great impact. Academic re-
search privileges the written and spoken word, which function as the primary – and expected 
and valued – modes through which we disseminate our work. Just as I wanted to give my 
participants a diversity of modes for expressing themselves and presenting their reality, I 
myself needed ways to ‘unflatten’ my work. This was inspired in part by Nick Sousanis’ 
(2015) exquisite visual thesis about how our thinking, through human history, has been 

bound by the systems that we use – language, writing – and how we have been unable to fully 

explore the visual aspect of our perception. He argued that “deprivileging this absolute van-
tage point opens up the world” (p. 36).  

At the end of this process of analysis, I was left with three basic discursive groupings, with 
different articulations (see Chapter 2) and spaces of pushback and rejection at the different 
levels of the case study: epistemic neutrality, individualism, and depoliticisation and ex-

ternality. The level discourses are presented in the discussion sections of Chapter 5-8, and 
are compared across scales in Chapter 7.  
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Section 4.  Ethics, reflexivity and positionality  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In conceptualising and carrying out this research, I have been preoccupied with questions of 
reflexivity and research positionality. As I detail in the Preface and Chapter 6, I had signifi-
cant contact with ATER before commencing my doctoral studies; this prepared me to envi-
sion the challenges of dedicated research within the Rwandan environment and to cope with 
some of the practical, ethical, and emotional dilemmas I encountered. Ethical considerations 
for this work centre around two primary challenges: the ethical considerations that accom-
pany working in a country often described as a “politically sensitive and constricted environ-
ment” (Fisher, 2015, p. 134) and my own positionality within the work, a theme which I hope 
runs throughout this entire work. Here I present aspects of procedural ethics and relational 
ethics, to comment on some of the challenges that I encountered.   

4.1.  Procedural ethics.  

Procedural or categorical ethics are those dictated by a formal institution (Tracy, 2010) such 
as the University of Bristol School of Education Ethics Committee or the Rwandan National 
Commission for Science and Technology; they function as a form of liability coverage rather 
than a meaningful contract between researcher and participants. In this section, I comment 
on procedures to safeguard participant identity and data and address the ethics concerns 
standardised across academic research.  

Since ATER is the only national English language teacher association in Rwanda, I felt it was 
futile and distracting to attempt to hide its identity. Instead, I focus on confidentiality of in-
dividuals who participated in my research. I informed all participants that I would not use 
their name and would obfuscate the names of their school, district, and region.  

Participants were given an information sheet for their participation level (individual case 
study, lay member, or leader) and an accompanying consent form (see Appendices 3 and 4). 
I had these documents translated into Kinyarwanda, but only used those versions in more 
rural areas where I anticipated low English proficiency. All of my documents and question-
naire forms were reviewed and approved by leaders in ATER. I informed participants on the 
forms and in person that they were free to withdraw from the study at any time and can re-
quest to be removed up to six months following the data collection period with a requested 
final date of 1 January 2019. I provided my email and WhatsApp number; for those who did 
not have smartphones, I told them that they could contact me via the leaders, if needed. I 
gave participants the opportunity to check the transcripts from their interviews. This felt like 
an important aspect of transparency and a way to give some control back to the participants. 
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Most declined to give feedback; one corrected his grammar. Another asked that I remove 
some portions which mentioned the government; I obliged.  

Data were stored on University of Bristol’s encrypted OneDrive server.  

4.2.  Relational ethics.  

Procedural ethics appear sterile and controllable; relational ethics are messier and more 
challenging to encapsulate in writing. Relational ethics essentially refer to “an ethical self-
consciousness in which researchers are mindful of their character, actions, and consequences 
on others” (Tracy, 2010, p. 847).  

Moosa (2013) noted that researcher-participant relationships, especially in relatively small, 
transparent societies (such as Rwanda, see Louisy, 1997), involve “constant negotiation to be 
conducted throughout the research process” (Moosa, 2013, p. 493). Our identity as research-
ers is not something that we predetermine and then present when in the field: it is instead 
co-constructed: and so “the way we interact and represent ourselves often has a significant 
indirect influence on our work, including on our emotional well-being” (S. Brown, 2009, p. 
213).  

Relational ethics involve my ethical duty of care and my statement of positionality whilst in 
the field. What I discuss here is a continuation of the reflection that I detailed in Chapter 2, 
but in many ways embodying that ethic is far more challenging in the field, since researchers 
“are ourselves the object of other people’s research” (S. Brown, 2009, p. 213). As the object of 
my participants’ ‘research’, I struggled extensively with two particular aspects of relational 
ethics: power and reciprocity. On a theoretical level, I could acknowledge sources of power in 
my linguistic, social, and cultural capital: I come from one powerful nation and study in an-
other. I am fluent in powerful academic language; I understand powerful systems and (some) 
ways of entry into those systems. But very often, I do not feel powerful. I knew myself as a 
doctoral student, studying in a foreign country, doing research in yet another foreign coun-
try, parentless and self-funded and always working part-time to fund my studies. But that 
wasn’t necessarily how I was viewed. Ethicist Kwame Anthony Appiah (2018) wisely wrote 
that “there is a liberal fantasy in which identities are merely chosen, so we are all free to be 
what we choose to be” (p. 217). I didn’t want to be seen as an English teacher; I wanted to be 
seen as a researcher working to undermine my own power by amplifying the experience and 
voice of my participants. I didn’t want to be perceived as yet another external expert coming 
in to tell them what to do and how to do it – I simply wanted to record what they were doing. 
I wanted, ultimately, to be a researcher characterised by humility. 
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But in the field, that liberal fantasy dissolved. As participants asked for advice and feedback 
on their English teaching, it felt empty and insincere to claim that I couldn’t advise them be-
cause I wanted to hear their ‘voice.’ English is so keenly desired and needed for academic and 
professional success in Rwanda today. What did I convey when I tried to explain that I 
needed to mediate power in the situation and avoid being the expert teacher trainer? Yes, I 
came in as a doctoral student, but I also came in as an English language speaker, teacher, 
and trainer.  

I had come prepared for reciprocity, answering the question, what do they need? I came with 
notebooks and copies of English texts. But the reciprocity that they seemed to desire was in-
tangible: it was feedback and advice regarding their teaching. I had initially refused to give 
feedback because I was afraid that would cast me as an ‘expert’ who maintained all power in 
the relationship. But, as I thought about it more, who was I to make that claim? My refusing 
their requests was already an expression of that dynamic. Reciprocating towards the partici-
pants, and offering them something that they valued would never inherently displace the 
power imbalance but would instead use my “positional advantage to ‘contribute positively to 
the empowerment and enhancement of opportunities and skills’ of participants” (Vanner, 
2015, p. 3).  

So, at the very end of this period, I came to formalise my approach. Were I to begin again, 
Table 3.5 would be my guide.  

Table 3.5. Critical researcher reflexivity: considering points of view.   

Researcher  Participants 

 
Who do I think I am? 
What do I think I need? 
What do I think I offer?   
 

  

Who do I think they are? 
What do I think they need? 
What do I think they offer?  

 Who do they think I am? 
What do they think I need? 
What do they think I offer?  

 

Tikly and Bond (2013) suggested a position of “dialogic ethics” which “make explicit the 
workings of power” (p. 437), specifically including the power demonstrated in the re-
searcher’s positionality and decision-making. Dialogic ethics consider ethics to be a process, 
which as with CCS approach requires continual interrogation of actions, behaviours, and val-
ues at different stages of the research process. This means continually interrogating myself: 
to paraphrase Gramsci, “critical philosophy should be viewed as a form of self-criticism” 
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(Kincheloe & McLaren, 2000, p. 288). Sometimes that means interrogating what I assume is 
– or isn’t – the expression of my own power, a topic I engaged with in Chapter 2.  

I realise that these are issues that I will continue to struggle with, and they will be exacer-
bated in my position as a PhD researcher espousing a critical, postcolonial philosophy. The 
solution is an anti-solution: observe, listen, ask questions and be ready to receive responses 
that cut at the base of who I think I am, recognise the privilege I have and be able to talk 
about it with honesty and openness. 

4.3.  Chapter conclusion.  

In this chapter, I have provided a detailed summary of the methods employed for collecting 
and analysing data. I have worked to weave this research design into my theoretical frame-
work. In the chapter that follows, I begin the presentation of findings and analysis from the 
global level of the comparative case study.  
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Chapter 4 
  Global discourses  

 

 

Following the explanation of the study methodology, I begin presentation of the findings. 
Each chapter addresses the research question focused at the commensurate level of the com-
parative case study. This is in keeping with my argument that the ‘standard’ literature on 
professionalism is located within a Western context and reflects a particular point of view: it 
is itself a discourse. I begin in this chapter with global discourses that impact sub-Saharan 
education contexts; Chapter 5 follows with discussion of the Rwandan discursive context, 
and Chapters 6 deals specifically with the Association of Teachers of English in Rwanda 
(ATER).  

In this chapter, I elaborate upon the global layer of the comparative case study, addressing 
political, academic, and popular discourses around teacher professionalism which poten-
tially impact ATER English language teacher members. This layer is relevant to the lives of 
Rwandan teachers because of the amount of influence that the global education sphere ex-
erts upon the Rwandan national system. ATER members are primarily employed within the 
Rwandan national primary and secondary education system, with some outliers working in 
further and higher education, and some leaders work for international governments and 
other organisations. The national system includes both government schools, semi-private, 
and fully private institutions, where the government exerts influence over curriculum, me-
dium of instruction, and other policy decisions, but the government itself is strongly influ-
enced by international organisations and policy trends. Thus, in this chapter, I address the 
first research question:  

RQ 1: What are the global discourses and attending ‘regimes of truth’ around teacher 
professionalism within sub-Saharan contexts?   
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In Section 1, I look at discourses within the global education ensemble, the policy networks 
where powerful global actors influence the education agendas in indebted Global South na-
tions. I look specifically at discourses of neoliberalism and places where those discourses are 
levied upon sub-Saharan teachers. In Section 2, I focus more directly on the field of 
TESOL/Applied Linguistics (TESOL/AL), the disciplinary field which makes powerful claims 
to knowledge regarding (English) language acquisition, learning, and teaching. I consider 
how some discourses from the global education ensemble are also present in the TESOL/AL 
discipline and marketplace, and spaces where those discourses have direct contact with sub-
Saharan teachers. Finally, in Section 3, the chapter ends with consideration of evidence of 
some of these discourses from these two global spheres and their potential to trickle down 
into spaces accessed by association English language teachers.  
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Section 1.  Discourses in the global education ensemble  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Ball (1990) wrote that policies “project images of an ideal society” as “operational statements 
of values” (p. 3). Gone are the days when those operational value statements were authored 
and deployed by elected legislators alone; today, especially in the Global South, policy results 
from combined political, social, cultural, and economic structures and forces, all “entangled 
in a matrix of intersecting multi-level, multi-scalar (local, national, regional and global) sites 
and spaces” (Yeates, 2001, p. 637). Even within the stratification of the comparative case 
study, the institutions apparently present at the global, national, and local levels are mutu-
ally constituted: education policies are increasingly influenced by international players and 
agendas, with policy landscapes penetrated by external financial actors, including interna-
tional non-government organisations (INGOs), bilateral organisations, and donor agencies.      

This policy pipeline has specific impact on the global discursive construction of teachers and 
teacher professionalism: Robertson (2012) wrote that policymakers seek to “colonise the 
field of symbolic control” (p. 586) over the field of teaching. This is accomplished via “classi-
fying and reframing” (p. 591) the role and work of teachers themselves, rewriting what a 
‘good teacher’ looks like in favour of one who submits to management, continually ‘improves’ 
according to externally-constructed standards, and demonstrates classroom application of 
marketised concepts of efficiency and productivity.  

In this section, I consider first the actors within this entangled, multi-level, multi-scalar ma-
trix that have relevance for the Rwandan association. I then consider two education technol-
ogies that those actors favour which have relevance to ATER: learner-centred pedagogy and 
English medium instruction, which have reshaped the Rwandan context in the past decade 
but can also be found in education reform across sub-Saharan Africa. I end the section with a 
consideration of some of the apparent discourses around teacher professionalism that can be 
drawn from this broad, complex global education ensemble.  

1.1.  Global education ensembles.  

Two decades into the 21st century, the standardised form of national organisation and gov-
ernance has shifted, and the Westphalian conception of a state is now webbed into policy 
networks and communities of multilateral international organisations, nongovernment bod-
ies, social and capitalist enterprises, philanthropic actors, and myriad other agencies. In the 
Global North, Ball (2012) labeled this construction “a new kind of state” organised according 
to “a new form of governance, albeit not in a single and coherent form” but one that has 
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decentralised and delimited national centres of authority (p. 9)6. These networks function as 
policy communities which share ontological conceptions of social issues and operate through 
diverse forms of contact so that “individual actors may be involved in networks in a variety of 
ways, e.g. sponsorship, contracting, and so on” (p. 6) and are not always visible.  

Within systems of network governance, all stakeholders are not equal. While national gov-
ernments still exert great control over the education policy within their boundaries, indebted 
nations especially cede aspects of control to networks that are “complex relations of recipro-
cal interdependence” (Jessop, 2002, p. 52). American writer Ambrose Bierce defined debt in 
his satirical Devil’s Dictionary (1906) as “an ingenious substitute for the chain and whip of 
the slave driver” (p. 64).  Indeed, Global North bankers – such as the funding and donor 
bodies of international organisations (IOs), primarily the World Bank, the IMF, and the 
OECD – maintain a strong degree of control over indebted Global South nations. IOs “create 
actors, specify responsibilities and authority among them, and define the work these actors 
should do, giving it meaning and normative value” and thus “exercise power as they consti-
tute and construct the social world”  (Barnett & Finnemore, 1999, p. 700). Much of this is ac-
complished through policymaking: IO influence in policymaking comes via aid conditional-
ity, allowing powerful stakeholders to formulate and disseminate policy, and even transform 
the underlying legal framework to accommodate reform. For Ball (2012) – and a large subset 
of critical researchers in international and comparative education – these policy networks 
mobilise the ‘how’ of neoliberalism: “how it is ‘done’, [and] how it ‘works’” (p. 2). In Chapter 
3, I demonstrated a basic mapping (Figure 3.4) of the global and national scales with links to 
ATER members and the association as a whole. Those relationships appear throughout the 
remainder of the thesis. 

Neoliberalism: the grand and the mundane.  

Neoliberal globalisation functions as a macro context for this work: its ideologies underpin 
the rationalities, assumptions, and practice which permeate global businesses and govern-
ance. The vast literature surrounding neoliberal policy shifts indicates the ‘chameleon’ na-
ture of this ideology so it is essential to first define neoliberalism, a term I have already de-
ployed throughout this thesis. Ferguson (2010) rightly pointed out that the term has become 
simplified and overused especially by the political left, where it can operate as a floating 

 

 

6 In sub-Saharan Africa, different neoliberal articulations of the state are evident. A nation like 
Rwanda still has the distinct trappings of a development state cut through with the rhetoric of market-
isation and ‘decentralisation’ but remains highly centralised with power held through various 
branches (including companies) controlled by the RPF. Booth and Golooba-Mutebi (2012) termed this 
construction as developmental patrimonialism. Rwandan governance is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 5. 
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signifier (Knutsson, 2012) for a “gigantic, all-powerful first cause (as categories like ‘Moder-
nity’ or ‘Capitalism’ have done before it)—that malevolent force that causes everything else to 
happen” (Ferguson, 2010, p. 171).  

Ferguson (2010), DeJaeghere (2017), and countless others have thus called for explicit con-
textualisation when using the ‘gigantic’ and often vaguely (or openly) malevolent term.  First, 
it functions as a set of philosophical ideas which emerged from Friedman economics regard-
ing the role of the market and the individual within a deregulated state. This is often capital-
ised Neoliberalism: referencing the ideological project, rooted in the German ordoliberal and 
American University of Chicago schools of thought (Lemke, 2001). Within this macroeco-
nomic doctrine, at odds with conceptions of the Keynesian welfare state (for example), pri-
vate enterprise is ‘valorised’ and the state is treated with suspicion, embodying “what is 
sometimes called ‘free market fetishism’” and pushing the state to “run like a business” 
(Ferguson, 2010, p. 170). This ideological, macro-level ‘project’ has fed into an additional 
conceptualisation of neoliberalism (with a little n), a rationality which permeates policy and 
practice and is “grounded in the belief that the capitalist market creates maximum choices 
and fosters economic quality” (DeJaeghere, 2017, p. 9).  

But as this macroeconomic governmental rationality has worked its way downward, outside 
of policy and governmental practice, it can be theorised as governmentality (introduced in 
Chapter 2), the form of neoliberalism which does the most theoretical work within this the-
sis. With the blurring of public and private, and the application of private sector rationalities 
to state governance, existing understandings of the ‘citizen’ are replaced with an ‘active’, ‘re-
sponsible’ subject who functions like an informed consumer or, as Ferguson argued, “a min-
iature firm, responding to incentives, rationally assessing risks, and prudently choosing 
among different courses of action” (Ferguson, 2010, p. 172). This form of neoliberalism is 
what Foucault (1991) called ‘the conduct of conduct’ in which power does not specifically 
cause people to behave as they do, but instead works as a mechanism for people to regulate 
themselves. It is useful in considering “the thinking and practices – that may be liberal, 
neoliberal, or even alternative forms – embodied in international agencies, NGOs, and 
schools” (DeJaeghere, 2017, p. 9), where it is enacted through technologies of power:  

a multitude of programmes, strategies, tactics, devices, calculations, negotiations, in-
trigues, persuasions, and seductions aimed at the conduct of the conduct of individu-
als, groups, populations, and indeed of oneself. (N. Rose, 1999, p. 5)  

These technologies of power are part of the ubiquity of the neoliberal chameleon. Ong (2007) 
represented neoliberalism as a “migratory set of practices … [whose] flow articulates diverse 
situations and participates in mutating configurations of possibility” (p. 4). In China, for ex-
ample, neoliberalism has merged with a “post-socialist or authoritarian formation without 
replacing the political apparatus or ideology” (p. 5), especially as it internalises a form of 
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governance that eliminates the need for top-down control. In the example of China, the re-
pressive socialist state exists alongside market-friendly policies, private enterprise, and con-
sumer culture; this seemingly unconventional pairing of neoliberal rationality and Chinese 
repressive socialism “engenders ‘patriotic’ professionals who serve China’s global advance-
ment” (p. 6). Here, neoliberalism articulates with Chinese communist governance to allow 
the conditions for a more compliant subject to emerge, embedding individual contribution 
and responsibility within ‘socialist patriotism’ and commitment to the state.  

Ong’s reference to a neoliberal seep which “articulates diverse situations” maps onto Stuart 
Hall’s concept of articulation, as described in Chapter 2. Clarke (2008) too described neolib-
eralism as able to navigate “contextual assemblage, articulation, and translation” (p. 135, 
emphasis mine). When considering an example such as the seemingly incongruous meshing 
of capitalist neoliberal reform with China’s communist regime, Stuart Hall (Grossberg, 1986) 
might have asked how that ideology (neoliberalism) ‘discovered’ the subject (communist 
China), “rather than how the subject thinks the necessary and inevitable thoughts which be-
long to it” (p. 43). Just as Foucault’s concept of power is not merely imposed from above, ar-
ticulation allows for a sort of negotiation in which subjects have agentic power in being able 
to make sense of  the “particular historical juncture” they occupy (Procter, 2004, p. 54). Ar-
ticulations reflect a relationship between ideology and social forces which is dialectical 
(Grossberg, 1986, p. 144), even when that occurs at the level of policymaking: the decision 
makers within Rwandan government negotiate the stipulations of global funders such as the 
World Bank and UNICEF, alongside their own commitments, cultural values, and priorities. 
In this way, perhaps, discourse itself is an articulation: even discourses which are ‘fixed’ are 
negotiated differently depending on the context.  

I view this form of neoliberalism as an ontological reorientation. The way that a human un-
derstands herself, her place in society, and relationship with others, even the organisation of 
the events of each day, are internally reorganised according to market logic, replacing previ-
ous conduct regulation regimes found in religion or culture and establishing a hegemonic on-
tological conception of the ‘enterprising self’ (N. Rose, 1999; N. Rose, O’Malley, & Valverde, 
2009).  

The policy pipeline.  

An ideology which deploys neoliberal governmentality underpins much of the policies and 
‘best practices’ advanced by the international organisations broadly and multilateral eco-
nomic organisations especially. The World Bank functions as the premier “maintainer and 
projector of the neoliberal economic paradigm” (Broad, 2006, p. 388) explicitly in its eco-
nomic manoeuvres but also through its research body as the institution attempts to rebrand 
as the ‘Knowledge Bank’. The Bank is the largest hub for development research worldwide; 
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Broad (2006) contended that neoliberal ideology undercuts Bank research as the group priv-
ileges individuals and projects which ‘resonate’ with these ideals via “selective enforcement 
of rules, discouragement of dissonant discourse, and even the manipulation of data to fit the 
paradigm” (p. 388). Wade (2002) wrote of the legitimacy conferred upon Bank researchers 
whose ideologies converge with the institution’s neoliberal, pro-free market standpoint: your 
results don’t require checking and “findings you can send off your paper to The Economist or 
present it at an IMF seminar straight away” whilst “contrary results” will result in additional 
review, secretive and independent replication of the study, and a review by a colleague panel 
(p. 219). This culture provides guidelines for “how to come along and get along in the Bank” 
(p. 219). 

The World Bank as ‘Knowledge Bank’ reflects a similar shift happening across the develop-
ment sector. At a 2014’s London Evidence Week, a development director from Hewlett Pack-
ard’s charitable arm reported that  

Aid agencies are continually on a search to find ways to have leverage over public pol-
icy in developing countries. Orientating towards being a funder of knowledge genera-
tion rather than an implementer is a really effective way to make a contribution. 
(Piotrowski, 2014) 

Agencies are re-focusing their work to produce the data that low- and middle-income con-
texts (LMICs) seek in order to assess development programme impact. Agendas promoted by 
these agencies result in policy programmes which appear as ‘trends’ in their global dispersal: 
school-based management, public private partnerships, standardised testing, reforms in 
teacher accountability and increased datafication have become so widespread that they func-
tion as global education policies (Verger, Novelli, & Altinyelken, 2018) and technologies of 
power. Their spread occurs as policy ‘transfer’, borrowing, convergence, or imposition, de-
pending on your point of view. Broadly, educational practices (and their supporting evi-
dence) emerge from the Global North and are piped into Global South policy, opening spaces 
especially for the expansion of neoliberal logic and in the service of Global North capitalistic 
interests.  

What underpins this policy transfer is the assumption of sameness. Human universalism – 
that we have the same physical and moral value, for example – has been essential in the fight 
against racist arguments of inherent deficiency, but, as postcolonial thinkers will argue, 
claims to commonality which deny difference and context are “parochial claims for shared 
European or North American traits” (Pennycook, 2001, p. 35). Powerful policy stakeholders 
are adept at producing their “own knowledge base, in a closed loop that does not allow other 
kinds of knowledge to enter policy debate” (Connell, 2013, p. 109). Research extensively con-
ducted in Global North contexts, including elite universities such as the one I attend, pro-
duces a body of knowledge deemed scientific and universal which is used to underpin 
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curricular and pedagogical reforms in disparate nations. This uncritical knowledge transfer, 
most usually from North to South – and subsequent policy transfer – is conducted “typically 
without questioning very deeply their aims and philosophical and pedagogical assumptions” 
(Koosimile, 2005, p. 210).  

Universities are knotted up in this education ensemble either passively (when research that 
they produce is used/abused by other stakeholders) or actively (conducting research in the 
Global South, leading programming, advising on policies, etc.). Universities pursue partner-
ships with industry partners to support those research projects or to increase enrolment. Ball 
(2012) gave the example of Russell Group institution the University of Nottingham, whose 
name decorates a satellite campus in Malaysia, even though the university owns just 29.1% of 
the shares; engineering and geo-tech giant Boustead Group is the majority shareholder. The 
Nottingham moniker still conveys the Russell Group cache and brand: other elite universi-
ties, seemingly public institutions, are now essentially public-private hybrids, with the ac-
companying intermingling of interests (J. Clarke & Newman, 1997). 

1.2.  Global pedagogies.  

Throughout this thesis, I use the term global pedagogies, defined as primarily constructivist 
teaching philosophies, approaches, and practices which have become global ‘standards’ for 
curriculum design, teaching, and learning; thus, they are another technology of power.  
These pedagogies are underpinned by a body of research to substantiate the claim that they 
are the most effective approach for teaching and learning. They are most often referred to as 
learner-centred pedagogies or education (LCP/LCE), constructivism, outcomes-based or 
competence-based education approaches; however named, the pedagogical ideology has 
been widely accepted as a global ‘best practice’ (Schweisfurth, 2011) and enjoys widespread 
support from academics and donors alike. These approaches exist in opposition to teacher-
centred, ‘traditional’ pedagogies labelled chalk-and-talk, didactic, rote, or knowledge-based.  

Constructivism.  

Rebecca Oxford (1997) labelled constructivism as shape-shifting and contradictory, a fa-
voured buzzword and floating signifier able to take on a variety of ontological and epistemo-
logical variations. Schweisfurth (2013) identified cognitive, emancipatory, and preparation  
narratives as key justifications to implement learner-centred, constructivist practices world-
wide.  

First, learner-centredness is often justified with cognitive science. Cognitive theorists (e.g. 
Piaget, 1936) have argued that learners must engage with content and create their own men-
tal picture, co-constructing knowledge for meaningful learning. More recently, cognitive 
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psychologists have sought to present quantifiable evidence to understand information pro-
cessing and individual cognitive embodiment. Experimental biofunctional understanding 
scientist Asghar Iran-Nejad, for example, has worked to present empirical evidence via ex-
perimental, statistical methods. His results convey the neutral logic of scientific inquiry as he 
and his colleague (Iran-Nejad & Bordbar, 2017) called for methods to develop windows of 
understanding into the “physically hard and forbidding black box of the physical body”, to 
allow “the light of systemic cohesion-sensing to shine through as directed by science-quality 
sources of systematic consensus” (p. 10). Their ‘neutral’ results indicate a universality of cog-
nitive operations which defies contextual factors.  

There are more radical arguments for constructivism that correlate with Schweisfurth’s  
(2013) ‘emancipatory’ justificatory narrative, such as those put forth by Brazilian educator 
Paulo Freire. His work has often been appropriated, de-politicised, and made serviceable for 
constructivism: a superficial read of his concept of learner-centred pedagogy presented 
learners as not ‘vessels to fill’ (‘banking’ education) but ‘lamps to light’. Freire’s (1970) Peda-
gogy of the Oppressed was a key text in my own postgraduate English language teaching 
programme and throughout other American postgraduate English teaching programmes. 
Searching the TESOL-International Association (TESOL-IA) academic journal, TESOL 
Quarterly, for references to ‘Freire’ results in 93 articles from 1971 to present. Crookes 
(2012) noted that second language scholars especially took up critical pedagogy in the 1970s 
before it became mainstream in the 90s. Thus, learner-centredness appears as something al-
most radical and empowering to students, giving them a ‘voice’ and trading an authoritarian 
(teacher-centred) paradigm for a more egalitarian, even democratic space. Thus, the success 
of this pedagogical ideology is its apparent neutrality and scientific basis, but also its appeal 
to liberal activists.  

Though there is some evidence that this pedagogical dominance is coming to an end in the 
U.S. and U.K., it remains very much the standard for practice throughout the Global South. 
Global pedagogies were adopted throughout sub-Saharan Africa in the mid-2000s; East Afri-
can nations including Tanzania (Barrett, 2007) and Uganda (Altinyelken, 2010) shifted to-
wards a competence-based curricular (CBC) approach in the mid-2000s. Rwanda and 
Kenya, in contrast, have been late adopters of the trend, with CBC roll-outs in 2015 and 
2016, respectively (Njeng’ere Kabita & Ji, 2017; REB & VVOB, 2018). Education reforms in 
Burundi entail the creation of a CBC, currently in process (World Bank, 2018a). For these 
East African constructivist shifts, the reasons appear bound in a ‘preparation’ narrative 
(Schweisfurth, 2013): that learner-centred education reflects the preparation required for 
21st century living and alignment with the global capitalist marketplace.  

This favoured educational reform requires what Botswanan academic Richard Tabulawa 
(1997) labelled a ‘paradigm shift’, one which requires learners and teachers alike to 
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“fundamentally change their views of the nature of knowledge, of the learner and his/her 
role, and of classroom organisation in general” (p. 192). Every pedagogical paradigm, be it 
banking education or learner-centredness, contains assumptions about the social world, the 
nature of knowledge, and the nature of reality. These assumptions provide structure to 
teachers’ professional and academic cultural groups; they are “essential for the cohesion of 
the teacher group, and provide the standards for the group’s identity” (Holliday, 1994a, p. 
90). Thus, this pedagogical shift requires a “demanding change” of the power dynamic in the 
classroom and the disintegration of the teacher’s taken-for-granted reality (Schweisfurth, 
2011, p. 427). Tabulawa (1997, 2003) foresaw a ‘deskilling effect’ in top-down implementa-
tion of constructivist pedagogies across sub-Saharan Africa; one especially evident in the dis-
courses around African teachers today, discussed later in this section.  

Despite this emphasis on constructivist pedagogy for classroom teaching, there is an odd 
mismatch with the forms of assessment and credentialing advocated by global education 
stakeholders. Learner-centred pedagogies and communicative classroom practices are im-
ported into systems with strict, high-stakes gateway exams (such as O-levels and A-levels). 
Multi-national education businesses (MNEBs) like Cambridge English (part of Cambridge 
Assessment) produce widely used textbooks, including many which advocate communicative 
methods and learner-centredness, alongside developing standardised tests which, for ease 
and price, often eschew testing learners’ spontaneous production skills of speaking or free 
writing. There is continuity, though, in the place where the educational expertise on both 
constructivist methods and standardised educational ‘best practices’ can be found: the 
Global North.  

English as the medium of instruction.  

Stakeholders in the global education ensemble advocate not only for pedagogy, but also lan-
guage. English is positioned as a sort of ‘pay wall’ for accessing knowledge, technology and 
national development; in Singapore in the late 1990s, Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong often 
linked national English competence to national development goals. He launched the ‘Speak 
Good English Movement’ with a speech in which he stated that  

If we speak a corrupted form of English that is not understood by others, we will lose a 
key competitive advantage…. Poor English reflects badly on us and makes us seem less 
intelligent or competent. Investors will hesitate to come over if their managers or su-
pervisors can only guess what our workers are saying. (Tong, 2000, p. 1) 

“We,” the entirety of the Singaporean population, are engaged in the national project of 
alignment with global business needs. This is an example of what Ong (2007) termed “con-
tinual intellectual grading” in service of Singapore’s ‘pragmatic’ and absolute pursuit of eco-
nomic growth, which takes precedence over all other aspects of life (p. 7). The nation func-
tions as the explicit development model for nations such as Rwanda (Behuria, 2017), as 
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discussed in Chapter 5. An assumption of English for economic growth is common, as the 
language is “recognised by many within Africa as a language that will grant access to power 
and prosperity” (Robertson et al., 2007, p. 195). Indeed, the Association for the Development 
of Education in Africa (initiated by the World Bank and established in 1988) has painted 
English as a pragmatic, neutral language (ADEA, 2005), reflecting the assumption discussed 
in Chapter 2 and later in this chapter that English is a universal, ‘apolitical’ carrier of 
knowledge (Phillipson, 2008).  

With the promise of prosperity, developmental acceleration and increased alignment with 
global business, Rwanda adopted English medium of instruction in 2009, replacing French. 
English medium of instruction (EMI) has been recently described as “the use of the English 
language to teach academic subjects (other than English itself) in countries or jurisdictions 
where the first language of the majority of the population is not English” (Macaro, Curle, 
Pun, An, & Dearden, 2018, p. 37). However, Macaro and colleagues – and indeed much of 
the English teaching establishment – agreed that this definition is problematic because Eng-
lish is assumed to function as the sole linguistic medium. Perhaps this is the expectation of 
government and policymakers, but research demonstrates that English is frequently supple-
mented by local languages in order to facilitate student comprehension. While Rwandan pol-
icy stipulates the use of English only, for example, researchers point out frequent code-
switching and use of Kinyarwanda and French (c.f. Muvunyi, 2016; Tolon, 2014) 7. The 
Rwandan context and EMI are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5.  

English medium instruction has long been the purview of elites in the Global South, espe-
cially in British colonies where policies actively produced a social class of local English 
speakers able to take up civil service posts (Pennycook, 1998). Today, EMI remains “an effec-
tive pathway for elite maintenance in postcolonial societies” (Jahan & Hamid, 2019, p. 388); 
but with the growth of globalisation, EMI has become a broad class aspiration for the many 
contexts and governments that adopt EMI over instruction in a local language or regional 
lingua franca (e.g. Swahili, Arabic, etc.) as policymakers argue for improved development 
benefits for a population with English fluency. A study commissioned by the British Council 
(Euromonitor International, 2010) argued that the largest inflows of foreign direct invest-
ment from the U.S. and U.K. are highest in nations where English is widely spoken – and, by 
association, EMI operates. Bangladesh, for example, had a 41% share of FDI from English-

 

 

7 In academic parlance, additional terms (with accompanying theoretical implication) for multilingual 
or multimodal practices include “polylanguaging, polylingual languaging, multilanguaging, hetero-
glossia, hybrid language practices, translingual practice, flexible bilingualism, and metrolingualism, 
for academic discourse space” (Wei, 2018, p. 9). 
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speaking countries in 2009, whilst Rwanda – still mired in French – had only 1% and thus 
missed out on extensive investment potential (p. 5). Acquiring and speaking English, then, is 
a sign of development and norming to global standards.  

There is a significant precedent for this assumption. Following World War II, English lan-
guage teaching was often framed as ‘development aid’: in 1962, the UK began sending Eng-
lish teachers and teacher trainers abroad as part of the Aid to Commonwealth English 
scheme (Coleman, 2017). The USDOS began to deploy English Language specialists to devel-
oping countries in 19698.  For these programs, deployed trainers – and indeed their in-coun-
try teacher trainees – were encouraged to consider themselves “change agents who contrib-
ute not merely to the capacity building of their individual learners but, equally importantly, 
to institutional development” and thus broader national development projects (Coleman, 

2017, p. 452). Pennycook (1999, as cited by Jakubiak, 2012) labelled this as English for de-
velopment, essentially “a process in which increased language capacities ostensibly help peo-
ple to participate in development projects” (p. 440). But he argued that this is simply a 

masked form of English as development, a dominate paradigm that promotes the language 
“regardless of its relevance or application” (Jakubiak, 2016, p. 248). This ethnocentric para-
digm binds English with (Western) democratic values and so even small-scale projects teach-
ing English conflate individual learning with “increased self-determination on the national 
scale” (p. 251).  

Instructional medium in postcolonial nations is a space of bitter debate. Brock-Utne (2000, 
2001, 2012) has long argued that sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) colonial-medium instruction 
(English, French, Portuguese) drives the marginalisation and underdevelopment of indi-
genous languages – and the knowledges found within them. Additionally, the use of a lan-
guage with apparent ‘global’ significance but little local use outside of schools “fails to draw 
any real connections between language and social, cultural, and economic change” (Appleby, 
Copley, Sithirajvongsa, & Pennycook, 2002, p. 338). Pupils who struggle with English are 
doubly disadvantaged: they lack not only linguistic skill but are unable to acquire maths, his-
tory, science, and other school subjects. Educational quality, according to Fraser’s (2008) 
understanding of justice, would be based on inclusion, relevance and democratic participa-
tion; EMI potentially undermines all three (Milligan & Tikly, 2016; Tikly, 2016).  

 

 

 

8 Via this programme, I was deployed to Rwanda (2014-2016) and Sri Lanka (November 2019).  
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1.3.  Teachers in global deficiency discourses.  

Constructivism and English medium of instruction are two of the broad policy technologies 
levied worldwide: teachers, as classroom technicians, bear much responsibility for imple-
menting these reforms. In this thesis, I am concerned with the relationship of teachers and 
policy. How are teachers – especially sub-Saharan English language teachers – positioned 
within these policy networks and how are they presented in the documentation produced? As 
I elaborate in this subsection, teachers are not presented well.  

 ‘Bad’ teachers discourse. 

A common narrative for SSA nations is around lazy or incompetent teachers; they are fre-
quently identified as the cause of poor student outcomes within equally poor and dysfunc-
tional education systems. Batra (2015) pointed out the steps that have led to the modern dis-
course. Following the Jomtien Conference in 1990, calls for universal, fee-free primary edu-
cation led to skyrocketing enrolments and subsequent mass hiring of professionally unquali-
fied teachers. Efforts were made to skill teachers whilst in their positions: in India, for exam-
ple, the government offered in-service training to ‘motivate’ these teachers, as this was per-
ceived as the panacea for quality improvement. But after nearly a decade under the reforms, 
“commissioned research concluded that teachers were responsible for the poor quality of ed-
ucation despite huge amounts invested in ‘motivating’ a cadre of ‘unmotivated’ teachers” 
(Batra, 2015, p. 5).  

Research emanating from the World Bank especially has propagated ‘unmotivated’ and ‘bad 
teacher’ discourses (Bruns et al., 2011; World Bank, 2003). One example is the World Bank’s 
Service Indicators Report for Kenya 2013 (Martin & Pimhadzai, 2013), purported to “pro-
vide a set of metrics for benchmarking service delivery performance in education and health 
in Africa” (p. v). The authors claimed that it is not meant to be “viewed narrowly” (p. viii) as 
a criticism of teachers, and yet they focused their data collection and level their criticism en-
tirely on those individuals, with little mention of the context and broader training system. 
The picture of teacher quality was based on four factors: two for absenteeism, one for 
‘knowledge’ via written tests, and ‘time spent teaching’, with all factors providing numeric 
indicators. ‘Pedagogical skills’ were tested via a written exam, with poor results: the re-
searchers’ derision for the teachers is evidence in sentences like “pedagogical skills, or more 
accurately lack of skills, appear to be similar in public and private schools, as well as schools 
located in urban and rural areas” (p. 18). These scores on the pedagogic exam indicated that 
“teachers know little more than their students and that the little they know, they cannot 
teach adequately” (p. 18). English language skill was judged according to how teachers would 
mark student sentences such as “If you tidy up your room, you won’t get candy.” (p. 15). In 
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their results, there is no evidence that teachers’ classroom efforts were observed for anything 
except for timing, and their knowledge is encapsulated and scored via a standardised exam.  

This example illustrates a neoliberal discursive technique that figures prominently in this 
thesis: responsibilisation, an aspect of governmentality “which seeks to reshape the sense-
making, even subjectivity, of individuals in such a manner as to shift their explanations for 
problems or concerns from external agents or forces to the self” (Pyysiäinen, Halpin, & 
Guilfoyle, 2017, p. 216). Responsibilisation, as a rationality of neoliberal governmentality, is 
a technology of power: it draws upon the rhetoric of accountability and responsibility at-
tributed to professionals (Hargreaves, 2000) but simultaneously disallows teachers a seat 
amongst education policymakers: a responsibilised teacher is thus “accountable but power-
less” (B. Adams, 2002, p. 218)  

The Global Education Monitoring reports put out by UNESCO utilise more diplomatic lan-
guage in covering the teacher ‘problem’. Reading the full, 490-page report (UNESCO, 2017) 
offers perhaps a more balanced view of the many factors which impact the quality of educa-
tion globally. The GEM report is an influential document for NGOs, aid agencies and non-
governmental organisations to set policy agendas (Read, 2017; Schweisfurth, 2010), but it 
also reaches a more broader public sphere, partially through its presence on social media. 
With the launch of the 2017-2018 GEM report (UNESCO, 2017), illustrations taken from the 
larger report were posted to the GEM Twitter account between 29 December 2017 and 14 
February 2018. All were single panel, comic-style drawings, optimised for social media in 
square boxes with the GEM Report logo and a shortened URL for the report. The images 
were posted along with captions, URLs linking to the full 490-page GEM report, and 
hashtags, including #WhosAccountable and #CountOnMe.  

In the example cartoon (Figure 4.1), a teacher is unconcerned as his class descends into 
chaos; a message on the board indicates that he offers after-school classes, paid tutoring to 
deliver the content withheld in the classroom, which will allow those privileged few to excel 
in exams. The cartoon appears to comment on corrupt, lazy teachers seeking to profit on top 
of their salaries. The tweet caption reads “Private tutoring, paid of out of pocket, widens the 
education advantage gap between haves and have-nots #CountOnMe.” This caption provides 
context for how to read and understand the cartoon: the teacher is lazy and his pursuit of 
personal financial gain over professional responsibility is framed as a barrier to a socially just 
education system, with the individual teacher actively participating in unjust marginalisa-
tion. Lost, though, is the contextual complexity with surrounds this teacher’s behaviour. 
Tao’s (2013a) work in Tanzania provides context for the accusations against ‘bad’, absentee 
teachers who save content for their private fee-paying tutees. She demonstrated that salaries 
often go unpaid for periods of time due to lack of government funds, which requires teachers 
to seek income elsewhere.   
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Figure 4.1. Tweet from @GEMReport –  

10 February 2018.  

Screen-grabbed on 28 March 2018. 

 

But the stripped-down message of the bad teacher resonates on this broader media platform; 
it reflects a common popular media trope of public school teacher as bogeyman, a pejorative 
discourse well-honed and deployed in the U.S. (Goldstein, 2014) and U.K. (Robertson, 
2009). Policies like GEM and World Bank studies find their way into popular media and 
drive headlines such as “How Technology Can Make Up for Bad, Absent Teachers in Poor 
Country Schools” (The Economist, 2018). Referencing an unnamed World Bank study con-
ducted in seven unnamed African countries, the magazine claimed that increasing pay “is not 
the answer” and cites statistics to show that “teachers are well-paid by local standards” – five 
times the GDP per person in Kenya, for example. The article claimed that truant teachers can 
be easily replaced (and upgraded) by technology, and that “the big problem is teachers: often 
too few, too ignorant – or simply not there.” As with the GEM cartoon, broad statements go 
uncontextualised. The article essentialised the ‘African’ teacher experience and ignored key 
aspects of it at the same time. In Kenya, teachers might be ‘well-paid’ by ‘local’ standards, 
but like the Tanzanian teachers in Tao’s (2013a) study, often endure lengthy delays in receiv-
ing those salaries (Duflo, Dupas, & Kremer, 2014). Rwandan teachers are not well-paid by 
local (or any other) standards: as discussed further in Chapter 5, their salary has been de-
scribed as a ‘poverty wage’ (IPAR Rwanda, 2014). 

English as a deficiency marker discourse.  A specific aspect of the bad teacher dis-
course is around English language and the bad teacher’s lack of fluency, and policy reporting 
on that issue is also taken up by more popular media, which acts as a disciplinary technology. 
The Economist (2015) broached this subject in an article entitled “The mute leading the 
mute” which covers this global English teacher ‘crisis’ from secondary schools in Mexico 
(where English is a subject) to schools in China where qualified teachers use scripts to speak. 
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The writers pointed to several reasons for this, including “bad teachers hired via written tests 
rather than oral ones” and cites a Mexican NGO to claim that “one in seven [English 
teachers] had no English whatsoever.” As a practitioner, I am unclear if ‘no English 
whatsoever’ is even possible in a globalised world (not even ‘hello’?): it appears as a lazy 
hyperbole in the absence of more substantive evaluation of those teachers’ language capacity.  
The magazine released a more recent article which spreads the blame for the crisis, never 
actively pointing at teachers; even the title relies on passive voice: “More children around the 
world are being taught in English, often badly” (The Economist, 2019).  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Detail from People Daily, 26 January 2016.  

Screen-grabbed on 10 September 2019. 

Non-western publications, especially those in nations with recent EMI shifts, are even more 
dramatic. Kenya’s People Daily reported in 2016 on the 2013 World Bank Service Indicators 
Study (Martin & Pimhadzai, 2013, explored earlier in sub-section “Bad teachers”) with the 
flashy headline featured in Figure 4.2. The front page juxtaposed statistics (10% scored 
above 80% on an English test and tutor absenteeism is at 17% in urban public schools) and 
summarised the report to state that “many tutors [are] just slightly better off than the 
pupils.” Upon review of the report, it’s clear that the “60%” is taken grossly out of context; 
the statistic doesn’t refer to any form of comprehensive language testing but rather that 60% 
did not correct the sentence ‘I want not go to school’. This hysteria relies on a singular aspect 
of the research: the teachers’ language ability as gauged through a standardised, de-
contextualised, written exam.  
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1.4.  The ‘fix’: Discourses of managerial professionalism.  

While academics and practitioners have worked to combat and contextualise these negative 
portrayals and demonstrate educational quality as complex and multidimensional (e.g. 
Avalos & Barrett, 2013; Barrett, 2011; Tao, 2013b, 2013a; Tikly & Barrett, 2011), instances of 
pejorative discourse aimed at essentialising Global South (and especially sub-Saharan Afri-
can) teachers frequently appear in global policy discourse. In a neoliberal policy environ-
ment obsessed with flattening messy contexts, managerial fixes for these teacher deficiencies 
are offered. Here, I consider two that appear prominent in global education policy documen-
tation: accountability and standardisation.  

Teacher accountability.  

In the GEM report (UNESCO, 2017) referenced above, for example, teacher absenteeism is 
acknowledged but cited as a problem of “weak systems or teacher management” (p. 64) in 
that governing systems do not hold teachers accountable. Towards addressing absenteeism 
specifically, the report advocated various forms of accountability, including the innovations 
such as the one captured in Figure 4.3, which celebrates the success of teacher attendance 
monitoring via phones distributed to parents and students. This indicates a very literal form 
of the “increased surveillance” that Whitty (2008, p. 34) referenced as emblematic of mana-
gerial professionalism.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Tweet from 

@GEMReport –  

13 February 2018.  

Screen-grabbed on  

14 February 2018. 
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Another unusual accountability mechanism is casualisation: whilst weighing the pros and 
cons, GEM (UNESCO, 2017) stated that “hiring teachers on short-term contracts is increas-
ingly seen as an accountability mechanism” mobilising “the incentive of contract renewal to 
improve teacher performance and motivation” (p. 70). That section cited the work of MIT 
economist Esther Duflo, whose work with large-scale randomised control trials (RCTs) pro-
motes a powerful scientific discourse of objectivity and thus invites scrutiny here.   

In the paper referenced by GEM, Duflo, Hanna, and Ryan (2012) argued that “in many coun-
tries, teachers are a powerful, political force, able to resist attempts to enforce stricter at-
tendance rules” (p. 1241). The solution in India was to bring on ‘para-teachers’ and provide 
them with financial incentives: these were qualified teachers hired on fixed-term contracts 
but separate from civil servant teachers, who are positioned as an “entrenched constituency” 
(p. 1242). Because para-teachers are subject to annual contract renewal, and there are more 
candidates than jobs, they function as a more manageable, malleable workforce. The section 
also cited Duflo et al.’s (2014) Kenyan trial in which fixed-term para-teachers paid a quarter 
of the average Kenyan teacher salary were studied. Using RCTs, they demonstrated that stu-
dents with contract teachers had higher exam gains, attributed to lower rates of absenteeism 
in contrast with regular teachers. The authors reflected that the contractors “likely worked 
hard in part because they believed this would help them obtain a civil-service position” (p. 
101). Full-time, stable employment is waived as an incentive and is concluded to function as 
‘accountability’ rather than appearing as a cruel guise to cut teacher pay.  

In that same study (Duflo et al., 2014), community members trained in school-based man-
agement techniques would hire, manage, and evaluate the work of contract teachers. Accord-
ing to GEM, “this allowed parents to participate actively in selecting contract teachers and 
holding them accountable” (UNESCO, 2017, p. 72). In the paper, Duflo et al. (2014), it was 
made clear that the teachers are “fully qualified” (p. 93) teacher training college graduates. 
Still, community members without any professional teacher training, equipped only with a 
short-term management course, are put in charge of judging teacher professional quality. 
Paradoxically, GEM (UNESCO, 2017) called for evaluators able to “recognize high quality in-
struction” (p. 73) but then celebrated Duflo et al.’s (2014) findings. For GEM, aside from a 
reference to the Singaporean system of teacher evaluation which involves multiple observa-
tions from “peers, experts, and administrators” (p. 72), instructional evaluation is positioned 
as a management issue to be addressed outside of the teaching cadre. 

As a recent Nobel prize winner (D. Strauss, 2019), Duflo’s work has increasing cache for 
GEM and beyond. In the book Poor Economics: A Radical Rethinking of the Way to Fight 
Global Poverty, Duflo and her MIT colleague lean on the results of RCTs to make sweeping 
claims regarding the behaviour of ‘the poor’ worldwide. With their series of large-scale ex-
periments attempting to understand the economic behaviours of the poor, the authors claim 
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to posit “a radical rethinking of the way to fight global poverty” (Banerjee & Duflo, 2011, p. 
29) (p. 29). This ‘rethinking’ relies on randomised control trials as “a new, powerful tool” 
which allows researchers to trial their theories at a larger scale, with the subtext that larger 
numbers increase validity, rather than flatten results in looking for commonality (p. 29). For 
example, they investigated why impoverished parents don’t give vitamins to their children, 
even when those pills are accessibly priced and offer important benefits for physical and cog-
nitive development. In keeping with the positivist empiricist orientation of the field of eco-
nomics, RCTs are presented as a neutral data collection tool and ‘gold standard’ for deter-
mining causality (Biesta, 2009; Tikly, 2015). The authors’ positioning of RCTs as a ‘new’ tool 
is not necessarily accurate9, but they imply that RCTs as a tool haven’t been applied to pov-
erty studies, and perhaps this is why they position their results as revolutionary. 

Here, Foucault might have read this and avoided contesting that Banerjee and Duflo have ar-
rived at the ‘absolute truth’ of the behaviour of impoverished parents with malnourished, vit-
amin-deficient offspring. Rather, he might have argued that their arguments about the fram-
ing of the problem and the tool for ascertaining truth of ‘what works’ in addressing that 
problem are rooted in the disciplinary regimes of truth within medicine, psychology, and 
economics. His interest was in “'the ensemble of rules according to which the true and the 
false are separated and specific effects of power attached to the true” (Foucault, 1980, p. 
132). Banerjee and Duflo defined the problem and presented a reason for the problem ascer-
tained through RCTs: this product of a certain, powerful scientific discourse is taken up by 
powerful political actors who use this evidence for how to allocate resources and act. This re-
gime of truth regarding quantitative measures and economic disciplinary procedures main-
tain hegemony over how such teachers’ practices are sanctioned, and what techniques and 
procedures to reach it are given value (Rabinow, 1991).  

 Standardisation.   

Another favoured fix comes through standardisation and the use of globally recognised cre-
dentials. Standardisation indicates universalism; it is a subtle attack on member-driven, con-
textualised teacher professionalism as stakeholders at a global level redefine what constitutes 
good practice. Key examples of this are the OECD’s TALIS and the World Bank’s SABER-
Teacher, both of which produce quantitative, ‘benchmarking’ data on aspects of teachers’ 
work.  For language teachers, use of ‘research-based’, supposedly neutral language profi-
ciency exams like TOEFL, IELTS, and TKT provide credentials that might not measure the 

 

 

9 RCTs have been used in medicine since 1948 (see Stolberg, Norman, & Trop, 2004). 
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language needed for the work environment, but convey international legitimacy (discussed 
in detail later in the chapter).   

OCED’s Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS) was launched in 2007; this 
survey collects data on school hierarchical organisation, appraisal and subsequent feedback 
on teachers’ work, teacher professional development, and beliefs and attitudes regarding 
teaching. At present, participant countries from the Global South are limited to Brazil, Co-
lumbia, Mexico, South Africa, and Vietnam (OECD, 2019). The survey has been critiqued for 
its reductive tendency and attempts to decontextualise the realities of teachers around the 
world in pursuit of universal ‘best practices’. While purportedly acting as the voice of teach-
ers, this is “circumscribed and framed by the overarching narrative of school effectiveness 
and student performance as assessed by PISA10”, essentially shoehorning teacher response 
into the dominant discourse (Barrett & Sørensen, 2015, p. 31).  

Similarly, the Systems Approach for Better Education Results for Teachers (SABER-
Teacher), launched by the World Bank in 2010, collects and synthesises quantitative data on 
teachers’ practice and uses that to draft and evaluate policy (World Bank, 2011b). Data col-
lection relies on using strongly bounded frames for qualifying a ‘good’ teacher and reports on 
the ‘facts’ of policy rather than the ‘experience’ of policy (Robertson, 2013). While policy-
makers stress that SABER-Teachers is not a comparative tool and is meant to offer ‘detailed 
guidance in particular policy areas’, it relies on common policy areas and standardised tools 
to gather data, making comparison possible and ultimately unavoidable.  

Both TALIS and SABER serve to essentialise and decontextualise teaching and learning. 
Simultaneously, the institutions behind the projects offer global legitimacy and drive reliance 
on empirical, quantitative data frequently used to bolster deficiency narratives and justify ex-
ternal intervention, part of packages of statistics and numbers that are expressly produced 
for the ‘consumption’ of the development economy (Jerven, 2013). Robertson (2013) noted 
that while both TALIS and SABER-Teacher are recent, early-stage propositions, they are part 
of the ongoing project to inject a ideology of neoliberal governmentality into the symbolic 
field of education and modify the discourse that surrounds education in general, recasting 
teacher learning, practice, and subsequent student outcomes as individualised. OECD espe-
cially has “some experience in finessing the nature of the discursive codes over time” 
(Robertson, 2013, p. 8) through the global exposure and legitimacy granted to other 

 

 

10 Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is also offered by OECD and uses stand-
ardised tools for measuring student performance primarily in middle and high-income countries, with 
potential for roll-out in LMICs (e.g. Bloem, 2015).   
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widespread exams, such as TIMSS and PISA and thus undermining the value of local 
knowledge, specialisation, and contextualised collective action.  

1.5.  Section conclusion: deficit teachers.  

This section has reviewed discourses from the global education ensemble, including those 
emanating from the powerful policy networks with significant sway over the policy decisions 
of indebted sub-Saharan nations, with a specific focus on discourses of neoliberalism.  

From this review, several primary discourses with impact on sub-Saharan teachers are evi-
dent. First, the sub-Saharan teacher is essentialised: Africa becomes a country rather than a 
continent with the greatest global linguistic diversity; the experience of teachers from 
wealthy urban suburbs are grouped with those in remote, rural villages. ‘High’ salaries (or 
perhaps salaries suitable for public servants required to have certain certificates and univer-
sity qualifications) and laziness are used as fodder for public outrage whilst abysmal salaries 
– or delayed pay – are not considered as reasons for absenteeism.  

Second, the sub-Saharan teacher is broadly presented as deficit and unprofessional (accord-
ing to Western standards of professionalism): s/he requires management, oversight, profes-
sional development, and re-skilling. There is a common discourse of laziness, incompetence, 
and even corruption, that, combined with essentialising discourses, holds responsible the full 
profession for the deficiencies of a few.  Teachers are held responsible for their inadequacy: 
those who do not do well on standardised language exams are excoriated, rather than the 
districts who hired them or the policies that require mass hiring without care for qualifica-
tions. 

A favoured phrase throughout all of the documentation is ‘best practices’: as a floating signi-
fier (Block et al., 2012), it functions as a catch-all for practices which are ‘valued’, sometimes 
because of ‘empirical proof’ of their efficacy. In the following section, I look more carefully at 
the source of English language teaching ‘best practices’: the powerful knowledge and systems 
of production within the Global North English language teaching industry. I argue that this 
discipline is broadly aligned with the interests of Global North capitalism and assists in the 
spread of neoliberal logic; powerful disciplinary stakeholders position the Global South 
teacher as linguistically and pedagogically deficient, clearing a path for ongoing reliance on 
outside experts, especially those proficient in and emerging from Global North regimes of 
truth.
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Section 2.  Standardising the ‘English Language Teacher’  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

“Teaching practices need to be seen as cultural practices, and thus the promo-
tion of particular teaching approaches is closely linked to both the promotion of 
English and to the promotion of particular forms of culture and knowledge.”  
     - Alister Pennycook (2017, p. 152) 

 

In this section, I attempt to capture the wide sphere of English language teaching, including 
its epistemic foundations, academic community, and rapidly widening commercialisation, 
which appears sometimes separate and other times intertwined with the global education en-
semble described in Section 1. Throughout, I weave my experience, garnered from a decade 
working in and around the discipline of Teaching English to Speakers of Other Lan-
guages/Applied Linguistics (TESOL/AL). I begin with orientation to the field and its linguis-
tic and behaviourist epistemic heritage, which is cut through with assumptions of universal-
ism. I consider the differences between Global North and Global South classrooms via the 
imperfect but useful dichotomy produced by Adrian Holliday (1994a, 2016) to illustrate the 
dominance of Global North approaches in the TESOL/AL discipline and business sphere, 
which align with neoliberal teacher subjectivities and promote an entrepreneurial, flexible 
English language teacher. Finally, the section ends with consideration of the teacher as con-
sumer and the line of products which purportedly equip sub-Saharan teachers for a global-
ised English teaching subjectivity.  

2.1.  TESOL/AL. 

In 2005, I completed a bachelor’s degree in English Literature and entered a jittery job mar-
ketplace; that same year, across the pond, Tony Blair (2005) proclaimed to the Labour Con-
ference that this globalised era was “replete with opportunities, but they only go to those 
swift to adapt, slow to complain, open, willing and able to change” (para. 24). In the States 
(and later abroad), I was quick to adapt, open, willing, and able to change. I took on contract 
work and a dozen part-time jobs: filing papers in offices, marking standardised exams, ad-
ministering special needs tests, and working as a teacher’s aide. I officially entered the 
TESOL field in 2007, when I began a Master of Arts at California State University.  

I acquainted myself with the acronyms and abbreviations required for decoding job postings 
and credentialing programmes: TESL/ESL (Teaching/English as a second language- English 
when taught in an English-majority country), TEFL/EFL (Teaching/English as a foreign lan-
guage, taught in non-English majority countries), and ESOL (English to speakers of other 
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languages). This was my first foray into the discourse community of international English 
language teacher (ELT) networks: the acronyms and abbreviations themselves conveyed le-
gitimacy – that this was a discipline and field of study, a codified and recognised profession. 
But as with any profession, I noticed an apparent hierarchy: at the lowest end, there were ob-
scure and dubious certifications offered for a weekend of teacher training in Prague by even 
more dubious-sounding independent language schools. Further up, there were more stand-
ardised and globally recognised (but still non-academic) credentials, including the CELTA 
and DELTA qualifications. For a while, I toyed with getting a DELTA certification: its cre-
dentialing body, the MNEB Cambridge Assessment, was apparently affiliated with the pres-
tigious Cambridge University and thus projected professional and epistemic legitimacy. I 
eventually settled on a postgraduate degree in TESOL which would give me the most profes-
sional flexibility to either teach English for immigrants and refugees at U.S. community col-
leges or work with wealthy international students at Global North university intensive Eng-
lish programmes.  

In my first term as a postgraduate, I was initiated into the academic field and professional 
discipline which comprises TESOL and applied linguistics and broadly forms the basis of the 
theoretical and content knowledge used in ELT training programmes and degrees. The aca-
demic field often uses TESOL and Applied Linguistics interchangeably; thus, in referencing 
the field which provides a significant (but not total) basis for the global ELT ensemble, I bor-

row Egbert’s (2007) acronym: TESOL/AL. But throughout my studies, it was clear that 
TESOL/AL had an insecure position within the university. We were housed in the English 
literature department (thus the Master of Arts rather than Science), but my first class was 
entitled “Writing for the Social Sciences” and we were immediately immersed in the writing 
guide for the American Psychological Association which ranges “from the ethics of author-
ship to the word choice that best reduces bias in language” (APA, 2010, p. 3).  

TESOL/AL is often considered a “service field” to provide for university and industry needs 
rather than theoretically-coherent discipline; Luke (2008) ascribed it a “diminished status” 
among the hierarchy of academic disciplines. It is often a confused discipline: foundational 
knowledge for TESOL/AL borrows from diverse (and powerful) epistemologies and disci-
plines, including cognitive sciences, human and child development, first and second lan-
guage acquisition, anthropology, cultural psychology, education, and, especially, linguistics: 
cognitive linguistics, psycholinguists, and sociolinguistics (Watson-Gegeo, 2004). Evident in 
that list are disciplines which have strong positivist orientations, especially the cognitive sci-
ences, which borrow from Alan Turing’s theory that “binary code could enable a computer-
ized machine to ‘think’ apparently like a brain, cognitive scientists began to doubt the behav-
ioural model of a passive brain that simply responds to external environment stimulus” 
(Boler, 1999, p. 96). But TESOL/AL also borrows from disciplines with more diverse 
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epistemological orientations, including those with more constructivist and postmodern soci-
ological approaches. According to linguist Robert Kaplan (2008), TESOL/AL lies “at the dis-
juncture between three war zones of history: linguistic theory, applied linguistics theory, and 
educational theory” (p. 294).  

I was aware of the apparent status of my field – ‘scientifically founded’ but of diminished ac-
ademic status – but was unaware of this epistemic disjuncture. During my postgraduate 
course, I never encountered the word ‘epistemology’ and was only vaguely aware of the “war 
zones”, which broadly align with other famous academic debates to posit a regime of truth 
about the nature of human language: nature versus nurture, positivist versus constructivist, 
cognitivist versus sociocultural. In hindsight, through the lens of my doctoral work, my pre-
vious degree appears epistemologically impoverished for this absence. Linguistics – that first 
‘army’, which exerts the legitimacy of other ‘hard’ sciences – formed the basis of my ontologi-
cal viewpoint as a member of the TESOL educational ensemble.  

2.2.  Linguistics: underlying universalism.  

In the colonial period, Pennycook (2017) noted, linguistics (and applied linguistics) emerged 
as “disciplines interested in the controlling and disciplining of the language” as it spread 
throughout colonial empires (p. 108). This requires a Foucauldian lens of discipline (in 
French: surveillance) as serving to fix or set boundaries around something, a “technique for 
assuring the ordering of human multiplicities” (Foucault, 1984, p. 207). The mapping or dis-
ciplining of language through the emergence of the linguistic discipline allows for the broadly 
unified discourse which positions linguistic research as “the real arbiter of truth about lan-
guage” (Pennycook, 2017, p. 109) and, as with other structuralist social disciplines, claims 
about truth and universality are entangled in their linguistic, cultural, and political contexts. 
In Chapter 2, I reflected upon my own tacit linguo-ethnocentrism and prior assumptions re-
garding English’s unique ability to encapsulate the whole of reality and convey knowledge. 
These are very much structuralist assumptions regarding language: the supposition that lan-
guage can transparently represent the world also lies very much at the heart of arguments 
which dismiss epistemic diversity, maintain the neutrality of English, and underpin positivist 
ontological and epistemological dominance. Further, as English is the near de facto medium 
for the discipline, “with much of the work having been done on and in English itself … have 
led these assumptions to take a very particular direction with respect to a world-object corre-
spondence” (Pennycook, 2017, p. 120). 

Saussure and Chomsky. 

Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure is often considered the father of modern linguistics due 
to his work in understanding languages from within: as sign systems governed by rules 
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(Dixon-Román, 2018). This proposition allowed for a move away from hierarchical models in 
which ‘developed’, Global North societies and their language and culture were at the top of 
the scale and undeveloped, ‘primitive’ (often Global South) societies were at the bottom. 
While this was a welcome advancement from such racist and ethnocentric viewpoints, critics 
such as Henry Giroux (1983) questioned the apparent egalitarian and non-judgemental 
stance taken by both linguists and sociolinguists in describing the complexity of all lan-
guages, namely since suggesting “that all cultures are equal is to forget that subordinate 
groups are often denied access to the power, knowledge, and resources that allow them to 
lead self-determined existences” (p. 229). Indeed, early linguists especially were bent on as-
signing such questions to a political sphere and concentrating instead on the ‘hard science’ of 
linguistics, which is underpinned by assumptions of human commonalities and approaches 
to learning about them.  

The structuralist approach utilises a  “powerful scientist discourse on language” to produce 
truth effects (Pennycook, 2017, p. 120). As demonstrated later in this section, these supposi-
tions undergird a regime of truth around English language teaching, including the construc-
tion of the ideal – and nonideal – English teacher subject. These ‘truths’ include supposing 
that language represents reality, monolingualism is the norm, and linguistic competence can 
be measured against a ‘standardised’ version of the language in which aberrant forms were 
‘incorrect’. Further, such an approach is marked by “dogmatic instance on the primacy of 
oral language” (p. 122). Linguistics, according to preeminent linguist and cognitive scientist 
Noam Chomsky (1965), is thus concerned with the  

ideal speaker-listener, in a completely homogenous speech-community, who knows its 
language perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as 
memory limitations, distractions, shifts of attention and interest, and errors (random 
or characteristic) in applying his knowledge of the language in actual performance. (p. 
3)  

Chomsky followed on from Saussure’s work, devising an innate understanding of human lan-
guage: universal grammar, “the virtually uniform biological endowment that constitutes the 
human language facility” (Chomsky, 2005, p. 264). This facility is innate: concepts such as a 
‘book’ are part of a fixed cognitive repertoire that we are born with rather than socially-con-
structed concepts (Knight, 2016). This assumption of universalism ties linguistics with the 
broader empiricist scientific project and allows Chomsky and the like to argue that “truly sci-
entific linguistics has no social content” (Levidow, 2018, para. 14). However, as Giroux and 
other postcolonial, critical scholars have pointed out, this fundamentally ignores questions of 
power and culture: “claims to universality are always parochial claims for shared European 
and North American traits” (Pennycook, 2001, p. 35).  
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Scientific legitimacy as discourse.  

Linguistics provides an ontology and epistemology that broadly underpins positivist ap-
proaches to applied linguistics. Pennycook (2001) noted the extreme challenge in defining 
‘applied linguistics’, but identifies the key features of being related to a) second or foreign 
language teaching (rather than first language education) and b) “language-related problems 
in various areas in which language plays a major role” (p. 2). Several key theorists and their 
hypotheses have been hugely influential in TESOL/AL: here I focus on Chomsky and Pinker. 
Pinker has built upon much of Chomsky’s work around universal grammar and innate learn-
ing (discussed above) and, in addition to his academic work, has published in books accessi-
ble to the intellectual public. Grandiose titles such as The Language Instinct, How the Mind 
Works, and Language, Cognition, and Human Nature have helped solidify taken-for-
granted ‘truths’ around language learning and use. Linguist Vyvyan Evans (2014) argued that 
these claims “are more myth than reality,” especially the brand of “speculative linguistics” (p. 
21) advanced by Chomsky, Pinker, and the like. But even in academic contexts, these ‘myths’ 
or, perhaps, theories, still exist and enjoy significant epistemic capital. Evans points out ex-
amples of recent linguistic textbooks which continue to posit Chomskyian universal gram-
mar as fact, citing an example from the best-selling university-level textbook on language.  

Pinker and Chomsky have lucrative careers as public intellectuals alongside their research 
work (Chomsky at MIT, Pinker at Harvard University); there is perhaps an easy leap between 
linguistics, brain science, and psychology to interpreting the broader human condition. Pen-
nycook (2001) argued for looking beyond the academic contributions of researchers like 
Chomsky and Pinker, in order to “present an intriguing political and philosophical position 
with implications for understanding the politics of knowledge” (p. 33). There is frequent 
overlap between these roles as scientists, public intellectuals, and global influencers. The ob-
jectivist orientation of these scientists is often betrayed in their extracurricular work, but 
what often goes unmentioned is that these linguistic theories, jockeying for position as grand 
theories of explanation, are created by linguists whose first (and perhaps only) language is 
English. As indicated by my self-reflection on my monolingual and monoepistemic upbring-
ing in Chapter 2, there is frequent overlap between hegemonic discourses around the civilis-
ing effect of the English language, its ability to contain and explain the actual ontological 
space, and the fact that we as researchers are rooted in those discourses. Thus, I argue what 
appears is a frequent conflation of English language, scientific expertise, and positivist 
knowledge, especially centred around these central figures, which operates at the expense of 
epistemic diversity, fuels the neo-colonialist tropes deep within positivist science, and ulti-
mately serves neoliberal knowledge production interests.  

For example, Pinker’s most recent book (at the time of writing) was 2018’s Enlightenment 
Now; critics contended that in it, he “does not so much celebrate Enlightenment Reason as 
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repackage it for his neoliberal agenda” (Frim & Friss, 2018, para. 5). In the book, Pinker 
(2018) borrowed entropy, the second law of thermodynamics which states that systems “in-
exorably become less structured, less organized, less able to accomplish interesting and use-
ful outcomes, until they slide into an equilibrium of grey, tepid, homogeneous monotony and 
stay there” (p. 15). In this world “governed by entropy and evolution”, poverty is “the default 
state of humankind”, which allows him to disregard the root causes of social ills and dismiss 
“Big Ideas”. As Frim and Friss (2018) note, Pinker aims to “see the world as it really is, apart 
from any meta-narratives or grand ideologies” (para. 21) – in doing so, he underscores the 
possibility that this can be accomplished: that the truth of what ‘the world really is’ is obfus-
cated by Marxist theory or attention paid to cultural and epistemic difference. He offers faith 
in the workings of the market: as with algorithms, market mechanisms “determine, better 
than the human intellect ever could, the proper price of things, what sort of labour is valua-
ble, what sort of education is necessary, and what sorts of commodities should be produced, 
and for whom” (para. 22). It comes as little surprise, then, that Bill Gates (2018) labelled it 
his favourite book “of all time.”  

Against universalism.  

Despite the influence of these individuals, scholars across the whole of linguistics and its re-
lated subfields are not so attached to universalism. Scholars like Pennycook (2001) stressed 
the importance of rejecting universality and conceptualisations of context which are “is lim-
ited to an overlocalized and undertheorized view of social relations” (p. 5). Extensive debate 
around language itself – and the distinctness of its boundaries – has been questioned by the-
ories of translanguaging, which posit that 21st century human flows and transfers have pro-
duced a fluid, dynamic linguistic reality in which practices “transcend the boundaries be-
tween named languages, language varieties, and language and other semiotic systems” (Wei, 
2018, p. 9). Chomsky himself appears to now broadly reject many of the initial tenets of uni-
versal grammar, with the exception of recursion (e.g. Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002). 
Within the academic sphere, at least, such arguments have been largely laid to rest: King and 
Mackey (2016) indicated that the academic ‘paradigm wars’ between cognitivist and soci-
ocultural researchers have largely given way to more productive conversations around spaces 
of overlap and difference between the cognitive and sociocultural dimensions of language.  

Even with this assault against universalism, reference to those influential linguists conveys 
legitimacy, especially for the ‘service’ field of TESOL/AL. Foucault (1980) criticised the “pol-
ymorphous ensemble of intellectuals”, who cannot theorise without ‘legitimizing’ their ideas 
through the “scientific credentials, founded in linguistics , semiology, psychoanalysis, that 
this theory took its references from the direction of Saussure, or Chomsky, etc.” (p. 127). 
Though he wrote in the late twentieth century, there is still evidence of this reliance on 
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Saussurian or Chomskyian theory to legitimise TESOL/AL research and practice. Watson-
Gegeo (2004) asserted that “language teachers at all levels often assume a Chomskyian per-
spective (perhaps unconsciously) on language that affects teaching moments with students” 
(p. 344). Qorro (2013), in a review of research from 1975 to 2013 that focused on language of 
instruction research in Tanzania, noted that Chomsky and Krashen figured heavily into the 
research theoretical frameworks. And most recently, in a ‘best practice’ checklist TESOL-IA’s 
practitioner-friendly TESOL Journal, Dubiner (2019) led her theoretical background section 
with reference to Chomsky’s universal grammar hypothesis, Krashen’s input hypothesis, and 
Pinker’s elaboration of a “more comprehensive theory of language acquisition” (p. 2). Even 
as ‘name checks’, these references denote the continued hegemony of these cognitive lin-
guists and their assumptions of universalist, positivist approach to language acquisition and 
learning.  

2.3.  BANA & TESEP discourses. 

I long held such assumptions that language could be studied by cognitive science, which 
would “discern some form of hard-wired rationality” (Boler, 1999, p. 96). For me as a practi-
tioner, that underlying universalism meant that there were gold-standard best practices for 
language teaching which were similarly universal. To be an English language teacher was to 
belong to a streamlined, standardised profession in which everyone had my knowledge and 
valued the pedagogy I valued. I couldn’t conceptualise that that pedagogy and those best 
practices, supposedly rooted in the hard science of linguistics, were in fact culturally deter-
mined.  

The linguistics regime of truth was utilised but deployed differently when I began to work as 
a university lecturer in Northern Rwanda in 2014. There, this knowledge was not used to un-
dergird teaching pedagogy and methodology but was instead treated as content to deliver di-
dactically. As a member of staff in a department for English and French Education, I was as-
signed a course load that included Pragmatics, Psycholinguistics, and Sociolinguistics. I 
struggled to adapt my pedagogical style to the curricular guidelines, which required that my 
students memorise tenets of Chomsky’s innate grammar and Pinker’s language acquisition 
device. It was at this point that I began to realise the flaws inherent in these assumptions of 
universalism – in content delivery, or perhaps in the constitution of the English language 
teaching profession as a whole.  

Holliday (1994a) initially proposed that global ELT instruction falls broadly in to “two sce-
narios [with] two different cultures” (p. 13): BANA (in Britain, Australasia, and North Amer-
ica) and TESEP (the Tertiary, Secondary, and Primary English language education found 
outside of the BANA sphere). BANA ELT classroom contexts tend to be more privatised 
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spaces outside of the national curriculum, including private language schools and university-
based intensive English programmes, along with other sheltered options within the state ed-
ucation system: communicative English often for immigrants at adult education hubs and 
sheltered English language instructional contexts for school-aged children (Macaro et al., 
2018).  

The other – and much larger – population of English language teachers and learners are 
found in TESEP: the primary, secondary, and tertiary English language education found out-
side of the BANA core. In those spaces, English is taught as part of the broader curriculum 
and so those environments are constrained by national and local institutional and commu-
nity forces. Pedagogical norms are aligned with those found in other subjects, since the 
teacher is tasked with socialising students as members of the broad society, so “what hap-
pens in TESEP English language classrooms stems from deep within society as a whole” 
(Holliday, 1994b, p. 4).  Waters (2014) provided a useful summary of the two “archetypes” 
with the visual reproduced in Table 4.1. BANA and TESEP are ‘idealisations’, with particular 
institutions “located at varying points, depending on the degree to which their characteristics 
tend toward one or other end of the spectrum of the features” (p. 94).   

Table 4.1. TESEP-BANA characteristics (adapted from Holliday, 1994a; Waters, 2014) 

Characteristics   TESEP   BANA 
    

Class size 35+ students                                                          <15 students 

Class composition  shared L1                                                           no shared L1 

Learning purpose institutional                                                           instrumentalist 

Professional-academic culture collectionist                                                        integrationist 

 

In this thesis, I view BANA and TESEP as discursive constructions, identifying what is ideal, 
what is valued, what is present in the environments that these categories define. The catego-
ries themselves serve to bound and define extremely broad environments – and, for the 
TESOL/AL industry, help to identify one as more professional, more conducive to language 
instruction. These communities’ discursive practices outline what can and can’t be said, 
“whose social constructions are valid and whose are erroneous and unimportant” (Kincheloe 
& McLaren, 2000, p. 284). They serve to discursively and practically construct teacher and 
student positionality, what ‘counts’ as knowledge and qualifications to be able to disseminate 
that knowledge, constructing what qualifies as a ‘English language’ classroom. Our discursive 
practices, Foucault (2013) similarly noted, “take shape in technical ensembles, in institu-
tions, in behavioural schemes, in types of transmission and dissemination, in pedagogical 
forms that both impose and maintain them” (p. 12).  
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The spectrum of differences between the “technical ensembles” of BANA and TESEP are 
based on a few points of comparison. Class size is a commonly-cited difference: BANA class-
rooms are often capped at 15 students (Waters, 2014). TESEP low-income educational sys-
tems deal with teacher shortages and resource limitations with large class sizes (G. Guthrie, 
2011); Central African Republic is at the extreme end of the spectrum, with a ratio of 83 pu-
pils for each teacher, but the sub-Saharan average is assumed to be closer to 50:1 (Bashir et 
al., 2018, p. 45). Large class sizes are especially burdensome and limiting for Rwandan 
teachers (Iwakuni, 2017; Muvunyi, 2016; T. P. Williams, 2017), with Rubagiza (2011) report-
ing a pupil/teacher ratio of 58:1 for primary schools (Rwandan education is discussed in 
greater detail in Chapter 5).  

Additionally, TESEP classes are often monolingual, with students sharing the same first lan-
guage (L1) and learning purpose: their English coursework functions as part of the larger in-
stitutional schooling environment, alongside mathematics, sciences, and other academic 
subjects, so the overall purpose of learning is based on the needs of the entire education sys-
tem (Holliday, 1994a). Those teachers thus have “wider social preoccupations and responsi-
bilities” beyond language acquisition goals (p. 93).  

Conversely, BANA classes tend to be diverse, with English functioning as the lingua franca as 
BANA institutions either attract a variety of international students or reflect immigrant de-
mographics. There, instrumental aims drive enrolments as institutions cater to students’ 
communication needs; such institutions have a commercial angle and, in many cases, stu-
dents pay for tuition and have specific language learning targets for academic, professional, 
or personal goals.  

Professional-academic discourse communities. 

Within BANA/TESEP typologies of ideals, much hinges on the final category, illustrated in 
detail in Table 4.2. Holliday (1994a) argued that professional-academic culture is a signifi-
cant source of influence on pedagogy and overall classroom culture; these cultures are also 
identified as “epistemic or discourse communities, vocabularies of motive and communities 
of practitioners” (p. 69). Holliday (2016) later critiqued and updated this typology, acknowl-
edging the blur between the categorical boundaries; as with the characteristics of BANA and 
TESEP, we can consider these characteristics as scales rather than hard discursive catego-
ries. 
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Table 4.2. Collectionist and integrationist paradigms (adapted from Holliday, 1994a, p. 72) 

Collectionist paradigm  Integrationist paradigm 

Separation of subjects  Inter-disciplinary 

Strong subject boundary   ‘Blurred’ subject boundaries 

Didactic, content-based pedagogy   Skills-based, discovery-oriented, collabora-
tive pedagogy 

Rigid timetabling   Flexible time-tabling  

Hierarchical, subject-oriented, depart-
mental structure 

 Flexible department structure; overlap in 
subjects 

Staff identities, loyalties, and notions of 
specialisation oriented to knowledge of 
the subject 

 Staff identities, loyalties, and notions of ex-
pertise oriented to pedagogical and class-
room management skills 

Mainly vertical work relations between 
staff within their own subject 

 Horizontal work relations between staff in 
different subjects through shared, co-opera-
tive, educational tasks 

Classroom practice and administration is 
invisible to most staff 

 Classroom practice can be team-oriented 
and is open to peer observation and discus-
sion 

Oligarchical control of the institution  Democratic control of the institution 

 

Borrowing from Bernstein’s (1971) typology, the TESEP teacher discourse community is part 
of a more collectionist (not to be confused with collectivist) professional-academic culture. 
In such cultures, subjects have strong boundaries: they are taught as “highly formalised con-
tent subject[s]” and teachers “derive much of their subject status from knowledge of the 
grammar and literature of the language” (Holliday, 1994a). There is little collaboration be-
tween subjects: an English classroom would not focus on the language required for learning 
physics, for example. The collectionist discourse community is “essentially conservative, in-
terested in preserving strong subject boundaries and hierarchies” (p. 75). Holliday’s specific 
categorisation around TESEP ELT reflects other typologies from research in Western teacher 
professionalism (e.g. Hargreaves, 2000; Hoyle, 1974);  collectionist appears to overlap with  
pedagogic typologies favoured in global education literature: the so-called traditional, di-
dactic, and teacher-centred typologies.     

In contrast, BANA teachers adopt more integrationist, utilising “skills-based, discovery-ori-
ented, collaborative pedagogy” (Holliday, 1994a, p. 77). Bernstein (1971) argued that the in-
tegrationist paradigm is found almost exclusively in Western society, and reflects a primary-
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level classroom in which teachers are expected to be proficient across the curriculum. Within 
the BANA teacher discourse community, it is possible to see the influence of the education 
ideologies of the 1960s and 1970s. This was a period of extensive educational change and the 
outgrowth of education itself as a speciality, evidenced in the growth of bachelor’s in educa-
tion programmes in the UK, rather than content majors. This allowed the construction of “a 
new esoteric knowledge base out of the social sciences and learner-centred pedagogy” 
(Tomley, 1980, p. 36).  BANA institutions, strongly influenced by their individualistic na-
tional cultures, were ideal places for person-interactive classrooms (Holliday, 2016).  

Regardless of social position, BANA’s “ideological superstructure – the producers of its pub-
lished technologies” (Holliday, 1994a, p. 10), exhibits a strong pedagogical position which 
has resulted in (and from) the rapid development and publication of research literature: es-
sentially, steps towards professionalisation of the field (Phillipson, 1992). It is possible to see 
integrationist ELT as “a whole new educational paradigm which represents itself as a scien-
tific revolution” (Holliday, 1994a, p. 11). BANA presents as a dominant discourse, and ELT 
professionals across the world subscribe in varying degrees to its associated pedagogies, 
practices, and ideologies. This transfer broadly occurs from North to South: TESEP teachers, 
purportedly focused on “education with a big E,” often function “less as a leading part of the 
[ELT] profession, and more as a recipient of the methodologies produced by the BANA 
group” (Holliday, 1994a, p. 11). BANA is looking beyond: Pecorari and Malmström (2018) 
claimed that for the field of TESOL to maintain its primacy, “it will have to claim its rightful 
space in EMI” (p. 511) – essentially, BANA needs a more powerful stake in TESEP. Critics, 
who contend that this transfer is a form of neo-colonialism, note that the discursive and ma-
terial glorification of BANA as neutral, evidence-based, and universal serves to “empower na-
tive-speaker teachers of English, teacher-trainers, and publishing companies in the UK and 
the USA so that they can monopolize the global TESOL industry” (Anwaruddin, 2011, p. 48), 
even in the new market of the Global South.  

2.4.  ‘Ideal’ BANA teacher discourse.  

BANA teachers – especially in the years of English teaching growth following World War II – 
would have been primarily monolingual English speakers and would have been called ‘native 
speakers’ (I would fall into this category as a monolingual white American)11. In the BANA 

 

 

11 This is a problematic construction with extensive academic critique (Canagarajah, 1999; Higgins, 
2003). However, I have chosen to use it in this thesis as the binary of “native speaker” versus “non-
native speaker” was used by participants in the study.   
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sphere, there exists an assumption regarding who is best suited to teach English: a monolin-
gual ‘native’ speaker, a construction for which we can again look back to Chomsky. Canagara-
jah (1999) placed Chomskyian theories “at the heart of the discourse that promotes the supe-
riority of the native speaker teacher” (p. 78). The native/non-native distinction is emblem-
atic of the ongoing tension within the field and industry regarding who is professional and 
qualified to teach English. Is this authority constructed through pedagogical knowledge, na-
tive speaker-ness, or language fluency? The veneration of the native speaker is evident in the 
frequent preference for a native speaker, even one who is untrained in language teaching 
methodology and practice. This is evident in the prestigious USDOS Fulbright English 
Teaching Assistant (Fulbright ETA) programme12, which deploys American university gradu-
ates to primary, secondary, and tertiary school and university sites worldwide. Even with the 
ETA title, Fulbright grantees are not required to have any form of ELT training. At the high-
est levels of American government, it seems, simply being American and a native speaker 
will suffice for teaching English to speakers of ‘other’ languages.  

This ‘Other’ branding of English learners is widely used; the “O” of other is found in the 
names of degree programmes (e.g. MA TESOL, BA TESOL) and in the name of the largest, 
global English language teacher association (TESOL-IA). Phillipson (2008) noted that the 
direction of trade of TESOL as the export item is implicit within the name: TESOL “assigns 
dichotomous Self-Other subject positions to the teacher and learner” (p. 10). The Anglo-
American teacher is the Self and the student is positioned with “a life trajectory forever being 
Other—continuing the colonial storyline”  (Lin & Luke, 2006, p. 67).  

Important too in the TESOL construction is speakers: of course, the word is used to refer to 
people with capabilities for language production. But as noted earlier, linguistic theory levies 
outsize influence for “the primacy of oral language” (Pennycook, 2017, p. 122); BANA class-
rooms favour oral communication and interaction as well, ostensibly due to students’ instru-
mental professional and academic goals. Communicative BANA classes emphasise the oral 
linguistic capital required to work in English-majority work environments or universities. 
These are the workers desired by globalised business (Ives, 2006), such as Singaporeans who 
speak ‘good English’ as Prime Minister Tong (2000) implied: “if we speak a corrupted form 
of English that is not understood by others, we will lose a key competitive advantage” (p. 1). 
These are English speakers necessarily oriented outside: they are not learning the language 
to be able to communicate with each other, but to communicate with foreigners who do not 

 

 

12 I received a Fulbright ETA award for 2009-2010 (Poland); at the time I had completed all course-
work for a Master of Arts in TESOL and used the award to facilitate dissertation data collection.  
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speak their language – and, as Singaporeans increasingly speak ‘good’ English – those for-
eigners will not need to speak Singlish.  

Teachers who come up in TESEP contexts might indeed be ‘mute’ according to a BANA lan-
guage school director (The Economist, 2015), especially in contrast with NS idealisations, 
but that does not constitute the entirety of their skill in teaching English. ELT (and indeed 
EMI) in TESEP systems serves an institutional rather than instrumental role. High-stakes A-
level exams in Rwanda do not include a speaking component, for example: they are entirely 
written. A valued TESEP teacher might not have the form of fluency valued by BANA but 
could still successfully prepare students for written exams. What is evident, though, is that 
TESEP contexts are not producing English speakers who fit a BANA ideal. But is it their re-
sponsibility to do so?  

Reading the “Mute” article in The Economist (2015) today, the discourse of bad, ‘mute’ Eng-
lish teachers appears dangerously close to a racist wolf whistle. It is reminiscent of the Offi-
cial English movement in the U.S. (Jenkins, 2015) and taunts levied at immigrants, calling 
on them to “speak English” even in their private lives (e.g. Stack, 2019). The Economist 
(2015) argued that TESEP English learners will not be fit for roles in the globalised economy 
and “today’s pupils must first learn enough English to become tomorrow’s competent teach-
ers.” Ostensibly, those would-be-teachers need to adopt BANA pedagogies and align them-
selves with its oral communicative requirements.   

Teacher as consumer.  

If a teacher doesn’t fit the picture of the ideal BANA teacher, the BANA industry offers a suite 
of products available for self-optimisation and self-entrepreneurship, especially for the non-
native speaker teacher. A sub-Saharan teacher’s language skill can be tested and ranked ac-
cording to the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), the standardised exam pre-
ferred by North American universities and employers and increasingly by global businesses 
seeking to weed out low-language candidates. At the time of writing, taking this exam at the 
U.S. Embassy or another certified centre in Kigali, Rwanda, would cost $190 USD13 for each 
test attempt. The International English Language Testing System (IELTS), a standardised 
score used more commonly in the U.K. or commonwealth countries for academic placement 
and emigration, would run to £185. IELTS is a partnership between the British Council, 

 

 

13 https://www.ets.org/toefl/ibt/register/centers_dates/  
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Cambridge Assessment English (CAE), and IDP. The latter two are for-profit education cor-
porations.  

These exams are a form of disciplining “a method of control and power – as a way to select, 
to motivate, to punish” (Spolsky, 1995, p. 1), one that is cloaked in the language of objective, 
verifiable scientific impartiality. Nicholas Rose (1999) traced the birth of psychometric test-
ing to military efforts during the first world war, but Spolsky (1995) noted that this form of 
testing now dominates foreign language proficiency testing. With their combination of ap-
parent scientific objectivity, psychological backing, academic institutional support, and the 
efficiency of MNEBs, these exams are “even more brutally effective in exercising authority” 
(p. 1).  But for the NNS Global South English teacher, these exams function as the gold 
standard, the true and accurate picture of an individual’s English-speaking ability. They will 
open doors for the teacher – but perhaps not so many doors as a globally-recognised teach-
ing credential.  

An English teacher may have trained at her local (Global South) university, but if she wants a 
credential which is recognised outside of her country, she needs a certification like CELTA or 
DELTA – other offerings of CAE, along with CELTA iterations that focus on primary (CELT-
P) or secondary teaching (CELT-S). For enrolment in CELTA or DELTA, she will need a 
standardised exam score to prove your language proficiency. Teaching House London, a cer-
tified CELTA provider, lists the fee for the 4-week course as nearly £149914; at International 
House London, the course fee is closer to £200015. Searches for CELTA in other locations – 
such as Nairobi – lay bare a cottage industry of ‘CELTA-adjacent’ trainings to prepare teach-
ers (at a cost of £46) for entering the CELTA course16. Another CAE product offering is the 
Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT), offered worldwide at British Council offices. The TKT is a 
cheaper option – study the material on your own and then sit for the £50 exam17. A quick 
scan of TKT sample papers indicates the intellectual basis of the exam (e.g. Cambridge 
English, 2015). Much emphasis is placed on the meta language of stylistics and grammar, 
such as identifying phrasal verbs, collocations, and demonstrative pronouns. As a paper-
based test, checking pronunciation knowledge is accomplished through the International 
Phonetic Alphabet, as a sample question asks the test taker to identify the nasal velar ŋ as 

 

 

14 https://www.teachinghouse.com/london/tefl-london-course-fees 
15 https://www.ihlondon.com/course/celta-certificate-in-teaching-english-to-speakers-of-other-lan-
guages/ 
16 https://www.udemy.com/course/celta-preparation/ 
17 https://www.londonexams.co.uk/courses/teaching-knowledge-test-tkt/ 
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present in night, manager, or drink. But test takers are also meant to understand the differ-
ence between first language interference, slips, and developmental errors; they are also 
asked to decide whether statements about classroom learning (such as “Acquisition of the 
language always happens together with cognitive development”) describe first and/or second 
language learning: linguistic research underpins this BANA knowledge presenting as the 
truth of language acquisition.  

Short credentials and examination options are all cheaper than a Master’s in TESOL or Ap-
plied Linguistics in the U.S. or U.K., or in most private universities worldwide. The British 
Council offices and U.S. Embassies worldwide also host education fairs with representatives 
from institutions which offer a more prestigious credential – at the cost of international stu-
dent tuition fees.  Prestigious scholarships offered through the USDOS (such as Fulbright 
and the Hubert H. Humphrey fellowships) or the British Council/Hornby Trust (Hornby 
Scholars Programme) will cover expenses and tuition, though they are really only accessible 
to those already oriented to elite, Global North university norms. U.S. Embassies and British 
Council offices provide programming to help candidates prepare for these applications, but 
they also offer a wide range of free and low-cost English and cultural learning opportunities.  

Once the teacher is correctly qualified, she is now essentially enrolled within the TESOL field 
and you belong to a vast, variegated field of teaching professionals. A good professional will 
engage in ongoing learning and professional development. Many teachers choose to join an 
English language teacher association (ELTA), either one of the massive global bodies or a 
more local iteration. The vast North American English language teacher association (ELTA) 
is a common choice: as of October 2016, it encompasses 11,587 English as a second language 
or foreign language professionals, with 74% of that number coming strictly from the United 
States alone (TESOL International Association, 2016). Membership fees range from $35-100 
per year, with discounts available for Global South professionals18; joining the UK-based 
IATEFL will cost £43-6519.     

Membership in these associations will open up a world of colleagues: there are virtual events 
and online classes (discounted for members), but the main event for both associations is the 
annual conference (Motteram, 2016). TESOL-IA and IATEFL do not appear to collect data 
regarding the funding of conference attendees that differentiate whether they come on their 
own ‘ticket’ or receive financial support or reimbursement from their employing institutions. 
International ELTA conferences, which are frequently a balance between disseminating 

 

 

18 https://www.tesol.org/about-tesol/membership 
19 https://www.iatefl.org/get-involved/membership 
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practices and research from members and providing a platform for teacher recruiters, pub-
lishers, and the TESL/TEFL global marketplace, normalise personal fiscal investment to 
cover conference fees from £220 (IATEFL, 2019a) to $400 (TESOL International 
Association, 2019a). Indeed, a blog posted to TESOL’s website penned by an adjunct profes-
sor in the U.S. exhorted readers (and her M.A. TESOL trainees) to see the value of attending 
professional development conferences and “start saving” (Malupa-Kim, 2010). But if those 
conferences are too much, there are more local options available: TESOL and IATEFL ac-
commodate their international members with affiliate member groups, smaller ELTAs built 
around regional communities. The regional ELTA in Cambodia, CamTESOL, hosts an inter-
national conference each year, attended by professionals from across East Asia. That confer-
ence is convened by IDP, the same group that co-runs IELTS with British Council and CAE. 
The USDOS English Language Programs is also a large supporter of regional conferences, 
with their Fellows helping to organise conferences and using their funding to support teach-
ers’ attendance at those conferences throughout the Global South20.  

2.5. Section conclusion: TESOL/AL.   

Throughout this section, the rhizomic nature of the ELT field is evident: government 
(USDOS) and public-private partnerships (the British Council, US/UK universities, TOEFL’s 
owner ETS) coexist alongside multinational education businesses (CAE, Pearson English) 
and non-profit teacher associations (TESOL-IA, IELTS; regional groups like CamTESOL, Af-
rica TESOL). Teachers – from government institutions, international schools, private profit-
able language academies, and ministry agencies – move in between these groups, often not 
knowing who is paying for the lunch or sponsoring the scholarship. Global South English 
language teachers are thus initiated into BANA’s discursive academic and professional net-
work, existing as both service providers and potential customers: deploying and consuming. 
Discourses permeate the operations of these bodies. A professional English teacher is one 
who is oriented to BANA knowledge and practice, which requires investment on the part of 
the teacher as national university systems are deemed TESEP and unaligned with ‘global’ 
best practices. The sub-Saharan teacher, in integrating with the BANA discourse community, 
becomes bound into discourses which “constitute and confirm English dominance” and in-
corporates the individual into the English language project whose “product and processes 
privilege[e] users in the current world ‘order’” (Phillipson, 2008, p. 4). 

 

 

20 See https://elprograms.org/fellow/stories/  
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Section 3.  Discussion & conclusion.  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In this chapter, I have worked to address the first research question, namely “What are the 
discourses and attending ‘regimes of truth’ around teacher professionalism within sub-Sa-
haran contexts?”  In the first section of the chapter, I detailed some of the policy and media 
discourses which frame teachers as deficit and requiring intervention to reach Western no-
tions of professionalism. In Section 2, I gave an overview of the broad field of English lan-
guage teaching, with its intellectual foundation in the field of linguistics, and the promotion 
of BANA institutional knowledge and pedagogy that operates as a “significant export item” 
(Phillipson, 2008, p. 10) between the metropole – primarily the Global North – and the pe-
riphery/Global South. BANA also promotes constructions of an ideal English teacher, 
learner, classroom, and programme which are taken up by the global English language teach-
ing industry where teachers are often positioned at the lowest rungs: as employees. 

Evident in this chapter are several imbricating, co-constructed discourses indicating the 
form of teacher professionalism that is valued at a broad, global level. These overlapping dis-
courses are presented in Table 4.3, along with the ‘indicative corpus’ from primary global 
sources and the sections where those sources are discussed within this chapter.   

Table 4.3. Global level discourses.  

 Indicative corpus/chapter section Global discourses 

Ep
is

te
m

ic
 n

eu
tr

al
ity

 

1.1:  IO research (Piotrowski, 2014) 

1.2: Constructivist academic research (Iran-Nejad & Bordbar, 2017); 
Global North MNEB textbook offerings 

2.2: Positivist linguistics research (e.g. Piaget, Saussure, Chomsky, 
Pinker); popular publications from linguists (Pinker, 2018) 

Assumptions of neutral ontological 
construction of the learner; Global 
North scientific knowledge as neutral 
knowledge; deprivileging/omission of 
local epistemologies   

1.4: Academic research (Banerjee & Duflo, 2011; Duflo et al., 2014, 
2012);  IO global-scale surveys (TALIS, PISA, & SABER) 

2.2: Positivist linguistics research (e.g. Piaget, Saussure, Chomsky, 
Pinker) 

Western-based scientific practices – 
such as statistics from RCTs – are pre-
sented as neutral scientific fact. 

1.2: Constructivist academic research (Iran-Nejad & Bordbar, 2017); 
Global North MNEB textbook offerings 

1.4: IO global-scale surveys (TALIS, PISA, & SABER) 

2.2: Positivist linguistics/TESOL-AL research (e.g. Piaget, Saussure, 
Chomsky, Pinker) 

2.4:  BANA-originating credentialling and language examinations 
(IELTS, TOEFL, CELTA, DELTA, TKT); dominance of BANA prac-
tices in ELTAs (TESOL-IA & IATEFL)   

Global pedagogies (e.g. constructivism, 
EMI) and ‘best practices’ for language 
learning emerge from the Global North 
(BANA) 
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Entries in Table 4.3 indicate some spaces of overlap between discourses: neutrality, 
knowledge, and externality often appear in forms together, as shown in the table. Here, I dis-
cuss a few spaces of discursive overlap which are especially salient for ATER members in the 
resulting production of an English language teacher subjectivity valued at the global level.  

In
di

vi
du

al
is

m
 

2.2: Positivist linguistics research (e.g. Piaget, Saussure, Chomsky, 
Pinker) 

2.4:  BANA-originating, individualised credentialling and language 
examinations (IELTS, TOEFL, CELTA, DELTA, TKT)  

Individualised, atomised self as an ob-
ject of knowledge – made visible via 
scientific inquiry (e.g. psychological 
constructs, conceptualisations of lan-
guage learning/use processes from psy-
cholinguistics and applied linguistics) 

2.4: The cost of BANA-originating credentialling and language exam 
products offered by CAE (CELTA, DELTA, IELTS), ETS (TOEFL), 
and British Council (TKT); membership and conference fees from 
ELTAs (TESOL-IA & IATEFL); demonisation of NNS English teach-
ers (The Economist, 2015, 2018, 2019) 

 

Teachers are responsible for investing 
time/money to acquire the skills and 
qualifications required by the job mar-
ket; individual investment as evidence 
of professionalism (and the inverse: 
lack of investment equals unprofession-
alism) 

D
ep

ol
iti

ci
sa

tio
n 

an
d 

ex
te

rn
al

ity
 

1.4: Academic research (Banerjee & Duflo, 2011; Duflo et al., 2014, 
2012) 

2.2: Popular publications from linguists (Pinker, 2018) 

Removal of politics: the source of 
knowledge doesn’t matter if it is ‘cor-
rectly’ acquired 

1.4: IO global-scale standardised surveys (TALIS, PISA, & SABER)  

2.4: BANA-originating credentialling and language exam products 
offered by CAE (CELTA, DELTA, IELTS), ETS (TOEFL), and British 
Council (TKT) 

Standardising credentialing, prac-
tices, and assessment (like for 
language of language skill) from 
Global North MNEBs 

1.3, 2.4:  Goh Chok Tong speeches (2000) 

1.3: Global IO research reporting and policy  Global IO research 
reporting and policy (Bashir et al., 2018; Bruns et al., 2011; Martin & 
Pimhadzai, 2013; UNESCO, 2017; World Bank, 2003, 2011a) 

1.4: Academic research (Duflo et al., 2014) 

Western-style management and 
organisation as a neutral, evi-
dence-based knowledge, a form 
of ‘development’ required by 
backwards nations: thus, teachers 
require reskilling, management 

1.3: Global IO research reporting and policy (Bashir et al., 2018; 
Bruns et al., 2011; Martin & Pimhadzai, 2013; UNESCO, 2017; 
World Bank, 2003, 2011a); academic research (Banerjee & Duflo, 
2011; Duflo et al., 2014, 2012); The Economist reporting (2015, 2018, 
2019); UN Education Report Twitter account   

2.4: Demonisation of NNS English teachers (The Economist, 2015, 
2018, 2019) 

Sub-Saharan teachers as lazy, 
corrupt, avaricious for not align-
ing or performing accord to ex-
ternal norms. 

1.2: IO research and policy (ADEA, 2005)  

2.4: Standardised, BANA-originating credentialling and language 
exam products offered by CAE (CELTA, DELTA, IELTS), ETS 
(TOEFL), and British Council (TKT) 

2.4:  Goh Chok Tong speeches (2000) 

English is a standardised language 
devoid of local permutations and 
uses; standardisation to this 
aligns the individual with global 
entities: English as development.   
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First, discourses celebrate a noncritical teacher subjectivity. Noncritical teachers do not 
push back against the imposition of English medium instruction but accept the argument of 
its relevance for a globalised world; they do not worry over the critical implication of English 
use and subsequent illiteracy and lack of linguistic development for mother tongue or re-
gional languages. Rather, they accept the instrumentality of English as a “crucial element of 
an international business class structure” (Ives, 2006, pp. 136–137) and view their work as 
‘equipping’ a generation of students for the needs of the  global marketplace – even if that 
marketplace is out of reach. According to Block et al. (2012), this discourse has become com-
monplace in TESOL/AL. The field has narrowed and become “discursively paralysed” as it 
shifts from a critical academic focus towards preparing ELT professionals for an increasingly 
commercialised, market-driven global ELT sphere; Block et al. referenced academics who 
warn against the “danger inherent in the use of social theory in ELT” (p. 7).   

A second subjectivity emphasised in these discourses is the teacher as standardised. As 
shown in Table 4.3, there are multiple spaces for standardisation. The teacher relies on a 
body of pre-delineated, ‘legitimate’ (and ‘neutral’) scientific knowledge regarding the subject 
of English language teaching which emerges from Global North institutions. This knowledge 
forms the basis for standardised credentialing procedures which are used to demonstrate 
competence and legitimate membership within the field; these exams and syllabi conceptual-
ise ‘correct’ language, teaching practice, and pedagogy, but are also innately connected to a 
colonial, Anglicist (Pennycook, 1998) mindset regarding both the superiority and neutrality 
of English. Discourses which frame ‘good’, ‘correct’, or ‘professional’ English language teach-
ing as aligned with global norms perpetuate this hegemonic dominance and require Global 
South reliance on Global North. 

Aligning one’s self with standardised expectations often requires significant financial invest-

ment to acquire this linguistic and professional capital: paying for credentials, language ex-
ams, or covering the costs of ongoing professional development allows the individual to be-
come and remain “competitive in the perpetually changing world of flexible capitalism” 
(Sugarman, 2015, p. 112). This subjectivity functions like Foucault’s (2004b) homo economi-
cus, “being for himself his own capital, being for himself his own producer, being for himself 
the source of [his] earnings” (p. 226). The self, as capital, producer, and source of earnings, 
requires a cost/benefit analysis, a rational choice, in moving forward in the world. Ongoing 
investment in professional development, such as conferences or online programmes, indi-
cates membership in the field, but also entrenches responsibilisation. In suggesting that the 
prescription for private, individual stress problems is to “take control” of one’s thoughts and 
behaviours, the shift toward responsibilisation is evident. Within neoliberal individualisa-
tion, the complete responsibility for the outcome of any project is shifted onto you, “a 
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mythical, atomized, isolated individual, doomed for a life of perpetual competition and dis-
connected from relationships, community, and society” (Zuboff, 2019, p. 52).  

One need only peruse the CVs of a few English language teachers to see this in action, the 
patchwork of temporary jobs and short-term contracts within this knowledge-based indus-
try. The ELT Worker, a publication from a nascent English language worker union and off-
shoot of the Industrial Workers of the World, called it “what every industry would do to its 
workers if they could get away with it" (Bowe, 2018, p. 1). In this industry especially, the self 
becomes a brand, “a jumble of assets to be invested, nurtured, managed, and developed; but 
equally an offsetting inventory of liabilities to be pruned, outsourced, shorted, hedged 
against, and minimized” (Mirowski, 2013, p. 108). These might be packed as skills – dis-
courses which encourage individuals to fragment the self.  The teacher employee is a “bundle 
of skills”, but instead of the technical, craft-based skills of the trades (such as welding or 
mining), these “soft skills” can be constantly modified or upgraded: “a vague set of ‘life 
skills,’ ‘communication skills’ and a range of related euphemisms for amenability to enter 
into temporary alliances with others, and to accept all forms of supervision” (p. 110). These 
‘skills’ are easily converted to search terms to populate LinkedIn resumes or to atomise and 
describe ourselves for dating profiles or social media apps. Evetts (2011) pointed out that this 
trend is not unique to English language teachers but “in tendering, accounting and audit 
management – professionalism requires practitioners to codify their competence for con-
tracts and evaluations” (p. 27). Our personal repertoire, the distillation of ourselves, is mined 
from a limited selection of “stereotyped materials” which can be continuously changed or up-
dated, processed by algorithms, and so we exist as “a checklist of capabilities” rather than a 
coherent self (Sugarman, 2015, p. 105).  

In sum, this subjectivity appeals to the global marketplace: such teachers are aligned candi-

dates, workers who adapt and align with global expectations. In LMIC contexts, ‘capacity de-
velopment’ helps to form a subject ready for Global North employment; that individual un-
derstands and conforms to the expectations of those environments, so that global capital 
need not adapt to them (Knutsson, 2012; Piotrowski, 2014). The individual is also flexible in 
expectations around what constitutes the terms of her employment: she accepts work as a 
fixed-term contractor or ‘para-teacher’. GEM (UNESCO, 2017) identified casualised labour 
as a ‘short term’ solution but also celebrates the innovation of using community committees 
of parents and community members trained in school-based management to hire and fire 
contract teachers and conduct annual teacher reviews – even when those contract teachers 
were fully qualified and unable to get on civil servant tracks due to hiring freezes (Duflo et 
al., 2014). The work of economist Esther Duflo (Banerjee & Duflo, 2011; Duflo et al., 2014, 
2012), discussed in this chapter, especially normalises and celebrates the potential of 
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casualised labour in LMIC school systems without considering the personal cost and deterio-
ration of the professional body.  

3.1. Chapter conclusion.  

In this chapter, I have presented dominant discourses emerging from the global policy 
sphere, dominated by negative portrayals of teachers backed by ‘legitimate’ scientific inquiry 
and powerful stakeholder bodies. I have also described the sphere of English language teach-
ing, also underpinned with powerful ontological and epistemic assumptions broadly emanat-
ing from the Global North. I showed how both spheres increasingly look to the Global South 
for discursive and market expansion. However, with the Global South and sub-Saharan Af-
rica constructed as a new market for this global industry (Negash, 2011), a number of ques-
tions emerge. How is BANA being spread to TESEP contexts – and is this a successful 
spread, or another space for potential tissue rejection (Holliday, 1992)? What are the conse-
quences of an idealised, emphasised BANA culture for teachers who work within TESEP sys-
tems? Will the ELT industry, adroit in neoliberal techniques and discourses, manage to gain 
a foothold in national sub-Saharan education systems – and how would intensive individual-
isation work with systems underpinned by collectivism and communitarian cultural sys-
tems?   

Consideration of some of these questions emerge in Chapter 6, where I consider the work of 
ATER, a Rwandan organisation closely aligned with many of the institutions and groups 
mentioned throughout this chapter. First, though, I turn to the Rwandan context, where 
English was introduced as medium of instruction in 2009, part of the government’s drive to 
reorient the nation to a neoliberal, outward focus.   
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Chapter 5 
 

  Rwandan discourses of 
transformation  

 

 

In this chapter, I move to the next level of the comparative case study and consider the 
Rwandan context in response to the second research question:  

RQ 2: What discourses around teacher professionalism are present in Rwanda and 
how have these discourses assumed prominence?   

This chapter presents a Rwandan context pervaded by change and complexity, one that de-
fies organisation into civil society, government, and private sector. Myriad partnerships exist 
between government agencies, private enterprise, international non-government organisa-
tions, foreign government bodies, and institutes of higher learning; unpicking funding bod-
ies, service providers, and participants can be a challenging task. Data for this section come 
from a variety of sources within the Rwandan context, including policy documents, speeches, 
popular reporting, and government memos and communiques (see Appendix 13). 

The chapter begins with a review of societal changes which have occurred following the 1994 
genocide, including the technocratic, nationalistic orientation of the Rwandan government 
under President Paul Kagame. In Section 2, I introduce ‘mindset change’ as the key signifier 
for a government discourse of individual transformation, with examples of its deployment 
for both social cohesion and constructing entrepreneurial, responsibilised subjectivities. In 
Sections 3 and 4, I consider the Rwandan education context and the recent policy shifts 
which have aligned it further with the English-speaking global marketplace. In Section 5, I 
focus on discourses found within one policy instrument: an online learning platform for 
teachers. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the key discourses which impact Rwan-
dan teachers, especially those found within the association under review. 
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Section 1.  Rwanda since the genocide  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

The dominant narrative of Rwanda is centred around conflict, from the incursion of Belgian 
colonisers and their favouring of one social group, the Tutsi, to the post-independence vio-
lence that the Hutu levelled against the Tutsi which culminated in the 1994 genocide. Rwan-
dan history is thus often cleaved into two periods: before genocide and after genocide func-
tions as a narrative device deployed by historians and politicians which casts everything after 
July 1994 as New Rwanda. At present, under President Paul Kagame, the ex-rebel general 
who is often considered the liberator and father of the nation, a single political party, the 
Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), has solidified control over the nation; to speak of the Gov-
ernment of Rwanda (GoR) is to speak of Kagame and the RPF. The GoR has commenced an 
ambitious programme of national reconstruction and reinvention to ‘leapfrog’ Rwanda from 
its status as a least developed country to a middle-income nation with a knowledge-based 
economy (Bridgeland, Wulsin, & McNaught, 2009; Knutsson, 2012). Development and unity 
through social cohesion are frequently bound together: development occurs through unity, 
and unity can be achieved through development (Purdekova, 2012). Rwandan policy thus 
demonstrates the government’s “profound faith in planned progress and the possibility to 
‘engineer’ social change” (Knutsson, 2012, p. 183).  

Vision 2020 (Republic of Rwanda, 2000) detailed the aspiration of national reconstruction 
under Kagame and the RPF; this medium-term policy framework is in the process of being 
replaced by the forthcoming Vision 2050 (MINECOFIN, 2018; NISR, 2018). With the initial 
policy, the government sought to pivot from a low-productive, subsistence agrarian state to a 
knowledge-based economy freed of dependence on foreign aid (Republic of Rwanda, 2000). 
With its large population of cheap labour, the task would be to shift the workforce from agri-
culture into other economic sectors (Knutsson, 2012). Thus, Rwandan investment in educa-
tion, including education for information communication technology (ICT) and entrepre-
neurship, seeks to transform the population into human capital with knowledge and skills 
attractive to foreign investors (Simpson & Muvunyi, 2012); simultaneously, the government 
has embraced market-led reforms and promoted Rwanda’s status as an investment-friendly 
republic (Behuria, 2017). This orientation is heavily infused with nationalism and a rejection 
of foreign influence, as such rhetoric emphasises technological governance, embraces ‘home-
grown solutions’, and envisions the state as both manager and family (Fisher, 2015).  

Reconstruction has resulted in a rapid, almost continuous state of change since the arrival of 
Vision 2020 in 2000, a key aspect of the policy architecture to guide funding priorities and 
one demanded by the World Bank and bilateral donors (Thomas, 2018). The nation itself has 
been pressed into a hierarchy that reflects a corporate management structure with historical 
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roots in the pre-colonial Rwandan kingdom (Pottier, 2002): villages are at the base of a 
chain that reaches to the office of the president, envisioned as a path to direct democracy and 
accountability for leadership (MINECOFIN, 2007). The Rwandan constitution (Republic of 
Rwanda, 2003) is a progressive document which enshrines gender parity and a commitment 
to environmental protection; the nation boasts the high percentage of women in a legislative 
body, as they occupied 64% of the lower house of the parliament in 2014 (Holmes, 2014). 
Tourism too is on the rise, with the protected ecological gorilla homelands praised by wildlife 
groups (Nielsen, 2010). These very public improvements have aided in casting Rwanda as a 
development superstar, rewriting its global identity from ravaged by genocide to its status as 
a model for other nations to follow. In the past two decades, President Kagame has been 
lauded by the international community as a leader of vision and promise; he is indeed a 
global media presence that infuses pride, drives his continued popularity, and legitimises his 
vision for Rwanda21. 

1.1.  Economic development in Rwanda.   

Behind the face of progress, Rwanda is a context with a distinct, contextualised neoliberal ar-
ticulation, labelled by Booth and Golooba-Mutebi (2012) as a “star pupil” of the (post) Wash-
ington Consensus. With national policy and governance aimed at the goal of a knowledge-
based economy independent of foreign aid (Bridgeland et al., 2009), the government has 
embraced market-led reforms in order to present the nation as attractive to investors and 
business leaders (Behuria, 2017). 

Modelled on the economic development of Asian Tiger states, specifically Singapore, as indi-
cated in Vision 2020, the Government of Rwanda has mobilised the entire nation around 
economic development; via state-directed capitalism, power is located with a small ruling 
elite, who run a tight bureaucracy and maintain significant control over business and eco-
nomic interests (Hasselskog, 2015). As a result, World Bank (2010) crowned Rwanda ‘the 
world’s top reformer of business regulation’ nearly a decade ago and now ranks it 29th out of 
190 countries for ease of doing business (World Bank Group, 2019). Reforms have resulted 
in an efficient bureaucracy that caters to business needs, but it has also been criticised as au-
thoritarian, repressive, and elitist (S. Strauss & Waldorf, 2011). The dominance of the ruling 

 

 

21 There is recent evidence that Kagame’s international image has become increasingly tarnished near 
the end of writing this thesis (Wrong, 2019). Though he remains popular with donors, even the World 
Bank (2019) offered recent criticism, noting that the emphasis on high-status public investments like 
the convention centre “are intended to create a new reality Rwanda rather than alleviating current 
scarcities” (p. 51). 
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elite extends beyond Kigali government buildings; researchers have traced the relationship 
between the private companies and actors within the Rwandan state (Booth & Golooba-
Mutebi, 2012, p. 398). A small elite thus maintains governmental control and accumulates 
financial wealth whilst 85% of Rwandans still live in rural areas with high rates of poverty, 
and the expanse between rich and poor increases (Desrosiers & Thomson, 2013).   

1.2.  Rwandan neoliberal governmentality.   

In his work on the Rwandan agricultural sector, Huggins (2017) raised an important ques-
tion: how are “non-elites ‘enrolled’ (materially and discursively) into the implementation of 
national development plans” (p. 716)? Essentially, how are Rwandans ‘convinced’ to join in 
the project of national development? Like other theorists (Honeyman, 2016; Knutsson, 2012; 
Ron-Balsera, 2011; T. P. Williams, 2015), Huggins (2017) utilised a Foucauldian understand-
ing of governmentality to show  that “an existing set of psychosocial desires can be guided 
and moulded in order to create willing subjects of ‘development’ that do not need to be di-
rectly coerced” (p. 716). This allows governing at a distance and results in the creation of the 
“ideal development subject” (Purdekova, 2012, p. 175).  

If there is an ‘ideal subject’ that is created, there must be some other ‘non-ideal’ subjectivity 
from which they emerge. Hasselskog (2015) noted frequent “negative views of the majority 
population, as discerned in the tone and phrasing of government documents” (p. 165). An ex-
ample of this is found in the Teacher Development and Management Policy (MINEDUC, 
2007), discussed later in this chapter, in which the poor quality teachers are the ‘problem’ 
and bear partial blame for a low-achieving education system. A solution is promised through 
the management outlined in the policy; the teacher is thus also the answer. The binary – the 
bad citizen versus the good citizen, the ignorant versus the educated, ‘old’ mindset versus 
‘changed’ mindset – is a frequent trope, one which causes internal fractures within the 
Rwandan populace: what Foucault (1982) might have considered a ‘dividing practice’ which 
categorises and objectifies the individual and “attaches him to his own identity, imposes a 
law of truth on him which he must recognize and which others have to recognize in him” (p. 
781). The construction of the non-ideal subject also allows for the expert who is needed to 
deliver technical expertise to transform that subject into something ideal: the negative repre-
sentations of Rwandans set up the expert and “reflect a firm conviction of knowing what is 
needed” (Hasselskog, 2015, p. 165). Long-standing cultural values of obedience, hierarchy, 
and respect for authority further cement the role of the expert (Honeyman, 2016).  

This chapter focuses on policies and practices within the Rwandan system which serve to 
frame the ideal Rwandan, a ‘new’ subjectivity produced through the floating signifier of 
‘mindset change’ which is advocated extensively in the discourse of Rwandan policy and 
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government official communications, especially the speeches and interviews given by Presi-
dent Paul Kagame. As discussed in Chapter 3, a floating signifier is “an abstract notion with-
out any fixed reference, which is continuously being filled with different meanings in differ-
ent political, social and cultural contexts” (Knutsson, 2012, p. 186). The overarching dis-
course of transformation is deployed through this signifier, indicating the spaces where 
Rwandans must transform in order to align them to “economic, social, and personal conduct 
with socio-political objectives” (Miller & Rose, 1990, p. 76). 

Defining problems and solutions.  

As indicated above, the Rwandan government is often concerned with defining ‘problems’ 
which must be addressed through policy and law within the context. Cox and Sinclair (1996) 
posited the problem-solving theoretical stance in policy analysis. Within this approach, the 
standing organisation of “the prevailing power relationships and institutions in which they 
are organised” (p. 88) is not questioned, and problems that appear within this organisation 
are identified, assigned parameters, allocated to an appropriate specialisation, and dealt with 
accordingly. The problem-solving approach assumes a fixed order to the world, allowing for 
policy development to take place with a clinical, value-free neutrality “to give technical and 
scientific sophistication to the policy process in order to buttress its intellectual legitimacy” 
(Olssen, Codd, & O’Neill, 2004, p. 2). 

As noted throughout this chapter, governance in Rwanda is frequently described as high 
modernist or technocratic (Reyntjens, 2017, 2018; T. P. Williams, 2017), and post-politics 
(Knutsson & Lindberg, 2019). These descriptors illustrate a context where political matters 
are “discursively transformed into matters of expertise and ‘scientific evidence’” (Knutsson & 
Lindberg, 2019, p. 5), effectively circumventing democratic process. Hasselskog (2015) of-
fered the intensive planning in the agricultural sector as one example which “reveals the as-
sumption that, based on expertise, a situation can be assessed and an intervention crafted, 
which will work as anticipated and achieve predicted outcomes in a controllable manner” (p. 
161). This indicates an epistemic shift which standardises ‘knowledge’ within the country, in-
cluding whose and what knowledge is valued, along with how that knowledge is deployed.  

Marketisation, scientization, and managerialism.  

As explained in Chapter 4, a key technology of neoliberalism is in co-opting economic and 
scientific terminology and applying it to complex social environments with such terms as 
measurable outcomes, evidence-based, data-driven, monitoring and evaluation, standardi-
sation, best practices, and competition. This language conveys scientific and economic relia-
bility but fails to consider who decides on what the “problem” is, how it is oriented, pack-
aged, and presented; essentially, who determines its validity. Problems themselves are 
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fragmented and approached within fixed parameters, without concern for the greater inter-
connected whole and the institutions that comprise it.  

Within Rwanda, matters which would be traditionally considered political are increasingly 
recast as ‘technical’ which should be approached “through expert management, evidence of 
‘best practice’, and participatory multi-stakeholder arrangements with a narrow scope of 
possible outcomes” (Knutsson & Lindberg, 2019, p. 3). An approach is imbued with technical 
expertise and the authority of ‘evidence’; problems are depoliticised and able to be addressed 
by this ‘neutral’ authority: all problems can be solved by proper management, either man-
agement according to systems constructed in the Global North, or the management of one’s 
self. 

Thörn (2016) demonstrated discursive spaces where marketisation and scientization occur: 
within the civil society organisations which function as the service providers for donor pro-
jects. In the past, such organisations would have received grants; now, they are held to the 
logic of managerialism in which an organisation’s legitimacy and value is determined by its 
market efficacy, often through accountability processes like performance management, and 
monitoring and evaluation which the donor requires but expects the organisation to com-
plete alongside fulfilling their service contract remit. Thörn identified the introduction of 
“techniques such as entrepreneurship training, systematic under-funding and formalised 
processes of competitive tendering” (p. 1512). Donors often offer entrepreneurship training 
or ‘capacity building’, a favoured floating signifier throughout the development sector; one 
Rwandan official explained how an AIDS patient who receives money for drugs is then more 
physically able to become an entrepreneur of himself and seek out his own additional fund-
ing.  

There is overlap between marketisation and scientization; indeed, the former is legitimised 
by the latter. Corporate management rationalities are applied in the CSO realm and pre-
sented as an ‘evidence-based’ set of practices, another floating signifier, which, Thörn (2016) 
noted, came out of medical research but is increasingly used in development discourses. An 
evidence-based practice presents as the ‘scientific’ solution to a problem, be it managing an 
organisation or determining valued teaching practices. One US INGO representative argued 
that the introduction of these ‘evidence-based approaches’ to monitoring and evaluation 
were international aid’s most important contribution to Rwandan civil society (p. 1513) – 
similar to Pennycook’s concept of English as development (Jakubiak, 2016) as discussed in 
Chapter 4. The work of CSOs could then be converted to a data language which could be 
quantified into ‘measured results’ or ‘outcomes’. Those results or outcomes then become ‘evi-
dence’, and the system becomes self-serving. 
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Statistics as (the only) evidence.  

‘Evidence’ for interventions increasingly comes in the form of numbers. Essayist Rebecca 
Solnit (2014) called this “the tyranny of the quantifiable” in that “what can be measured al-
most always takes precedence over what cannot” (p. 93). Complex social structures and 
‘problems’ are converted to numbers. Towards this end, economists offer tools which are 
taken up as producers of truth in neoliberal knowledge construction (see discussion of Duflo 
in Chapter 4). Statistics – such as those produced through randomised control trials – ap-
pear impartial and rigorous, more ‘scientific’ than messy qualitative studies that ask ques-
tions and look for open responses. Porter (1995) noted the increased reliance on quantifica-
tion to produce statistics and more ‘legitimate’ data especially for the social sciences; he ar-
gues that quantification actually reflects a lack of trust in elites that requires those elites to 
put forth arguments based on apparently ‘objective’ statistical data.  

The Government of Rwanda has prioritised its capacity to collect, analyse, and deploy statis-
tical information in certain societal sectors22. The National Institute of Statistics Rwanda 
(NISR) is tasked with “the leading role in improving capacity to use information for evidence 
based decision-making by coordinating national effort to collect and archive reliable data, to 
analyse, document and disseminate data within an integrated and sustainable framework” 
(NISR, 2019). Statistical data is presented as reliable evidence for decision-making: the re-
cent Data Revolution Policy (Ministry of Youth and ICT, 2017) called for emergence of an 
“innovation data-enabled industry for accelerated social economic development” and prom-
ises the socio-economic benefits of “informed policy decision making” (p. iii), amongst other 
improvements to governance and economic improvement.  

Data have become increasingly complex and have spiralled far beyond the understanding of 
the average Rwandan – and indeed, this researcher as well – as algorithms and data mining 
are increasingly used to convert masses of raw data into predictions of human behaviour 
useful for business and policymaking. NISR and other government institutions have received 
assistance in increasing the capacity for complex data processing. The Data Science Campus 
out of the UK’s Office of Statistics has been running projects in Rwanda; a blog from a Brit-
ish DSC advisor noted that the Rwandan government quickly understood the value of data as 
“the new gold” (Nolan, 2018). Kigali is increasingly known as the Silicon Valley of East Af-
rica, and the Data Revolution Policy (DRP) itself is based on public-private partnerships 
around Big Data and statistical analysis (Ministry of Youth and ICT, 2017). These include 

 

 

22 That said, the GoR collects very little useful data on the education sector to inform or evaluate the 
success of policy decisions (e.g. the English medium of instruction shift). 
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partnerships with software companies like WISeKey for creation of the Blockchain/IoT Cen-
tre of Excellence in Rwanda (IoT, 2017). Additionally, the World Bank has provided funding 
for the African Centre of Excellence in Data Science in partnership with the University of 
Rwanda and well-ranked U.S. university Carnegie Mellon University (ACE-DS, 2019).   

Some of these partnerships carry a heavy price tag. Carnegie Mellon University launched a 
campus in Kigali, offering two master’s degree programmes: one in Electrical and Computer 
Engineering and another in Information Science (World Bank Group, 2019). Tuition is USD 
$16,000 a year, with the Rwandan government picking up half the tab; the news site Me-
dium estimates that from 2012-2017, the GoR paid $47.6 million to CMU-Africa (Himbara, 
2018). There is a clear global prestige to the institution continuing in Kigali: according to 
CMU Africa’s website, it is the only U.S. research institution on the African continent which 
offers masters-level degree programmes. On a practical level, even a $8,000 yearly tuition 
bill remains far out of reach for all but the wealthiest Rwandans.   

Nationalism and self-reliance. 

Alongside the valorisation of scientization and statistics are (often contradictory) govern-
ment scripts for ‘self-reliance’. Discourses of self-reliance has been key in the emancipatory 
approaches to national development found in post-colonial African nations attempting eco-
nomic independence from past colonial powers (Harber & Davies, 1997). Tanzania presents 
as one example: in the 1967 Arusha Declaration, the nation declared   

If every individual is self-reliant, the ten-house cell will be self-reliant; if all the cells 
are self-reliant, the whole ward will be self-reliant and if the wards are self-reliant, the 
district will be self-reliant. If the districts are self-reliant, then the region is self-reliant, 
and if the regions are self-reliant, then the whole nation is self-reliant and this our aim. 
(Nyerere, 1962) 

Self-reliance, here, was for decolonising: cutting colonial ties and rejecting the capitalist sys-
tem which, according to liberation scholar Walter Rodney and other progressives in the Dar 
es Salaam school, would lead to “historical arrest, backwardness, and economic stagnation in 
Africa” (Campbell, 1991, p. 102). This understanding of self-reliance especially included de-
colonising the Tanzanian school system, which functioned to produce a compliant, middle-
class, and establishing instead universal education which would foreground indigenous 
skills, language, knowledge, and culture for the development of the socialist, communally-
oriented subject (Harber & Davies, 1997).  

Kagame and the RPF were brought up in Marxist-Leninist ideology in Uganda through asso-
ciation with Yoweri Museveni’s Popular Resistance Party (Jones, Soares De Oliveira, & 
Verhoeven, 2013). Yet, while the scripts of self-reliance from socialist theorists like Rodney 
or from politicians like Julius Nyerere might populate Rwandan discourse, the form 
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advocated is far more aligned with global capitalism. Ong (2007) noted the ‘mobility’ of ne-
oliberal discourse and its ability to adapt to a “post-socialist or authoritarian formation with-
out replacing the political apparatus or ideology” (p. 5). China is one example of this: the re-
pressive socialist state exists alongside market-friendly policies, private enterprise, and con-
sumer culture; this neoliberal articulation of governmentality even “engenders ‘patriotic’ 
professionals who serve China’s global advancement” (p. 6). Self-reliance in Rwandan dis-
course, then, appears to eschew socialist ideals of being self-contained and separate from the 
globalised capitalist marketplace; rather this articulation seeks to align the nation with the 
dominant global order and carve out a space for Rwandan human capital to participate in the 
global marketplace. This allows the nation to become independent of aid and thus ‘self-reli-
ant’, but also reflects Ong’s argument that “neoliberal policies are all about the recalibration 
of the capacity of groups in relation to the dynamism of global markets” (p. 4).   

But calls for self-reliance also appear rooted in recent Rwandan history. Historians and aca-
demics point out how actions taken by the United Nations could have prevented the genocide 
(Dorn & Matloff, 2000); inaction allowed the slaughter to carry on for three months. Kagame 
frequently references the abandonment of the international community as the reason why 
Rwanda must be self-sufficient (e.g. Kinzer, 2008) and maintain autonomy over decision-
making in the best interest of the nation. Government officials boast that they ‘stand up’ to 
donors who come in with specific demands: “they come to you and say, ‘we want you to build 
a bridge.’ And [GoR officials] say, ‘No, we don’t want a bridge, we want a school.’” (Olopade, 
2014, p. 226). Kagame’s ‘defence’ of Rwanda in the face of an inconsistent international com-
munity has become a point of national pride. 

Self-determination and ‘standing up’ to donors hold strong nationalistic capital for contin-
ued support of Kagame’s government. In 2018, the Government of Rwanda signed a deal 
with Arsenal (the English football club that Kagame supports): for £30 million, Arsenal wear 
“Visit Rwanda” badges on their shirtsleeves (Waterson, 2018). The GoR defended the move 
as marketing for its growing tourist industry, an ‘investment’ in rewriting their global narra-
tive from the nation of genocide to the place for gorilla trekking. Critics of the deal pointed 
out that Rwanda then received 41% of their gross domestic product from aid (OECD, 2017); 
others cast it as an expensive public relations move to project New Rwanda’s global image 
and whitewash Kagame’s repressive regime (Thompson, 2018). When Dutch MPs called for a 
formal review of aid, the head of the Rwandan Development Board tweeted in response (see 
Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1. Tweet from @cakamanzi – 26 May 2018  

Retrieved 10 September 2019 from www.twitter.com   

Evident in her response are several common aspects of Rwandan government discourses. 
First, she framed critique as ‘against us’, an approach frequently levied by Kagame and oth-
ers within the government against any criticism of the government or Kagame’s strongarm 
tactics (Gready, 2011). Reyntjens (2017) pointed out that the Rwandan government has often 
deployed nationalist discourse when the international community criticises or punishes the 
nation. The 2012 development of the agaciro (‘dignity’) fund for businesses, for example, 
was in response to donors’ cuts to funding in retaliation for Rwandan military involvement 
in DR Congo.  

Additionally, the RDB head explicitly presented Rwanda not as a country but a company 
which must invest in profit-making endeavours. Neoliberal discourses re-envision citizens as 
self-entrepreneurs about to make independent, calculated economic decisions. Rwandan dis-
course goes further to position the entire nation as a company; this is also evident in the fre-
quent (positive) references to Kagame as the ‘CEO’ of Rwanda (Crisafulli & Redmond, 2014). 

1.3.  Whose knowledge?  

The shift to a ‘digital economy’ and the rise of ICT require that Rwanda relies on knowledge 
disseminated by corporations, institutes of higher learning, and global North governments. 
There is some logic to this, as the technology has been broadly developed in the Global North 
and is widespread throughout the globalised economy; learning from these partners is pre-
sented as the first step to making Rwanda self-sufficient and thus more self-reliant. How-
ever, what typically goes unquestioned is the composition of the evidence base for manage-
ment theories, economic approaches, and ‘evidence-based’ education pedagogies now ac-
cepted as absolute truth for best practice. As demonstrated with Thörn’s (2016) specific ex-
ample, Global North management practices are presented as the most significant contribu-
tion to Rwandan CSOs – not the aid to vulnerable people offered via the CSO, but the align-
ment of the CSO with global standards of management practice. The flow of theory and 
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knowledge specifically moves from North to South which allows for the dominance of Global 
North sense-making and knowledge creation which continues to position the South as back-
ward and unscientific.  

As discussed in Chapter 2, the claims of scientific basis for the ‘monoculture of knowledge’ 
emerging from Global North epistemologies have turned science “into the sole criteria of 
truth” (de Sousa Santos, 2015, p. 172). This knowledge is also universal and decontextual-
ised, describing a reality that takes precedence over any other constructions, regardless of 
the local context. Psychology, for example, gains prominence this way in claiming to provide 
a scientific route for understanding human behaviour: concepts borne out of psychological 
theory and evidence gathered in the Global North present as truth. However, as Knutsson 
(2012) demonstrated with his critique of the English medium of instruction policy, discussed 
later in this chapter, ‘evidence-based’ is subordinated to the GoR’s will. Despite studies and 
articles that point out the destructive nature of the shift from French to English in schools, 
the policy remains in place.   

Knowledge production.  

The GoR is actively interested in the creation of knowledge about Rwanda, as indicated in 
Chapter 3 and my own attempt to secure research clearance. While modelled on approvals 
processes from grant bodies or university ethics boards, the research clearance procedure 
also allows government officials to reject controversial research. Fisher (2015) referred to re-
searchers who have been ‘banned’ from working in Rwanda because of their divergence from 
official genocide narratives. Dissent can be legally construed as ‘divisionism’, and promoting 
pro-genocide ideology (Reyntjens, 2017). There are myriad examples of journalists, politi-
cians, and civil society members targeted in the past two decades (e.g. Fisher, 2015; 
Hintjens, 2014; Sundaram, 2016b).  

Control over knowledge production – either academic knowledge or reporting on current 
events – has consequences for the objectivity of the evidence base on which policy is situ-
ated. I argue that these aspects are linked: the control over the creation of knowledge, the 
“obsession with data” (Pilling & Barber, 2017), the rhetoric of expertise, and the influence of 
Northern epistemology. Scientization increases the legitimacy of the government but contin-
ually positions the Rwandan populace as backward, ignorant, and needing direction. There is 
tension, then, between discourses of ‘Rwandan solutions’ and valued Western knowledges. 
Policies, such as the English medium of instruction policy, force reliance on the West, whilst 
government narratives build consensus, identity, and nationalism around Rwandanness. 
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Section 2.  Discourse as the vehicle  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

The previous section dealt with apparent themes within Rwandan government ideology, spe-
cifically how the GoR constructs a ‘truth’ about Rwanda in defining problems and solutions 
according to technical expertise. Governmentality – governing at a distance – is often ac-
complished through discourse, as government officials re-orient Rwandans towards the vi-
sion put forth by Kagame and the RPF. A dominant discourse, then, is around individual 
transformation: the government presents ‘bad’ and ‘good’ conceptualisations of Rwandan 
subjectivity and indicates spaces where ‘change’ must take place. Goals for the reformation of 
Rwandan subjectivity are discursively represented in repeated phrases which are presented 
without explanation but with an assumed consensus around the idea. Floating signifiers or 
scripts like ‘mindset change’ and ‘knowledge society’ or ‘knowledge economy’ skew in favour 
of neoliberal economic activity and reorient Rwandans from previous subjectivities to active, 
responsibilised participants in the task of Rwandan development. In this section, I consider 
the dominance of the phrase ‘mindset’ and ‘mindset change’ in relation to social cohesion 
and economic self-orientation and how mindset change becomes the actual stuff of responsi-
bilisation.  

2.1.  Social cohesion mind-set.  

Identity, once bound around the ethnicities of Hutu, Tutsi, and Twa, has been reinvented in 
a national Rwandan identity which suppresses markers of difference. The terms ‘Hutu’ and 
‘Tutsi’ were banned in 2003 except for academic or historical purposes (Lacey, 2004); the 
government advocates that ‘all are Rwandan’ and there is no difference. Instilling ideals of 
peace and social harmony have been tasks of the education system since the end of the geno-
cide (MINEDUC, 2003); teachers are viewed as key agents of social cohesion (Rubagiza, 
Umutoni, & Kaleeba, 2016).  

Purdekova (2012) indicated the spaces where this mindset change around identity takes 
place: the camps, classes, and meetings engineered to sensitise Rwandans and discursively 
convey characteristics of the ‘ideal’ Rwandan citizen. These include itorero, youth camps to 
teach Rwandan history and patriotism modelled on army training; umuganda, mandatory 
‘voluntary’ public work that occurs monthly; and the local meetings and discussions during 
the annual memorial period. Rwandan academics have presented these as ‘home-grown ini-
tiatives’ to emphasise social cohesion (Ndabaga, Ntahomvukiye, & Omar, 2018); others (per-
haps with more academic freedom) have indicated that they are purposed for sensitisation 
and indoctrination within the narrow, government-defined scope of Rwandan identity, 
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utilised to reengineer individual value systems and modify their behaviour to fit with the de-
sired mindset (Hasselskog, 2015; Purdekova, 2012).  

Rwandan officials are often explicit in saying that these education programmes are meant to 
change the mindset of ordinary Rwandans. Purdekova (2012) reported the Executive Secre-
tary of the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission (NURC) exhorting student club 
presidents to “change the behaviour of Rwandans, to change their mindset, for unity and rec-
onciliation, and to create agents of change” (p. 193). Rwandans must become flexible, steera-
ble, able to move past bad memories and forgive grievances; the peacebuilding through the 
gacaca courts is premised on perpetrators genuinely confessing to their crimes during the 
genocide and receiving forgiveness from the community (Kubai, 2016).  

Officials indicate that a culture of passivity and ‘following’ allowed the genocide to happen, 
as ordinary Rwandans went along with extremists; they were ignorant and easily influenced 
by corrupt politicians. The new mindset, then, wants to Rwandans to be “shaken from their 
passivity and made to realise their role in constructing their future” (Desrosiers & Thomson, 
2013, p. 447); showing entrepreneurship demonstrates a breaking with the past and adop-
tion of a new identity. Already, the tension within this discourse is apparent: Rwandans are 
to be flexible and steerable, able to forgive and move past grievances (Purdekova, 2012) but 
they are also meant to resist being passively led (Desrosiers & Thomson, 2013). 

2.2.  Economic mindset. 

Discourses of forgiveness have become increasingly bound up with the economy: “forgive in 
the name of development” (Purdekova, 2012, p. 197). As indicated above, self-reliance has 
evolved from pan-African collectivist notions and become individualised as Rwandans are 
asked to become individually self-reliant and entrepreneurial. The term ‘mindset’ is now de-
ployed with an economic angle and is frequently identified in policy documents as a barrier 
to implementing the changes needed for Rwandan development.  

In considering where this concept emerged, Singapore, again, presents as a model: in a 1997 
speech, Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong called for a mindset shift to counter so-called de-
pendency narratives:  

We will bring about a mindset change among Singaporeans. We must get away from 
the idea that it is only the people at the top who should be thinking, and the job of eve-
ryone else is to do as told. Instead we want to bring about a spirit of innovation, of 
learning by doing, of everyone each at his own level all the time asking how he can do 
his job better… Such a national attitude is a must for Singapore to sustain its prosper-
ity. (Tong, 1997, para. 32-33)  
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Here, ‘mindset change’ is imbued with a distinct economic orientation: the purpose of work 
is not to earn money alone, but also to contribute to “national excellence”. A decade after the 
speech, Ong (2007) described Singapore as a place with “little tolerance for ethnic or moral 
exceptions to absolute necessity of economic growth” where citizens are locked in a meritoc-
racy and continually “subject to re-engineering for techno-optimisation” (p. 7).  

Rwandans, according to government policy, lack this mindset required for prosperity and 
self-reliance, and so require re-engineering. In the Economic Development and Poverty Re-
duction Strategy II, “Rwandan youth lack self-reliance and an entrepreneurial mindset” was 
presented as challenge towards productivity and youth employment (MINECOFIN, 2007, p. 
65); “Resistance to change mindset” is similarly identified as a challenge to implementing 
ICT education policy (MINEDUC, 2016, p. 7). The competence-based curriculum, discussed 
in greater detail later in this chapter, considers as a basic competence “Rwandans actively 
creat[ing] employment opportunities rather than having a mindset of relying on others” 
(REB, 2015b, p. 7). The construction of the un-ideal subject is clear: someone who resists 
change, relies on others, and lacks entrepreneurial acumen.  

Mindset change is a favoured phrase of President Paul Kagame as well, appearing in 41 
speeches since 201623. He opened the 2019 Africa CEO forum with a discussion of the imple-
mentation of the Continental Free Trade Agreement and the need to harmonise education 
systems to produce workers able to help the continent compete, not just on cost but on qual-
ity of human capital: “The key factor in all of this, is mindset. Is mindset change expensive? I 
don’t think so. It might be difficult, but we can afford to effect it. Mindset has no price, yet 
nothing has greater value” (Kagame, 2019).  Harmonisation around a single ‘mindset’ for 
economic progress appeared also in remarks made at the closing of a 2016 conference co-
hosted by the Government of Rwanda and the African Centre for Economic Transfor-
mation24, Kagame said that “transformational change happens at the level of mindsets…we 
all want a prosperous, stable, and equitable Africa and we want it as soon as possible. Every-
thing starts with a clear and simple vision for the future that everyone understands and 
agrees on” (Tashobya, 2016). In this discourse of transformation, ‘mindset’ is presented as 
the essential component. It appears as totalising: it is aligning yourself with something that 

 

 

23 Via search on www.paulkagame.com 
24 The website for African Centre for Economic Transformation notes that “we’re not doing this alone” 
and provides logos for support organisations, including USAID and DfID, the Mastercard Foundation, 
the Ford Foundation, ODI, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, and 
the Open Societies Foundation, amongst others (see also African Center for Economic 
Transformation, n.d.). 
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‘everyone’ understands and agrees. There is a positivist aspect to this rhetoric: the idea that a 
future can be understood in the same way – like positivist science, in which experiments in-
form us about a single reality. The future is similarly a potential reality, but one reality. 

Ineffective leaders are those who have not undergone mindset change, Kagame told one 
group of leaders in the Southern Province in early 2019. “Leaders who are here, as long as 
you have not addressed the issue of mindset, we will always be taking one step forward and 
two steps back. That is why you receive a budget and yet we cannot see any result” (Mwai, 
2019, para. 5). The lack of results is because of the lack of mindset change; a similar ap-
proach is adopted around teachers when talking about educational change. Blame and re-
sponsibility are shifted onto the leaders; they were unable to reach policy targets because 
they did not have the correct mindset. Tacit here is the idea that unchanged minds will be a 
waste of expenditure: if they cannot produce the required results, they will not be given 
funds in the future and those leaders unable to effect change are released from their posi-
tions. In Kagame’s regime, this appears as a form of accountability, but what remains un-
questioned is whether the significant changes that his government seeks require more than 
simply a change of mindset from leaders and teachers. 

2.3. Mindset vs. ‘reality’.  

As evident in the earlier examples, the government’s rhetoric generates high expectations 
and aspirations. This is especially true for Rwandan youth, who are shifted from Rwandan 
cultural notions of interdependence to a neoliberal rhetoric of self-determination, as Pells, 
Pontalti and Williams (2014) noted in their cross-case analysis of three studies. Even though 
“a large gap [exists] between the government’s ambitious state reconstruction and develop-
ment goals and research participants’ daily realities” (p. 295), individuals are castigated for 
failing to grasp opportunities provided. Researchers have pointed out how poverty has be-
come individualised within Rwanda (Ansoms, 2008; Ansoms & Rostagno, 2012; Purdekova, 
2012). In recasting poverty as an individual failing, the government is able to relinquish 
some responsibility and “respond to the sufferer as if they were the author of their own mis-
fortune” (Pyysiäinen et al., 2017, p. 216).  

Within this ideology, policymakers are “uncritical, unsceptical, and thus unscientifically opti-
mistic about the possibilities for comprehensive planning of human settlement and produc-
tion” (S. Strauss & Waldorf, 2011, p. 4). Teachers are similarly burdened, as a later section 
indicates: since policy regarding their work is not grounded in feasibility, expectations are 
set high beyond reach, and those who do not live up to the ideals are marginalised, dis-
missed, or leave the field, as estimated thousands did following the very rapid, unsupported 
shift from French to English as the medium of instruction (Hasselriis, 2010).  
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Section 3.  Rwandan education: knowledge to competence  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In Vision 2020 and in President Kagame’s speeches, education is frequently presented as the 
‘keystone’ for solid social cohesion (Gasanabo, 2006), a claim which is substantiated by a 
sustained financial commitment with 27% of the national budget going to education in 2006 
(MINEDUC, 2006) and 22% in 2017 (Global Partnership for Education, 2019). Reforms in 
education seek to reshape the Rwandan population as “human capital with necessary skills 
and knowledge [as] a vehicle for socio-economic development” within a globalised market-
place (Simpson & Muvunyi, 2012, p. 154). This includes a major shift in the medium of in-
struction from French to English, the adoption of a competence-based curriculum which em-
phasises learner-centred methodology (REB, 2017) and the launch of mandatory entrepre-
neurship courses for all students (Honeyman, 2016). These reforms push for a distinct indi-
vidualisation – that students see themselves as globally competitive, creative, and self-reli-
ant: what Honeyman (2016) called “orderly entrepreneurs” (p. 2).  

This means that the Rwandan education system has undergone a paradigm shift to align 
more closely with Anglophone global pedagogies. In Chapter 4, I defined global pedagogies, 
a phrase used by Vavrus and Bartlett (2012) and Zajda (2005), as the teaching philosophies, 
approaches, and practices which have become global ‘standards’ for quality teaching and 
learning. These are primarily constructivist (Vavrus, 2009), which holds that knowledge is 
both produced through social processes and functions as an individual construction 
(Tabulawa, 2003). Emerging from research conducted primarily in the English-majority 
contexts of the global north, constructivism underpins pedagogies such as learner-centred, 
inquiry-based, and competence-based approaches. It functions as the favoured, almost de-
fault pedagogy for ‘quality’ education amongst global stakeholders (Robertson, 2012), as dis-
cussed in Chapter 4.  

From 2008 onwards, the Rwandan education system has been in near-constant transition 
via a stream of policies which indicate the government’s priorities and intentions for the edu-
cation system, in addition to adherence to global education policies such as Education for All 
and a commitment to gender parity (MINEDUC, 2008b).  Horizontal and vertical expan-
sions of the system have also increased access with the provision of free nine years’ 
(MINEDUC, 2008c) and then twelve years’ basic education (9YBE and 12YBE) access 
(MINEDUC, 2013). To cope with increased enrolments, MINEDUC (2013) noted that it in-
troduced ‘interim’ double-shifting for primary teachers, a practice still widely evident during 
my data collection period in 2018. Increased enrolments mean that demands on teachers 
have significantly increased, as have the number of teachers required and the subsequent 
cost of the system as a whole, opening the door to neoliberal technologies such as 
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performance-based pay, currently under trial in Rwanda as discussed in the section on 
teacher pay later in the chapter.  

Additional courses have been added, demonstrating national priorities. Economic aspira-
tions for a nation of entrepreneurs and digital technicians are poured into mandatory entre-
preneurship education at O- and A-levels (NCDC, 2009a, 2009b) and ICT education 
(MINEDUC, 2016). This has resulted in the reduction of core classes for increased concen-
tration on ICT, sciences, and languages (Bray, 2008; T. P. Williams, 2017).   

Perhaps most significant, though, are the two policy shifts considered in detail here: the 
changes to English medium of instruction and to a competence-based curriculum. These two 
policies have had the most significant impact on teachers’ work in changing the language and 
pedagogical orientation required.   

3.1.  English and the medium of instruction policy. 

The English language has been a core social agent (Block et al., 2012) in driving neoliberal 
reforms globally. The demand for English within the global marketplace “generally encour-
ages individuals to focus their educational requirements primarily on the learning of Eng-
lish” (Euromonitor International, 2010, p. 5). Market competition and globalisation were 
thus utilised as frequent justification for the rapid, haphazard shift from French to English 
medium of instruction (MOI) that began in 2008 (Samuelson & Freedman, 2010; T. P. 
Williams, 2017). Prior to this, Rwanda had maintained a trilingual policy with Kinyarwanda 
MOI for Grade 1-3 and French or English MOI thereafter; 95% of schools continued with 
French MOI (Knutsson, 2012).  

Trilingual history.  

Enshrined in the Rwandan constitution, the insistence on three languages is a political bal-
ancing act. Kinyarwanda is spoken by 99.4% of the population (Republic of Rwanda, 2005), 
but is often viewed as “unfit’ for lasting development” in a globalised, European-language-
dominant world (Rurangirwa, 2012). French, as the colonial language from Belgian occupa-
tion, functioned as the medium of instruction for all education leading up (and following) the 
genocide. English was added as a national language after the genocide, reflecting the return 
of nearly 850,000 refugees, many of whom had fled to Uganda and experienced English me-
dium schooling there (Rosendal, 2010). 

The genocide itself has become tied up in language. French, functioning as the language of 
government and the elite in the period during and following independence from Belgium, 
also came to represent economic ties to La Francophonie, the French-speaking ‘club’ of fran-
cophone postcolonial nations (Samuelson & Freedman, 2010). The relationship between the 
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RPF and France has been strained: France accused Kagame, then general of the RPF, of 
shooting down the plane of President Juvenal Habyarimana, triggering the genocide. 
Rwanda has rightly accused France of supporting the genocide itself as French troops were 
sent to support the Habyarimana regime via Operation Turquoise. McGreal (2008) specu-
lated that the rapid shift to English medium of instruction was precipitated by France issuing 
arrest warrants for Kagame and eight other highly-ranked officials.  

English, rather than French, was the second language spoken by most Tutsi refugees; this is 
because the Rwandan Patriotic Front was formed in Uganda from Tutsi refugees who had 
fled violence during the post-independence years in Rwanda (Langford, 2005). Other Tutsis 
fled to Tanzania, Burundi, DR Congo (then Zaire), and further afield to the global north. 
Uganda, a part of the British Commonwealth, uses English as the MOI in schools and as a 
lingua franca amongst the many language groups present in the nation (Rosendal, 2010). 
Free from the colonial history and the recent events of the genocide, it was often presented 
as part of a discourse of harmony and unification; English was thus added as an official lan-
guage alongside Kinyarwanda and French. 

Regardless of internal politics, according to Hayman (2007), donors expressed dissatisfac-
tion with previous trilingual language policy, stating that poor educational quality was di-
rectly linked with “poor language skills across the board in the education system” (p. 377). At 
the time of the MOI shift, only 3.7% of the population spoke French, despite its use in upper 
primary, secondary, and university education; English was spoken by 1.9% (Assan & Walker, 
2012).  

MOI shift.  

In a brief cabinet directive in 2008, the Ministry of Education was tasked with implementing 
English medium of instruction across all levels of public primary, secondary, and tertiary ed-
ucation (Rurangirwa, 2012). National response was swift; McGreal (2009) claimed that 
thousands lost their jobs due to their inability to speak the language. Inadequate training 
was offered to ‘upgrade’ teachers’ language skills. Much of this was accomplished with global 
partnerships: the Teachers Service Commission with British Council launched the Rwanda 
English in Action Programme and provided English language training to 88,000 teachers 
during school holidays between 2008 and 2011 (Upper Quartile & IPAR, 2013). In a position 
paper on MOI for low- and middle-income countries, the British Council posited that six to 
eight years are needed to develop the cognitive academic language proficiency required for 
learning another subject in English (Simpson, 2017). Studies on acquiring academic English 
proficiency often emerge from research in the Global North, which pre-supposes a language-
rich environment (C. Harper & Jong, 2004); in Rwanda this was (and is) certainly not the 
case.   
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The shift to English was rationalised as necessary for a nation preparing to join the British 
Commonwealth (Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative, 2009) and the East African Com-
munity (Hasselriis, 2010). Following its implementation, though, the policy was severely 
criticised, especially by academics and donors (Knutsson, 2012). However, promotion of 
English within the new order of Rwanda can be construed as “ideologically positioned to 
serve local class interest” (Omoniyi, 2003, p. 147) that purposefully overlooks this relation-
ship between the English language and the post- genocide elite. This policy can be construed 
as “an extreme current example of elite closure” in that  

a small dominant establishment in African countries ensures that they and their fami-
lies have access to high standards of English while inadequate education systems mean 
that this is largely denied to the majority. (E. Williams, 2011, p. 7) 

The current state of English proficiency in the Rwandan education system seems to support 
this assertion. Ten years on, even with the GoR’s insistence on statistical data collection, no 
widespread government research has been done to account for the progress of the pro-
gramme. In 2014, British Council standardised English language testing in 2014 found that a 
mere 6.5% of primary school teachers exhibit intermediate or advanced competence 
(Simpson, 2014). Media outlets (Ndegeya, 2017) have highlighted the ongoing challenge of 
integrating English into a culture where Kinyarwanda dominates local business, social, and 
religious life.  

MOI today.  

Today, though, the issue of MOI has lost much of its controversy among donors; Knutsson 
and Lindberg (2019) claimed that donors have accepted the reality of the MOI policy for 
‘pragmatic’ reasons, though they continue to advocate for slower roll-outs and the use of bi-
lingual materials, both of which have been robustly opposed by the government. One of the 
GoR’s expert partners, the British Council (Simpson, 2017), cited research conducted by Uni-
versity of Bristol scholars in Rwanda as an example of the value of bilingual classroom prac-
tices and providing language-supportive textbooks (Milligan et al., 2017). Despite the evi-
dence, and despite the GoR’s orientation towards experts and technocratic governance, the 
policy still effectively bans teachers from code-switching between English and Kinyarwanda 
within the classroom (Sibomana & Uwambayinema, 2016), though many researchers agree 
that it happens in practice (e.g. Tolon, 2014), demonstrating the limits of so-called ‘scientific 
rationality’ when it runs counter to political imperatives.  

English language training continues to be an ‘access’ point for global influence. Teacher 
training in language continues to be supported by a variety of international bodies including 
the Peace Corps (e.g. Peace Corps, 2019) and the Voluntary Service Organisation (Simpson & 
Muvunyi, 2012). The Building Learning Foundations (BLF) programme, a £25 million 
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programme funded by UKAid, specifically offers support for developing teachers’ founda-
tional skills in English for years 1-3; this prong in the BLF agenda is led by Educational De-
velopment Trust and implemented by the British Council and aims to reach around 12,500 
teachers (British Council, 2019). During the writing of this thesis, the government extended 
English into lower primary, so that children in Year 1 begin with English medium of instruc-
tion, the third major language policy change in eleven years (T. P. Williams, 2020); it’s un-
clear at present what impact this will have for INGO interventions.  

All Africa reported in early 2019 that the Ministry of Education announced plans to test the 
English proficiency of all Rwandan teachers within the year, starting with Teacher Training 
College (TTC) and university lecturers, then moving down the ranks to other teachers in the 
coming years (Bishumba, 2019). Minister for Education Eugene Mutimura indicated that the 
British Council was helping to ‘computerise’ schools to be able to roll out the examinations, 
noting that IELTS and TOEFL are “normally... used as a standardised test to measure the 
English language proficiency of non-native speakers in terms of hearing, speaking and writ-
ing and that is what we are doing ” (Bishumba, 2019). He references exams used to establish 
English proficiency for global north university admissions (TOEFL in the U.S. and IELTS in 
the U.K.) and immigration (IELTS for emigration to Canada and Australia) to rationalise the 
use of standardised, technological tools for determining the English language proficiency of 
teachers. By modelling a Rwandan policy on U.S./U.K. practices, he attempts to gain legiti-
macy and establish that, worldwide, there is a ‘norm’ for how to determine proficiency of a 
non-native speaker. Rather than observing and assessing teachers’ use of language in prac-
tice, standardised exams (especially those offered via technological devices with automated 
marking systems) appear unimpeachable, developed and deployed using scientific methods, 
and backed by ‘global’ standards. They have the potential then, as more than simply a form 
of measurement. Applying Foucauldian principles to the history of standardised testing in 
the U.S., Hartman (2003) indicated that standardised testing functions as a discursive for-
mation that “emerges when social science and social practice become one and the same” (p. 
146). It becomes truth and tool of disciplinary power when used to categorise, divide, and in-
dividualise teachers: it is both a disciplinary and regulatory apparatus.  

3.2.  Competence-based curriculum.  

With English MOI drawing Rwanda further into the globalised Anglophone sphere, a second 
significant change was implemented: a competence-based curriculum (CBC) began roll-out 
in 2015 to replace the previous knowledge-based curriculum (REB, 2015b; see Chapter 4). As 
with MOI, the practice and penetration of teacher training is not clear. In a publication from 
REB and the Belgian development agency VVOB, officials indicated that “all” teachers have 
been trained, while simultaneously indicating that a significant challenge is “not enough 
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qualified teachers to implement the new CBC” (REB & VVOB, 2018, p. 27). ‘Trained’, as it of-
ten appears in policy, is less ‘training’ and more ‘telling’; teachers are to organise their own 
response.  

Within that publication, though, CBC methodology is again presented as ‘mindset’: “teachers 
are required to change their mindset for effective implementation of CBC” (REB & VVOB, 
2018, p. 27). Interviews with district-level education officers indicated that some teachers 
“resist change” and continue to use their old teaching materials, even though “CBC is much 
easier than Knowledge Based Curriculum” (p. 6). Another district official described teachers’ 
lack of understanding of CBC methodology as a “mindset issue” (p. 9). Whilst casting a lack 
of understanding or poor training as resistance to mindset change, the same officials also 
noted the challenges of implementing CBC: lack space in large classrooms, lack of materials, 
and few qualified teachers able to implement CBC. Again, teachers are in a challenging posi-
tion: they are singled out for not undergoing the mindset change needed to effectively imple-
ment the curriculum, and yet they operate in an environment with little material support to 
do so.  

As with MOI, the GoR’s modus operandi appears to be policy first, then re-skilling. The New 
Times reported in 2019 that four years after the implementation of CBC, the pre-service 
teacher training curriculum at teacher training colleges had been changed “to help students 
acquire the skills that they need” (Mbonyinshuti, 2019, para. 1). Until that point, and even 
during the CBC roll-out, TTCs had been continuing to train pre-service teachers using a 
knowledge-based curriculum. 
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Section 4.  The position of teachers within Rwanda 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In 2007, just before the start of the aforementioned ‘shocks’ to the Rwandan education sys-
tem, the Ministry of Education released the Teacher Development and Management Policy 
(MINEDUC, 2007). According to the TDMP policy, Rwanda lacks “trained teachers who are 
motivated, committed, and opting to stay within the profession” (p. 9); it thus offers a frame-
work for managing teachers, codifying and streamlining their training processes, and provid-
ing for continuous professional development (CPD). These unprofessional teachers are posi-
tioned as the problem itself, the barrier to implementing the educational quality needed to 
improve the economic station of the country. However, they are similarly identified as the 
solution and are positioned instrumentally: MINEDUC will provide for teachers the needed 
training structure, management system, and oversight tools for the system to function 
properly. As with much of Rwandan policy, and indeed for policy across aid-recipient coun-
tries, the ‘system’ is the saviour: it will impart validity through structure and incorporate 
rogue schools into the tightly controlled hierarchy. 

Several aspects of the policy denote a managerial framing (Sachs, 2001) of teacher profes-
sionalism in Rwanda, with MINEDUC at the apex of the managerial pyramid. The Ministry 
will define what a good teacher ‘looks like’ via developing a code of ethics and a teacher com-
petence profile incorporating professional values, workplace competences, monitoring, as-
sessment, and accountability, and indictors which demonstrate all of the above (MINEDUC, 
2007). This will contribute to the acceptance of teaching as a “distinct and valued profession 
within the public service, governed by its own code of professional ethics, and having clear 
pathways for professional and personal development” (p. 11). As these codes and pathways 
are to be determined by MINEDUC, ‘own’ denotes not ownership but inheritance. Bodies 
which might organise and offer input to the reshaping of the field of teacher professionalism 
are mentioned once within the document: alongside NGOs, ‘teacher associations’ are allowed 
space to “complement” state offerings of continuous professional development (p. 13). 

Additionally, reflecting the neoliberal orientation of much of Rwandan government rhetoric, 
accountability is emphasised in the proposed construction of a “quality system of teacher 
production, selection, evaluation, upgrading and management” (MINEDUC, 2007, p. 11). As-
pects of teachers practice are to be codified to create “data-driven criteria” for promotion and 
career advancement (p. 15). Teachers, like all civil servants, sign imihigo contracts (Republic 
of Rwanda, 2006), essentially performance contracts countersigned by the President and lo-
cal authorities which lay out “detailed objectives and measurable indicators” (Hasselskog, 
2015, p. 159) for the employee which, when unmet, can result in termination.  
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Two years after this policy, the English MOI shift turned the education system upside down. 
However, the rhetoric of the policy indicates the challenging position that teachers remain 
stuck within, and the binary that exists between ‘old’ teachers who make up this population 
of poor quality educators and the ‘new’ or ‘reformed’ teachers who will come to make up the 
‘valued profession’ within the nation. As seen in Chapter 4, dividing practices (Foucault, 
1982) which categorise, judge, and blame teachers are rampant within global policymaking 
literature (e.g. Bruns et al., 2011; World Bank, 2003).  

Rwanda remains a challenging context for teachers. This section deals with some of the chal-
lenges and changes that populate their work environment: issues of pay and representation, 
and the changes around ‘mindset’ and spaces for learning that have been foisted upon them.  

4.1.  Teacher pay.  

Rwanda teacher salaries remain amongst the lowest in sub-Saharan Africa (World Bank, 
2011a) and are inadequate for basic living costs (UNESCO, 2014). A 10% pay raise was issued 
by the government in early 2019: the salary of a primary teacher is approximately Rwf 
46,400 (£38) per month whilst a secondary teacher earns Rwf 137,000 (£115) (Ngabonziza, 
2019). At these rates, teachers are paid approximately a third of what other similar-qualified 
civil servants earn outside of education (MIFOTRA, 2012), and primary salaries fall far short 
of Rwf 80,000 (£67), the amount indicated by the National Union of Teachers in Rwanda 
(SNER) as the minimum needed for primary school teachers’ basic living costs (Ntirenganya, 
2016). But even with a wage of Rwf 80,000 per month, primary teachers would still fall 
within the 55% of the nation who exist on less than $1.90/day, the poverty line designated by 
the World Bank (2016a).  

Towards addressing grievances of pay, neoliberal ideology offers pay incentives as an em-
blematic technology to apply in the marketisation of public education (Languille, 2014), as 
discussed in Chapter 4. Indeed, a recent study conducted by a team of policy scientists and 
economists from three leading universities and the World Bank (Zeitlin, Leaver, Ozier, & 
Serneels, 2017) utilised random-control trials to investigate use of ‘pay-for-performance’ 
contracts for primary school teacher performance and recruitment. The rationale for the 
study itself was connected to falling performance rates from 2010 to 2013 (MINEDUC, 
2014a), a period which coincides with the national upheaval surrounding medium of instruc-
tion, though this is not presented as a factor within the research. Performance-based pay is 
presented as attractive due to the ‘financial restrictions’ which prevent high-quality teacher 
recruitment.  

Performance-based pay serves to individualise the teacher, cut off their relationship with the 
professional collective, and drive competition with colleagues (Imberman, 2015). As a tool of 
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performativity, it has the further potential to shift responsibility for pay increases back onto 
the teachers, driving a narrative that those who do not perform to externally constructed 
metrics are lazy or undeserving. Responsibility shifts: instead of calling on the government to 
address the ‘poverty wage’ (IPAR Rwanda, 2014) endured by teachers, they become entre-
preneurs who can improve their own individual pay. Within an already impoverished envi-
ronment, where incentive pay appeals to a government unable or unwilling to enact wide-
spread salary increases, there is the danger that already-low salaries will become rationalised 
and linked with poor performance – teachers could earn more if they would just perform 
better – undermining a human rights approach which argues the injustice of such low pay.  

4.2.  Teacher representation. 

However, in addressing performativity or lobbying for better pay, Rwandan teachers are 
poorly represented. Government policy continues to define the role of teachers within the 
system while simultaneously preventing them from having a meaningful voice in policy con-
struction (Bennell & Ntagaramba, 2008; Rubagiza et al., 2016; Tolon, 2014; VSO Rwanda, 
2004). The national teacher’s union SNEP (Syndicat National des Enseignants du Primaire) 
is considered politically weak (Muvunyi, 2016); one SNEP representative indicated the ap-
parent incompatibility of professional pressure and strike action with Rwanda’s status as a 
post-conflict nation. There is no other system-level mechanism which allows for representa-
tion of teachers’ voices, despite Rwanda being signatory to policies such as the Recommen-
dations for the Status of Teachers which mandates that teacher organisations “should be as-
sociated with the determination of educational policy” (ILO/UNESCO, 1996, p. 22).  

This isn’t unique to teachers, however. Gready (2011) pointed out that there is little historical 
track record of Rwandan civil society organisations having a voice in policy construction; 
since the Rwandan government has such a strong vision of development, engagement at the 
local level tends to involve only information sharing. Dissent against government policies is 
rare (Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative, 2009; Fisher, 2015; Reyntjens, 2017) and a 
continual theme in research studies with Rwandan teachers is their unwillingness or insecu-
rity to criticise educational policies (Pearson, 2014; Samuelson & Freedman, 2010; Tolon, 
2014). This self-censorship and participation in the ‘rehearsed consensus’ (Ingelaere, 2010) 
around Rwandan government policy presents Foucault’s disciplinary power, essentially indi-
vidualised surveillance through self-regulation (Sarup, 1988).  

4.3.  Reorienting teacher mindset.   

Policy changes have necessitated a re-orienting of teachers’ traditional position of authority 
within the classroom. Studies of Rwandan teacher practice (e.g. Iwakuni, 2017; Rutaisire, 
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2012) illustrate teaching as a craft that, once mastered, requires little evolution. Teachers op-
erate in isolation; they function as the centre of the classroom and transmit their expertise to 
their learners. This positioning appears consistent with the history of the formal Rwandan 
education system. Belgian mission schools dominated the Rwandan context during the colo-
nial and post-colonial periods; according to one white Father, the purpose of schooling “was 
really to promulgate [the church’s] authority and prestige, her pastoral action and her influ-
ence” (E. King, 2014, p. 67). Another interviewee from King’s extensive study of the history 
of the Rwandan education system noted that schooling was about “inculcating obedience to 
authority” (p. 68), including the teachers.  

Changes in needed skills and knowledges are accompanied by a significant shift in teacher 
positionality and their role within the classroom, potentially undermining the prevailing 
sense of self and purpose attached to their identity as teachers. In Tanzania, Vavrus (2009) 
indicated that teacher trainees feared being seen as unknowledgeable in the instructional 
medium or content: “if we start a lesson by asking students what they already know about a 
topic, they will think we don’t know anything about it ourselves” (p. 302). This indicates the 
extreme challenge of a paradigm shift in education: it requires a complete transformation of 
not only curriculum and teacher practice, but of learners’ expectations and values. Teachers 
who themselves were educated in a system where the teacher was the classroom authority 
and acted as the disseminator of knowledge relied upon the methods that they understood 
and those that were understood by their learners:  

A teacher that does not act in the authoritative way that students expect puts this en-
tire social agreement into jeopardy, as students begin to feel that perhaps they know 
better than their teacher how schooling is supposed to work. (Honeyman, 2016, p. 271)  

There is thus an apparent paradox between the cultural value of obedience and respect for 
authority against the neoliberal push for self-reliance, creativity, and independent thinking.  

Rutaisire's (2012) doctoral thesis focused on teacher learning and development through a 
secondary school teacher training programme for the qualifications required by government 
policy. The thesis demonstrated the ‘superficial’ nature of the programme which applied a 
technical model rather than meeting the practical needs of the in-service teachers; the actual 
experience of the in-service teachers was often ignored and subordinated to the expertise of 
the trainers. Rutaisire indicated implementation challenges including the ‘restrictive nature’ 
of the required assessment system, the ideological differences in understanding teaching and 
learning, and difference between in-service instruction and the reality of the school contexts, 
suggesting that the aspirations of policy, even to implement managerial systems, fall short.  

Further, despite an emphasis on competencies and ‘real world’ skills that translate to the 
global marketplace, the Rwandan system remains entrenched in examination and 
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credentialing. Within a hierarchical approach to education, external sources of legitimacy – 
such as certification and examination – are required for advancement. Honeyman (2016) 
brilliantly captured this in detailing the apathy of students and teachers towards govern-
ment-mandated entrepreneurship courses, which were required but not tested for in O- and 
A-level exams; she subsequently described the Rwandan concept of schooling  “as a mecha-
nism primarily involving testing, credentials, and the resulting structured opportunities for 
social mobility” (p. 27). For CPD, this underpins the expressions of ATER leaders who spoke 
of a lack of ‘CPD culture’ in which professional development is narrowly defined as a course 
with a certificate that provides instrumental rather than intrinsic motivation. Professional 
development, in short courses with certificates, feeds into this ‘credentialist’ approach to 
knowledge in which one can ‘collect’ a broad portfolio without undergoing any personal 
change or making any meaningful contribution to the profession. 

As indicated in Chapter 4, the shift to constructivist pedagogies requires more than simply 
changing a few teaching methods. The Rwandan competence-based curriculum and its ac-
companying reliance on learner-centred pedagogies have required a ‘paradigm shift’ 
(Tabulawa, 1997) in the practice of education; application of these global pedagogies require 
a “much more complex and varied repertoire” of skills than were previously required 
(Mulkeen et al., 2007, p. 27). Others have indicated the significant investment of time and 
resources required to shift to a constructivist approach at all levels of education, including 
not only teachers but teacher training college instructors, curriculum developers, and minis-
try officials (Lewin & Stuart, 2003).  
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Section 5.  The CPD environment  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In Rwanda, opportunities for continuous professional development or re-skilling that would 
assist in these policy shifts and required ‘mindset change’ are limited and poor in quality 
(Bennell & Ntagaramba, 2008; World Bank, 2011a) but strongly desired by teachers 
(Simpson & Muvunyi, 2012). Throughout sub-Saharan Africa, opportunities for CPD are of-
ten short-term, limited by region, and funded or facilitated by external – and often interna-
tional – ‘experts’ from groups such as VSO, UNICEF, the Wellspring Foundation, and others. 
This trope is similar throughout postcolonial contexts where Western-sourced knowledge 
and experience is more highly valued than local (Takayama, Sriprakash, & Connell, 2016), 
but is often packaged by governments and aid agencies as ‘technical cooperation’ (Dimitrova, 
2016) or technical expertise, as with the adoption of learner-centred pedagogies in Rwanda 
(van de Kuilen, Altinyelken, Voogt, & Nzabalirwa, 2019).  

In my notes from conversations with ATER members, many had participated in short-term 
programmes offered by the British Council (e.g. the 3-month language training programmes 
held after the 2009 language shift, see Simpson & Muvunyi, 2012), UKAid (Centre for 
Education Innovation, 2014) and the Department of State in various collaborations with U.S. 
universities (e.g. University of Hartford, 2019), and the Peace Corps (see MINEDUC, 2015), 
to name a few. These are examples of episodic, “drive by” CPD offerings (Leninger, 2013, p. 
20)  in which experts transmit knowledge to passive receiver teachers (Schwillie, Dembele, & 
Schubert, 2007).  

Global bodies that offer these trainings and programmes also often cover participants’ trans-
portation costs, provide meals and tea breaks, and sometimes offer small honorariums for 
the day. A culture around covering teachers’ CPD expenses is also reflected in government 
offerings, in which teachers are typically given transportation money to reach the CPD site. 
Little academic literature or INGO reporting deals specifically with the ‘hidden’ costs of CPD, 
such as transportation, and if these costs act as barriers for rural and impoverished teachers. 
One study in Eritrea similarly demonstrated that newly-qualified teachers in rural areas 
struggled to engage with professional development opportunities due in part to challenges 
with transport (Belay et al., 2007).  

These  programmes were separate from trainings and internationally-funded events made 
available through ATER, and, as with many of the project-based trainings, workshops, con-
ferences, and events sponsored by international donors and NGOs, are challenging to find 
documented in academic literature but rather are often documented in social media posts 
and organisational bulletins. Ball (2012) referred to these networks as full of “depth and 
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complexity, only some of which is ‘visible’ – but can be ‘seen’ in the photographs on blogs – 
they are full of overlaps, recurrences, and multiple relationships” (p. 50). For some partici-
pants, interaction with the programme offerings within these global English and teacher 
training networks ignited their interest in continuing professional development, especially 
since they provided certificates, decorated with the logos and flags of the sponsoring bodies, 
which proved prestigious and valuable for personal advancement. However, participants also 
acknowledged the fragility (Ball, 2012) of such infrequent, invitation-only offerings; ATER 
presented as the only stable option for sustained engagement with other English teachers, 
while also offering frequent workshops with international guests brought in via the associa-
tion’s globalised network.    

It is unclear how broadly this approach to CPD has been adopted throughout the nation; dur-
ing data collection, association members and COP attendees would indicate that association 
events remained their primary source of CPD. Several research participants indicated that 
their schools had modified class schedules and allocated time for teachers to gather for 
‘training’ one afternoon per week, but these were typical only of private schools that were not 
required to implement double-shifting.   

5.1.  Paradigm shift to online learning. 

The ICT in Education policy (MINEDUC, 2016) called for increased use of online platforms 
and digital learning in pre-service and in-service teacher training. Finding information re-
garding these platforms, including who funds, sets up, and maintains them, is a challenging 
task, as is understanding who is using the platforms. They do, however, provide useful tools 
and visual footprints to show funders ‘where’ money is going, a trail that is easier to follow 
than searching online for programme reporting to establish that in-person trainings have 
taken place.  

Online learning platforms have grown in popularity in the past decade, with a variety of ap-
plications for formal and informal learning. Massive open online courses (MOOCs) offered 
through U.S. and European universities via EdX and Coursera promise to democratise access 
to higher learning (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009) – USDOS and British Council 
offer their own, as well. These platforms have extensive offerings for teachers, including one-
off courses or, in the case of Coursera, entire certificate programmes to train for teaching 
English. Formal sub-Saharan institutions are integrating online learning as well: the Univer-
sity of Cape Town recently trialled an online learning component for PGCE pre-service 
teachers (Urenje, Brunner, & Peterson, 2017). Rwanda’s foray into using online tools for pre- 
and in-service teacher training aligns with its stated goals of becoming an ICT-informed 
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society; online platforms also present as cost-effective, especially in comparison with tradi-
tional in-person teacher professional development.  

5.2.  REB’s eLearning platform.  

Recent World Bank (2018b) documentation for loans to the GoR specifically identified the 
creation of eLearning platforms for improved digital literacy at all levels of education, includ-
ing university and teacher training colleges (TTCs). “Learning English” was a specific goal, 
including the use of translation between English and Kinyarwanda for pre-service teachers 
from the University of Rwanda and the TTCS, “thereby improving English proficiency for 
teachers at all levels” (p. 10). Donor preference for bilingual approaches to language develop-
ment (Knutsson & Lindberg, 2019) is evident here.   

At the time of writing, REB operates a basic, no-frills eLearning platform25 with courses fo-
cused on primary, secondary, specific tertiary offerings, teacher CPD, and ICT essentials. For 
Primary 1-3, materials are in Kinyarwanda; for Upper Primary and above, they are presented 
only in English. Materials for Upper Primary appear to be taken from approved textbooks; a 
section on ‘Model Questions’ from Primary presents apparently identical content in both 
English and Kinyarwanda. At the Secondary level, all materials appear to be in English, in-
cluding O- and A-Level materials and model question files. The World Bank’s (2018b) di-
rective that bilingual materials should be made available to support teacher language acqui-
sition appears unheeded.  

One course under the eLearning main menu is entitled ‘Online CPD Program’ and is pre-
sented as an ‘induction training program’ for understanding the new CPD policy to instil on-
going, collaborative professional learning as a part of the re-training of Rwandan teachers. 
The policy serves to reconfigure understandings of teaching within the teacher psyche: it is 
no longer a vocation to master, but a life-long process. Teachers are presented with this re-
configuration and rationale, then oriented to the hierarchy which will ensure that the policy 
is put into place. A certificate is available for users who successfully complete all aspects of 
the training, including unit quizzes, an essay, and participation in forum discussions.  

I selected this training programme since the association under review in this thesis is cen-
trally concerned with CPD; they already engage in peer-led training and members are famil-
iar with many of the techniques suggested in the training programme. Additionally, this 
demonstrates a very literal dissemination of policy: the training programme walks through 

 

 

25 The platform can be found at http://elearning.reb.rw/. 
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the aspects of the policy and teachers, registered as users, are tested in their understanding 
of it.  

‘Discovering’ CPD.  

Throughout the content, teachers are informed of their position and responsibility. The pur-
pose of the course itself is to allow teachers to “discover” the concept of CPD – a new concept 
separate from INSET, as it argues – and “clarify the CPD practices currently in place in 
Rwanda” (Session 1: Overview of Continuous Professional Development in Education). ‘Prac-
tices’ here seems to indicate policy: if teachers must be sensitised to new CPD, then the ‘prac-
tice’ is not occurring. In presenting CPD as practice, teachers learning about it for the first 
time are immediately required to take it on, not simply try it out. Teachers are also informed 
of their responsibility as ‘life-long learners’ as examples to their students:   

Teachers themselves need to become life-long learners as role model to think critically, 
to carry out educational research, to solve learning problems, to be creative and inno-
vative to apply all new L/T approaches, to communicate and to co-operate with others 
all the time in school. (“Induction of Competence-based Curriculum (CBC) and life-
long learning”) 

As a member of a “complex profession”, they are also informed of their goal: “an effective 
teacher is the most important factor in producing consistently high levels of student achieve-
ment.” 

CPD’s legitimacy.  

CPD is set in opposition to INSET: the text presents the idea that CPD is a form of INSET is 
“not wrong, but inaccurate in recent international teacher education context [sic]”. CPD is a 
global phenomenon, “having spread all over the world including in developing countries”. 
The main difference between the two is presented in a table: CPD is continuous, need-ori-
ented, and active as teachers learn from each other. INSET is ad hoc, guided by an expert 
trainer, and passive as “trainers teach and teachers listen.” Effective CPD, then, requires not 
only the knowledge and skills needed for implementing a competence-based approach, but 
also involves the “attitude and values” needed for it. This reflects global trends in which CPD 
as a paradigm is shifting away from transmission and towards more collaborative, teacher-
centric models, as documented in Avalos’ (2011), broad review of academic literature around 
CPD from 2000-2010. CPD is reconfigured as reflective of the practical needs of teachers 
(Leu, 2003), constructed with their input (Schwillie et al., 2007), ongoing with consistent 
follow-up (OECD, 2005; Villegas-Reimers, 2003), and differentiated for diversity of teacher 
levels and career stages (Geldenhuys & Oosthuizen, 2015; Leu, 2003).  
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As with the other courses on the platform, the CPD materials are presented entirely in Eng-
lish. A check of the readability of the first page of text (“Lesson 1: What is CPD?”) using a 
Flesch-Kincaid26 online calculator indicated that it was graded at 37 for reading ease, mean-
ing that it required a high level of reading comprehension and could be understood by native 
speakers with a higher education degree. It is also replete with acronyms: CPD, CBC, SBCPD 
(school-based CPD), SBI (school-based INSET), SBMP (school based-mentoring program), 
TCOP (teacher community of practice), SBCOP (school-based community of practice), and 
LS (lesson study), amongst others.  

There are few in-text citations, one to a REB policy and two for U.S.-based academic work 
from the early 2000s. In the section entitled “Rwanda’s education policies for CPD”, two pol-
icies are listed: Rwanda Vision 2020 and the Education Sector Strategic Plan 2018/2019-
2022/2023. There is no mention of the Teacher Development and Management Plan 
(MINEDUC, 2007), despite its references to CPD.  

In linking CPD with existing Rwandan policy, the text provides a quote from the ESSP Prior-
ity 9: “Strengthened governance and accountability across all levels of education in Rwanda.” 
Head teachers will receive training in “skills so that they can provide CPD to their teaching 
staff.” (“Rwanda’s education policies for CPD”). Headteachers are tasked with overseeing the 
quality of teaching at their schools; they report to the sector, who reports to the district, and 
so on. CPD is thus tied to the hierarchy, which is presented in a diagram entitled “National 
Problem Solving Cycle” (Figure 5.2). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2. National Problem-Solving 

Cycle.  

Retrieved 10 September 2019 from 

http://elearning.reb.rw  

 

 

26 Flesch-Kincaid is a system for determining the level of comprehension required for an English lan-
guage text. It was developed by researchers Rudolf Flesch and J. Peter Kincaid working on contract 
with the U.S. Navy in the 1970s. It uses a measure of syllables, words, and sentences to determine the 
grade level needed to comprehend a text. It is used widely in writing materials for education (e.g. 
Prophet & Badede, 2009) and technical manuals (e.g. Zhou, Jeong, & Green, 2017).     
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Tensions.  

There are tensions within the text itself regarding the officially-sanctioned practices of CPD. 
CPD is simultaneously presented as a practice “currently in place” and “a new idea in 
Rwanda.” As a new practice, “teachers, resource persons, and supervisors lack sufficient CPD 
experiences to give advice and suggestions when confronting problems.” While CPD is meant 
to use an active learning style, in which teachers “teach and learn from each other”, rather 
than passively listen to a trainer, national trainers, mentor trainers, and school-based men-
tors still feature prominently into the hierarchical problem-solving cycle in Figure 5.2. Im-
mediately, the eLearning platform presents a paradox: teachers are again in a passive ab-
sorption mode, reading information and responding to quiz questions which check their 
comprehension.   

Additionally, as it appears in the text, there is no initial ‘source’ for the information: teachers 
and administrators are left to read the content and interpret it according to their under-
standing. The text itself, as indicated with the readability score, appears beyond the scope of 
average Rwandan teachers and perhaps headteachers and school administrators as well. 
There is much use of global education pedagogy jargon: suggested activities for CPD include 
peer observation, micro-teaching, model lesson, and lesson study, all presented without ex-
planation or visuals. Expertise in constructivist approaches is a clear challenge within 
Rwanda; Honeyman (2016) pointed out that the recent O-Level entrepreneurship curricu-
lum was drafted by individuals who didn’t have “real personal and professional experience 
within education systems that take a more constructivist pedagogical approach” (p. 270). It 
must be concluded either that this is an incomplete, in-process tool, or that it is not meant to 
be all-encompassing: as teachers are ‘life-long learners’, perhaps their first step is seeking 
out more learning about the practices they are meant to engage in for their continuous pro-
fessional development.  

As with many Rwandan policy documents, much space is dedicated to this apparatus for ac-
countability: head teachers are meant to report on activities to their sector supervisors, and 
so on up the chain. There is additional tension here: learning is meant to be life-long, contin-
uous, and self-driven: through a reflective cycle, teachers are meant to adopt reflective think-
ing as a “habit” and thus they are able to “drive their own development”. Which is it – inter-
nal or external? 

eLearning as governance.  

The REB eLearning platform is an example of a governance technique, such as those found 
throughout the global TESOL/AL sphere. Online learning platforms not only disseminate in-
formation, but they also serve to produce data: teachers who engage in this form of profes-
sional development become a source of data themselves.  
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The platform is a ‘public-facing text’: that familiar space of the internet where our interac-
tions occur, which allows immediate information and connectivity (Zuboff, 2019). But it is 
also supplies what lies beneath: the ‘shadow text’, which subsumes all of our interaction with 
that public-facing text, including how many of us access that page, how long we spend on the 
page, how we reached the page in the first place, what we click on from that page, or if we 
leave comments or share it via Facebook or Twitter or another platform, to name but a few. 
In this ‘shadow text’, “our experience is dragooned as raw material to be accumulated and 
analysed as means to others’ market ends” (pp. 258-259). Interaction with the eLearning 
platform, as with any basic webpage, results in metrics which allows REB to make claims re-
garding the numbers of users who have successfully completed the programme and have 
thus been ‘sensitised’ to new pedagogical policies, whether they are able to deploy them or 
not. This digital interface makes it possible to render online behaviour as something new: 
data. 

Long before the proliferation of the internet, Clarke (1988) coined the term ‘dataveillance’ to 
refer to the use of personal data systems to systematically monitor people and regulate or 
govern their behaviour (Nemorin, 2017). There are four techniques used: recorded observa-
tion, identification and tracking, analytical intervention, and behavioural manipulation (R. 
Clarke, 1988). This forms a cycle and feedback loop: observations are recorded, individuals 
are identified and tracked, analytics interpret and create knowledge, and changes are made, 
with behaviour modification the intended result (Esposti, 2014).  

On the REB platform, dataveillance analytical intervention occurs as the collected infor-
mation is transformed into knowledge (R. Clarke, 1988). This quantifiable data can now be 
used as ‘evidence’ to influence action, even though it only produces a certain kind of 
knowledge based around the existing presentation. It serves to frame problems: for example, 
revising content when a majority of users make the same error on a comprehension quiz. The 
problem comes, as Esposti (2014) indicated, “when the knowledge created is taken as abso-
lute truth, squeezed into recommendations, and transformed into public policies or business 
decisions” (p. 212). This fits with the GoR’s predilection for ‘evidence-based practice’, allow-
ing a tool for collecting data which can be used to underpin decision-making or as proof of 
policy implementation: “90% of users completed the course” is easily translated to “90% of 
users can conduct constructivist CPD.” Completion of the programme produces a standard-
ised certificate and credential that teachers take away with them. 
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Section 6.  Discussion & conclusion    

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In this final section of the chapter, I return to the relevant research question, RQ 2, which 
asks What discourses around teacher professionalism are present in Rwanda and how 
have these discourses assumed prominence? Here, I am looking for spaces where Rwandan 
discourses adopt, adapt, or resist discourses from the global sphere, as presented in Chapter 
4. Permutations of the three discursive groupings identified there (epistemic neutrality, indi-
vidualism, and depoliticisation and externality) are presented in Table 5.1, along with the ‘in-
dicative corpus’ from primary national sources and the sections where those sources are dis-
cussed within this chapter.   

 

Table 5.1. National level discourses.   

 Section/indicative corpus National discourses  

Ep
is

te
m

ic
 n

eu
tr

al
ity

 

2.2: Kagame’s speeches (Kagame, 2019; Mwai, 
2019; Tashobya, 2016) 

3.2; 4.3: Government publication & policy 
(MINECOFIN, 2007; MINEDUC, 2003, 2016; REB 
& VVOB, 2018; REB, 2015b) 

Ontological neutrality: the self as ‘re-
writable’ through self-control and 
mindset change - individuals are able 
to adapt to constant change as re-
quired. 

Spaces of  
tension  
between inter-
nal and external 
knowledges and 
expertise: 
‘Rwandan solu-
tions’ vs. power-
ful knowledge.  

1.2; 1.3; 2.2; 3.2:  Government publication & pol-
icy (MINEDUC, 2007; Ministry of Youth and ICT, 
2017; NISR, 2019; REB & VVOB, 2018) 

1.2: Arsenal deal (Thompson, 2018; Waterson, 
2018) 

5.2: Hierarchy presented in eLearning Platform – 
Online CPD Program  

Technocratic responses are favoured 
as problems are transformed into sci-
entific questions with expert re-
sponses and reliance on evidence-
based action; statistics to produce 
data as ‘valid’ evidence, knowledge 
and information, presented as the ra-
tionale for decision-making policy. 

2.2:  Goh Chok Tong speeches (1997, 2000) 

3.2:  Government publication & policy (Bishumba, 
2019) 

5.2: Lack of translation throughout policy and 
eLearning Platform – Online CPD Program 

English as neutral (unlike French) and 
aligned with the global marketplace 
 

In
di

vi
du

al
is

m
 

1.2; 2.2:  Government publication & policy 
(MINECOFIN, 2007; Ministry of Youth and ICT, 
2017; NCDC, 2009b, 2009a; REB, 2015b) 

Individuals are encouraged to act as 
entrepreneurs with economic and 
entrepreneurial mindsets, even out-
side of business spheres   

Spaces of  
tension be-
tween culture of 
hierarchy/ obe-
dience and the 
push for self-re-
liance, creativity, 
and  

3.2:  Government publication & policy 
(Mbonyinshuti, 2019; MINEDUC, 2014a; REB & 
VVOB, 2018) 

5.2: eLearning Platform – Online CPD Program  

Teachers responsibilised to invest 
personal time (and probably money) 
for professional development to align 
with policy 
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Government discourses lay out a strong vision for the future of the nation; problems are 
identified and solutions determined through ‘evidence-based practice’ like expert manage-
ment. Rwandans are instructed regarding the ‘mindset’ that they must embody as new 
Rwandans: obedient, flexible, entrepreneurial, and self-reliant. They must adopt a post-
genocide mindset of forgiveness and oneness and pour themselves into the common goal of 
Rwandan national development. English is posited alongside other market goods, such as 
adopting ‘neutral’ management techniques, that will increase the entrepreneurial potential of 
the individual and the nation at large.  

The eLearning platform is a distinct space where teachers are to exercise these four charac-
teristics: teachers have the freedom to access information and pursue ‘self-improvement’ 
through the platform rather than waiting for official events. Researchers consistently cite a 
lack of materials as one of the greatest barriers to policy implementation in Rwanda; with 
open access, teachers only need go online to find the needed materials. What was once a 
public problem, centred with the Ministry of Education, has become a private one, demon-
strated in the comparison between INSET and CPT: INSET is ad hoc, trainer-run, and exter-
nally organised. CPD is individual, on-going, and collaborative. The information about CPD, 
informing teachers of their new self-conceptualisation, is transmitted to individuals, physi-
cally isolated from the group of other teachers: each participant has a login, s/he completes 
comprehension questions and participates in a group chat, and receives a certificate to indi-
cate completion. The availability of information in a place that can be accessed from any-
where (with appropriate technology) requires/allows the citizen to make informed decisions 
– they have only to access information to find solutions. With this unending availability, 

1.3: Government publication & policy (MINEDUC, 
2007; Republic of Rwanda, 2006);  

5.2: eLearning Platform – Online CPD Program 

Individual performance is studied and 
quantified; online learning and life-
long learning shifts responsibility 
onto the individual teacher 
 

individual  
responsibility. 

 3.2:  Government publication & policy (MINEDUC, 
2007; REB & VVOB, 2018) 

5.2: Hierarchy and management in eLearning Plat-
form – Online CPD Program 

Managerialism presented as develop-
ment to align with global norms; 
teachers will achieve professionalism 
through proper management  Spaces of  

tension: inde-
pendence from 
colonial powers; 
lack of trust due 
to lack of Global 
North interven-
tion during the 
genocide   

 

D
ep
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ity
 

3.1; 3.2; 5:  Government publication & policy 
(British Council, 2019; MINEDUC, 2015; Peace 
Corps, 2019; REB & VVOB, 2018; VVOB, 2018) 

Partnerships with foreign govern-
ments, institutions, and businesses 
are used to carry out usual govern-
ment activities (including CPD)  

3.1; 3.2: Government publication & policy (REB & 
VVOB, 2018; REB, 2015a) 

Knowledge and expertise often 
come from outside Rwanda; em-
phasis on adopting best practices 
applied globally (e.g. competency-
based curricula, English medium of 
instruction) 
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though, the responsibility for technological tools for access is shifted onto the teachers: is in-
ternet available at their school? Are desktop computers available for accessing the web 
browser? Or will the burden be shifted to teachers to cover the costs of smartphones and 
data plans in order to demonstrate their adherence with policy and their commitment to 
their work? 

Lifelong learning as governmentality.  

Online learning platforms are temporally liberated: they can be accessed at any time, from 
any device. Lifelong learning becomes another ‘hooray’ phrase (e.g. World Bank, 2003), cel-
ebrating an empowered, self-motivated learner able to be successful and fulfilled in pursuit 
of knowledge and skills.  

Hand (2008) points out that that the availability of online information opens up a variety of 
cultural spaces for learning, alleviating the government of some aspects of education provi-
sion and reflecting the market notion of mixed service providers. Lifelong learners are re-
quired by an unstable modern economy which requires “flexible re-skilling and perpetual re-
flexive adjustment”; individuals must align themselves with market needs and job opportu-
nities (p. 91). From this perspective, the call for teachers to be ‘lifelong learners’ again shifts 
responsibility onto the teacher (Biesta, 2006), requiring that they be flexible and able to re-
learn or re-skill as needed by policy changes. Biesta (2011) labelled this as an explicit reversal 
of existing understandings of individual rights and duties: in the past, the right to ongoing 
learning “corresponded with the state’s duty to provide resources and opportunities for life-
long learning” (p. 66) but today, that learning is increasingly the responsibility of the individ-
ual, and “has become the right of the state to demand of all its citizens that they continuously 
engage in learning so as to keep up with the demands of the global economy” (pp. 66-67). 
Teachers are further made reflexively responsible: they must perform self-checks to under-
stand what they lack and seek the information to make up for the gap. The burden is shifted 
on them to align with policy or the marketplace, relieving the government of the traditional 
responsibility for re-skilling teachers alongside policy changes. This sets up a teacher subjec-
tivity, ensuring teachers will be responsive and self-adjusting in future policy shifts. 

In sum, the resulting responsibilisation in national discourses is similar to discourses pre-
sented in Chapter 4, but teachers are provided even more direct input as to their responsibil-
ities within the Rwandan context. When cast as ‘lifelong learners’, teachers are made respon-
sible for linguistic and pedagogical re-skilling to match global education trends; they are re-
quired to be reflexive and flexible, able to re-align themselves with political – or global mar-
ketplace – needs (Biesta, 2006, 2011). Forms of surveillance – self-reporting, performativity 
– ensure that internal changes are manifested externally and ‘counted’. Favoured neoliberal 
technologies, including the use of standardised exams and performance-based pay, are on 
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the horizon and are presented as ‘global standards’ and evidence-based practices for improv-
ing quality, so it’s safe to assume that even more change is imminent. 

6.3.  Chapter conclusion  

This chapter has illustrated the dominant discourse around transformation and especially 
the use of the favoured signifier ‘mindset’. It is deployed by officials to indicate valued sub-
jectivities: to forgive, to come together, to be flexible and able to change. It charges an indi-
vidual role for each Rwandan in the development of the nation: to start a business is to throw 
off dependency and demonstrate self-reliance, the same self-reliance that Kagame paradoxi-
cally preaches for a nation reliant on aid. It’s also used as an individualised excuse for the 
failure of policies: teachers fail to implement CBC because of mindset, not because of a lack 
of training. What emerges is a signifier that embodies governmentality.  

Ambitious Rwandan policies have produced significant gaps in state agency offerings for re-
training teachers for the linguistic and pedagogical needs of English MOI and CBC. While the 
responsibility for these needs appears keenly felt by teachers, there are few avenues for them 
to pursue it. Poised to address these gaps is the Association of Teachers of English in 
Rwanda, a grassroots voluntary teacher professional association which focuses on teacher 
professional development and eschews political activism. Chapter 6 presents the association 
in full. 
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Chapter 6 
 

  The Association of Teachers of 
English in Rwanda 

 

 

The previous chapter illustrated a nation in ever-present change, ruled by a government with 
high expectations for the performance of its citizens. As a collective of teachers firmly located 
within this discursive moment, the Association of Teachers of English in Rwanda (ATER) 
mirrors this positivity with its stated mission to uplift and empower teachers across the 
country.  

In this chapter, I focus exclusively on ATER, the ‘local’ level of the comparative case study, 
and consider the research questions related specifically to ATER as an organisation, namely:  

RQ 3: What collective discourses around professionalism are apparent within ATER?  

RQ 4: How do individuals within ATER express and enact discourses of their own 
professionalism? 

In the first two sections, I review the association’s extra-discursive terrain: Section 1 includes 
the history and a review of its network, with the direct linkages between ATER and the U.S. 
Department of State and the British Council. In Section 2, I detail the association’s manage-
rial and organisational structure and demonstrate the differences between ATER and the lo-
cal Communities of Practice. I then turn to focus on the key permeating discourse: one of 
‘mindset change’ and the two spaces where mindset change is expected: in ‘member’ profes-
sionalism (Section 3) and English language teacher professionalism and practice (Section 4). 
The chapter concludes with a review of the discourses detailed and orients towards the 
multi-scalar discussion that follows in Chapter 7.   
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Section 1.  Introduction to ATER 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In this section, I present an overview of association history, operations and affiliations with 
global bodies. Throughout, I operate as an insider and outsider (McNess, Arthur, & Crossley, 
2013) as I have been linked with ATER since 2014 and my role in the association has taken 
different forms. I also have an ‘insider’ perspective from my previous work as an English 
teacher and member of TESOL and from my status as an English Language Fellow with 
USDOS. Throughout, my role as a discursive carrier is evident: I (or individuals like me) am 
often the direct link between the global and local, responsible for importing and normalising 
global knowledges and practices.   

1.1.  ‘Defining the association. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, teacher associations, taken broadly, differ from other profes-
sional associations (Lamb, 2012); professional associations in law and medicine, for exam-
ple, tend to have a role in setting professional standards and credentialing along with con-
trolling professional competence through ongoing professional learning (Friedman & 
Phillips, 2003). According to Lamb (2012), language teacher associations, as a specific sub-
set of teacher associations, often function as  

networks of professionals, run by and for professionals, focused mainly on support for 
members, with knowledge exchange and development as well as representation of 
members’ views as their defining functions. (p. 295) 

Throughout sub-Saharan Africa especially, English language teacher associations (ELTAs) 
focus heavily on the aspect of member knowledge exchange and development since their na-
tional contexts provide few resources for continuous professional development (CPD; 
Cameron, 2017). It is possible, especially in low-resource contexts, to consider ELTAs as a 
pedagogical novelty: ATER leaders and members alike referred to the concept of a voluntary 
professional association as innovative for Rwandans. The concept of a voluntary group for 
teachers exists as something without a reference point within Rwandan society, and the no-
tion of self-directed professional development, according to one community leader, is simi-
larly foreign: it is “a new idea, I think. Not common.”  

ATER thus occupies an interesting space: its very existence depends on the entrepreneurial 
skill of convincing others of the value of what it offers and the importance of its work. Out-
reach efforts appear almost evangelical, as members and leaders work to convince, persuade, 
and win over new converts to the form of a self-driven professional. Association leaders often 
describe their work as a “labour of love”; in the early days, they would set aside a portion of 
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their monthly earnings to support the founding of the association, pooling their resources to 
cover each other’s transportation to planning meetings and to pay for phone calls and inter-
net access. A founding member reported that he and others will be “members for the rest of 
their lives, because they understand what it means [to invest in a professional community].” 
From the start, then, the association had a culture of personal financial investment and 
strong personal belief in the importance of its mission.  

The association began around the time of the English medium of instruction (MOI) shift de-
scribed in Chapter 5 Section 3. ATER was the brainchild of several English language instruc-
tors who worked in the intensive English program at the national university medical school 
in a city in the far west of the country. With extensive support from U.S. Embassy officers, 
founding members attended TESOL International Association (TESOL-IA) conferences in 
the States and visited other Africa ELTAs before drafting a mission statement and seeking 
Rwandan government approval in 2011.  

With the MOI shift, ATER’s goal of providing teacher-driven professional development had 
relevance for not only English teachers but for other subject teachers who were now required 
to teach in English. However, the notion of a teacher association was met with scepticism 
from government officials; a founding member reported that a particular minister “wasn't 
sure if this was going to be a union or a political group… He made a comment like ‘I hope you 
guys don't blow up this country’.” It’s unclear whether this reference to radicalism was di-
rected at the form of organisation (something similar to a union) or the subject of the organi-
sation (English language). Regardless, to this day, the association actively avoids engage-
ment with politics and eschews identification as a teacher union.  

1.2.  Relationships with external bodies.  

ATER experiences “external-facing tension” (Paran, 2016, p. 134) as, like other national 
ELTAs, it is intertwined with government bodies, commercial entities, and even interna-
tional stakeholders. In a study of 40 teacher associations, two had full sponsorship for all op-
erating costs and five others received government grants; the author indicates that these re-
lationships and sponsorships “may mean that some of the control over the [association’s] ac-
tivity is in the hands of these sponsors” (Kirkham, 2015, as cited by Paran, 2016, p. 134). 
ATER does not receive direct government support but requires ministerial permission for 
operations and projects; fiscal and material support instead comes from stakeholders in the 
global ELT ensemble, foremost among them the U.S. Department of State, the British Coun-
cil (and its partners, including the Hornby Trust) and the global ELTAs (TESOL-IA and 
IELTS).  
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Relationship with the government.  

ATER, like all associations working in Rwanda, seeks ongoing government approval for all 
activities, even small-scale meetings which must have the approval of local district officials 
due to Rwanda’s stratified, hierarchical system, so MINEDUC and district officials are con-
stantly aware of the operations of the group. There is little ‘bilateral’ communication between 
MINEDUC and ATER: association leaders are not called upon as experts for policymaking, 
but are occasionally engaged in dialogue. One leader cited a few instances of conversations 
with MINEDUC representatives: “they do ask, ‘you work with teachers a lot, so what do you 
see that’s going well, what are some of the challenges you’d like raised to the level of the 
board to better understand what’s happening and how that can be addressed?’”  

In 2018, the relationship between ATER and the government still appeared informal and oc-
casional, perhaps mediated through leaders’ personal and professional ties outside of the as-
sociation. ATER is not a member of the influential NGO coordinating platform which con-
sists of more than 90 civil society organisations and education-adjacent NGOs within the na-
tion (RENCP, 2019). In my work across the education sector, it was not common to meet 
people working in NGOs who were aware of ATER outside of British Council or the U.S. Em-
bassy; some would know specific association leaders due to their professional networks, but 
not usually because of ATER itself. This indicates the two ‘directions’ of ATER: towards bod-
ies that are financially engaged with English teaching and English language issues (such as 
the U.S. Embassy and the British Council) and towards Rwandan teachers themselves.  

Relationship with the U.S. Embassy and USDOS. 

The Public Affairs Section (PAS) of the U.S. Embassy in Kigali, as the conduit for USDOS, 
has been a primary support for ATER since its establishment, providing direct financial and 
personnel support. There are also less direct linkages between the association and USDOS 
through the materials, massive open online courses (MOOCs), and other electronic ELT re-
sources produced through the USDOS Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs; leaders 
and members often take part in or consult these resources.  

Support for events and ongoing education. PAS runs a variety of public-facing pro-
grammes: American Corners, embassy libraries, educational events and offerings, and a wide 
variety of musical, artistic, and academic outreach events that promote a positive impression 
of the United States. It is also responsible for running most of the exchanges and visitor pro-
grammes which send teachers, business leaders, youth entrepreneurs, and others on special-
ised U.S. visits. In-country, PAS organises lectures, concerts, movie nights, debates, and a 
variety of other special events which “tell America’s story to the world”. PAS also supervises 
English Language Fellows (like me, 2014-2016) and Fulbright Fellows (see Chapter 4 Section 
2). In sub-Saharan Africa, and especially in Rwanda, English language support is the 
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frequent focus of PAS offerings: the social capital of the language means that even teacher-
focused events are attended by a wide variety of non-teacher Rwandans simply seeking to 
hear or interact in English.  

The USDOS (via the Embassy or other bodies) provides financial support for ATER’s confer-
ences: leaders submit a budget request for funds to cover materials, food and drink, and 
transportation scholarships for members; Embassy officers will sometimes give speeches or 
presentations. On the Embassy’s side, they are able to report that they have supported local 
English teacher training initiatives, serving their mandate; conferences especially involve 
large numbers of participants and present as high impact offerings.  

ATER is also a place for disseminating USDOS materials produced through the American 
English (AE) programme, including commissioned teaching resources, student workbooks, 
games and activities packets, American history and culture texts, and webinars. The AE of-
fice also produces English Teaching Forum, a periodical which publishes articles written by 
teachers from USDOS English programmes around the world; the publication straddles a 
line between an academic journal and a more informal teaching resource. The magazines are 
distributed in print and articles are available online. The authors of the resources tend to in-
clude academics from the standardised TESOL/AL discipline of U.S. ELT and applied lin-
guistics postgraduate programmes, previous English Language Fellows, and postgraduate-
qualified teachers working at U.S. university intensive English programmes (see Chapter 4 
Section 2). The USDOS issues tenders for both one-off projects (for example, the textbook 
Language Teaching Methods written by influential American linguist and ELT academic Di-
ane Larsen Freeman) or long-term partnerships. At the time of my fellowship, the American 
English Institute at the University of Oregon held the tender for producing webinars and 
other online content. There is thus a sort of pipeline wherein graduates from U.S. university 
postgraduate programmes for TESOL, TEFL, or Applied Linguistics are hired by university 
intensive English programmes and often go on to work as Fellows and produce materials 
published by AE.  

Finally, ATER has links with a weekend English programme facilitated by the U.S. Embassy: 
the Access Microscholarship programme, which brings in classes of teenagers for two years 
of weekend English classes that utilise communicative pedagogies and emphasise the culture 
and ‘enjoyment’ of the English language (USDOS, 2016). The Rwandan programme is run 
from the U.S. Embassy’s Public Affairs Section and was overseen by an ATER leader who 
made clear the distinction between his professional Embassy role and his extracurricular 
ATER leadership position. During my earlier work with the Embassy there, Access ran at six 
sites around Rwanda, nearly all in more rural areas; as a Fellow, I ran training sessions spe-
cifically for Access teachers. A number of Access teachers are ATER members and were 
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connected with Access via ATER. ATER also acted as an independent contractor in 2016 and 
helped organise a conference for nearly 200 Access alumni, current enrolees, and teachers.  

Fellows with ATER. USDOS (via the Embassy) has stationed American English lan-
guage specialists (see Chapter 4 Section 2) directly with ATER . During my fellowship, based 
at a private Rwandan university, there was a continual strain between my host site and the 
Embassy. ATER presented as a strong host for Fellow placements when contrasted with uni-
versities which viewed Fellows simply as free labour. Since one of the ATER leaders was also 
an Embassy officer, ATER was seen as ‘understanding’ the Fellow programme purpose: they 
proved their capacity to appropriately deploy Fellows and keep the Fellow busy with engag-
ing, meaningful work. Two Fellows were posted with ATER (academic year 2015-2016 and 
another for the full year 2017); they travelled out to all ATER’s Communities of Practice 
(COPs), leading workshops and providing community leaders with ‘capacity development’, 
fulfilling both the USDOS programme mandate and ATER’s development goals.  

A specific area of Fellow impact on ATER relates to funding. As discussed in Chapter 5 Sec-
tion 5, global bodies that offer teacher training programmes within Rwanda (and, indeed, 
throughout sub-Saharan Africa more generally) may pay for teachers’ transportation and 
may provide lodging, meals, and tea breaks to teachers engaging in the CPD programme. 
USDOS officers reported that they expected Fellows to  use portions of our proprietary 
budget to pay for teachers’ transportation costs to facilitate local attendance. A similar ap-
proach was taken by the 2015 Fellow, but the 2017 Fellow cited budget constraints and did 
not provide transportation support. Discussion of the Fellows is found throughout this chap-
ter.    

‘Suitable’ programme participants. As noted, the Embassy views ATER as a trusted 
partner; association leaders are often asked for candidate recommendations when PAS se-
lects participants for short-term U.S. programmes. English Language Fellows, who (like me) 
have worked with ATER since 2014, are also asked to identify participants who will appreci-
ate the opportunity, participate actively, and return to Rwanda upon completion. I passed on 
the name of a community leader who eventually travelled to the U.S. for a USDOS leadership 
programme;  another was recommended by the 2017 Fellow for a U.S.-based teacher training 
programme.   

For application-based programmes, ATER members also have a social advantage. One of the 
leaders did a Master’s in TESOL in the United States via the Fulbright scholarship pro-
gramme. The Fulbright application, like other Global North university and scholarship appli-
cations, requires not only competence for the academic rigours required but the meta-skill of 
understanding the culturally-specific procedures of western universities (De Vita & Case, 
2003) and how to arrange and present a ‘valued’ picture of oneself and work on an 
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application. Again, Fellows and other periphery Embassy contractors are pulled into Ful-
bright application review processes and provide initial application review to identify a 
shortlist of appropriate potential candidates.  

Relationship with the British Council. 

ATER also maintains a connection with the British Council in Rwanda; this connection dates 
back to the early days of the association when one of the founding members was employed 
there. While the USDOS, which uses tenders and outsourcing to produce materials and run 
individual programmes, still runs as a government institution, the British Council blurs some 
of the lines between acting as a public body and operating more like a private enterprise. Ball 
(2007) noted that the British Council and others often compete for contracts and diversify 
income by “working alone or in partnerships or in joint ventures with private providers on 
which in many cases they rely heavily” (p. 79). This makes the divide between public and pri-
vate “virtually indiscernible” (p. 79).   

The British Council works in partnership with the A.S. Hornby Educational Trust, a charity 
which provides scholarships and grants to promote the teaching of English as a foreign lan-
guage. This includes scholarship for study at U.K. universities, running regional schools, and 
supporting teacher associations (Hornby Trust, 2019). Gnawali (2016), working with the na-
tional ELTA in Nepal, noted that due to these collaborative mechanisms, ELTA members are 
often “prioritized” to get access to these opportunities (p. 174) – similar to the priority or 
trust evident when selecting for USDOS programmes. Both the Hornby Trust and British 
Council have provided financial support for ATER-organised activities and have funded 
ATER leaders for ELTA-specific trainings. Some leaders have also attended IATEFL confer-
ences in the U.K. via British Council support. In 2016, Hornby Trust, in collaboration with 
IATEFL, awarded ATER a £1200 grant for purchasing materials and covering other costs for 
COP operations. The grant request for these funds was written in collaboration with the Fel-
low stationed with ATER at that time.  

Through British Council and Hornby Trust contacts, ATER leaders have participated in sev-
eral Hornby Trust trainings focused specifically on developing and growing English language 
teacher associations. Leaders attended events in Addis Ababa in 2016; there, a British Coun-
cil employee and Ethiopian ELTA leader oversaw the founding of a pan-African network of 
ELTAs (Haile, 2016). The network has had several events since, including another small con-
ference sponsored and organised by the British Council and Hornby Trust which was held in 
Kigali in early 2018 and brought together leaders from nine African ELTAs. Further, leaders 
note that the British Council approached ATER to find teachers to help develop materials for 
some projects and teach for some specific programmes.  
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Several leaders have received Commonwealth and Hornby Trust scholarships to study for a 
master’s in TEFL in the U.K. At the time of my data collection, one leader was in the process 
of applying for a scholarship through the Hornby Trust. He received the bursary and began 
his year of study in late 2018. Odhiambo and Oloo (2007) note that as leaders of a Kenyan 
ELTA, they also received Hornby Trust scholarships to complete master’s degrees.  

Relationships with external teacher associations.  

ATER is officially connected with the global TEFL/TESL sphere organisations mentioned in 
Chapter 4 Section 2: they hold status with TESOL-IA (as an affiliate member; see TESOL 
International Association, 2019b) and IATEFL (as an associate member; see IATEFL, 
2019b). Both organisations foster connections with their affiliate or associate ELTAs 
throughout their network. ATER is also linked with another regional TESOL-IA affiliate, Af-
rica TESOL; the association hosted the 2017 Africa TESOL conference in Kigali. Several lead-
ers are also individual members of the organisations; both organisations offer discounted 
memberships and reduced conference attendance rates for participants from low-income 
countries. Each year, both organisations hold major international conferences; ATER typi-
cally has one leader attend each conference, with the expense covered by USDOS (for 
TESOL-IA) or the British Council (for IATEFL); otherwise, leaders’ employers will some-
times cover the expense as a part of their work professional development.  

Leaders indicate that many of the materials, trainings, and conferences offered through both 
IATEFL and TESOL-IA are not relevant to the Rwandan context or suit the needs of teachers 
within ATER. One leader indicated that nearly all engagement with the large ELTAs centred 
around their national conferences; Motteram’s (2016) research with IATEFL also found that 
the conference itself functions as a home or touchstone for members, and as such, confer-
ences are the key locus for developing relationships, expanding networks, and sharing 
knowledge. Participating in conferences requires that ATER leaders go to the U.S. or U.K. 
There is little ‘return’, though. One leader told me that “expecting TESOL [-IA] to come here 
and say, hey, what are your needs, how can we support you? – I wouldn't say we get that.” 
For affiliate members, the large ELTAs produce some materials that are distributed to mem-
bers and affiliates/associates, including a newsletter from IATEFL (which one leader indi-
cated is no longer sent) and TESOL Quarterly, the academic journal published by TESOL-IA 
which is “not something Rwandan teachers need.” For both associations, affiliations may 
function more as a ‘brag’ in that they can claim a broad international membership without 
necessarily supporting the contextualised needs of those groups.  
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1.3.  Section conclusion: ATER’s external network. 

In this section, I have provided a basic network ethnography around ATER. This network 
produces extra-discursive features which provide shape to members’ social worlds and inter-
act with member agency to produce a context in which certain expressions of professional-
ism are enabled. There are obvious, visible spaces where the network that surrounds, legiti-
mates, and funds ATER is evident: USDOS and British Council logos appear on conference 
banners and programmes. But also drawn out in this section were some of the less visible, 
sometimes “fleeting, fragile, and experimental” (Ball, 2012, p. 8) relationships and contacts 
between ATER and other groups, such as the connections between individual ATER mem-
bers and locally-placed global representatives, including USDOS Fellows. This indicates the 
interconnectedness of ATER within global education and TESOL/AL networks: as seen in 
Chapters 4 and 5, the previous boundaries around public and private entities are increasingly 
smudged. ATER can position itself as a grassroots, ‘Rwandan solutions’ entity while receiv-
ing extensive funding from foreign government and semi-government bodies.  The ATER 
network is primarily global: they are able to fulfil bureaucratic requirements, such as local 
permissions for operations, but much of their more meaningful contact occurs in global fo-
rums and with global groups. 

Several discourses are prominent. First, the association is bound into the national system: 
the Rwandan government provides permission for the association’s ongoing existence, allow-
ing it to operate within the legal and cultural framework of the nation. In operating with gov-
ernment permission, ATER does not exist to be subversive but rather to serve an ‘allowed’ 
role. Further, the association is networked into a global professional discourse community. 
Financial backers such as the U.S. Department of State and the British Council provide not 
only money but valued models and epistemic resources which help to legitimate ATER’s role 
and convince the government of its ongoing value. This is a discourse of neutrality, reflect-
ing the neutral, noncritical subjectivity evident in the global and national levels (Chapters 4 
and 5): the professional teacher is not politically active, nor is s/he questioning the motiva-
tions of the organisations providing financial support. Alignment with global standards for 
how to run a conference means that the association is helping to produce an ELT subject 
which is accepted by those groups – the confirmation of that alignment occurs when partici-
pants are asked to go to those programmes.  

An initial understanding of hierarchy and standing is presented in this section. The associa-
tion was started by elite ELT professionals ‘looking down’ at the needs of on-the-ground 
teachers. Those leaders maintain significant social capital: they have advanced degrees from 
overseas institutions and hold elite professional positions. Interactions with government of-
ficials indicate that they are viewed as experts – even though contact between ATER and 
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MINEDUC is rare and informal; ATER is not sought out for English language policymaking 
decisions. Social capital is further strengthened as those leaders are directly connected with 
some of the global institutions mentioned in Chapter 4. At the leadership level, the invest-
ment of time and money can have significant social and professional gains.   

However, we also see a measure of agency: leaders demonstrate their agility in manoeuvring 
these networks and recognise that proficiency in Anglo-American grant-speak will allow 
them to secure funds without extensive oversight. The pedagogies, methods, and materials 
produced in the Global North are not uncritically accepted. Rather, leaders speak about the 
fundamental incompatibility of TESOL and IATEFL solutions to classroom difficulties, and 
so deploy a discourse which values internal creativity.
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Section 2.  Association organisation  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

My conceptualisation of the association, based on my data collection period, is visualised as a 
fried egg in Figure 3.2 from Chapter 3. There, I noted that ATER consists of both the associa-
tion itself and the Communities of Practice (COPs); the lines between the ‘full’ association 
and the peripheral COP entities are often fluid, as this chapter goes on to demonstrate.   

Association executive leadership consists of a board and executive suite; as mentioned 
throughout this thesis, leaders are highly educated, often elite members of Rwandan society. 
Nearly all have master’s degrees from the U.S. via Fulbright grants or the U.K. via Hornby or 
Commonwealth scholarships. They identify as ex-teachers but now work for international 
NGOs, tertiary education institutions, and foreign government embassies or programmes. 
Almost all the leaders are long-time members and long-time leaders; most are also members 
of TESOL and IATEFL. As with all the other members, they pay yearly association dues of 
Rwf 15,000/year (£12.50).  

ATER’s lay membership has a strong representation of secondary school teachers or primary 
teachers from private institutions. Many of these individuals also do additional work for U.S. 
Embassy, British Council, or Peace Corps programmes; some have bachelor’s degrees. Most 
appeared employed by private schools or government secondary schools, allowing them 
higher income than government primary teachers. They also pay Rwf 15,000/ year (£12.50) 
for association dues. 

2.1.  Communities of practice. 

At the periphery are the ATER COPs. COPs are the local sites where professional develop-
ment events are organised on a monthly or quarterly basis. They are run by one or more 
ATER members; I refer to these as community leaders. COPs include ATER members along-
side teachers from the surrounding community who do not belong to ATER; some of my in-
teractions indicated that community members were not familiar with ATER itself. In the 
COPs, many of the teachers work for state-run schools, especially in the more rural COPs. All 
are welcome to attend COP meetings, with some COP members indicating that they return to 
their schools to ‘cascade’ what they have learned to other teachers at those sites.  

The COPs, rather than the larger association itself, provide monthly spaces for teachers to 
meet and share ideas. The process of building COP autonomy occurred in two stages. 
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Stage 1: COP establishment and Fellow support.  

I was invited to present at the initial meeting of the first COP in late 2014, held at a second-
ary school in an Eastern Kigali suburb. Twelve teachers were present; from my notes, there 
were teachers from pre-primary, primary, and secondary contexts. The nascent COP leaders 
were tasked by the leadership with administrative duties: organising the classroom and tea 
break, calling and convincing teacher colleagues to attend, and sourcing an LCD projector. In 
this meeting, as with others that followed, I asked the leadership for topics that would be rel-
evant for the teachers; I then created a training session based around their requests, using 
sources from my own background as an English language teacher. Some of the ATER leaders 
asked me to do the same training with another group a few months later in a city in the 
Southern province. Eventually, these two locations (the capital site and the Southern urban 
site) became the first two COPs.  

This model was followed from 2014 to 2017, years which saw the establishment of other 
COPs around the country. The 2015-2016 Fellow liaised with the COP leadership to select 
topics for training and worked with some COP members to devise co-led training sessions. 
The 2017 Fellow came in with her own agenda, the leadership noted; after her, the leadership 
decided to not host any Fellows going forward. This decision was partly due to sustainability: 
without the Fellow’s technical and financial support, several COPs lost a significant number 
of members.  

Stage 2: COP autonomy.  

From late 2017, association leaders began holding training sessions with COP leaders to pro-
vide a structure for COPs to follow, what one leader referred to as “changing the mindset and 
owning professionalism.” This involved training COP leaders to be able to organise trainings 
and events without relying on ATER leadership to provide expert trainers or speakers: “now 
we’re changing it so that ATER can lead a training within the COP, but when ATER is not 
there, you can still meet and do something about your own professional development.” He 
stated that the leadership wanted to “get rid” of the idea that teachers must be invited to an 
event; rather, “it’s about me and myself, developing myself as a professional and contrib-
uting to my own professional development.” The autonomy of the COP serves as a model for 
individuals: just as COPs as collectives are meant to reflect upon the needs of their members 
and respond to those needs through peer-sourced professional learning, the process is simi-
larly presented as a model for individuals to engage in apart from the association or the COP 
itself. This ‘new mindset’ is a significant, permeating association discourse and is discussed 
in detail later in the chapter.   

Within the groups, though, a stratification is evident between those long-term, committed 
members and the ebb and flow of other teachers. COP leaders spoke of attendees who came 
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with the attitude of “what can I gain” and did not return if the “gain” from the event was not 
adequate. Long-term COP members tend to be full association members as well and pay 
their yearly dues to the association. Thus, in the COPs there appears a ‘core’ and a ‘periph-
ery’, often in the same room and mixed in the same discussion groups. The ‘core’ feel able to 
volunteer to lead trainings, act as leaders in discussion groups, and feed back to the entire 
group. For the purposes of my work, I am not concerned with numeric calculations of how 
many attendees were full ATER members or how many held A1 diplomas; COPs, as ‘open’ 
collectives, constantly experience change of members, and even ATER leaders could not give 
an exact number of members, as that also changes according to who has paid dues. Through-
out both strata, leaders seem more concerned that people are attending.   

2.2.  So, who or what is ATER?  

For leaders and members, though, different conceptualisations of ‘what’ and ‘who’ ATER is 
are present, and these conceptualisations speak to some of the themes found throughout the 
findings. In the data, members continually used the association’s name – “ATER” – rather 
than “we” or “us”. It thus appears as something external to the speaker: “ATER is like a plat-
form”, or “ATER has not enough money”. In one instance, at the professionalism workshop 
for all the ATER members at the national conference, a member described it as follows: 
“ATER, our association is there to unlock the ignorance.” This was the only use of a posses-
sive pronoun in referencing the organisation.  A Southern urban site leader encouraged COP 
attendees to cover their own transportation fees to attend the national conference, saying 
that “ATER has not enough money to pay for everyone to go to [the conference city].” He 
didn’t use a possessive pronoun here to say, “we don’t have enough money”. The reason for 
this isn’t clear: perhaps he was demonstrating kinship with the members of the COP and em-
phasising that he was a part of that group, rather than placing himself within ATER. In his 
interviews with me, he continually used “ATER” rather than a possessive pronoun.   

For leaders, though, there was more confidence in connecting themselves with ATER. In ad-
dressing the audience at the national conference, an association leader frequently used “we”: 
“This is key to what we offer our teachers, our students in our classrooms. This is key to how 
we can impact our communities.” However, in leadership meetings, “ATER” is used to stand 
in for the names of leaders. Rather than specifically naming the treasurer or another execu-
tive role, for example, meeting minutes from a conference planning meeting state that 
“ATER called other presenters who are willing to share best practices in ELT to submit their 
abstracts” or “ATER is trying to find lunch for its partners”. This serves to minimise individ-
ual contribution and indicate the shared space of the association – at least at the leader level.   
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For some leaders and members, ATER often appears discursively as a space. Leaders refer to 
it as an “area”, a “platform”, and a “community where teachers can meet”. In the member 
workshop, a teacher also illustrated it in this way, stating that it was a “a place where we can 
get knowledge”. Another community leader said that “ATER is a place of connecting people, 
connecting opportunities.” 

ATER vs. COPs. 

There is a clear distinction between ATER and the COPs. As is discussed above, COPs must 
be self-reliant; the leaders often reiterate that ATER does not provide financial or personnel 
support for COP trainings. This appears to be broadly understood by members; at one urban 
site especially, the notions of self-reliance and personal investment in the maintenance of the 
COP were reiterated by the community leader. One peri-rural leader indicated that ATER op-
erates as a “bridge”, connecting the COPs to support available from the U.S. Embassy and the 
British Council: “ATER helps in keeping the COPs alive through various activities organised 
by ATER,” referencing the yearly conferences. Another COP leader indicated that COPs “are 
learning a lot from the umbrella of ATER, whereby opportunities can be found.”  

However, in discussion of what teachers and COPs ‘need’, there was tacit reference to needs 
being fulfilled by the association, rather than self-sourced through the COPs. A tertiary level 
teacher at a peri-rural site wanted to see “more professional teachers of English, from differ-
ent corners of the world”. He identified this as “something that ATER can work on and we 
can benefit from that”. This, and the previous defining of ATER as a “bridge”, indicates the 
understanding that many members exhibit: ATER holds social capital and is positioned 
within powerful national and international networks that can net materials, visitors, events, 
and resources beyond members’ own circles.  It appears, then, that reference to ‘ATER’ by 
members and COP leaders seemed to reference the leaders themselves who maintain con-
nections with support bodies.  

2.3.  ATER & COPs: event offerings.  

Within ATER, there is an apparent template for the organisation of CPD through the COPs. 
The leadership of the association organises yearly conferences, modelled on the international 
conferences offered by TESOL-IA and IATEFL. These events are open to ATER members but 
are also publicised to nearby schools via invitations sent to district and sector education of-
ficers and head teachers; COP leaders encourage members to attend, sometimes with spon-
sorship offered through ATER. At the events, concurrent sessions allow teacher attendees to 
select the presentations that are most salient to their own lives; this also allows for a large 
number of presenters within a one- or two-day conference event. I was involved in the organ-
isation of three of these conferences (June 2015 and June 2016, during my initial work 
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period in Rwanda, and July 2018, during the data collection period). From my own experi-
ence attending TESOL-IA national and regional events, concurrent sessions seemed a ‘stand-
ard’ approach to me and the leaders who had similar experience with TESOL, IATEFL, and 
other large international conference events. However, in reviewing feedback from teacher at-
tendees, the structure of concurrent sessions was often criticised, and attendees preferred a 
longer conference so they could get ‘all of the knowledge’ available at the event.   

COP offerings. 

COPs organise their own calendar of events; the ATER leadership encourages them to have 
one event per term to demonstrate their status as an ‘active’ community. The structure for 
events is with the COP’s purview, but they tend to follow a standardised approach: meetings 
are scheduled for a short block (usually two hours), most commonly at a weekend, outside 
school hours to avoid conflict with teaching duties and to be able to use empty school build-
ings for the meetings. For one of the rural COPs, leaders reported, meetings are often held 
during the school week since teachers who are deployed in rural areas often leave the school 
sites to return to their homes at the weekend. This requires an extra layer of permissions 
from school leaders to allow teachers to leave their posts. Organisation of meetings and 
workshops presents an ongoing challenge in trying to satisfy the requirements of disparate 
teachers’ schedules. At an urban COP, the leader reported that many teachers in the city were 
required to work on Saturday, making Sunday a better option, which then conflicted with re-
ligious duties.  

At these meetings, there appears a common ‘template’ for CPD activities: this is based on in-
terviews, member ‘reporting’ on WhatsApp and Facebook, and observations and site visits 
that I conducted. CPD most often involve a member or pair of members presenting a tech-
nique or activity; often the teacher leading the activity will have a PowerPoint presentation, 
handouts, or some other formal documentation. A leader might initiate a short discussion at 
the end of the meeting to elicit challenges faced by teachers and recruit volunteers for lead-
ing later sessions. Meetings that I observed during the data collection period, including the 
member-led sessions from the national conference, and the photographs and event summar-
ies shared on the COP leader WhatsApp chat all followed an adapted model of expert-led 
transmission.  

The issue of certificates was approached differently throughout the COPs: one peri-rural 
COP would offer a ‘golden’ certificate if the participant had attended all COP events in the 
year. At an urban COP, certificates were identified as part of a transactional, instrumental 
approach to professional development that the leaders sought to root out from amongst 
members. Amongst ATER leaders, a similar discourse remained: they understand the 
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practical need for certificates, but didn’t want participants to narrowly focus on the paper 
outcome.  

ATER, COP, and non-member teachers attend the COP meetings for different reasons. Some 
express that they attend meetings because it was an environment where everyone would 
speak English or English presentations would be made; it is challenging to find spaces and 
environments where English is used outside of the classroom or away from internationalised 
spaces in Kigali. Others indicate more traditional reasons for engaging in a teacher associa-
tion: to improve methodology, to get new ideas and materials, and to communicate and net-
work with other teaching professionals. However, there is overlap between the two groups: a 
primary teacher with low speaking ability might seek not only an English-rich environment 
but also activities and ideas for dealing with large classrooms.  

The English ‘pay wall’. 

It is important to note that English, though the medium and often the purpose, can act as a 
significant barrier within COPs. Teachers unable to speak confidently don’t attend or don’t 
engage; the more rural COPs encourage code-switching and use of Kinyarwanda in tandem 
with English to ensure that all are included. This challenge indicates an understanding that 
English, in addition to the ‘new’ mindset advocated by the association, present significant 
barriers to widespread roll-out of the COP model. Within the discourse, new recruits are of-
ten described as ‘lacking confidence’ to be able to participate actively in the meetings; this is 
often credited to low language ability or shyness, and they must go through the process of 
adopting or changing their mindset to understand how PD is conducted, how it looks differ-
ent from expert-led training, what their role is within it, and what language is appropriate in 
talking about it. The issue of English will be discussed in greater detail in this chapter, in part 
demonstrating the complexity of the COP offerings.  

2.4.  ATER and COP hierarchy.  

Evident in discursive expression of members is deference and respect for leaders, both at the 
community and association level. At the workshop for all ATER members, including leaders, 
one member described the association as a hierarchy: “Up here we have the leaders and 
down here we have the ATER members.” He went on to explain that communication went in 
both directions: down from the leaders to the members, but the members also fed back up to 
the leaders. In WhatsApp chats, the President is often referenced as “Mr. President” with no 
mention of his first name. At a rural COP site, a leader told me that the association leaders 
had not yet visited, a gesture which they would appreciate. This appears reflective of Rwan-
dan society, as discussed in Chapter 5, where hierarchy and deference for elite credentials 
are highly respected.  
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The leaders indicate the structure of ATER and are key in setting standards of practice. Deci-
sions are made amongst leaders and passed down to the COPs; one COP leader indicated 
that in preparing for the conference, “we were called to come to Kigali for the meeting of 
COP leaders”. At the meeting, they were informed of the structure for the conference, and 
each COP was asked to send two presenters to deliver a presentation. There, leaders pro-
vided templates for creating presentation abstracts and provided support and feedback as 
COP leaders drafted and practised their presentations. The remainder of the conference was 
organised by the leaders with little assistance from other non-leader members.  

Leaders work to identify potential leadership candidates and provide support and mentor-
ing. COP leaders are thus often selected; a COP leader informed me that he was asked to take 
on the role when the previous leader started to “fade away”. When transportation reimburse-
ment was no longer available through the 2017 Fellow, the previous leader stopped making 
an effort to attend or organise events. He was deleted from the COP leader WhatsApp group 
and replaced by the new leader, who was then asked to find another person who could co-
lead with him. Thus the new leadership for the Southern urban COP was initiated.  

In scouting for potential leaders who will enhance the self-reliance of COPs, leaders seek in-
dividuals with management skills and who are able to communicate effectively with the asso-
ciation leadership. According to a leader in the leader focus group,  

We're thinking of looking at who has been working, who we think can do A, B, C, D, 
among the COP leaders for example, who can take a leadership role for COPs and 
then we give them a position as COP coordinator and they become part of the ATER 
executive leadership.  

Leaders are often clear in expressing valued competencies and delivering “rewards” for those 
competencies. Individuals with valued leader competencies are directly contacted and asked 
to take on roles; COP leaders and members are aware of the rewards for increased responsi-
bility and valued performance. The Southern urban leader who was tapped for the leadership 
position referenced the opportunities available through ATER, “people who have been 
through ATER and been able to go outside the country to visit different places”. Another 
community leader told me that she had pre-emptively ordered her passport in case she “got a 
call”.  

Association leaders themselves are elected: in this regard, the association presents as a rep-
resentative democracy, in which the positions of President, Vice President, Secretary, Treas-
urer, and Member Coordinator are selected every few years via member voting. However, the 
data demonstrates that those leaders make decisions and indicate the direction for the asso-
ciation without ongoing formal consultation with members. All group meetings include dis-
seminating information about the association and elections for leaders, but do not usually 
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involve members voting on specific practices or decisions. This differentiation – between 
leaders and members, and between ATER and COPs – underpins the presentation of dis-
courses found throughout this chapter. Leadership discourses are presented as separate from 
COP leaders and ATER members. 

2.5.  Section conclusion: Association organisation.  

In this section, I have outlined the way that ATER is organised and functions. In many ways, 
it mirrors the hierarchical, centre-periphery organisation of Rwandan government and soci-
ety: leaders take responsibility for searching out and appointing new community leaders, 
discreetly removing ineffective leaders when needed. Decisions are made at the top of the as-
sociation, and COPs are instructed and brought into line. Bottom-up innovation is unusual: 
COPs look to the association leadership to provide models of how they should run, with a few 
exceptions. Association leaders themselves look to the forms of organisation provided by 
outsiders, getting input from Fellows or observing practices at Global North conferences and 
events.  

Several discourses are evident. Self-reliance is a clear theme: COPs are framed as independ-
ent and expected to operate without much reliance on ‘ATER’. They organise the majority of 
events for members, apart from the annual national conference. Community leaders are thus 
tasked with extensive ongoing responsibility to organise and motivate their COP members. 
The leaders themselves have been appointed and trained by ATER leaders, then set off to 
work on their own: this reflects the form of self-reliance advocated by the Rwandan govern-
ment (Chapter 5 Section 2). After individuals have been sensitised by experts on how to run 
things properly, they are considered responsibilised and able to do the work of recruiting and 
maintaining members without leader support. COP leaders check back in via WhatsApp, 
sharing photographs and details of meetings: a form of soft self-surveillance. The discourse 
of self-reliance is taken up in the sections that follow.  

This section again reflects strong discourses of hierarchy. As indicated above, association 
leaders appoint community leaders based on valued competencies, most of which are mana-
gerial and organisational rather than pedagogical. Community leaders can be removed if 
they fail to perform to standards held by association leadership; this further conveys the ex-
pertise of the association leadership. It is a form of leadership that evokes Rwandan national 
governance. Community leaders are expected to invest their time and skills into operations, 
with possibilities of reward for their service – though rewards are not guaranteed and often 
do not have formal application processes. Tensions begin to surface in looking at this form of 
organisation: teacher members are encouraged to view themselves as ‘experts’ but they still 
require a level of expert surveillance to ensure that they perform this status correctly.  
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The performance expected of members is, in many ways, standardised: what is allowed to 
‘count’ at professional development very much mirrors the template which I followed in my 
early interactions with ATER. As an English teacher shifting into a trainer role, I relied upon 
materials such as the Department of State’s Shaping the Way We Teach English (Office of 
English Language Programs, 2013) which provided not only content for workshops but tips 
on ‘how to lead a workshop’ which provided a model for me to follow. I provided certificates 
at the end, stamped with the coloured logos of the U.S. Department of State and the English 
Language Fellows programme. Leaders’ international experience with TESOL and IATEFL 
conferences and trainings would have followed a similar template, and it can be assumed 
that teachers’ experience with Rwandan-led professional development activities would simi-
larly involve an expert-led transmission model. The important change for the COPs would be 
the replacement of the ‘expert’ with a COP teacher member and the expectations upon audi-
ence members to actively participate in their ‘own development’ through the activities of the 
meeting and time provided at the end for reflection and application to the teachers’ individ-
ual work contexts. 

The use of a standardised approach to CPD indicates several things. First, it could function 
as a touchstone, a comfortable and familiar frame that puts invitees immediately at ease as 
they take their seats in a classroom where desks face the blackboard even as the presented 
approaches and methods may challenge invitees’ pre-existing concepts of what a ‘good’ Eng-
lish language classroom looks like. They are able to envisage themselves as the person at the 
head of the room, and their students in their seats. Second, the formality of the offerings of-
fers legitimacy that appears core to the association’s mission, demonstrating that English 
teaching is a valued professional pursuit within Rwanda. The reliance on some formality 
maintains structure and hierarchy, preserving some traditional values and drawing upon cre-
dentialism. Even though the process is seen to be different – rather than an external learning 
experience to undergo, teachers are meant to actively participate, reflect, and make presenta-
tions – the continued connection to forms of external legitimacy (structured meeting times, 
expert teacher trainers, COP hierarchies) formalises and defines the practice, as with the 
REB website, and sets the bounds of possibility. The COP approach is thus the sanctioned, 
valued approach to PD; informal meetings over drinks are confined to the social space. It 
manages the tension between the internalised, individualised growth and change advocated 
by the association, and the formal, bounded, certified PD that continues to be valued and 
mandated by head teachers and officials. 

In sum, these two sections have examined some of the extra-discursive terrain which sur-
rounds and supports discursive production within the association. In the three sections that 
follow, I look more directly at the collective and individual forms of expression from associa-
tion leaders, community leaders, ATER members, and COP members.  
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Section 3.  ‘Mindset change’ and self-reliance   

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Rwanda, as discussed in Chapter 5, is ruled by a government with high expectations for the 
performance of its citizens; President Kagame’s rhetoric is permeated with calls for change 
and rebirth. A similar call is also issued by ATER leadership: a persistent theme in both exec-
utive and community leader discourses is the confrontation of ‘old’ and ‘new’ approaches to 
professional mindset.  

During the conference, I hosted a workshop open to all ATER members and leaders present 
at the conference. The workshop involved small groups completing different activities, in-
cluding using the visuals booklet (described in Appendix 11) to discuss different aspects of 
ATER professionalism. Figure 6.1 was identified by a group of leaders and members as em-
blematic of mindset change and professionalism.  

 

Figure 6.1. Potter image from the research materials booklet: #27.  

Open source image from Pixabay. 

One female leader explained her group’s selection of this image: 

I think ATER is like a platform for moulding teachers. Yeah, like this [Figure 6.1] is one 
of the examples that show you that ATER is an area where teachers meet and share 
best practice, so it's like the hands, helping to mould the teachers. Moving them from 
one to another. 

 ‘Moulding’ teachers involves a process of first breaking down presuppositions held by Rwan-
dan English teachers writ large and then encouraging behaviours and pedagogical paradigms 
valued by ATER. Association leaders explicitly label this as a shift from a ‘fixed mindset’ to a 
‘growth mindset’, as in this example from the leader focus group:  
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By fixed mindset, [I mean] thinking about an issue, and then thinking, ‘someone else 
can come help me fix it’. As opposed to, ‘where can I find a solution? Maybe I'll go talk 
to a colleague and ask them to come observe me, or attend a COP workshop, or bring it 
up as a topic for the next workshop’, so they take responsibility for trying to figure out 
what it is they can do, to do it better or differently. 

A person with a “fixed mindset”, as this comment and the ensuing discussion demonstrated, 
sits and waits for problems to be solved externally, rather than taking initiative and working 
to find solutions themselves. For leaders, the adoption of a ‘growth mindset’ is required of 
ATER members and, perhaps, the teaching profession as a whole, if positive change is to oc-
cur. A professional member and English language teacher performs in a manner that is very 
much aligned with the valued subjectivities discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. However, in the 
association, there are spaces of pushback against these discourses, as this and the next two 
sections (Sections 3-4) demonstrate.  

In these sections, I examine spaces where mindset change is meant to occur to produce 

member professionalism and English language teacher professionalism. In each section, I 
trace discourses around these floating signifiers to consider their deployment, uptake, and 
evolution at association leader, community leader, and member levels.  

Here, I begin with the broad theme of self-reliance, a common (but differently-understood) 
theme within ATER especially linked to the form of member professionalism apparently val-
ued within the association. In this section, I trace different understandings of self-reliance, 
especially as it relates to notions of self-organisation and participation but also individual-
ised investment, and ownership.  

3.1. ‘Self-reliance’ as self-organisation.  

For leaders, there were two essential aspects to their conceptualisation of self-reliance: first, 
they lamented the lack of self-reliance demonstrated by the COPs, as discussed earlier in the 
chapter. They also indicated the problem of individual self-reliance, that members expected 
other people to solve their problems and pay for their professional development.  

For teacher professionalism to improve, the COPs need to be more self-reliant, several lead-
ers argued. Especially in the early stages of the COPs, one leader noted, “I think we gave 
them too much support... they became dependent on us.” The leaders said that COPs would 
only meet if the leaders came to give presentations: “I remember the first COPs, it was just 
like going to them and saying, ‘please, can you be part of this?’ So we want to get rid of that 
and change the mindset of the teachers to its not about people training me or asking me to 
get training from them.” A fixed-mindset COP would expect the leaders – or another outside 
expert – to do all of the work: to provide the funds and expertise to pull off successful 
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training sessions. They want to be instructed on how to solve problems and recruit members; 
they lack creativity and self-actualisation. As mentioned earlier, COP leaders required exten-
sive training in order to run community groups which would effectively “own” their individ-
ual professionalism and thus demonstrate self-reliance. In an early interview, one associa-
tion leader remarked that he loved to see “people taking ownership of their challenge and 
trying to find a solution themselves, walk miles to find someone who they think can help. It’s 
probably a more efficient way to sustain everything.”  

This is related to notions of hierarchy and expertise: that you can only learn from someone 
who is intellectually (and probably socially) superior to you. Thus, a fixed mindset teacher 
has ‘arrived’; once they are qualified and have some classroom experience, there is no need 
for change or improvement. One leader related his own previous approach to teaching, be-
lieving that because he had better English than his students, he wasn’t “worried” and held a 
belief that “I don’t need to add anything else”. With a fixed mindset, these teachers are stuck 
in the traditional style of expert transmission and are unable to adapt. This leader referenced 
the colonial history of Rwandan, saying that in “the system we inherited from the Belgians 
and the French, the teacher is there [up high] and the learners are down.” The learners’ pur-
pose was to listen, to copy, and to be disciplined and obedient; this was affected through can-
ing and corporal punishment. The leader cited the irony of a disciplinarian teacher scream-
ing at his class, “who is talking?” when he was meant to be teaching an English-speaking 
class. He referred to it as a “culture” around education, that “you can’t teach someone unless 
you position him or her inferior to you”; changing this culture is a long and challenging pro-
cess.  

Community leaders and members. 

The assumption that a ATER member will exhibit mindset change to become more self-reli-
ant is enthusiastically taken up by community leaders and members. In private interviews, 
COP leaders speak of the evangelistic task of mindset change to encourage ongoing engage-
ment with a professional network. This requires “going slowly to convince them”, according 
to a leader from the peri-rural site, himself a tertiary-level teacher trainer at a Rwandan in-
stitution:  

I can’t blame anyone for not understanding [the new mindset]. Because, before, eve-
rything was formal. I attend a workshop, what’s important is not what’s in the work-
shop but it’s important that I will get a certificate that I’m going to share with the 
headmaster or the headmistress. That’s kind of habit, culture, which was there, so to 
break it, it needs a lot of energy.  

In dissemination events, COP leaders (like association leaders) maintain positivity and 
openly elaborate on the attitudes and behaviours that are valued for community members. 
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Some leaders relied on metaphors and sermon-like delivery of speeches to forge group iden-
tity and indicate valuable practices; the leaders from an urban site and a peri-rural site espe-
cially demonstrated strong presence and seemed to exhort their members to “make an exam-
ple of this COP” (urban) and “make [this COP] higher in the world… get [this] COP to a 
higher level” (peri-rural).    

At the end of one session, one of the COP leaders delivered a rousing speech, declaring that 
“there are no there are no top dogs in the COP. Everybody has the equal rights. No one is the 
master teacher, no one is going to administer knowledge to others. Nobody is better than the 
others - everyone is "co", is the centre of everything.” He went on to explicitly compare the 
‘old’, master-based approach to CPD to the ‘new’, teacher-led approach advocated by the 
COP. This instance is one place where transformation is discussed: the ordinary teacher is 
conferred expert status and empowered to share something from his or her own experience. 
His speech, which was met with vocal agreement and nods from other COP members within 
the audience, reflects key aspects of the ATER leaders’ position: the needed transformation 
and mindset change for individual and COP self-reliance. As with other association dis-
courses, the professional ATER COP subject is presented in contrast with an ‘old’ conceptual-
isation of the teaching professional (Table 6.1). 

Table 6.1. Professionalism contrast. 

 

 

Self-reliance through collaboration. 

At other COPs, the transformation of teacher from passive learner to expert was not explic-
itly discussed but instead taken for granted. Self-reliance is possible through this collabora-
tion: at a rural workshop, one leader told the group that “unity is power. So for us being 
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together, we find ourselves able to perform better.” He used an image of a spiderweb (Figure 
6.2), which, he said, “shows that we can network within ourselves and outside of the COP, so 
we can work together to get more knowledge from different places.” Problems can be solved 
through collaboration, be they related to language, content, or pedagogy, according to a 
leader from a peri-rural site: “We get together, we share ideas, challenges, we think how to 
conquer those problems”.  

 

Figure 6.2. Spiderweb image from research materials booklet: #30.  

Open source image from Pixabay. 

There is a strong member discourse around shifting the way that teachers ‘see’ themselves: 
rather than passive receivers of knowledge and training offered by an expert, they are meant 
to actively engage in trainings and eventually come to view themselves as able to share. “If 
you are here, you can make yourself a resource,” shared a capital COP leader in an interview. 
All aspects of a teacher’s experience are given value and have the potential to be a place of 
learning for another teacher within the group. This is perhaps the most dominant discourse 
within the association: that teachers “always have to learn from other people” and always 
have something to teach or show to other people. ‘Being active’ can mean engaging in discus-
sion, sharing experience when asked, participating in an activity, or volunteering to lead an 
entire session.  

A COP leader from the peri-rural site similarly emphasised connection across differences, 
that the COP is the place where “you bring what you have in your community and bring 
mine, then we make one COP. This means that we share knowledges.” Since each individual 
teacher is seen to carry a set of ‘knowledges’ and connections, the COP functions to bring 
people together to share their knowledges and promote connections outside the group. For 
this member, the transfer could involve transferring knowledge outside (e.g. cascading 
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trainings held for teachers at a member’s school, as this COP leader reported doing himself) 
or connecting COP members to events and opportunities for further knowledge accumula-
tion available through other members (e.g. this leader attending a speaking event at another 
member’s school). The network is thus active and reciprocal: providing and receiving 
knowledge and opportunity.  

An aspect of the active peer-learning/sharing discourse is the notion that since all teachers 
have something to offer the collective, their level is immaterial: what they share is universal-
ised and labelled as valuable across all levels. In this way, knowledge is unbound from ‘level’ 
distinctions, and all English teachers are experts, bound together with the common English 
language teacher identity – a subtle dismantling of the credentialing and accompanying sal-
ary structure that stratifies Rwandan teachers (Bennell & Ntagaramba, 2008). Other CPD 
opportunities which group teacher participants according to level emphasise a hierarchy 
within the teaching profession, with A1 university degree holders seen as most expert. Yet, 
while university graduates demonstrate theoretical and academic knowledge, they may lack 
basic skills in classroom management or teaching methodologies. A peri-rural COP leader 
and tertiary instructor spoke of actively discouraging higher education professionals from 
monopolising the presentation schedule; instead, they encouraged primary teachers’ involve-
ment so they could “gain confidence and be accustomed to presenting professional develop-
ment.” 

Members speak of undergoing their own change process in how they view their colleagues 
from different levels. A peri-rural COP leader chastised himself for his earlier opinion that 
primary teachers had ‘nothing’ to contribute to his professional skill set. He changed his 
opinion, influenced by the leaders and a visiting Rwandan-American professor. However, the 
challenge appears cyclical: primary teachers can be viewed as having nothing to contribute 
because, in comparison with secondary and tertiary teachers, they often have lower levels of 
English competence. The perceived (from self or external sources) inferiority from being 
lowest in the teaching hierarchy is thus compounded and may impact their ability to see 
themselves as ‘English language professionals.’  

Tension: Issue of gender/time investment.  

Discussion of how to participate relates with who participates. COP leaders indicate the chal-
lenge in ‘convincing’ COP attendees to move to more active roles. At an urban COP, the male 
leader, a highly educated East African (non-Rwandan) teacher at a private primary school, 
mentioned a woman who had attended the professionalism workshop; she was the only 
woman present amongst ten male teachers. He had asked her several times to join the COP 
leadership, but she had refused: “she doesn't trust herself, but I see a lot of potential in her.” 
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He saw her as a model because she attended every meeting, came on time, and participated 
actively. However, she stopped short of being able to envision herself as a leader, and he felt 
the need to continue encouraging her.   

His identification of this specific individual also brought up the issue of gender equality and 
equal representation of men and women amongst teacher ranks; parity has become a priority 
for government policy (e.g. MINEDUC, 2008b). Women, it appears, are not engaging with 
the association in equal numbers to the men present. In the ATER leader suite, there is one 
woman and five men. At the workshops across the provinces, men outnumber women three 
to one. At the national conference, the leaders presented the attendance statistics, noting 
that 37 women and 94 men were present, with women representing a quarter of the audi-
ence. There is an effort at the COP leadership level to engage women; four out of the five 
COPs I visited had a leadership team consisting of a man and a woman.  

The female ATER leader struggled to diagnose the gender problem. She spoke of how she 
tried to be an example to get women more involved, but also pointed out a few possibilities. 
She believes that women have “a traditional mentality… they are not very active in getting in-
volved, they don’t like it.” This could be either laziness, or, especially when she is married, “a 
culture-related thing.” People are unable to understand how she is able to balance an INGO 
job with extensive weekly travel, teach for a weekend programme, and still oversee a family 
with three children. She speaks of having to “discomfort” herself – to step outside of cultural 
boundaries and take up every opportunity that she is presented with. But beyond that, she 
also touches upon a point that resonated with my own experience. Historically, Rwandan 
women have been expected to be submissive, quiet, and even shy (Rubagiza, 2011); especially 
upon marriage, their duties are oriented towards their home with little time to invest in their 
careers. The female leader pointed this out: “It's a barrier for you to learn. Because learning 
the language, you have to be tough and shrewd and speak out, confidence, and yet we are al-
ways behind there, quiet.”    

3.2 ‘Self-reliance’ as investment and ownership.   

Alongside discourses which equate self-reliance in autonomous organisation, leaders often 
couched a secondary aspect of ‘self-reliance’ in financial terminology; this significant theme 
also weaves through the discourses at the COP leader and member level. The issue of trans-
portation reimbursement, raised in Chapter 5 Section 5, is a frequent locus for this discourse. 
Individuals who ask for reimbursement are considered unmotivated or wrongly motivated, 
as indicated in interviews and round table sessions with leaders. When participants ask that 
they will ‘gain’ from participation in association events, it demonstrates a motivation based 
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only on material gain, indicated the female leader. She directly referenced transport, stating 
that:  

If you invite someone for a training, immediately he or she asks if there is transport... 
It means, if the transport is not there, someone is not motivated to come. You want 
people to motivate you instead of having intrinsic motivation.  
 

However, there remains significant discursive tension around this point and whether ‘de-
pendency’ is bred when the association unsustainably shoulders attendees’ transportation 
costs. Association leaders acknowledge that there is a culture around training and the expec-
tation for transportation reimbursement is widespread: an association leader who works as a 
tertiary lecturer noted that “the culture here is when a teacher goes to training, they either 
get a mission order from the school and they give them money, they give them everything.” 
This speaker also acknowledges that “this is not necessarily a good culture” because of the 
potential for dependency, though he also states that he doesn’t blame people for this thinking 
due to the previous government culture around INSET (see Chapter 5 Section 5). 

Another leader, a tertiary lecturer at a local college, indicated that “these people need to 
know that it’s their own professional development; people can’t pay them for being profes-
sionally empowered”. With these responses, there is an assumption that money is the moti-
vation and teachers only attend workshops because of the money. If you do not attend, it is 
because there is no money to motivate you.  

Versions of this concept emerge throughout other conversations amongst the leaders: that 
people shouldn’t join the association looking for a quick, concrete payoff for their invest-
ment. Investment is a frequent term: throughout, investment and ownership indicate how 
association members should approach their membership within the association and their ex-
pectations from it. This is presented in contrast with those who join, pay their fees for the 
year, and are surprised that they aren’t ‘selected’ to attend international conferences or par-
ticipate in special NGO- or GO-sponsored events and trainings, or who use the association 
connections to get better jobs outside of teaching. A male leader who works as a tertiary lec-
turer summed it up here:  

But you know, someone pays Rwf 15,000 to become a member, and then they wait for 
so many opportunities to come, you know because they paid 15,000. If they don't get 
any opportunity, next year they will not pay the money. But we're looking at people 
who really understand why I should be a member of [the association]. It's not because 
next year we fly to the U.S., it's not because [an international NGO] will offer this op-
portunity and then I will be employed. 

Professional development, either through the COPs or throughout full membership in the as-
sociation, requires investment, as discussed alongside ownership in the next section. There is 
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a direct financial understanding of the word ‘investment’ – it is literally taken as putting 
money into something and expecting it to grow into a greater sum of money. Here, within 
the association ‘mindset’, investment is understood intangibly: the investment (of actual 
money) can blossom into better practices, better collegiality, and better professionalism. 

Dissemination. 

This message was directly disseminated to community leaders, members, and non-members 
at the national conference. Two leaders shared the stage for opening and closing the confer-
ence, delivering talks which were in part a sales pitch for joining the association and encour-
agement and direction to existing members: this is the public presentation of the ‘growth 
mindset’, which builds from the individual to group member to national level. They exhorted 
the audience that “for a teacher, or anyone in their profession, professional development is 
your own responsibility”. The responsibility comes before thinking about “what you can get” 
from the profession or the organisation. One leader called upon the audience to reflect on 
their personal practice and to determine what they had to share, calling this reflective inven-
tory “a very important thing for you to think about, and needs to be acknowledged going for-
ward if you haven’t done that.”  

3.3.  Community leaders, members, and self-reliance. 

Discourses of mindset change, self-reliance, and investment are taken up at the community 
leader level, albeit with less reference to the global pedagogical lexicon and instead more ref-
erence to the specific ways that members exercise their professionalism.  

In private interviews, community leaders voiced a similar, pejorative discourse around those 
who ‘sit and wait’ for an outsider to come and solve problems: “We are not just there in the 
country to wait for other people coming outside. We also have to work for our best, try to de-
velop our own... it’s a new idea also, not waiting to implement but also participating”. This 
leader, one of two tertiary teacher trainers who led a newer, rural COP, indicated that this 
was a ‘new’ idea: self-reliance and not expecting those from ‘outside’ to come to the aid of 
Rwandans. Her partner echoed her statement, drawing upon dominant government rhetoric 
to indicate the responsibility of Rwandan teachers:  

We are not only to be served by the government; we also need to serve the govern-
ment... It is a new idea, I think [among teachers]. Not common. Because if it is com-
mon to all teachers, the government should not invest money in improving quality of 
education for us teachers; they should be able to find their own solutions to improve it. 
We are always supported by the government, as teachers we are there to implement – 
doing nothing, we are simply there to implement. That’s why I think it is a new idea.  
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This represents a significant shift in that leader’s thinking around the position of teachers 
vis-à-vis the government: while in the past, the government “served” or “supported” teachers 
by providing training, teachers are now responsibilised to seek professional learning on an 
individual basis. 

Dissemination. 

At COP workshops, COP leaders, like association leaders, communicated the need for invest-
ment and ownership to the COP attendees. A leader from the Southern urban COP encour-
aged teachers to use personal funds to attend the national conference, held in a town two 
hours away. He used a picture of an egg, explaining that the nutritional value of the egg was 
found in the yolk and reflected the professional value of the conference.  

Pay yourself, either from your school or yourself. If the school doesn’t pay… then go 
there, eat the yolk from [the conference]… So please, this should not chase you away 
and feel like pushing you out of the game, because ‘Ah! I am paying my money, what 
am I gaining there?’ You’re getting a lot. This [Rwf 1,500 for the bus; £1.30] is nothing. 
Let’s agree that we are going after this.  

A positive, laudatory discourse emerges around those who ‘invest in’ and ‘own’ their individ-
ual professional development. Paying for transport is framed as a choice or investment di-
rectly linked to a person’s commitment to the profession. The same COP leader summarised 
the messages he passed to the members of his group: “I insist that they own the COP as eq-
uity, to put the culture that, we know the COP is ours. We're not coming for any gain in for 
financial gain, but we're coming in, either to share… Thus, the owner's equity includes also if 
they are able to pay for their own transport.” There is a direct line drawn here to transport 
fees as a form of tangible investment in the group – part of the ‘equity’ from it; professional 
development is thus cast as a commodity.  

Member discussions of pay and professionalism.  

In my analysis, I was unable to find examples where COP attendees directly rejected these 
explicit calls for financial investment; when COP leaders gave these talks, there were mur-
murs of agreement within the COP audiences. However, in looking more broadly at the data, 
there were spaces where wider discourses around pay and teacher professionalism resulted 
in debate and disagreement.  

At Rural Site 1 and the peri-rural site, both COP workshops began with debates that naturally 
unfolded around questions of teacher pay (referenced  in Chapter 3 Section 3). At both sites, 
one side argued that teacher pay is evidence of professionalism: the legitimacy of the teacher 
is established in their pre-service training, which participants presented as an investment of 
time and finances, and the job itself was the payoff for that investment. To invest via 
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schooling and then not seek a job in teaching was presented as a waste. Pay and money were 
expressed as a practical “unequivocal need”, rather than evidence of some greediness in en-
tering the profession. A peri-rural primary teacher specifically acknowledged the challenge of 
living in Rwanda as a place “where we don’t have enough resources and we are searching for 
life.” Expectation for a salary and dedication to the work were not presented as mutually ex-
clusive concepts. One rural primary teacher shared that she had worked for two years with-
out pay in the past, but today, she expects pay while still demonstrating dedication for her 
work, that she can simultaneously love her learners, do her job as a teacher, and expect com-
pensation.  

The opposing camps at both sites opined that teaching requires an internal commitment and 
motivation which prioritises learners above the individual and views talk of pay as material-
istic, unpatriotic, or unprofessional. The internal aspect is prioritised, meaning that many 
people could be teachers (as in their job) but not ‘professionals’ unless they demonstrated 
the required internal orientation. Salary was juxtaposed with other elements: patriotism, lov-
ing learners, and being a good teacher.  “The motivation is not the salary. No money can be,” 
argued the same male rural primary teacher.  

This reflects aspects of the association and community leaders’ argument around self-reli-
ance. The decision to dedicate yourself as a teacher is based on intrinsic motivation, not the 
external ‘incentivising’ of the salary. Participants in this group echoed national rhetoric 
which casts education as instrumental within the national development project for building a 
peaceful, productive Rwanda. A male rural primary teacher repeated his commitment to na-
tional service, indicating that “even if there is no salary, I love my country. I can teach the 
children of Rwanda. I can develop the children of Rwanda without focusing on salary” and 
“although I cannot get any amount of money, I can teach.” A discourse around potential sac-
rifice is evident in his statement and others in his discussion group. Teaching is presented as 
something “from the heart” that is immediately linked with “love for country.” Those who ex-
pect a salary for the “national service” of being a teacher show “dependence” on the govern-
ment rather than taking up their duty: essentially, they are failing at self-reliance.  

Tensions.  

In a later interview, the peri-rural COP leader who joined with the country/service group 
noted that teachers will complain of a low salary and ask for an increase, but for him, this is 
“not good” as there are too many teachers and the government is not able to afford a salary 
increase for all. Rather, he argued, the ‘pay off’ of seeing learners become successful leaders 
in Rwandan society is the ‘income’ that teachers should expect: “the importance of what 
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income I will get from teaching should first be to see who I taught is a great person in the so-
ciety. That is the first income.” 

At the other rural site, Rural Site 2, where there had been no discussion of money or pay 
throughout the proceedings, the workshop ended with a terse conversation about reimburse-
ment for transport to attend the workshop; the attendees had expected that they would be 
give money for their transportation. In a conversation following the workshop, one of the 
COP leaders told me that rural teachers have “a bad mindset” and “corrupted mind of 
money”; thus, convincing them to pay for transport to the COP events was the greatest bar-
rier for COP expansion. To negotiate for money was thus unprofessional and even a ‘corrupt’ 
form of behaviour. 

However, the conversation with that rural COP leader did not end there, demonstrating the 
frequent tension in the investment discourse. When I asked her (an “outsider” in the com-
munity as she came from a more cosmopolitan area) why the teachers asked for reimburse-
ment, she replied “because they are so poor”; the combination of little pay and “many chil-
dren to feed at home” means that even the Rwf 2,000 bus fare (£1.70) represents extrava-
gance. A leader at the peri-rural COP (who worked as a professor in the education depart-
ment of a community university) noted that primary teachers “don’t have enough income 
from their jobs” and because of this, they struggle to attend professional development events. 
Another leader from the same COP, a tertiary lecturer, noted that he often personally reim-
bursed primary teachers for their transport, because “I know their salary is low” (see Chapter 
5 Section 4). The issue is understood by COP leaders, especially those working in rural and 
peri-rural communities. 

While community leaders acknowledge the challenge of money for primary teachers, they 
also present low salaries as something that can be ‘overcome’ with adequate motivation. One 
peri-rural COP leader would give away his own money so teachers could pay for transporta-
tion because “they have the heart for attending.” Their dedication to improving their linguis-
tic skills to be able to do their jobs better impressed him; he went on to add that there were 
‘few’ teachers who demonstrated this commitment and those who did manage to cover their 
own expenses were obviously motivated.   

As indicated earlier in the chapter, the 2017 Fellow informed the association that there was 
no money available for transport costs. COP leaders told me that they lost more than half of 
their COP membership when the money was gone – at one of the urban sites, the leader (a 
primary teacher at a private school) stated that membership went from around 28 to just 6 at 
the most recent events, and the COP now seeks new members “who don’t know the story 
about money.” He added that once the concept of reimbursement is known, it is hard to 
change the minds of people and convince them to come without reimbursement: “the legacy 
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left by the initial money is very detrimental.” The same participant attended a rural work-
shop with me and got into a disagreement with a woman who accused him of getting reim-
bursement because he was a leader. He chastised her for this attitude and told her that he 
hadn’t been reimbursed and he came on his ‘own ticket’.  

However, this demonstrates “complexity and contradiction” (G. Rose, 2001, p. 155) within 
the discourses around pay and money within the association; while indicating the financial 
challenges faced by Rwandan teachers, within the association there exists a pejorative dis-
course around teachers who only attend when there is money available. The discourse is one 
aspect of the multifaceted ‘mindset’ that indicates how an association-sanctioned ‘profes-
sional’ teacher should think and behave. The ‘mindset’ is a key step in moving away from sta-
tus as a non-professional, demotivated Rwandan teacher. Here, there is a distinct discourse 
which links money and mindset, emphasising self-sacrifice and financial investment as key 
aspects of an association professional.  

3.4. Section conclusion: Member professionalism discourses. 

These discursive strands demonstrate the complexity of the picture. Even within the same 
individual, there seem to be multiple discourses operating: teachers are poor, they need 
money, but when they ask for it, it shows that they are unprofessional. Women are socially 
and culturally limited in their engagement with the association, yet they are lazy and they 
need to put in effort to overcome these constraints. Members who have limited resources – 
money or time – must perform in a way that is deemed appropriate by association and com-
munity leaders. Otherwise, money, or the desire for jobs, is taken as motivation, not the facil-
itation, for encouraging engagement with the association. Evident here is the production of 
the ‘unprofessional’ subject and the potential for creating further stratifications within the 
teaching field, as teachers are held to rigid performativity standards which marry their ap-
parent internal motivation with their outward financial expenditure, without allowing for in-
dividual contextualisation. 

I have indicated the strong discourse of mindset change which cuts through leaders’ private 
and public speech. Their language sets up fixed and growth mindsets as shared discourses 
and set of ‘oppositional categories’ which constitute a group identity (Harber & Davies, 
1997). Foucault similarly suggests that subjectivity is forged in positioning yourself against 
another, stating “we have indirectly constituted ourselves through the exclusion of some oth-
ers: criminals, mad people, and so on” (Deacon, 2002, p. 435). Here, the association leaders 
function as the judges, able to delineate and then recognise valued characteristics within 
members. This mirrors some of the discourses in Chapter 4 and 5, especially those that posit 
‘bad’ teachers versus ‘good’ teachers.  
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This section has presented findings primarily focused on how members are expected to en-
gage as professionals within the association: the investments of time, energy, and money. 
While the findings presented data from both COP leaders and members to construct the 
shared discourse around valued individual and COP characteristics (including actively shar-

ing and networking within your COP, sharing between COPs and across levels, and investing 

and ‘owning’ professionalism), the dominance of COP leader voices is evident. COP leaders 
transmit and translate the values indicated by the association leadership. Discursively, they 
push members to be generous in sharing knowledge and engaging with those outside of their 
level; practically, they demonstrate these values in their work as leaders, delivering presenta-
tions, spending their time convincing others to join the group, and sometimes even using 
their own money to help other teachers engage. But at the same time, members have demon-
strated their agency by voting with their wallets: those who could not afford the expenses – 
and perhaps did not see it as a valued investment – left the association.  

There is a strong discourse of egalitarianism present in these data, captured in the COP 
leader’s argument that in the COP, “there are no top dogs.” Teachers who adopt a sharing 
mindset come to view themselves as having something to give, and so belonging to the COP 
is an exercise in reciprocity: giving something and receiving something in return. These as-
sumptions of equality and sameness, though, can also ignore differences that inhibit partici-
pation. A married female teacher held to cultural obligations cannot participate in the same 
way as an unencumbered single male; a poor rural teacher is similarly hamstringed by socio-
economic factors. The poor and often rural teachers who are unable to afford the financial 
investment to attend meetings are portrayed in a pejorative light, further inhibiting the par-
ticipation of those who need association offerings most. ‘Self-reliance’ is possible when you 
have resources upon which to rely in the first place, be it money, time, or, as the next section 
goes on to demonstrate, pedagogical expertise.
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Section 4.  ‘Mindset change’ and teacher practice   

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

As demonstrated in the previous section, professional association members should invest 
their time, knowledge, and financial resources for the betterment of the whole. A valued 
member will “share knowledges” and learn from the knowledges shared by peers and lead-
ers. Consideration of member professionalism, I argue, requires an understanding of what 
these “knowledges” constitute: what knowledges are valued, fostered and transmitted? What 
impact do they have on professional practice and members’ discursive constructions of their 
practice? Knowledge and practice as English teachers – professional English teachers – con-
stitute subjectivity: the professional ATER member is one who absorbs, transmits, and dis-
plays certain valued knowledges.  

A final element of the ‘mindset change’ required of ATER participants is thus in relation to 
their practice as English language teachers. The binary of fixed versus growth is evident in 
how they perform as a teacher, how they view the English language, how they incorporate – 
or talk about incorporating global ELT pedagogies into their work, and if they view profes-
sionalism as a fixed point of arrival or a life-long journey.   

4.1.  Association leaders and ELT performance. 

In relation to ELT ‘performance’, association leaders hold that a ‘fixed mindset’ teacher 
might hold incomplete or inaccurate understandings of key global pedagogies, which im-
pedes their ability to fully participate in or even understand the value of the association. 
They are static, inflexible, and unable or unwilling to properly adapt to the changes of policy 
and the evolving demands placed upon their practice; they rely on a conceptualisation of 
their work as traditionally or previously defined. And, if professionalism is thus fixed or 
static, a place to arrive at rather than strive at, the association provides nothing more than a 
space for practising English and the member will not invest. As noted in the previous section, 
a leader indicated that according to his own past fixed mindset, he didn’t need to change his 
methods or teaching approach because he spoke enough English to ‘outrank’ his students 
and thus didn’t need to ‘’add’’ to his pedagogical or methodological repertoire.  

Leaders often would not specify exactly what approach to language teaching they found ‘dy-
namic’ or in opposition to ‘static’ practice, but constructivist pedagogies and approaches 
seemed the implicit response. One leader noted, “a person who believes learner-centred is 
‘just ask a question, answer a question, and then you go to group work’”. The teacher might 
speed the learning process along by asking a question to the group, receive back a ‘chorus’ 
answer, and call that ‘learner-centred’ because he or she has not been the only one talking 
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the entire time. Another told me that they were “looking at really shifting from that teacher-
led class to a student-focused classroom. And [any] methodology that takes care of that is 
one that we promote.”  

Engagement with global organisations (such as Access Microscholarship programme, dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter) and education (via Fulbright, Commonwealth, and the Hornby 
Scholars programmes, discussed in Chapter 4 Section 2 and earlier in this chapter) has 
demonstrated to the leaders the need for growth. In budding from a rigid, traditionalist ped-
agogue to a constructivist life-long learner teacher, members become competitive for the 
global education arena which values the latter subjectivity. Members who are “active”, in-
volved in the COPs and contributing to presentations and trainings will be more competitive 
and better placed to take on positions in institutions aligned with constructivist global edu-
cation norms. According to one leader, such members will be effective self-entrepreneurs 
and likely to be considered because “they have something to say”. Another leader agreed, 
stating that “if I’m an employer, I will look for someone who is ready to learn something, but 
also share with others. So that’s an added advantage for ATER members.”  

The Access programme is one space where members can deploy this performance. Access re-
quires a ‘different’ teaching approach from the standard Rwandan education system. All 
teachers for the programme were Rwandan, but they were expected to employ a communica-
tive, learner-centred approach to language teaching. Most basically, but importantly for 
Rwanda, Access teachers must have proficiency in English, an association leader and former 
Access teacher noted; ATER members who gave presentations at the national conference, at-
tended by Access recruiters, were thus immediately identified as potential candidates. Access 
teachers are encouraged to use a variety of materials, mostly provided through the USDOS, 
but their use of materials is meant to be creative and not simply following each activity. The 
leader described this as “getting outside the box, thinking outside about how I can make my 
students teacher. And this is what you learn from being in ATER. And that ability to look 
out.” An ATER teacher, able to be creative and critical through interaction with the COPs, 
constitutes a teacher able to ‘look out’ from the traditional Rwandan teacher paradigm and 
function instead on a global platform. 

Membership in ATER is not a guarantee for getting a position in Access: earlier in this chap-
ter, I referenced leaders who talked about members joining for quick benefits and quitting 
when they failed to receive the expected rewards. The leadership also made it clear that they 
actively scout individuals for leadership roles and positions, meaning that you must perform 
in a manner that garners their attention. A teacher who successfully engages ‘proves’ him or 
herself through demonstrating mindset change and performing those discourses and prac-
tices which have global cache. This includes their attitude towards professional development 
and networking, their willingness to volunteer their time and invest their financial resources 
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without appearing overeager for compensation or reimbursement, and their demonstrable 
professional skills which showcase globally-approved pedagogy, methodology, and, most es-
sentially, linguistic fluency. It's clear from leaders that only a fraction of ATER members will 
be able to demonstrate this: the COP leaders themselves are examples of people who have 
demonstrated these valued capabilities well.  

One COP leader/Access teacher was able to travel to Tanzania – the first time for him to 
leave Rwanda – for Access-sponsored professional development training. He understood 
that for both organisations, there was a delicate balance to maintain between engaging and 
expecting reward, indicating that one threat to ongoing engagement is the wait for such op-
portunities: “We are afraid that we won't see the benefit. We don't know which benefit will 
come - we wait and wait.”  

Dissemination.  

In dissemination events, leaders again avoid pejorative or blaming discourse but instead uti-
lise the empowering (and responsibilising) language characteristic of Rwandan government 
discourse. The imperative to share is linked with one’s community, apparently both the colle-
gial community in which a teacher works, but also the surrounding social community: “[pro-
fessional development] is key to how we can impact our communities”. The impact comes 
when teachers share their “best practices”: teachers can improve the skills of others by shar-
ing and engaging in PD, and impact can be extrapolated as they share their English linguistic 
knowledge and skill with the broader social community.  

In engaging with ATER and sharing their learning and best practices, members (and poten-
tial members) are drawn into the national development project: through this engagement, 
teachers contribute to the “growth and sustainability of the community you’re living in. 
You’re contributing to the education system and educational growth of Rwanda”. The line is 
drawn here from the individual, through the association, and then to the broader teaching 
and education community in Rwanda, which ties into government policy around education 
being key for economic and national development. The government is presented as setting a 
‘challenge’ for teachers via policy:  

We are talking about the English language institution here, and the way, the challenge. 
That’s a heavy load. And when we work together, we’re getting over it, but it just re-
quires working together, which is why the association is here... You’re helping us, help-
ing yourself, but most of all, helping the country, and that’s the most important thing.  

This serves to position subjects within the context: the government has issued a ‘challenge’, 
the association is able to answer that challenge by providing a space where members can 
meet and share their experience to address it.  
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With professional development now positioned as an individual and national imperative, 
and teachers exhorted to reflect upon their practice and consider what they can give, ATER is 
positioned as the place for this exchange of pedagogical and linguistic capital to take place. 
In ATER, there is the promise of ongoing learning from peer-led engagement: a place where 
a teacher can gain “new ideas and skills, knowledge from everything that was talked about in 
the session.” Attendees are exhorted that it is their duty to cascade this: knowledge gained 
from the ATER conference and COP sessions can be shared, making it an open commodity:  

I’d really like to thank you for sharing the information that you got here with your col-
leagues out there who did not make it here... Maybe you [English teachers] are five in 
your school, and they sent only you, and these other people need to know some of the 
things that you got here. Share what you’ve learned.  

Attendees are again responsibilised; the leader asks for their commitment as he tells the au-
dience “thank you for saying yes [to sharing] and going forward”. 

4.2.  Association discourse: many ‘knowledges’.   

In association discourses, collaboration and knowledge are linked: at its most basic, the COP 
is a place where “we share knowledges,” as a peri-rural COP leader indicated. As I viewed 
member presentations and attended workshops, it became clear that the word ‘knowledge’, 
as discursively created within the association, is complex and holds a variety of knowledges. 
From discourse analysis, documentary analysis, and ethnographic review of fieldnotes, a di-
verse field of association ‘knowledges’ emerges, summarised in Table 6.2.    

Table 6.2. Association knowledges. 

‘Knowledge’ Association offerings 

Linguistic skill to 
use English 

- Members practising speaking: communicative activities in English-
dominant workshops; the normalised English medium environment.  

- Members practising listening: highly fluent or native speaker 
presenters. 

Linguistic 
knowledge about 

English 

- Knowledge about the linguistic construction of English. 

- Occasional trainings focused on linguistic aspects of English, though 
often integrated with teaching.  

- Request for grammar textbooks. 

Knowledge of   
content 

 

- Knowledge of other subjects through the medium of English. 

- English for specific purposes: registers needed to teach another subject 
in English, or to teach English to improve ability to access the subject in 
English.  
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Pedagogy  

 

- Approaches conveyed through trainings (e.g. Bloom’s Taxonomy). 

- Knowledge of how to teach, style of teaching (teacher positionality), 
methods for classroom management, etc.  

Methodology   - Adding to the ‘tool kit’ of teachers by demonstrating activities and 
‘best practices’ for how to teach different aspects of English or for 
getting students talking.  

- The most commonly-shared ‘knowledge’.  

Other 

 

- Materials: Exchanging physical documents - hard or soft copies. 

- Context expertise: presenting rural constraints.  

 

This snapshot indicates the boundaries for knowledge within the association. Aside from the 
materials or ideas shared across mobile platforms like WhatsApp, all knowledges had to be 
condensed into standardised forms, those common in the globalised knowledge economy: 
electronic presentations, images, and text documents. Knowledge disseminated in COP 
workshops occurred in after-school or weekend sessions in classrooms, for set periods of 
time, often using similar presentation resources: a laptop, projector, and presentation or 
word processing software, or flipchart paper and markers. Forms of presentation rarely var-
ied from a standard expert transmission model, with some interaction and practising of ac-
tivities. This speaks to the limits for knowledge creation and exchange within teacher associ-
ations: as geographically spread, non-school based entity, they are limited to meetings pri-
marily outside of school time. There is little opportunity for peer observation or other school 
based CPD activities. They are instead bound to a more formal, artificial space.  

The second boundary is constructed via the oversight – overt or abstract – from ATER lead-
ership. All of the presentations, including those for the national conference or those that 
were part of COP meetings, were conducted by COP leaders. As noted in Chapter 6 Section 2, 
the presentations for the national conference went through a revision process guided by the 
leadership. They received written feedback on their abstracts and oral feedback during 
presentation practice meetings, with suggestions for revision from a few leaders in addition 
to peer response. So, whilst the topics and formats emerge from the interests and creativity 
of the COP leaders, they have passed through a form of quality control and approval: another 
form of soft surveillance, like COP leaders reporting on activities in official WhatsApp fo-
rums.  

Here, I engage with three forms of association knowledge from the taxonomy presented ear-
lier in Table 6.2: knowledge of English, pedagogy, and methodology.   
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Linguistic practice: English as the medium.   

Association and COP events function as English medium spaces within a nation where a 
shared mother tongue dominates every other aspect of Rwandan life (Assan & Walker, 2012). 
In my ethnographic visits, teachers only appeared to use English in the classroom or in com-
municating with me: conversations in the teachers’ rooms were conducted in Kinyarwanda, 
as were presentations by school heads (to teachers or in assemblies to students). In litera-
ture, this is attributed to the poor English competence of a majority of Rwandan teachers 
across the curriculum (Abbott, Sapsford, & Rwirahira, 2015; Simpson, 2014; T. P. Williams, 
2016). The English language, for teachers as for students, is bound to the classroom – per-
haps indicating why a common complaint is that despite ten years of English medium educa-
tion, Rwandan children still can’t ‘speak’ the language (Ndegeya, 2017). Even amongst Eng-
lish teachers present at trainings and meetings, many would show reticence to speak with me 
and would often communicate using Kinyarwanda and translation provided from a more 
confident speaker. 

Spaces for French-speaking Rwandans27 to use English are often limited, unless one’s social 
circle includes individuals who are not fluent in Kinyarwanda. A peri-rural COP leader ar-
gued that “what I think is that English is just a foreign language. We talk in English when we 
meet with foreigners. We don't talk English when we are at home. We talk in English when 
there is someone who speaks other languages.” Another leader from the same COP told me 
that within his social circle, comprised mainly of teacher colleagues from his school who 
were required to teach in English, there still existed a cultural taboo against using English: 
for him to advocate for using English within the social group was seen  as linguistic one-up-
manship and a form of ‘bragging’ about his skills in the language: 

But most of the time, when you are speaking English among the people they say, "oh 
that is not good. He wants to make us get stuck. He does not want to us listen to what 
he or she is saying." Even teachers, some teachers they say, they do not use English at 
their school. When you talk to them in English, they thought that you are "English" and 
I am Rwandan, so speak Kinyarwanda. 

A rural COP leader, at the end of a professionalism workshop, asked the COP attendees to 
create more opportunities for practice by speaking English when they met each other in the 
road or at school: “maybe we can agree, you and I, that we will try and use English wherever 

 

 

27 French-speaking Rwandans are those who experienced schooling in Rwanda from the Belgian colo-
nial period until 2009. Highly fluent English-speaking Rwandans are often refugees whose families 
fled the violence against Tutsis in the post-independence years; they experienced schooling in 
Uganda, which is linguistically diverse and uses English as a lingua franca and the medium of instruc-
tion for schooling (E. King, 2014). 
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we are. If I want to meet you, then I have to use English, we can say, wherever we meet, 
whatever communication we make now, we can communicate only in English.”    

Association members indicated that COPs and association meetings were designated spaces 
for English use which gave the opportunity to speak in English and listen to more expert 
speakers, including non-Rwandans. Thus, in member discourses, the language shared 
amongst members functions as a knowledge; the resource of members’ linguistic skills is 
viewed as something which is seen as transferable. For this reason, members would often in-
vite colleagues who were not English teachers, telling me that the English medium environ-
ment would be valuable for their linguistic improvement. 

As an association ‘knowledge’, language proficiency is knotted with power and influence. It is 
a key knowledge, a point of prestige, and a potential ‘access’ point for connecting association 
members with more powerful credentials (as discussed earlier with certificates) or relation-
ships which could open economic doors. Several Americans (myself included) have been 
members or frequent collaborators; association leaders work for international government 
and non-government bodies and use English with a high degree of fluency. I wrote in my 
field diary that I sometimes felt like a commodity – it was an eerie fame to be asked con-
stantly just to speak, to talk, as if I had some power (what I called ‘Native Speaker Magic’ at 
one point) to improve a person’s proficiency by simply addressing a group and allowing my 
accent to be heard. Or that I had the answer, the key, the perfect, easy response to that ques-
tion How do I improve my English?  

COP leaders identify this knowledge as a key offering of the association. A peri-rural COP 
leader and university lecturer, in relating why rural teachers would engage with the COP, 
would prioritise their own language, not other professional knowledge needs: “they are like 
‘we want to improve our English, we want to be able to help our learners.’” He identified 
English as the primary challenge facing Rwandan teachers: 

First of all, they need language. They need support in language learning and communi-
cation so that they feel they are ready to communicate and teach in English, and feel 
confident. And that can't happen without support. I think they need much support. Not 
just a training of two days and you say, "oh, they've got it!" No. A long-term support. 

The leader, who holds an M.A. in Linguistics and is completing a Ph.D. from a South African 
university, identifies the approach to language learning that is well understood within the as-
sociation: that language acquisition is a lengthy process and not something that can be 
solved through a few training sessions, which appears as the government’s assumption.   

English fluency is a competence that can be built over time with extensive practice and inter-
action with the language. However, there persists a discourse that being exposed to higher 
level speakers and listening/speaking will improve a person’s fluency – and, indeed, Stephen 
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Krashen’s (1983) widely accepted language acquisition hypothesis suggests that acquisition 
occurs with sustained, meaningful engagement. Thus, within association discourse, language 
is viewed as a knowledge which can be transmitted.   

Pedagogy.  

Knowledge around pedagogy is an occasional topic for presentations; there were several ex-
amples of dissemination of this ‘knowledge’ during my data collection period. At the national 
conference, one COP presented on competence-based objectives, which included an in-depth 
review of Bloom’s Taxonomy. Bloom’s is a popular model within ELT practice (e.g. Vosen, 
2008) used to help teachers scaffold lessons from lower-order cognitive skills (remembering) 
to higher ones (analysing, comparing, creating, etc). However, it has been critiqued by Global 
South scholars for its “atomistic orientation” which reflects rationalist understandings of 
knowledge and learning and over-emphasises information recall at the expense of higher-
order skills (Rahman & Manaf, 2017, p. 250). 

There was also acknowledgement of the meta aspect of the valued knowledge dissemination 
space – teachers presenting to other teachers – as a form of pedagogy. A peri-rural COP 
leader commented that he enjoyed presentations from primary, secondary, or tertiary teach-
ers since “Teachers have different styles of teaching, so when someone's presenting, you can 
learn from his style.” This concept came up frequently: that you could learn not from what 
was being presented but how the presenter used materials, how s/he interacted with the au-
dience, even how they used warm-ups before introducing primary content.  

It appeared that members often could not put their finger on what this knowledge exchange 
was: they could recognise that it was ‘different’ – a frequent word – that the classroom was 
louder and students were more active. But they were unable to express some of the deeper 
concepts required in pedagogical change and the ontology that such change questions: what 
it meant to change from a role as a teacher to facilitator? What do students bring to the class-
room that must be ‘woken up’ by a quality constructivist teacher? They told me that they en-
joyed gaining more knowledge about the learners. One COP leader informed me that he had 
attended Peace Corps-sponsored teacher trainings about learning styles, and it helped him 
diversify the activities that he used.  

The phrases ‘learner-centred’ or ‘student-centred’ rarely appeared in the workshops, except 
from COP leaders, who were adept at deploying the phrase. At a rural site, the COP leader 
told his group that it didn’t matter what level of teacher they were, because the student is the 
most important focus: “sometimes, teachers here are teachers of primary, those in Primary 1, 
and those who are in secondary, those who are doing their PhD, something like that, but the 
centre is the learner.”  
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Many of the COP and association leaders who comfortably deployed the signifier ‘learner-
centred’ had a background in BANA teaching pedagogy and norms (as discussed in Chapter 
4). One COP leader in particular, who works as a lecturer in an education department at a 
tertiary institution and is completing a Ph.D. in Applied Linguistics, readily engaged with me 
regarding the more recent rise of learner-centred pedagogies and a competence-based cur-
riculum as overlapping with the dominant approaches to language learning that have domi-
nated ELT for half a century: “The overall concept of CBC is to make sure that learners are 
learning and they are getting something... This is what we have been [doing] as language 
teachers!” His pedagogical training in TESOL/AL was now “supported by policy,” further le-
gitimising it.   

An association leader who holds a Master’s in TESOL from a Global North university com-
mented on this potential overlap as well, reflecting on how his postgraduate coursework of-
fered training for language teaching, but “they were at least 90% competence-based, because 
everything is learner-centred: students activities, even the micro-teaching, it’s really aiming 
at that.” This approach was validated by the dense network of cognitive, linguistic, and edu-
cational research that underpinned his degree programme:  

[the TESOL approach to] language teaching has had a lot of research and really 
strong theories around teaching so when you go to, moving to traditional ways of 
teaching to learner-centred teaching, there's all these other methodologies that have 
been talked about and been involved.  

Pedagogy, though, emerged as a significant space of tension between association/community 
leader and member discourses. The need for external help, especially around the new com-
petence-based curriculum (CBC), was reiterated in several workshops. A leader at the capital 
site noted that “we need more people to train us, mostly on the CBC.” Similar statements 
were made at both of the rural workshops. Attendees indicated the limits of collaborative 
training and reliance on peer networks: when no one in the network is familiar with the ped-
agogy required in the policy, outside help is required. 

Methodology. 

For ATER, a group that prioritises ‘practical’ aspects of teaching, methodological knowledge 
appears as the most frequent topic for presentations. A majority of trainings that occurred 
during the data collection period were peer-led workshops in which a COP leader or member 
would present a ‘best practice’, typically a specific activity or method. Specific activities in-
cluded those which could be adapted to different classrooms and topics (such as ‘Four Cor-
ners’, the same activity I used in the professionalism workshop, speed dating, conversation 
circles, etc.), graphic organisers (such as the ‘Know, Want to Know, Learned’ brainstorming 
method), or songs and chants. A COP leader gave a presentation at the national conference 
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(and again later at a neighbouring COP) to show how he had adapted a popular game for use 
in his primary English classroom.  

These ‘knowledges’ are perhaps the easiest to share. A COP leader or member can lead a 
demonstration of the activity and members can participate and then modify it for their own 
classrooms. The value of communicative activities was generally accepted, as teachers recog-
nised the need (from both experience and policy) for communicative activities which force 
students to speak and use English, often in more spontaneous and less structured utterances 
than the form focus of a typical Rwandan classroom. Specific methods such as a game or ac-
tivity also lend themselves well to the COP structure. Though a common aspect of BANA’s 
favoured approach, communicative language teaching (Richards, 2006), communicative ac-
tivities were often exciting and different for English teachers accustomed to a teacher-cen-
tred classroom reliant on grammar lectures. COP attendees’ reticence to try out such meth-
ods often came from having large classes where 60 students in conversation would reach 
deafening decibel levels and perhaps alert less ‘progressive’ head teachers.  

4.3.  Association discourse: knowledge in practice. 

Members discussed not only the knowledge required for their work and for the membership 
in the association, but they also commented on their practice and how they employed that 
knowledge, both as association members and as teachers. Practice thus involves two compo-
nents: how teachers perform in their jobs and how they perform in the association, either 
leading trainings or engaging as an audience member.  

Determining problems and solutions.  

As indicated in the member quotes in the previous section, much of what is ‘shared’ within 
the COPs follows a challenge/solution dichotomy: a member introduces a challenge that they 
face in their class, and then gives a presentation which seeks to address that challenge. This 
reflects classical definitions of professionalism in which professionals are those who judge 
problems and prescribe treatments (Le Bianic, 2011) as form of ‘packaging’ expertise.  

Within COP discourses, though, teachers are encouraged to reflect on their own work envi-
ronments to identify the challenges that they face. The purpose is not to complain about the 
quality of students but to ‘bind’ an issue in order to brainstorm a solution for it. A peri-rural 
COP leader identified one of the issues with the expert-transmission model of teaching and 
what that means for identifying problems: “When the teacher is there, it means you have 
limited questions, it is not [up to you] to decide… So this means that a teacher is the master, 
a teacher knows all, a teacher is interrogator.” He connected this with the idea of critical 
thinking: just as he, the teacher, approaches professional learning as a fluid, active process 
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that doesn’t require a master, as a teacher, he encourages his students also to critically iden-
tify problems and construct solutions.  

Right/wrong to ‘best practices’.  

Importantly, there is no ‘right or wrong’ solution to identified problems. In a quote from ear-
lier in the chapter, the peri-rural COP leader indicated the ‘old’ approach to CPD: a master 
teacher would give a lecture, teach “how English is spoken and used”, and then set some sort 
of exam with closed-ended answers to be memorised and regurgitated in an exam situation. 
“That is not this,” he told the group, “So we get together, we share ideas, challenges, we think 
how we can conquer those problems.” This indicates an approach to teaching that considers 
the complexity of the environment and rejects the notion of right or wrong methods or 
knowledges for addressing challenges.  

What teachers offer is instead framed as ‘best practices’, a frequent phrase within association 
discourses and broader global discourses. An urban COP leader told me that he valued the 
COP because “you learn what other people are doing, what best practice they are doing in 
their class.” It appeared as the theme for the 2018 national conference which occurred dur-
ing the data collection period: the conference was titled “Showcasing Best Practices in Eng-
lish Language Teaching and Learning”. The phrase “best practices” was not defined in the 
call for presentation that was distributed to members and posted on ATER’s social media ac-
count; it appeared that ‘best practice’ is a concept well understood and shared amongst 
members, making it something of a floating signifier. It again relates to the apparent ap-
proach to association epistemology: best practices are transferable, not bound to levels, and 
are ‘exchanged’ at COP events and ATER conferences.  

Identifying best practices, as with identifying challenges, relies on reflection: the teacher is 
asked to reflect upon his/her work and identify practices (methods, activities, etc.) which can 
be delineated and shared with the COP group. However, what are judged as ‘best practices’ in 
the association are commonly aligned with global standards for communicative English lan-
guage teaching and the national expectations for competence-focused instruction. As indi-
cated earlier in the chapter, those best practices are bound by the dissemination format as 
well: it is much easier to demonstrate a few language games and warm-up activities than en-
gage with core aspects of the required curriculum. These practices appear to be layered on 
top of the curricular expectations and material required to prepare students for exams; it is 
more fun, yes, but what is presented in ATER workshops appears unable to provide mean-
ingful training in the pedagogical expectations of the competence-based curriculum.   
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4.4. Section conclusion: ELT professionalism discourses. 

In this section, I have presented association discourses which centre around the ‘knowl-
edges’, pedagogies, and methodologies which appear expected of an ATER teacher member 
who has undergone ‘mindset change’ regarding the pedagogy and practice of teaching Eng-
lish.  

If ATER is an investment, the knowledges traded by members are its dividends. In this sec-
tion, I have presented data regarding the knowledges valued (and thus disseminated) by as-
sociation members: identified by the association as ‘best practices’. Methods well-known in 
the Global North are valued as new and creative: whether that is using Bloom’s Taxonomy, 
Known-Want to Know-Learned charts, communication games, or the incorporation of multi-
media and listening. From the example methods and activities listed, there is an apparent 
source for many of these activities especially: BANA.  

Bloom’s is an example of this: there are examples of TESL/TEFL academic works that con-
sider the application of Bloom’s (e.g. Rahman, Faridah, & Manaf, 2017), but it is especially 
popular online and appears frequently on blogs and practice-based English language teach-
ing sites, with approximately 196,000 Google hits for “Bloom’s Taxonomy ELT.” Bloom’s is 
referenced throughout USDOS ELT materials and webinars (Office of English Language 
Programs, 2013; Opp-Beckman & Klinghammer, 2006); I recall using Bloom’s for training 
that I conducted through my DOS work in Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, and Sudan. In my 
own uses of Bloom’s, I never thought about how this ‘taxonomy’ of learning would apply in a 
non-Western context; I never asked if my trainees agreed with the levels and the challenge 
assigned to each. I simply assumed that it was a form of scientific and thus legitimate 
knowledge, a handy framework to help teachers think about how they were devising exam 
questions, for example. Similarly, the ATER member who presented the taxonomy did not 
question its relevance but presented it for its apparent universality.  

But, as association members acknowledge, this approach to language teaching, as well as the 
overarching concept of constructivist learner-centredness, has the potential to excite new 
teachers. Personalisation emerges as a significant member professional discourse: even in 
borrowing these methods or activities from other teachers or a wholly different context, 
members must present it as their own. They must construct their own understanding of the 
learning object, consider how to explain it to a group of their peers, and then reflect on its 
use and value. Regardless of its initial source, Bloom’s becomes an object owned by that 
teacher. 

For both leader groups, there is also a dismantling of traditional teacher positionality: teach-
ers appear less authoritarian and more egalitarian, running their classrooms as facilitators. 
There are spaces of tension in this assumption, though, as teachers struggle to implement 
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constructivist pedagogies that appear foreign and less understood. Teachers who don’t cor-
rectly implement mandated pedagogy or language can be construed as resisting change or 
defying policy; at the same time, association leaders expect epistemic and pedagogical self-
reliance from the COPs – perhaps even when that expertise is not present amongst COP 
members. 
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Section 5.  Chapter conclusion    

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

This chapter has presented ATER: its founding, network of relationships, recent operations, 
and the discourses which appear throughout its levels. Association leadership, through dis-
course, has effectively created an English language teacher subject, something that did not 
exist or existed only in elite schools and spaces in Rwanda prior to the wide scale implemen-
tation of English MOI in early 2009. A summary of discourses and the sections where they 
are discussed in this chapter are presented in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3. Association discourses.  

 

 Sections Local discourses  

Ep
is

te
m

ic
 n

eu
tr

al
ity

 

4.1; 4.2-4.4 English language learning and teaching methodologies from 
BANA sphere are scientifically-based best practices  

Spaces of tension 
against national dis-
courses: Paradoxically. 
ATER discourses eschew ex-
ternality but members re-
quire external input to  be 
able to acquire English and 
implement foreign pedagog-
ies/ practices 

4.2 A professional teacher strives to use ‘correct’ English 

1.2; 3.2; 3.3; 
4.1 

Global pedagogical alignment helps produce opportunities 
(rewards) for dedicated members 

 

In
di

vi
du

al
is

m
 

3.1; 4.1 Professional development is an individual imperative: govern-
ment policies are ‘challenges’ for teachers to take responsi-
bility to meet 

Spaces of tension within 
the association: COPs look 
to leadership for expertise in 
pedagogy/language and 
management; leaders expect 
COPs to be ‘self-reliant’ and 
operate autonomously 

2.1-2.3; 4.2-
4.4 

Members engage in reflection to identify their ‘best prac-
tices’; they are expected to share their knowledges and en-
gage actively 

2.4; 3.2; 3.3 Professionalism is demonstrated through investment of time 
and money; members invest without [voicing] expectation of 
return   

 

D
ep

ol
iti

ci
sa

tio
n 

an
d 

 
ex

te
rn

al
ity

 

1.1; 3.3 Association does not engage in political activity or comment 
on government policy 

Spaces of tension within 
the association: Leadership 
possess language and peda-
gogy skills but focus on man-
agement rather than engag-
ing at local level; emphasis on 
hierarchy between ATER and 
the COPs 

 

3.3; 4.1 Members serve the government and ‘find our own so-
lutions’ to address government policy requirements 
rather than relying on the outside   

2.1-2.5; 3.1 COPs are egalitarian groups in which all members (primary, 
secondary, or tertiary teachers) can contribute  
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In the following chapter, I look at these three discursive groupings (epistemic neutrality, in-

dividualism, and depoliticisation and externality) alongside the discourses present at the 
other two levels of the thesis – the global and the national level. I go on to do the explicit 
work of the comparative case study and trace how discourses and “actions at different scales 
mutually influence one another” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016, p. 14). 
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Chapter 7 
  Tracing discourses 

 

 

In this section I work to trace the three discursive groups identified at the global, national, 
and local scales of the comparative case study. In a comparative case study, even though lev-
els are separated from each other, each is “not a primordial or autonomous place; it is consti-
tuted by social interactions, political processes, and economic developments across scales 
and across time” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016, p. 14). Following floating signifiers, scripts, and 
narratives between scales demonstrates how global and national discourses of teacher pro-
fessionalism are mediated and resisted at different levels, and how that comes about in the 
context of neoliberal globalisation.  

In this chapter, I first present the dominant signifier of ‘mindset change’ which appears 
throughout association and national discourse. I consider it as a heuristic for examining the 
influence of managerialism, scientization, and other powerful techniques of neoliberal influ-
ence wherein individuals “are persuaded into active responsibility-taking” (Pyysiäinen et al., 
2017, p. 219) and technologies of power are embedded into their everyday lives. I then look 
at two discursive groups from the three levels: discourses around neutrality (epistemic and 
political) and externality. In Section 3, I engage with conceptualisations of individualism at 
the different levels, and finish the chapter (Section 4) with a discussion of some of the re-
wards available for teacher members who successfully deploy this globally-valued, nation-
ally-neutral association member subjectivity.  
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Section 1.  Tracing mindset change 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

A professional teacher member, according to the pervasive discourse evident in the data pre-
sented in Chapter 6, is one who has undergone mindset change and shifted away from a de-
pendent, ‘fixed’ mindset. This strongly reflects discourses present in Chapter 5: ‘mindset 
change’ is a floating signifier frequently deployed by the Rwandan government and President 
Paul Kagame; it appears in speeches, policies, and teacher training materials to highlight the 
transformation required for citizen subjectivity in New Rwanda. Association leaders also de-
ploy this signifier, but explicitly reference fixed versus growth mindset change; community 
leaders call for similar transformation without such exact terminology. The specific binary of 
fixed and growth mindsets appears in the work of American psychologist Carol Dweck 
(2006) via her book Mindset: The New Psychology of Success. A ‘fixed’ mindset is when an 
individual assumes that his/her intelligence, character, and creativity are static and un-
changeable; how those aspects are measured is also standard and avoids failure. In contrast, 
a ‘growth’ mindset views intelligence and creativity as capacities which can grow and de-
velop, and failure is not “evidence of unintelligence but a heartening springboard for growth 
and stretching our existing abilities” (Popova, 2014, para. 2).  

‘Mindset’ probably did not originate with Dweck – she could have been cashing in on an ex-
isting signifier – but her body of work around mindset has become increasingly popular, es-
pecially in education. She has claimed that it is a popular alternative to testing culture and 
provides useful lifelong skills rather than simply “filling [students] with information” 
(Wiggins, 2016, para. 6). In 2016, researchers began work in 100 primary schools in the UK 
to test whether explicit instruction in the growth mindset could improve SATs results 
(Rustin, 2016). The research was conducted utilising tools developed by private education 
firm Positive Results, who then claimed that the “growth mindset naturally creates what Of-
sted wants” (Rustin, 2016, para. 12). Incidentally, Dweck’s work also seems to be enjoying a 
moment of popularity in Rwanda, appearing in a recent The New Times article in which au-
thor Christine Osae (2019) addresses teachers and urges all of her readers to “take a leap of 
faith this year and disabuse yourself of the fallacies you are obsessed with” (para. 5). Mindset 
itself, spelled as one word rather than two, conveys this specific scientific principle advanced 
by Dweck’s theory. Dweck used the spelling ‘mindset’ rather than the American standard 
spelling ‘mind set’; this ‘mindset’ spelling also appears in the Rwandan government policy 
and the Kagame speeches presented in Chapter 5 Section 2. According to Psychology Today, 
‘mindset’ (as opposed to ‘mind set’) is a distinct, agreed-upon psychological construction 
popularised by Dweck’s research (Klein, 2016).  
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Contextualisation of this specific terminology indicates that association leaders are oriented 
to trends and developments in Global North education systems. As discussed in Chapter 4, I 
refer to these concepts, theories, and practices as global pedagogies: the primarily construc-
tivist teaching philosophies, approaches, and practices which have become global ‘standards’ 
for quality teaching and learning. Global pedagogies rely upon a body of research from socio-
logical, psychological, and linguistic academic and industrial sources to substantiate the 
claim that they are the most effective approach for teaching and learning. The reference to 
Dweck’s work by association leaders demonstrates a key feature of their discourse: they un-
derstand global pedagogies and are able to deploy them for the Rwandan context. Allusion to 
Dweck’s conceptualisation also demonstrates the frequent application of psychological or 
cognitive studies to teaching practices; psychological theories such as the fixed/growth 
mindsets gain influence beyond their pop psychology and influence curricular decision-mak-
ing. With their apparent ‘scientific’ basis, they gain prominence and prestige as helping to 
scientifically explain and label complex educational challenges. Transformation of the ATER 
member subject (as a changeable ontological entity), then, is given a scientific basis – de-
ployed by the (mostly internationally) educated leadership, it takes on even more power as 
Global North knowledges are disseminated via Rwandan leaders.  

Reflecting back on the Kagame speeches from Chapter 5, the frequent use of the term – with 
the identical spelling – indicates that Kagame too tacitly references Dweck’s theory (or at 
least the broadly disseminated, popularised understanding of mindset change). If the re-
quired reform and transformation have not occurred, it is because the mindset change has 
not occurred: mindset change as the only possible solution is not questioned. With the con-
struct of fixed/growth mindset presented as science and fact, it becomes unquestionable.  

In using this terminology and referencing these assumptions about pedagogy and teacher 
positioning, leaders indicate their alignment with global knowledge and global standards of 
teaching practice. Mindset change, as a floating signifier found through GoR and ATER dis-
courses, embodies an entire constellation of the often overlapping and transecting discourses 
which articulate in various forms throughout the global and local strata. In this thesis, I have 
worked to trace some of those discourses in Chapters 4-6: a summary of that comparative 
tracing of epistemic neutrality, individualism, and depoliticisation and externality from 
the three levels is presented in Table 7.1. and discussed in the sections that follow.   



 

 
 

Table 7.1. Cross-level discourses.   

 Epistemic neutrality Individualism Depoliticisation & Externality 

Global  
discourses  

- Assumptions of neutral ontological 
construction of the learner 

- Global North scientific knowledge as 
neutral knowledge; deprivileg-
ing/omission of local epistemologies   

- Western-based scientific practices – 
such as statistics from RCTs – are 
presented as neutral scientific fact. 

- Global pedagogies (e.g. constructiv-
ism, EMI) and ‘best practices’ for lan-
guage learning emerge from the 
Global North (BANA) 

 

- Individualised, atomised self as an object of 
knowledge – made visible via scientific in-
quiry (e.g. psychological constructs, concep-
tualisations of language learning/use pro-
cesses from psycholinguistics and applied 
linguistics)  

- Teachers are responsible for investing 
time/money to acquire the skills and qualifi-
cations required by the job market; individ-
ual investment as evidence of professional-
ism (and the inverse: lack of investment 
equals unprofessionalism) 

- Individual responsibility [as a member of so-
ciety] 

 

- Removal of politics: the source of knowledge doesn’t 
matter if it is ‘correctly’ acquired  

- Standardising credentialing, practices, and assessment 
(like for language of language skill) from Global North 
MNEBs 

- Western-style management and organisation as a neu-
tral, evidence-based knowledge, a form of ‘develop-
ment’ required by backwards nations: thus, teachers 
require reskilling, management 

- Sub-Saharan teachers as lazy, corrupt, avaricious for 
not aligning or performing accord to external norms. 

- English is a standardised language devoid of local per-
mutations and uses; standardisation to this aligns the 
individual with global entities: English as development.   

National 
discourses 

- Ontological neutrality: the self as ‘re-
writable’ through self-control and 
mindset change - individuals are able 
to adapt to constant change as re-
quired 

- Technocratic responses are favoured 
as problems are transformed into sci-
entific questions with expert re-
sponses and reliance on evidence-
based action; Statistics to produce 

- Individuals are encouraged to act as entre-
preneurs with economic and entrepreneur-
ial mindsets, even outside of business 
spheres   

- Teachers responsibilised to invest personal 
time (and probably money) for professional 
development to align with policy 

- Individual performance is studied and quan-
tified; online learning and life-long learning 

- Managerialism presented as development to align with 
global norms; teachers will achieve professionalism 
through proper management  

- Partnerships with foreign governments, institutions, 
and businesses are used to carry out usual government 
activities (including CPD)  



 

 
 

data and data acts as ‘valid’ evidence, 
knowledge and information, pre-
sented as the rationale for decision-
making and policy 

- English as neutral (unlike French) and 
aligned with the global marketplace 

 

shifts responsibility onto the individual 
teacher 

- Spaces of tension against global dis-
courses:  

o Tension between culture of hier-
archy/obedience and the push 
for self-reliance, creativity, and 
individual responsibility 

- Knowledge and expertise often come from outside 
Rwanda; emphasis on adopting best practices applied 
globally (e.g. competency-based curricula, English me-
dium of instruction) 

- Spaces of tension against global discourses:  

o Independence from colonial powers; lack of 
trust due to lack of Global North interven-
tion during the genocide   

Local  
discourses 

- The individual can undergo ‘mindset 
change’ and shift between fixed and 
growth mindsets 

- English language learning and teaching 
methodologies from BANA sphere 
are scientifically based best practices 

- A professional teacher strives to use 
‘correct’ English  

- Global pedagogical alignment helps 
produce opportunities (rewards) for 
dedicated members 

 

- Professional development is an individual 
imperative: government policies are ‘chal-
lenges’ for teachers to take responsibility 
to meet 

- Members engage in reflection to identify 
their ‘best practices’; they are expected to 
share their knowledges and engage actively  

- Professionalism is demonstrated through 
investment of time and money; members 
invest without [voicing] expectation of re-
turn   

- Spaces of tension within the association: 

o COPs look to leadership for ex-
pertise in pedagogy/language and 
management; leaders expect 
COPs to be ‘self-reliant’ and op-
erate autonomously 

- Association does not engage in political activity or 
comment on government policy 

- Members serve the government and ‘find our own so-
lutions’ to address government policy requirements 
rather than relying on the outside 

- Spaces of tension against national discourses:  

o Paradoxically: Eschews externality but 
members require external input to be able 
to acquire English and implement foreign 
pedagogies/practices  

- COPs are egalitarian groups in which all members 
(primary, secondary, or tertiary teachers) can contrib-
ute 

- Spaces of tension within the association: 

o Leadership possess language and pedagogy 
skills but focus on management rather than 
engaging at local level; emphasis on hierar-
chy between ATER and the COPs  
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 ‘Fixed’ mindsets: Pathologising and responsibilising.  

In referencing mindset change, association and community leaders reflect their assumptions 
regarding the neutrality and flexibility of the Rwandan subject: at present, they are ‘fixed’ 
and stuck in their way of operating, as with teachers in the Global North who simply need the 
correct psychological reframing to become a person with a ‘growth’ outlook. This assumption 
is aligned with positivist ontological and epistemological assumptions found especially at the 
global level. If psychology can unlock the truth of the human mind – its cognitive structure, 
language learning facilities, even the core of who and what we are – then sciences which 
draw upon this knowledge offer solutions to educational challenges and ‘hacks’ to optimise 
teachers’ practice. Cloaked in scientific neutrality, the political space from which knowledge 
emerges is irrelevant; solutions become truth and practices are labelled ‘best’. ‘Growth’ is 
best; ‘learner-centred’ is best; ‘English-speaker’ is best.  

The dichotomy of fixed versus growth mindset reflects the battery of other binaries found 
throughout Chapters 4-6, including ignorant versus (Western) educated, good versus bad Af-
rican teachers, native versus non-native English speaker, English speaker versus English 
non-speaker, good citizen versus bad citizen. These tropes reflect what Foucault (1982) 
might have considered a ‘dividing practice’ which categorizes and objectifies the individual 
and “attaches him to his own identity, imposes a law of truth on him which he must recog-
nize and which others have to recognize in him” (p. 781). In the fixed versus growth binary, 
British psychologist Tim O’Brien (Tes, 2015) identified how such theories could be used to 
marginalise and pathologise struggling students: ‘fixed mindset’ is a handy label and identi-
fier, one that is ‘respectable’ and ‘research-based’. A student who has a challenging home life 
or displays the common emotional angst of a teenager is instead given a label which reflects a 
personal, individualised ‘failing’; the problem is then narrowly defined and rooted in individ-
ual response, allowing the context to be ignored.  

In Chapter 5, I demonstrated spaces where Rwandan government discourses seek to make 
Rwandans responsible for their own state of poverty (Ansoms, 2008; Pells et al., 2014; 
Purdekova, 2012) by deeming it an individual, psychological problem. Kagame castigated re-
gional leaders for failing to address “the issue of mindset” and claimed this was why “we can-
not see any result” from budget expenditure (Mwai, 2019, para. 5). The Economic Develop-
ment and Poverty Reduction Strategy II directly implicated Rwandan youth, who “lack self-
reliance and an entrepreneurial mindset” and thus have poor productivity and low rates of 
employment (MINECOFIN, 2007, p. 65). Those national discourses of the fixed/growth bi-
nary, bolstered by powerful Global North discourses and reiterated in Kagame’s speeches, 
allows for a psychological (Neutral! Evidence-based!) backing for discourses which could 
otherwise be construed as elitist or even racist or ethnocentric. A poor English speaker is one 
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who has not worked hard enough; a bad teacher is one who has not been properly sensitised 
to correct pedagogies and practice. It does not matter that both of these knowledges – Eng-
lish language and constructivist pedagogies – are foreign and inaccessible to the average 
Rwandan. If a growth mindset is all that is required, even for massive education policy 
change, then the teacher who doesn’t change is personally held to blame.  

As Chapter 6 demonstrates, there are spaces of pushback: leaders do not wholly accept the 
offerings of Global North knowledge producers like TESOL-IA and IATEFL; they advocate 
for the creative potential of individual teachers. However, teachers in their present state are 
not presented as creative. They will become creative with the infusion of pedagogies and 
practices aligned with global pedagogies and the best practices of constructivism and com-
municative language teaching. If teachers just adjust their mindset, they have the potential to 
see – and share – their own creativity.  

Leaders also note the extreme challenge that faces Rwandan teachers in the mindset change 
that is required of them; they discuss how this new positionality is perhaps at odds with 
long-standing Rwandan conceptualisations of classroom dynamics (Honeyman, 2016). But 
as with global and national discourses, leader ‘solutions’ reflect the individualising chastise-
ment that places blame on teachers for not being ‘open’ to change their teaching approach. 
The inability to ‘convert’ to ‘correct’ constructivist pedagogy or acquire English fluency is po-
sitioned as an individual problem, rather than a systemic failing. In their understandable 
avoidance of critiquing the government, the individual teacher becomes a useful centre for 
blame.  

For example, ATER leaders argue that they don’t want to give COPs too much support; to do 
so is not sustainable. However, the expertise the COPs often desire are not found within the 
COPs themselves: by nature of the leaders’ membership in cosmopolitan circles and Western 
education programmes, they have expertise in CBC and English language, knowledges that 
struggle to be ‘constructed’ in the COPs themselves. This exposes the drawback of the 
teacher-led model in the face of policies which introduce foreign languages and practices that 
seemingly necessitate reliance on foreign experts: hardly ‘Rwandan solutions for Rwandan 
problems’. 

So, individuals labelled with a ‘fixed’ mindset are made responsible for their misalignment 
with both national policy and global pedagogy, and, as the next sections go on to argue, they 
are also responsible for the process of alignment correction.   
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Section 2.  Growth mindset: the ‘new’ professional   

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Teachers who respond positively to association and government calls for mindset change ori-
ent their professional identity towards an ontological sense of self that is  valued in neolib-
eral environments. Tacitly, they take on a more Eurocentric conception of the human, that 
the parts of the self can be studied, understood, and optimised. In this section, I elaborate 
some of the places where neutrality, standardisation and externality operate to continually 
orient the teacher to a different way of being.   

2.1. Neutrality.  

As with discourses present at global and national levels (Chapters 4 and 5), there is a strong 
discourse of neutrality: the valued ATER ELT subject is apolitical. S/he may express dissent 
in private or voice frustration regarding government regulations, but does not openly call for 
change or protest policy shifts; the association isn’t going to ‘blow up’ the country or inter-
fere with government procedures. This is in part due to the requirement of neutrality in 
Rwanda, as discussed in Chapter 5: the association is allowed to exist only as neutral and 
apolitical. In being neutral, the association is poised to align with and actualise government 
narratives: their teacher-led form of professionalism plays into narratives about self-reliance 
and entrepreneurism. The association performs a basic competency outlined in the new con-
structivist curriculum, namely that Rwandans “actively create employment opportunities ra-
ther than having a mindset of relying on others” (REB, 2015b, p. 7). Here, association mem-
bers are actively enhancing their employment opportunities: a function of self-reliant entre-
preneurialism. This serves to release the government from responsibility as the association 
takes on its mission of improving the English language and pedagogical capabilities of Rwan-
dan teachers.  

Neutrality takes on this particular political form but eschews another: members are expected 
to engage with non-Rwandan knowledge, ideas, and practices to demonstrate their compe-
tence as English teachers. As indicated in Chapter 4 Section 2, TESOL/AL discourses origi-
nate in the Global North: it is broadly accepted that English teaching methods coming from 
English-majority nations must indicate ‘best practice’ because of those nations’ apparent 
‘ownership’ of the language. To a critic, the legacy of colonial discourse around English and 
the supremacy of English-medium education and English-medium knowledge transfer is evi-
dent, but for the association (and indeed the Rwandan government), the offerings of TESOL-
IA, IATEFL, the British Council, and the USDOS don’t appear as cultural take-over or ‘exter-
nal reliance’. Instead, they are viewed as the natural source of knowledge for English teacher 
professionalism, even if there is frequent incompatibility between their knowledge and 
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Rwandan contextual needs. Those networks offer legitimacy (in part because of their posi-
tion within and reflection of English-majority countries) and confer elite subjectivity. These 
connections also provide an endless amount of potential learning and professional upgrad-
ing: teachers can learn new pedagogies which have Western scientific backing and can at-
tempt to apply them in their classrooms.  

For ordinary members, though, much of the connection with the global sphere is mediated 
through leaders at the top of the hierarchy, and discourse emanating from the association 
leadership has a strong constitutive property which maintains that hierarchy. As demon-
strated in this chapter, the association is very much guided and structured by the leaders. 
They function as the link to the legitimised global education and ELT sphere. Conferences, 
the primary place where leaders speak directly to members, are modelled on international 
norms; association leaders translate those norms to the Rwandan context and devise the 
bounds into which Rwandan members must fall. They address members and delineate val-
ued subjectivities; feedback from the ground level to the leadership consists mainly of re-
porting on activities, rather than offering suggestions or weighing in for decision-making. In 
their discourse on COPs, the delineation between the community groups and the association 
as a whole is clear, even though the association would essentially fail to exist without the 
community groups.  

2.2. Standardised management and organisation.  

To perform this globally-connected subjectivity, the professional ATER member is first 
aligned with global ‘standardised’ conventions around how to run a language teacher associ-
ation, again reflecting Thörn’s (2016) argument that global north management practices are 
understood by funders as the most significant contribution to Rwandan civil service organi-
sations (CSOs): alignment with global standards of practice (rather than the CSO delivering 
financial aid directly to the vulnerable) functions as the most valued outcome of develop-
ment aid. What is being ‘sold’ is a culture change, and, according to Ball (2012) “the necessi-
ties of change” to fit into “new organisational ecologies and identities” (p. 96) which are in-
compatible with existing Rwandan forms of organisation but aligned with global models. 

Community leaders are appointed or selected when they demonstrate managerial skills, un-
derscoring at the community level which qualities are surveilled and valued. Potential lead-
ers are esteemed for their managerial acumen, responsibility-taking, personal investment, 
and ‘sharing’ of their personal professional networks with the association. Community lead-
ers are less likely to deploy the terminology of mindset change as described in Chapter 6, but 
they actualise and demonstrate the valued pedagogies and practice of a constructivist ELT. 
They become eligible for rewards – such as being recommended for jobs or USDOS pro-
grammes – as they prove themselves; they also feel more ownership of the association and 
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set their ambitions towards leadership roles. The valued subjectivity is thus rationalised: 
demonstrating these qualities does lead to tangible rewards (discussed later in Section 4). 

This process of selecting, training, and deploying community leaders within the association 
is a form of technological governance that reflects the Rwandan favoured approach. As 
demonstrated in Chapter 4, Rwandan governance has (broadly) shifted from powerful dicta-
torial coercion to “more infrastructural forms of social control” (Mann & Berry, 2016, p. 
120). Similarly, as leaders set up COPs for ‘autonomy’ and ‘self-reliance’ (discussed further in 
the next section), they are inculcating hands-off authority as COPs act for themselves but 
within the boundaries set by the association. 

Global pedagogies and ‘best practice’.  

At the COP level, specific talk of scientific backing and evidence falls away: what appears 
more important than ‘correct’ teaching methods are those that make sense to teachers and 
appear meaningful for their classrooms. Teachers are asked to reflect upon their work and 
think about their practice to determine what ‘best practices’ they have to share; this is a 
form of empowerment in valuing each individual as an expert able to share something with 
the broader group. Secondary teachers have something to learn from their ‘less professional’ 
primary colleagues, since best practices are linked with the subjectivity of the English lan-
guage teacher professional, not the grade level.  This is also a pushback against global dis-
courses (Chapter 4) which paint sub-Saharan teachers as lazy, incompetent and uncaring. 
But while best practices allow for demonstration of teacher quality and creativity, data indi-
cate a narrowness of those practices due to dissemination form and presentation focus.  

 ‘Best practices’ are those which can be introduced or replicated in front of an audience at a 
COP training event (perhaps 2 hours) or ATER conference session (45 minutes), and so the 
form of dissemination (organisation of the presentation room, time limit, etc.) can have a 
standardising effect on what activities are presented or concepts are diffused. I recognise too 
the role of so-called ‘exemplar’ practices like using PowerPoints: the integration of this tech-
nology lends authority to the presenter and aligns with MINEDUC (2016) ICT policy which 
calls for use of “multimedia interactive digital content” in order to “motivate students, im-
prove conceptual understanding and retention of key topics” (p. 3). However, as some critics 
have noted, it can have an atomising and distilling effect on concepts when presenters – 
characterised as “bullet point dandies” by Parker (2001, p. 76) – break difficult concepts into 
a few words on a slide. The presentation (the ‘best practice’) becomes a performative prod-
uct: one that can be deployed again and again for different audiences, as seen with the visits 
between COPs. 

As for content, communicative games reign supreme: they are highly interactive, and more 
than one can be introduced within the presentation time limit. As activities like ‘Four 
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Corners’ (which I used in the presentation workshops, see Appendix 9 for an explanation) 
work as warmers, they are easily tacked on to the beginning or end of a class. Some members 
attempt more challenging, pedagogy-driven presentations, such as introducing Bloom’s Tax-
onomy or using rubrics, but this poses a greater challenge in the limited time space. Addi-
tionally, member-presented ‘best practices’ were tied to Global North pedagogical and meth-
odological products, sometimes with explicit connections: for example, the COP leader who 
presented assessment rubrics said he had adopted the presentation from work done with an 
USDOS Fellow two years prior. He used sample rubrics that he found online, all from U.S. 
institutions, and slides from a MOOC offered by USDOS contractor FHI360 in partnership 
with World Learning at the SIT Graduate Institute28. He rationalised the importance of ru-
brics by citing their prevalence in the Rwandan competence-based curriculum but utilised 
U.S.-based resources to explain them to his audience.   

Here, it is evident that while members do not rely on the evidence-based discourses preva-
lent at global and national levels, like the association leaders they tacitly reference the source 
of knowledge. Whether it is psychological concepts advanced by Carol Dweck, learning theo-
ries like Bloom’s Taxonomy, or formalised assessment procedures like the use of rubrics, the 
epistemic products and the trickle down of those products, encapsulated in association ‘best 
practices’, still broadly emerge from English-language institutions and academics of the 
Global North. The discourse of incompetent teachers is answered by teachers being able to 
perform ‘competence’ in a manner commensurate with global conceptions of valued prac-
tices.

 

 

28 SIT Graduate institute has a long-standing relationship with USDOS, with often record numbers of 
SIT graduates going on to get Fulbright and USDOS English Language Fellow grants. SIT also facili-
tates the USDOS International Visitor Leadership programmes at its Vermont campus (Mueller, 
2008); one of the association leaders took part in this programme.  
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Section 3.  Discourses of individualism   

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In Table 7.1, the middle column is given over to discourses of individualism, which intersect 
with the discourses around ontology, knowledge, expertise, and externality in the other two 
discursive groupings. It is differently translated across scales, as this section goes on to 
demonstrate.  

2.1. Individualism as ‘self-reliance’.  

At the Rwandan level, individualism is translated differently from the form at the global 
level: the individual is defined and atomised, but he is oriented toward national development 
rather than improving the trajectory of his own career. Speeches and policies are also cut 
through with powerful discourses of individual responsibility in Rwandan development, but 
they often utilise the floating signifier of ‘self-reliance’. There, self-reliance is painted as en-
trepreneurialism and creating your own opportunities. I used the example of the eLearning 
platform in Chapter 5 to illustrate the form of self-reliance required by Rwandan government 
discourse.  This is space where the previous responsibility for providing INSET, once held by 
the government, has been shifted onto the individual teacher. Use of open-access technology 
– an ostensibly ‘good thing’ in many development discourses – means that teachers are “per-
suaded into active responsibility-taking by the appeal of increased personal freedom and 
possibilities of self-realisation” (Pyysiäinen et al., 2017, p. 219). In considering the increas-
ingly digital landscapes for participatory citizenship, sociologist Martin Hand (2008) de-
scribed the apparent freedoms found in ‘digital empowerment’ as an illusion: rather, such 
methods serve to delegate to the individual the responsibility of understanding and aligning 
oneself with policy demands.  The technological turn can also “encourage increasingly pri-
vate solutions to public problems, in the form of self- governance” (Hand, 2008, p. 38). Indi-
vidual teachers become self-educating and self-transforming ‘indefinite learners’ (p. 163); 
they now act as private consumers able to make autonomous decisions apart from the 
broader professional body, to “‘add value’ to themselves, improve their productivity, strive 
for excellence and live an existence of calculation” (Ball, 2003, p. 217). 

Investment in professional development is even more normalised throughout the global 
sphere: Chapter 4 demonstrated some spaces where English language teachers in particular 
are individually responsible for investing their time and/or money to acquire the skills and 
qualifications towards “remaining competitive in the perpetually changing world of flexible 
capitalism” (Sugarman, 2015, p. 112). This is Foucault’s (2004b) homo economicus, “being 
for himself his own capital, being for himself his own producer, being for himself the source 
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of [his] earnings” (p. 226). The self, as capital, producer, and source of earnings, requires a 
cost/benefit analysis, a rational choice, in moving forward in the world.  

To return to the Tony Blair (2005) speech in Chapter 4, global English teachers are – I am – 
“swift to adapt, slow to complain, open, willing and able to change” (para. 24). We orient to 
the needs of the TESOL/AL marketplace; we invest in professional development; we upgrade 
our skills with standardised credentials and authenticate our language proficiency with 
standardised exams like TOEFL and IELTS, or, in my case, lean only upon our (Anglo-
Protestant, ‘white’, middle class) monolingual English status. We present ourselves in forms 
optimised for Boolean queries and LinkedIn profiles; we become experts at atomising our 
skills and commodifying our labour. We are valued for resilience, in a neoliberal sense, when 
we form our sense of self around “‘virtues’ such as self-responsibility, competition and 
toughness as leading to both economic and educational success” (Saura, 2018, p. 290).  

And for public sector teachers, even the basic CPD required by their job might require invest-
ment. TALIS (OECD, 2009) suggested that around 25% of teachers surveyed paid some 
amount of the CPD costs, and 8% were responsible for the full amount. Not one TALIS coun-
try offered completely free professional development to teachers (p. 65). For TESOL/AL 
workers in the Global North, ongoing personal investment – “start saving” – as required for 
your career has become normalised and expected evidence of professionalism (discussed in 
Chapter 4). The inverse is also apparent: a lack of ‘investment’ (to learn the English required 
by a standardised exam, say) equals unprofessionalism. It was further noted that potential 
“equity concerns” could arise from some being able to manage the “cost and time commit-
ment” and others being unable to surmount this barrier (p. 68).  

‘Network’ self-reliance. 

But within ATER, with the exception of some community leaders, COP member discourses 
do not appear to regard self-reliance as congruent with investment. Instead, they appear to 
hold a more collective understanding of self-reliance, perhaps congruent with Mbiti’s 
(1970) assertion that “I am because we are and, since we are, therefore I am” (p. 141). Mem-
bers who called for outside assistance with CBC pedagogy and English language indicate the 
limits of self-reliance: language is not learned solo, and unfamiliar pedagogies and ap-
proaches require demonstration and modelling. Self-reliance is really interdependence, per-
haps aligned with 1970s socialist visions of self-reliance through community development. 
Even though one COP leader declared that “there are no top dogs”, there are still experts in 
the COP, those who can model activities, or encourage and offer corrections for English use. I 
think of this as ‘network reliance’ – self-reliance is not depending on yourself alone but the 
collective “we” in Mbiti’s construction above. 
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But language as imagined in Global North knowledge systems is an individual capacity and 
commodity (see Chapter 4 Section 2). An individual takes an exam and is thus tested on the 
quality of their language; that score will indicate their eligibility for university studies, jobs, 
or even emigration. For Rwandan teachers, there is an absurdity to this: English, for many of 
these teachers, is not an individual possession but what emerges in interactions with others. 
In their private lives, English is not used. It is only used in a classroom or in a training ses-
sion to disseminate knowledge. Amongst members, language looks to be communal: it is 
something shared. I referred to it as ‘native speaker magic’ in that Rwandans seemed to 
think that just talking with me would improve their English. But I have come to see that this 
is how they appear to view English – perhaps similar to African philosophical understand-
ings of commodities like money as being collective. This makes the push for Global North 
language examinations doubly ridiculous: testing forms of language with no relevance to 
teachers’ use, and testing language on an individual, solo basis.   

For leaders, expressions around self-reliance appeared more congruent with those expressed 
at the national and global levels, where self-reliance appears as independence and being able 
to operate on your own. Self-reliance involved investing and adding value to yourself to be 
able to address the challenges of the work environment and take on additional responsibility. 
Thus, this is a space where I perceive a divide between leaders and members – it begins sub-
tly with community leaders, especially with their talk of investment, but becomes more pro-
nounced at the association leadership level, where self-reliance becomes even more individu-
alised, and perhaps more congruent with Global North assumptions of self-reliance as ac-
tively cutting yourself off from reliance on others as individualistic entrepreneurs.  

Tension around money.  

But even amongst COP leaders, there is divergence around issues of money and ‘invest-

ment’. Some appear more understanding of the dire financial situation of teachers; this ap-
pears especially true in rural and peri-rural areas where teachers clearly have little disposa-
ble income. In urban environments, especially for teachers employed at private schools with 
higher salaries, COP leaders have less patience for those unwilling to spend small amounts of 
money to engage with the association. For members, discussions around money were instead 
focused on the ethics of pay, as indicated in Chapter 6 Section 3.  

Evident in those data is a conceptualisation of teacher’s work that is deeply contextualised 
and that reflects the lives of the gathered teachers. For teachers who argued that teaching is 
a job, pay is presented as essential, referenced with biblical profundity as ‘bread’, but also ‘of 
unequivocal importance’, a ‘need’, and even ‘life’.  Pay is a basic expectation as compensation 
for work completed, demonstrating that to teach is not simply a service, but credentialed, le-
gitimate work within the public sector. In the Teacher Development and Management Policy 
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(MINEDUC, 2007), issued prior to the English MOI shift, the government called for im-
provements so that teaching may function as a “a distinct and valued profession within the 
public service” (p. 11). The challenges which face teachers, similar to those mentioned here, 
are indicated, and poor retention is specifically linked with inadequate “financial motivation” 
and pay discrepancies between teachers and other public servants with commensurate quali-
fications (p. 9). In neighbouring Tanzania, Barrett’s (2008) investigation of state teacher 
identity indicated a shift towards a performance model of professionalism: past conceptuali-
sations of the vocation as part of the socialist project have given way to a more individualised 
contract model meant to protect their rights – including timely and adequate renumeration.  

When considering the Rwandan context, however, there is a sharp immediacy to this dis-
course that reflects sociological understandings of poverty. Previous work in Rwanda has 
linked teacher pay with Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, suggesting that poor pay keeps teachers 
trapped at the base of a hierarchy of needs (Muvunyi, 2016). This serves to keep the individ-
ual continually focused on the all-consuming immediate physiological concerns and actively 
prevents them from advancing to consider other needs, such as safety, belonging, esteem, 
and self-actualisation. In research amongst teachers in Ghana, Pryor (1998) utilised the 
same framework and suggested that poor pay amongst teachers “can lead to a vicious circle 
of deprofessionalisation and diminished self-esteem” (p. 222).  

Importantly, there is an external orientation to this conceptualisation of the profession. The 
concern is pay and survival. But external bodies, such as the Rwandan teacher union SNEP, 
have demonstrated inability to address this concern in a meaningful way; no other body di-
rectly represents teachers at the government level (Muvunyi, 2016). There is little evidence 
here of ownership of the problem of pay or a meaningful solution to address it, given that the 
‘locus of control’ (Evans, 2008) is perceived to be outside of the sphere of teacher influence. 

This discourse presents a strict dichotomy, allowing teachers one conceptualisation of their 
work: either you love your learners and don’t care about pay, or you don’t care about your 
learners and care only about pay. The action is individualised and internalised; professional-
ism lies in your attitude, motivation, and approach to your work, and it is an individual deci-
sion, one that cannot be forced from external bodies. There is an exclusivity to this concept 
of professionalism: it is not only that the speakers have indicated positive characteristics of 
their concept of professionalism and what a ‘good’ teacher looks like, but they have also indi-
cated ‘bad’ features. It provides little space for the expression of personal needs, despite iron-
ically emphasising individual commitment. The individual is subsumed within a develop-
ment project, but only if they reflect an acceptable expression of it.  

As mentioned earlier, there is consensus around the role of ‘responsibility’ even in competing 
conceptualisations of professionalism. However, what is unique here is how this discourse 
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reflects neoliberal responsibilisation: the ‘problem’ of pay is an individual one, and teachers 
must themselves overcome it to commit to the expressed conceptualisation in order to be 
considered ‘good’ or ‘professional’ teachers.  

Responsibilisation becomes even more empowered when imbued with powerful nationalist 
discourses. The question of money and pay is brought up as a nationalist issue, indicating, as 
one participant did, that given the size of the teaching profession, asking for a higher salary 
would put an undue burden upon the government. Evident also is the tacit vilification of 
teachers who stop working when they aren’t paid, indicating that they are materialistic or 
teaching only for the money, despite delayed or absent pay being a common challenge for 
teachers throughout East Africa, as noted in Chapter 4. This also reflects rhetoric from Presi-
dent Kagame, as in a 2015 speech in which he lauded teachers from the refugee camps of his 
youth: “whether teachers were paid or not, they kept teaching, and we kept studying” (The 
New Times, 2015, para. 19). Patriotism is thus imbued with a financial aspect; there is gene-
sis of an exclusionary discourse that requires sacrifice to the point that teachers put their 
material needs behind their work for its nationalistic duty. 

In Chapter 6, leaders positioned the English policy as a ‘challenge’, and teachers are respon-

sibilised for its success or failure. This is the direct line of responsibilisation: to engage in 
personal professional development and then to share that development with the broader 
group is a national imperative. Government policy is positioned as a standard to reach, and 
ATER is positioned as the answer, since no other space exists. This is empowering language 
for teachers, being given this responsibility and elevating their work to national importance. 
However, it also requires an immense amount of effort from them: policy is foisted upon 
them and they must work long hours, even outside of standard work time, to be able to meet 
the basic requirements of it. As indicated earlier, this is emblematic of the overly ideological, 
idealised and ‘unscientific optimism’ held for those expected to fulfil policy imperatives (S. 
Strauss & Waldorf, 2011). 

Leaders, in not actively critiquing the English language policy in dissemination events, ap-
pear on the surface neutral, a discourse around valued teacher subjectivity shared with find-
ings in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. However, in the conference keynote speech presented in Chap-

ter 6, the leader indicated alignment with national imperatives and, through his solidarity 

with government discourse, directly responsibilises teachers. The discourse appears 
framed as ‘professional responsibility’, a core aspect of Western forms of teacher profession-
alism. Responsibility, though, is here to carry out – and not critique – directives. 

The literal debate described in Chapter 6 over teaching as a profession or a job approxi-
mates a tension around professionalism discourses found within the core of the association. 
As indicated in Chapter 6, leaders and members contrast qualities of what association 
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members consider ‘old professionalism’ with the ‘mindset change’ reflected in association 
professionalism. Adopting this mindset, which incorporates preferred professional attitudes 
and behaviours about practice, and brings up again the issue of money, is key to member-
ship, as the next section demonstrates. However, as this discourse from member discussions 
demonstrates, the ‘old professionalism’ attitude is a barrier to (especially) impoverished 
teachers’ engagement with this form of professional development. 
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Section 4.  Rewarding alignment   

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

For those able to orient towards the linguistic, pedagogical, and professional demands of the 
‘growth’ mindset as presented in the previous sections, the association provides a space 
which values – and shapes – a globally-networked professional subjectivity who networks 
with colleagues who also teach English and actively engages in his or her professional devel-
opment and ongoing learning. He (and as I have noted, it most often is a ‘he’) attends week-
end and evening meetings, prepares presentations to share his ideas and creative ap-
proaches, and listens to his association colleagues do the same. He orients his understanding 
of professional development according to the standards set by the association, usually lead-
ing as one would a conference presentation, with a PowerPoint presentation and handouts. 
He seeks school permission to attend national conferences, grows accustomed to meeting 
Americans and Britons from the USDOS and the British Council, and he might even form 
more meaningful relationships with a USDOS Fellow, at least for a year. He is aware that as 
an English teacher, he is connected to a broad global network, one with extensive knowledge 
and materials that will upgrade and enhance his teaching. He understands and abides by hi-
erarchy, responding to the community leader’s calls, and respecting the authority of associa-
tion executive leaders, especially given their social capital. He accepts a level of surveillance, 
and, if ever ‘tapped’ on the shoulder, is willing to go into leadership himself. 

Paradoxically, the subjectivity that ATER discourses celebrate is not one always accepted in 
the local context (e.g. among colleagues and other members of the teaching profession) but is 
instead one celebrated at the national policy discourse level and within global spheres. In 
this final discussion, I consider ATER as a ‘safe space’ for this elite alignment and consider 
some of the rewards which function as technologies of power to ensure ongoing alignment.  

4.1. Elite belonging.  

The approach to CPD in which knowledge is ‘constructed’ via a collaborative peer network is 
valued within ATER, but perhaps not outside. ATER leaders called for ‘cascading’ knowledge 
outside of the association amongst colleagues (see Chapter 6 Section 4). Despite this, a COP 
leader discussed his reticence to lead workshops with the teachers at his school:  “this mo-
ment, I don’t share… sounds like I am not going very open. I think sharing is important. But 
I think sharing is important when people are going to share.” In the past, he had designed 
workshops. But each time, the plans were ‘interrupted’ and he was not able to conduct them 
amongst his colleagues. However, he was very willing to share within ATER: he travelled sev-
eral hours to do a guest workshop at a neighbouring COP. Another leader suggested that use 
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of English amongst Rwandans without a foreigner present (see Chapter 6 Section 4) can be 
considered haughty, self-aggrandising, or anti-Rwandan. Most COPs insist on English-only 
environments to provide the most opportunities to practise (and perhaps demonstrate ad-
herence with government policy). So, again, ATER appears as an elite space.   

ATER is effective at shaping members who become engaged and seek to carry on the work of 
the organisation: this is the sustainability inherent in a voluntary model, though it is reliant 
on participant buy-in. While these COP leaders might not find spaces at their work where 
their competences and desire to practise English are valued, there will be other places that 
will. ATER provides these individuals a ‘safe’ Rwandan home: there, they are able to share 
and access resources not otherwise available (such as English teaching materials, language 
learning materials, access to more proficient language speakers, etc.), but importantly, also 
share an epistemology and ontology more aligned with global education ‘norms’.  

4.2. Opportunities and rewards.  

Not all members and leaders were met with hostile environments when attempting to cas-
cade ATER knowledges amongst work colleagues. Knowledge doesn’t always stay inside the 
organisation, but opportunity certainly does. ATER – perhaps like other ELTAs which tie 
themselves closely with global ELT bodies (Gnawali, 2016; Odhiambo & Oloo, 2007; R. 
Smith & Kuchah, 2016) – are non-profit but are still selling something and they maintain a 
recognisable brand that is recognisable to both national and global bodies. 

 In ATER, one peri-rural COP has cultivated strong relationships with district sector officers 
and has received approval for their COP operations to count as part of teachers’ CPD hours, 
so those teachers are able to get permission and sometimes transportation funding through 
school capitation grants. This COP functions as a provider for ‘outsourced’ CPD activities, 
with one of the COP leaders reporting that the teachers who engage in COP CPD through the 
permission scheme ‘gain trust’ from their schools and head teachers: “they tell you that from 
the time [the teachers] came for the these workshops in our COP, their teachers have demon-
strated a kind of professional competence, so we find they have this trust.” 

Global ELT opportunity.  

In taking on and performing valued ATER subjectivities, members are equipped with global 
teaching competences that make them attractive to NGOs and foreign-government run pro-
grammes within Rwanda. In Chapter 6, leaders indicated that they would hand-select lead-
ers and recommend programme participants or candidates for the weekend Access pro-
gramme; some have even moved out of basic education teaching into tertiary or NGO posi-
tions. Those who invest, take ownership, and adopt the ‘mindset’ of the association increase 
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their economic potential as more globally-competent English teacher subjects. Whilst there 
are points of resistance, as seen in the debate over teaching as a job or profession, I assume 
that those teachers who resist are not those who are considered suitable ATER representa-
tives. Gnawali’s (2016) study with the Nepali national ELTA similarly indicated that mem-
bers who served ‘honestly’ were given opportunities to participate in workshops, confer-
ences, and overseas studies. For ATER, the association remains ‘worthy’ of global investment 
when it presents as a microspace for neoliberalism (Larner & Le Heron, 2002) in the service 
of global bodies that would seek ‘appropriate’ Rwandan education sector employees.   

Some of these elite teachers are already exiting the public education sphere. From 2014 to 
2018, I witnessed the transformation of a woman who went from a quiet secondary school 
teacher and peripheral ATER member to her current position as the only woman on the lead-
ership board. She has left her schoolteacher position to be a trainer for an education-focused 
INGO, a move that she credits to her development in ATER, where she learned to “communi-
cate officially with important people… writing emails, even getting many connections like the 
trainings from USDOS and the British Council, meeting those people – it helped me grow 
professionally.” Important for the Rwandan environment, her connections were also willing 
to advocate on her behalf, since “in Rwanda, it’s not always easy to get a job, even if you are 
capable. You normally need connections, people to recommend you. Even connections like, ‘I 
know this person, let me push her.’” For this woman, association leaders provided that push. 

The rewards offered through global stakeholders are a technology of power. The self-govern-
ance of teacher members – what  Nikolas Rose (1999) more eloquently termed ‘the govern-
ance of the soul’ – involves “techniques that individuals use to change their own mind, soul, 
and body to attain a certain quality of life” (DeJaeghere, 2017, p. 9).  In Rwanda, access to 
better-paid and higher-status jobs outside the government school sector requires perfor-
mance of knowledge and skills (management, English, or otherwise) fostered within ATER 
and so the rewards  – either an actual reward or the pleasant spectre of it – act as a carrot to 
incentivise investment. This goes to demonstrate how closely ATER is bonded with global 
scales. The ‘local’ context of ATER is truly “heterogenous and produced from the intersection 
of social, economic and cultural relations linked to various scales” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016, 
p. 13).  
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Chapter 8 
  Final Discussion 

 

 

Section 1.  Findings and implications  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In this thesis, I have advanced the argument that teacher professionalism is discursively con-
structed (K. F. Adams, 2012) within different kinds of structures and power relationships at 
different scales. Utilising a Foucauldian understanding of discourse, I have worked to trace 
discourses around teacher professionalism within a context of neoliberal governmentality. In 
the subsections that follow, I provide a summary of the findings for each research question 
and present implications for discourses deployed at each level.  

1.1. Global level.  

In Chapter 4, I looked at a variety of policy and popular media sources around the global ed-

ucation sphere and the discipline of TESOL/AL in order to consider RQ 1: What are the dis-
courses and attending ‘regimes of truth’ around teacher professionalism within sub-Sa-
haran contexts? As illustrated in Chapter 3 Figure 3.4, these sources were identified through 
a dynamic process moving between the three scales and following discursive threads to poli-
cies, articles, speeches, and other documents. Here, I summarise some of the primary dis-
courses emanating from the global sphere.  

In global education discourses, a “closed loop” (Connell, 2013, p. 109) of knowledge produc-
tion and subsequent policy activity assumes the ontological universality of the human form 
and allows for the understanding of the fragments of the individual through ‘neutral’ 
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scientific inquiry. In both the global education and TESOL/AL spheres, there is a source for 
this ‘evidence’ base and concomitant practices: the Global North. This assumption regarding 
the primacy of the individual as object and subject of knowledge (Foucault, 1977) is very 
much a reflection of the ontological cultures of the Global North. In Geert Hofstede’s (2011) 
often-cited accounting of cultural dimensions, the U.S. and U.K. exhibit the highest (91) and 
third highest (89) scores for individualism over collectivism; the few African nations availa-
ble in his research are far lower (27 for Kenya, for example).  

‘Dividing’ and individualising practices such as standardised examinations (e.g. TALIS, 
TOEFL, and IELTS) assume that the knowledge possessed by teachers can be divorced from 
its sphere of use (such as using English in a conversation or to teach physics). Those exam 
scores, devoid of context, produce data which allow for contest and comparison between na-
tions and drive regimes of truth around teachers that find their way into media discourse and 
make teachers, on an individual basis, responsible for poor quality education outcomes. With 
the infusion of market rationalities, this failure is not only unpatriotic but a waste of money, 
a (neoliberal) moral sin when  “aspects of human existence are valued only if they have space 
to be monetized” (W. Brown, 2019, p. 11). Thus, stripped of professional skill and autonomy, 
teachers can be counted, fragmented, and self-constructed as both subject and product: a 
person who responds systematically and amenably to environmental modification. The result 
is a teacher who is “someone who is eminently governable” (Foucault, 2004b, p. 270). 

Responsibilised teachers are of more value in a neoliberal marketplace. Having taken on the 
burden for improving themselves and their practice to meet policy standards, they begin to 
invest. As demonstrated in Chapter 4, investment practices are especially prevalent in the 
English teaching sector; ‘non-native’ speakers of English especially must prove their lan-
guage and pedagogical capacity, sometimes through exams offered at high cost by the very 
providers where they seek to work. As discussed in Chapter 2, I was a product of this envi-
ronment and had often unknowingly – and perhaps unhappily – acquiesced to this regime of 
truth around positivist, ‘data-driven’ knowledge which aligns aberrant ontologies and episte-
mologies with a form which has global economic coherence and belittles a non-monetised 
existence (W. Brown, 2019).  

Implications and recommendations. 

It is challenging to offer recommendations to bodies like USDOS or the Embassies: embassy 
staff rotate every two or three years and USDOS is governed by political agendas and budg-
ets, as seen in the era of Trump and his concerted defunding and dismantling of the Ameri-
can diplomatic apparatus (Gramer, de Luce, & Lynch, 2017). However, a space where I feel 
uniquely qualified to respond is to the women and men who serve in positions similar to the 
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fellowship which kickstarted my research: those in government-funded consultation roles or 
fellowships. In the final section of this thesis, I write directly to those who, like me, are 
awarded short- and long-term posts within USDOS.  

At the global policymaking level, institutions like the World Bank, UNESCO, and OECD must 
take into account how discourses they produce are interpreted or enacted locally. As seen 
with the World Bank report on education benchmarks in Kenya (Martin & Pimhadzai, 2013), 
policy reports make their way into the popular press and statements like “teachers know lit-
tle more than their students” (p. 18) carry even more weight when backed by the World 
Bank. Further, policymakers, MNEBs, and international education academics must take ac-
count of what is happening on a local level and not simply source their data through stand-
ardised tools such as RCTs which appeal to the “closed loop” of neoliberal logic and 
knowledge production (Connell, 2013, p. 109) but often fail to capture the complexity of the 
local scale. Esther Duflo’s work is an example of this lacuna: her work can both fault teachers 
for absenteeism (Duflo et al., 2012) and simultaneously demonstrate that teachers lack the 
most basic aspect of a job: being paid, on time, for their labour (Duflo et al., 2014). A pejora-
tive positioning of teachers as the problem rather than part of the solution, even when 
cloaked in ‘neutral’ science appears neo-colonialist in the least, and perhaps racist, if taken 
further.  

1.2. National level.  

In Chapter 5, I presented findings in response to RQ 2: What discourses around teacher 
professionalism are present in Rwanda and how have these discourses assumed promi-
nence? As with Chapter 4, the data sources were identified via the dynamic process identified 
in Chapter 3, and the primary discourses that I presented align with much of the existing 
scholarship on the Rwandan context: that through discourses, the Rwandan government de-
ploys tactics of governmentality and “aims to create an infrastructure of power that is decen-
tralised and embedded into everyday life” (Mann & Berry, 2016, p. 120). 

Rwandan individuals are drafted into the national development project and so rapid policy 
changes such as the English medium shift and the introduction of the competence-based cur-
riculum take on a patriotic orientation. As Chapter 5 demonstrated, Rwandans are made in-
dividually responsible for undergoing mindset change for reconciliation and reconstruction; 
responsibility also applies to Rwandan teacher professionalism. Through deployment of indi-
vidualised pedagogical technologies – such as individual participation and certification via 
the eLearning platform or use of standardised English language exams – teachers alone are 
responsible for the shadow work to align themselves with policy directives. Broadly, teacher 
professionalism within Rwandan government discourses holds teachers “accountable but 
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powerless” (B. Adams, 2002, p. 218) whilst being encouraged (paradoxically) to find ‘Rwan-
dan solutions’ to development challenges.  

It is worth underscoring again the distinct irony in this charge. As seen in this thesis, govern-
ment policy necessitates reliance on outsiders via imposition of a (still) foreign language and 
foreign form of pedagogy (constructivism). Constructivism, as a pedagogy, is a paradigm 
change (Tabulawa, 2003) which rearranges ontological and epistemological understanding, 
as if converting to a new religion and taking on a different creation story. Self-organisation 
and teacher-driven professionalism might be effective for those well-versed in the pedagogy, 
as in the Global North where the pedagogy has had decades of development. Rwandan teach-
ers are experts, to be sure, but they broadly lack the knowledge of the mandated pedagogy 
(van de Kuilen et al., 2019) and English language (Simpson, 2014). A foreign pedagogy and 
foreign language serve to emphasise the expertise of outsiders, and even those Rwandans 
able to confidently deploy learner-centred pedagogy, like the association leaders, were often 
trained in the U.S. and U.K. What about this learner-centeredness reflects Rwandan culture 
and values? How does this pedagogy incorporate the specificities of the Rwandan context 
and reflect those values?     

As part of this pedagogy, teachers are encouraged to let go of their sense of power in the 
classroom in order to empower students. They are to adopt a more egalitarian stance and 
celebrate the knowledge that students bring into the classroom. This occurs whilst the re-
mainder of Rwandan society is tightly locked into hierarchical structures (Honeyman, 2016) 
and the teachers themselves have no voice in policy changes that drastically impact their 
work. Further, in this more egalitarian constructivist frame, students are encouraged to use 
their own voices and reference their own knowledges, but they are not examined with a sys-
tem that values either.  These spaces of incongruence account for the frequent ‘tissue rejec-
tion’ (Holliday, 1992) of imported languages and pedagogies (Brock-Utne, 2001; Brock-Utne 
& Holmarsdottir, 2004; Tabulawa, 1997, 2003; Vavrus, 2009).  

Lifelong learning – like self-investment – are essential in the modern Rwandan and global 
economies. Tech leaders often glorify the rapid pace of change, with an Institute of the Fu-
ture and Dell Technologies report recently claiming that 85% of the jobs required in 2030 
haven’t been invented yet (IFTF, 2017, p. 14) In order to stay relevant and employable in this 
unstable (or exciting, depending on your orientation) economy, workers must constantly re-
skill and engage in “perpetual flexibility adjustment” to align with the market (Hand, 2008, 
p. 91). Like these flexible workers, these discourses lock Rwandan teachers into “a perpetual 
state of reaction” (T. P. Williams, 2017, p. 10, emphasis his). 
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Implications at the national level.  

In my critique of the Rwandan government and its policies, I join with other researchers who 
have the ability to do so (e.g. Fisher, 2015; e.g. Honeyman, 2016; T. P. Williams, 2017), a 
privilege unavailable to Rwandan academics due to government repression. Throughout this 
study, the influence and control of the Rwandan government is constant: a government 
which embodies both manager and family (Fisher, 2015). Despite that warming rhetoric, 
when I look at recent education policy shifts, I see a pall of injustice. Education for all entails 
not only physical access to classrooms but the experience of a good quality education (Tikly 
& Barrett, 2011). Students unable to learn in a language they understand, and teachers una-
ble to teach in a language that they are trained to employ means that the system will remain 
fundamentally unjust, inaccessible, and of poor quality. The Rwandan government continues 
to refuse to acknowledge the reality of the English situation; as seen with recent offerings 
such as the eLearning platform, there is no space for bilingual teacher education.  

Space of individualisation and poverty. Rwandan national discourses emphasise the 
individual’s role in national improvement: everyone is joined in the patriotic project of na-
tional development. Similar discourses are apparent throughout the levels of ATER: improv-
ing the English language capabilities of teachers and students is a patriotic duty. As one 
leader exhorted the conference audience, teachers have been “challenged” with the heavy 
load of English medium implementation, but they take on this duty for the sake of the na-
tion.  

Thus, what are the justice ramifications for teachers unable to engage in ATER or in other 
forms of self-organised or teacher-driven professional development? Teachers who do not – 
or cannot – perform are viewed as irresponsible (Ball & Olmedo, 2013). In identifying this 
form of linguistic, pedagogical, and even policy-based responsibilisation, this research joins a 
chorus of others who have pointed out how poverty has become individualised within 
Rwanda (Ansoms, 2008; Pells et al., 2014; Purdekova, 2012). By recasting poverty as an in-
dividual failing, governments are able to relinquish some responsibility. Similarly, in individ-
ualising professional development, responsibility shifts onto the teacher.  

At the start of this research, I put forth arguments for professional associations as sustaina-
ble professional development providers or incubators (Cameron, 2017); it is clear to me now 
that this is a fundamental misconstruction of the dynamics of poverty.  Those dependent on 
small salaries are necessarily focused on the present, and investments (even in paying for 
transport to professional development events) must have quick, tangible payoffs. In studies 
of American poverty, researchers have contrasted low and high socioeconomic groups and 
their different expressions of ‘time perspective’, a concept borrowed from economic theory 
(L. C. Guthrie, Butler, & Ward, 2009). Similar to results of other studies, the researchers 
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found that those of higher socioeconomic status are better able to work towards future pay-
offs, in contrast with those who are concerned with daily survival. An association mindset 
which requires ongoing investment with the promise of an intangible – yet perhaps social or 
patriotic – payoff has little appeal to a teacher whose immediate concern is with money as 
literal bread for her family. This sheds further light upon the situation indicated in Chapter 4 
Section 1, wherein teachers experience salary delays (Duflo et al., 2014; Tao, 2013b). 

Recommendations.  

In utilising my research to offer recommendations for policy and practice to the Rwandan 
government, I join with the many other researchers who critique the English medium policy 
(Milligan et al., 2017; Negash, 2011; Pearson, 2014; Samuelson & Freedman, 2010; 
Sibomana & Uwambayinema, 2016; Simpson, 2017; T. P. Williams, 2017). However, I also 
acknowledge the ‘reality’ of how Rwanda functions; I recognise that it is unlikely that this 
policy will change, especially with the most recent policy change that has extended English 
medium of instruction from the very start of primary at Year 1 (T. P. Williams, 2020). Still, I 
continue to argue that the government – like the global bodies referenced in the previous 
section – root their reforms in the reality of local situations and especially acknowledge the 
problem of English proficiency throughout the nation. ATER leaders, as elite and skilled lan-
guage and teaching professionals adept at bridging international discourses on language ed-
ucation and local teachers, ought to be consulted in language policymaking, especially if the 
government is to hold to its call for “Rwandan solutions.” 

1.3. Local level.  

In Chapter 6, I addressed RQ 3: What collective discourses around professionalism are ap-
parent within ATER? and RQ 4: How do individuals within ATER express and enact dis-
courses of their own professionalism? Utilising a variety of ethnographic data collection 
methods (including observations, interviews, workshops, and visual techniques), I gathered 
discourses from the association leader, community leader, and member levels of the associa-
tion.  

Broadly, as indicated in this thesis, the subjectivity valued in ATER leader and community 
leader discourses aligns with global assumptions of professionalism. The valued subjectivity 
is one who adopts the independence and creativity required of BANA English teachers and 
would subsequently be valued in global education parlance. The teacher is able to identify his 
own areas of expertise and construct training by which to transmit those best practices to 
others. He engages actively in the association, participating in the knowledge sharing and in-
vesting in his future career. These are aspects of teacher professionalism celebrated as 
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ostensibly ‘good things’ within global and national discourses. In aligning with these dis-
courses, the association is actively combatting the pejorative positioning assigned by global 
education bodies such as the World Bank and the GEM reports and demonstrating that even 
English teachers with little proficiency are able to function and develop as professionals. But 
this is also aligning valued association member traits with neoliberal subjectivities: members 
take on the lion’s share of responsibility for acquiring the knowledge and skills required by 
ambitious government policies and become self-driven (and largely self-funded) lifelong 
learners. 

There are important spaces of individual and collective pushback, demonstrating the im-
portance of a critical realist understanding of the relationship between agency and structure 
(Wheatley, 2019). Members push back against discourses which link patriotism and service, 
arguing that a profession should be respected and paid accordingly; that advocating for one’s 
needs isn’t disloyal. The community leader who paid for the transportation costs of impover-
ished local teachers demonstrated a contextual modification of the ‘investment’ discourse. 
And finally, leadership discourses which assume that COPs have all of the required expertise 
within their local circles are frequently opposed. Member teachers continue to voice what is 
still needed – what the association leadership and the government do not provide – in the 
form of English and pedagogical content. The assumption that management is what is ‘miss-
ing’ from professional teacher practice in Rwanda appears actively resisted.  

Implications for ATER.  

In Section 1.1, findings related to RQ 3 and 4 demonstrated the creep of neoliberal discourses 
into individual and collection association discourse. In a system where teachers and profes-
sional associations are fundamentally excluded from participating in policy processes, ne-
oliberal discourses hold a seductive charm, especially when those discourses are welded with 
themes of nationalism and patriotism. Individualisation becomes one of the only options 
when collective bargaining is off the table; the system cannot be changed as a whole but the 
individual can do something in their own environment. It serves as an appeal to freedom: 
perhaps with enough self-improvement and demonstration of knowledge, expertise, and in-
vestment, the teachers will be allowed a seat at the table in decision-making: a realisation of 
their professional capacity. Pyysiäinen et al. (2017) contended that “the subjects of neoliber-
alism are persuaded into active responsibility-taking by the appeal to personal freedom and 
possibilities of self-realisation” (p. 219). But the most recent policy change – 2020’s procla-
mation that all learners will use English from Primary 1 (T. P. Williams, 2020) – indicates 
that the Rwandan government still refuses to engage with even its own home-grown experts 
(e.g. the association leaders) in implementing policy: the possibilities for member self-
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realisation thus exist in the global sphere, in the rewards offered by British Council and 
USDOS programmes.   

The association hierarchy reflects the structured organisation of the broader Rwandan social 
and political environment but is also subject to the same ‘pitfalls’ of that environment. In 
Chapter 5, I discussed accusations of elitism levied against the Rwandan government: simi-
larly, if the subjectivity valorised by the association becomes overly elite and inaccessible to 
‘ordinary’ teachers, the association risks becoming another space of elite capture and exclu-
sion. Paran (2016) noted that globally, there is great diversity among ELTAs and other 
teacher associations regarding their purpose and practices, but they are not necessarily rep-
resentative of the national broader teaching service. An association might represent a geo-
graphic location (as in teachers in the capital city) or some branch of the service (public ver-
sus private), but Paran failed to reference another set of representative boundaries: socioeco-
nomic status.  

For those able to afford the cost of association investment, the fees seem a pittance. But 
those fees are required for the association to continue: with no income stream beyond mem-
ber dues and the occasional influx of Department of State or British Council funding to facili-
tate large-scale events, ATER is unable to provide for teacher transportation expenses. It 
must then function as a sort of business, albeit non-profit; indeed, the British Coun-
cil/IATEFL publication Running an Association of Language Teachers (Gomez, 2011) be-
gins with a lengthy discussion of financial concerns and accounting. Thus there is an im-
passe: impoverished teachers will not be able to afford the required investment, and they will 
remain at the periphery, engaging with some activities but perhaps not able to fully partici-
pate in the social network of the association as they do not exhibit the desired qualities of the 
association mindset.  This oppression of primary school teachers keeps them in poverty and 
reinforces social exclusion of rural poor – they are not permitted to see an alternative for 
themselves that empowered, capable teachers living in their midst might provide.  

Thus, the poverty suffered by many Rwandan teachers is a fundamental limit to their en-
gagement in this form of professional development and adoption of the association ‘mind-
set’. An elite-globally aligned (and neoliberal) teacher subjectivity does not appear to those 
who cannot afford it. This indicates that the association itself is limited as a model for wide-
spread teacher improvement; instead, it stands to create a different class of teacher-profes-
sionals, self-entrepreneurs who are able to invest in themselves and advance within the field, 
but perhaps initiating a internal brain-drain as ‘better’, globally-competent teachers with 
stronger English language communicative skills move out of teaching positions, or at least 
obscuring the link between capability and competence. Individual investment nets individual 
improvement and advancement, rather than widespread system change. Thus, it seems that 
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this subjectivity is only available to a minority who have the time, space, and money to pur-
sue it. 

Recommendations for ATER.  

For ATER, I offer a few suggestions, aimed primarily at leaders of this association and other 
ELTAs in contexts similar to Rwanda. First, I suggest that the membership fees be seriously 
considered and revised. A flat fee, as existed at the time of writing, is in effect regressive and 
reinforces the inequality between teachers in different sites and at different educational lev-
els. Thus, the fees only serve to reinforce the hierarchy within the education system, deter-
mined and maintained through qualifications and pay. I would go further to encourage lead-
ers to think of other ways for teachers to ‘pay’ for their membership: doing a certain amount 
of service for the group or leading trainings or recruitment drives. Looking for other ways be-
yond financial investment could engage a broader range of teachers. 

I also encourage the leaders to diversify their approaches to the COPs: some require little as-
sistance (especially in urban areas) but those in rural areas desperately require the commod-
ity that the association itself is said to provide: English language expertise. In rural COPs, the 
COP leader might be the only confident English speaker. They require support. The associa-
tion leaders are held in high regard, I argue, because they have not only social capital but 
pedagogical capital. But there is a tendency to take on a neoliberal, managerial approach to 
leadership: those leaders are skilled at navigating global partnerships, sourcing funding, and 
organising conferences attended by international guests. However, perhaps the shows of ex-
pertise and sharing that members crave more from their leaders are information or 
knowledge (Simpson & Muvunyi, 2012), or, as this study demonstrates, English language 
competency. In Chapter 3, I discussed how I was assigned a different identity than the one 
that I wanted to deploy: I wanted to be viewed as a researcher, but I could not escape my sta-
tus as a muzungu, a ‘white’ American, English speaker, and teacher trainer. In contrast with 
teaching a language or new pedagogy, managerialism often feels like an easier expertise to 
deploy: you can train someone in how to organise an event, and then leave it in their hands, 
as a packaged epistemic commodity. The Rwandan government adopts a similar orientation 
through the eLearning platform: once teachers have been oriented to the platform and sensi-
tised to continuous professional development, they can be ‘signposted’ to what they need to 
acquire on their own. However, as this thesis has demonstrated, members desire not just a 
template for how to meet as professionals but intensive instruction and support in the lan-
guage and pedagogical content required for their work. So, I advise that the quest for man-
aged, organised association be balanced with content training.   
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Section 2.  Contribution and limitations  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

2.1. Contribution to knowledge.  

My work has offered several contributions, some of which have been explained above. I am 
most proud of the thickness and richness of my work in being able to illustrate the context 
which surrounds and envelops ATER. I have answered Ball’s (2012) call for mappings of 
“mundane” neoliberalism (p. 2) and demonstrated the pernicious, mutable nature of neolib-
eral discourse and its frequent vehicle, the English language. I’ve engaged widely and wildly 
with literature from across the disciplines of education, policy studies, economics, poverty 
research, agriculture, and linguistics. In this section, I comment on several spaces where I 
have made a contribution to knowledge.   

Original topic and findings. This thesis is one of the few studies on teacher profes-
sionalism in Rwanda, and it can be added to the small but growing literature on teacher pro-
fessionalism and teacher identity in Africa and in the postcolonial world. Further, I have 
elaborated upon a professional space which has received little attention in education and lin-
guistics literature: a professional teacher association, and specifically an English language 
teacher association. Even within the TESOL/AL sphere, few studies specifically centre on Af-
rican teachers of English and the spaces where they hone their professional identity. Within 
the limited literature on ELTAs (Odhiambo & Oloo, 2007; R. Smith & Kuchah, 2016), there 
has been little critical engagement with postcolonial politics of English or neoliberal 
knowledge hierarchies.   

In tracing discourses, I have identified another space where Rwandan neoliberal responsi-
bilisation serves to hold teachers – rather than the government – accountable for skills re-
quired by ambitious policy; this reflects Ansoms’ (2008, 2013) work around poverty respon-
sibilisation. However, my findings around the discourse of ‘mindset change’ as a driver of re-
sponsibilisation are unique to this thesis. I have not come across other studies investigating 
mindset in Rwanda specifically; other research that does engage with ‘mindset’ is usually 
psychological (and perhaps drawing upon the theories of Carol Dweck, which I have criti-
cised here). I have added to a limited body of research that conceptualises English language 
teachers as ‘ideal’ neoliberal subjects: much of the work has addressed them as pedagogical 
practitioners, not workers. Further, I have worked to tie those ‘global’ workers (like me) as 
influencers and discursive carriers at the ‘local’ context.  
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Theoretical contribution. I have adapted the work of other academics who have uti-
lised a critical realist understanding of Foucauldian discourse (Sims-Schouten et al., 2007; 
Wheatley, 2019), which is important, especially in a postcolonial context, as it allows for ac-
tor agency in pushing back against hegemonic discourses and ongoing modification of struc-
tures. But as far as I can ascertain, my use of this theoretical framework for understanding 
teacher professionalism is novel and previously unseen, and, I argue, particularly important 
for work in a postcolonial, ‘nascent’ English-medium context. In drawing upon extra-discur-
sive aspects of the association alongside member talk and writing, I’ve attempted to under-
mine some of the cognitive linguistics approaches that are often uncritically applied in these 
contexts. A Foucauldian approach to discourse allowed me to belie the hegemonic assump-
tions expressed in Chapter 2 that language – and specifically English language – can ‘hold’ 
and express the totality of the world.   

Methodological contribution. My work has offered a methodological contribution to 
CCS research and suggested practices in working in power-laden cross-cultural research situ-
ations. I’ve addressed Robertson’s (2018) concern regarding the over-stratification of scales 
within the CCS and used a Foucauldian analysis to demonstrate the multiple “local and 
global horizons of origin” that complicate otherwise seemingly “local” discourses (p. 42). Be-
cause I see agency as well as structure operating at the local, national, and global levels, my 
methodology responds accordingly: I have used a variety of ethnographic data collection 
methods to try and understand the role of agency at different levels of the CCS.  With appli-
cation of visual methods such as giving participants cameras to capture images of their work, 
I’ve worked to help my participants focus on some of the extra-discursive aspects of the ac-
tual that surround them, helping them to reflect on some of the less visible structures that 
impact their daily work.  

2.2. Limitations and looking ahead.  

As with any piece of academic research, there are limitations to my study and its broader ap-
plication. As a case study focused on a very unique teacher group within a unique national 
context, there is already a limit to the application of my more fine-grained results to other 
context. Critical realists stress the mutable, changeable nature of the real, that what we cap-
ture in the empirical are only fleeting moments within the entirety of actions, interactions, 
and events which occur every moment (Fleetwood, 2014). I can capture a few hours via my 
chosen data collection methods, but they only scratch the surface of what occurs in the real.  

The empirical that I have captured is what I have access to: my choice to use the English me-
dium, for example, means that I have limited my participants to a form of expression which 
is immediately foreign to them. My attempts to mitigate my privileged positionality as a 
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white, middle-class monolingual English speaker and teacher trainer often fell flat, as I de-
scribed in Chapter 3. I was limited also by time: I captured only three months within one 
year within the association; even in the two years since that period, there have already been 
structural (and national) changes which potentially negate or contradict my findings.  

As noted in Chapter 3, a comparative case study provides three tools for examining a case 
study environment, namely vertical cross-level comparison, horizontal inter-level compari-
son, and comparison over time across or within levels. The amount of data collected at each 
CCS level, along with the myriad possibilities for forms of comparison, act as a consistent 
limitation for CCS research (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016), and so the role of positionality and an 
honest reflection of the tools used is required.  

As the researcher behind this work, I represent a second significant limitation to the study. 
My network mapping of the national and global levels was limited by my own familiarity 
with both contexts: I am sure that I have been unable to fully account for the complex, ever-
changing educational environment in Rwanda (Knutsson & Lindberg, 2019). Honeyman 
(2016) and others have noted the complexity of understanding goings-on without being em-
bedded in the Rwandan context. I wrote this thesis in the U.K., and even the 2020 shift to 
full English medium of instruction came as a bolt from the blue (T. P. Williams, 2020). 

Further, I have been ‘outside’ the TESOL/AL sphere since commencing doctoral studies, so I 
recognise that my interpretation of the offerings and opportunities within that discipline are 
very much impacted by my career in it, which spanned the very troubled years of pre- and 
post-global financial crisis (2007-2016).  

 

Ultimately, all a critical researcher can hope to present, despite the limitations, is a piece of 
work that can add to “overlapping, differentiated, uneven” layers (Rutzou, 2016, para. 13) to 
map teacher professionalism within the Rwandan context.  

Further research.  

This research uncovers myriad directions for further research. For my own future work, I am 
particularly interested in the following two strands.  

First, more research is needed to understand English use and value in Rwanda, especially 
outside the capital city and outside school environments. How do Rwandans perceive the 
English language? Outside classrooms, what is it used for? As suggested in Chapter 6, Eng-
lish use amongst Rwandans denotes elitism; it appears then that ‘mindset’ change around 
English as development remains incomplete. An empirical accounting of English use and 
perceived value, even conducted in a form ‘acceptable’ to Rwandan government standards 
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for research, could be impactful in influencing – and perhaps weakening – future language 
policy manoeuvres.  

Second, I’m interested in looking at a sort of ‘reverse’ version of this work: to focus instead 
on a global education or English language institution operating in a context like Rwanda and 
examine the role of local employees in shaping that organisation’s ‘local’ efforts to impact ed-
ucation. At U.S. embassies, for example, local employees are the most useful contacts: they 
are tentpoles for programmes and relationships since American foreign service officers (the 
ostensible education ‘experts’) cycle in and out every two years.  
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Section 3.  Final words  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

In this last portion of the thesis, I offer a bookend to my Preface, an after-the-fact response 
to my pre-thesis self to address the complexities of my role as a discursive carrier. As my fi-
nal reflection and statement, I address this letter to others like me, the middle-class and 
overwhelmingly white Americans and Britons who receive prestigious fellowships offered 
through the U.S. Department of State and various U.K. government bodies.   

Dear Awardee: 

First of all, congrats on your (Fulbright/English Language Fellow/English Language Spe-
cialist/Gilman/Peace Corps/VSO) award for work in (postcolonial Global South low-income 
nation)! I’ve been in your shoes and I recognise the hard work and dedication that you have 
put in to be able to obtain this coveted role.    

Already, you can probably sense the complexity of your role. Your position is funded by a 
government with a long track record of exploiting (or ignoring) low-income nations. But at 
the same time, your credibility and legitimacy as an ‘expert’ (of some sort) is tied up in that 
association. Maybe you will choose – as I did – to see yourself as a representative of the 
‘good’ version of America or the United Kingdom. You will become adept at criticising your 
national government and stop bristling when others do the same – it is a subtle distancing, a 
way of saying, “they are like that, but I’m not.” 

But at the same time, maybe you don’t feel powerful; it can be disconcerting to locate your-
self at a new intersection of power and identity that didn’t exist for you back home. You 
might feel uncomfortable being labelled as a ‘professional’ when you’ve never worked in 
(postcolonial nation) before. You will work to learn the language and adopt the cultural cues 
to better fit in, but you will still be an outsider, and an outsider from a powerful nation. Peo-
ple will ask you for money and assume that you have influence beyond your limited sphere. 
You will get frustrated when everything seems outside of your control and you are exhausted 
being in a constant spotlight, always ‘on’ and no longer able to fade into the background, as 
you would in your home country where you blend comfortably into the majority. Maybe, for 
the first time in your life, you are confronted with having a racial identity, and you are 
judged, valued, or commodified because of it.  

You will probably also reach a point where it all appears meaningless. You have a task, a 
goal, an expertise to share – and yet it might feel like a grain of miserable sand in a Sahara of 
need. Maybe, to cope with all of this, you will assume that your good intentions will suffice – 
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at least you are doing something, right? In this position, you can ‘spread’ your privilege and 
use it for something good.  

Maybe. Or maybe not.  

First, let’s do the uncomfortable and destabilising work of acknowledging what it is that we 
get from the experience. Acknowledge, to yourself, that our good intentions are cut through 
with your own career ambitious, thirst for adventure, and perhaps the unspoken, illicit desire 
for remarkable social media fodder. Don’t rest on the laurels of your performed virtue and 
instead hold space with this provocation from the Ugandan advocacy campaign No White 
Saviours (2020): “Maybe you’re #blessed or maybe you’re reaping the benefits of centuries of 
white dominance and exploitation.”  

Good intentions are not enough. We have to recognise that we play a role in conveying pow-
erful discourses around knowledge, language, and expertise, that we are perpetuating exploi-
tation and marginalisation of non-Western ontologies and epistemologies. The very fact that 
our fellowships are only open to Americans or Britons rather than functioning as exchanges 
assumes a knowledge transfer from centre to periphery. We are perhaps fond of labelling this 
as a form of privilege sharing. Perhaps we assume that with the right combination of humil-
ity and openness, we can avoid embodying a colonial oppressor.   

Yes, we can make attempts to mitigate this privilege, but, for me in my work in Rwanda, no 
amount of minimising my whiteness or Americanness made me less of an English speaker, 
the resource that my students (and so many Rwandans in general) sought. I wasn’t comforta-
ble with acknowledging that my linguistic capital was my form of power, and no amount of 
material reciprocity was going to undermine that privilege and level the field of power. In as-
suming I had this ability to mitigate my privilege, I was relying upon the “elasticity” of my 
whiteness (and English-speakerness), to borrow from sociologist Tressie McMillan Cottom 
(2019, p. 103), that I could be identified as white and an English speaker when I wanted it, 
but then be this impartial, neutral, language-less observer when it suited my research needs. 
This unwitting “removal” of myself as a white, powerful speaker plays to positivist notions 
that the researcher can remove his or her bias and influence upon the research subject. If we 
don’t do this challenging work, engage with these questions and make ourselves uncomforta-
ble, we are negating the tenets of postcolonial and critical paradigms.  

You carry with you assumptions that are extremely hard to unpick – assumptions about the 
constitution of the human, what counts as ‘knowledge’ and how that knowledge should be 
applied or transmitted. It’s easy to say, “oh, I am just teaching English, it’s what people 
want!” and continue with our uncritical pedagogical approaches and materials, absolving 
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ourselves from responsibility in carrying deficiency discourses from the global to the local 
level.   

So, what are we to do in these fellowship roles and these careers? I agree that removing your-
self completely from the field and discipline is yet another flex of our privilege – and one 
that, for someone like me, is less of an option as I have not the money to retrain in another 
career. So, instead, I offer these suggestions.  

In your work, look at what local teachers are doing – and as hard as it is, try to look for 
spaces that contradict your immediate assumptions of what is ‘good’ or ‘bad’ teaching. Listen 
to teachers. Refuse to do presentations or trainings unless you can co-lead them with a 
teacher from your school. Use your funding pots not for your own travel but for sponsoring 
your colleagues. Think about what you post to social media and how it will be taken up by 
your audience at home – are you another form of entertaining content, or a way for Ameri-
cans and Britons to critically reflect on their role in neo-colonialism? Think about whose 
words you use and how you use them. Share ownership and authorship of intellectual and 
academic projects.  Push your USDOS and British Council supervisors to seek out Africans – 
not you! – for trainings and briefings.  

Read thinkers and academics from that geographic area, even if they aren’t often cited or 
well-known. Bring up their ideas in conversations and debates; print or purchase their work 
and give it to the people you work with. Read also the thinkers who have questioned race and 
power and have done much of the painful critical work that we benefit from today: Franz 
Fanon, bell hooks, Angela Davis, Audre Lorde, James Baldwin, Nell Irwin Painter, Gayatri 
Chakravorty Spivak, Adrienne Rich, and Ngũgĩ wa Thiong'o, to name only a few.  

Just as feminism offers men freedom from a rigid, pre-determined concept of masculine, ex-
ploring yourself – and your assumptions about knowledge, power, race, and hierarchy – can 
ultimately be liberating. For me, there has been great freedom in embracing uncertainty, 
even when it sits alongside pain.   

Yours, 

Leanne  
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Appendix 2. Interview schedule  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

The following questions formed a ‘reservoir’ used in the semi-structured individual inter-
views and for the leader focus group.  

Purpose Questions 

Being a ‘good’ and 
‘professional’ 
teacher in Rwanda 

 

- What is teaching: an occupation, a profession, a calling, 
a vocation, an art, a science, or something completely 
different? 

- What does a ‘good’ teacher do? 

- What does a ‘professional’ teacher do?  

- Are these the same thing? Can you be ‘good’ and not 
‘professional’ or vis-versa?  

Teachers them-
selves 

 

- Are you professional? What makes you professional?  

- How can someone tell that you are professional?  

- What does an unprofessional teacher look like?  

- What does it mean to be professional inside of the 
classroom?  

- What does it mean to be professional outside of the 
classroom? 

Context: Rwanda 

 

 

 

 

- In general, are Rwandan teachers ‘professional’ – why 
or why not? 

- Is it easy or hard to be professional in Rwanda? 

- What kind of knowledge do you need to be a profes-
sional teacher? 

- Which is most important and why? 

Responsibilities, 
knowledge, auton-
omy, and collegial-
ity  

- What knowledge does a professional teacher need? 

- How are professional teachers autonomous?  

- What responsibilities do professional teachers have? 

- How do professional teachers work with colleagues? 

- What are the responsibilities inside of your classroom? 

- What knowledge do you need to be a good teacher 
within your classroom? 

- Where do you have autonomy in your work as a 
teacher?  
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- When do you interact with other teachers at your 
school? How do you interact with them? 

Continuous profes-
sional development  

 

- What forms of continuous professional development 
do you engage in?  

- Do you ever co-teach? Do you ever lead trainings at 
your school? 

- Do you often have CPD trainings at your school? What 
trainings have you experienced in the last year? Can 
you explain their purpose and primary content?  

- What has been your role in those trainings?  

- Are the trainings useful to improve your teaching? 
How? In what ways?  

- What forms of professional development have you 
done in the past six months? Consider school-based 
development or trainings and ATER trainings. What is 
the difference between these two types of trainings? 

ATER: for non-
leaders 

 

 

 

 

ATER’s link to pro-
fessionalism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Why did you join ATER? What role do you have in the 
association?  

- Will you change your role in ATER in the future? Why 
or why not?  

- What is the value of ATER to you personally? 

- Would you convince others to become a member of 
ATER? Why or why not?  

- How does ATER contribute to your sense of         pro-
fessionalism? Why? 

- How does ATER help teachers become more         
professional?  

- What do ATER members need to do to become more 
professional?  

- Who has more responsibility for ‘becoming’ profes-
sional – ATER members themselves or the association?  

- What professional development have you received 
from ATER? 

- Have you contributed to others’ professional develop-
ment in ATER? How? Why?  

- How do you connect your experience at ATER to your 
workplace?  

- What role does ATER play in the broader education 
system? 
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ATER for leaders  - What can you tell me about your unique roles in 
founding ATER?  

- Why did you want to be leaders within ATER?  

- Is there a difference in experience between ATER lead-
ers and other ATER members?  

- What does ‘professional’ mean to you?  

- What does a professional teacher look like in Rwanda? 

- Are Rwandan teachers professional? Why or why not?  

- How does ATER help teachers become more profes-
sional?  

- What do ATER members need to do to become more 
professional?  

- Who has more responsibility for ‘becoming’ profes-
sional – ATER members themselves or the association?  

- How do you convince education stakeholders of the 
value of the association?  

ATER history  - Why was ATER founded? 

- What organisations influenced the founding of ATER? 

- Has the purpose or importance of the group changed 
since its founding?  

- What role does ATER serve in the broader education 
environment in Rwanda? 

The ‘market’ for 
CPD in Rwanda 

 

- What are some of the groups involved with teacher 
CPD and training (beyond ITE)?  

- What does ATER offer that is different?  

- Is there a competition between the two different mod-
els? (i.e. teacher driven and externally driven) 

Ideas for one-on-
one interviews or 
workshops? 

- Ask teachers to create an org chart or mapping of who 
is responsible for what aspects of professionalism? 

Quality versus qual-
ified (Iwakuni, 
2017) 

- What is a quality teacher? A qualified teacher? 

- Are ATER teachers quality? Why?  

- How does ATER consider quality?  

- What are the discourses or understandings around 
“quality” narratives in Rwanda? 

- Professionalism and quality 
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Appendix 3. Participant information sheets 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Introduction: I am a PhD student at University of Bristol, pursuing a PhD in Education.  
My proposed study aims to explore teacher professionalism in Rwanda. Since you are a 
member of the Association of Teachers of English in Rwanda (ATER), I would like to invite 
you to participate in this project; however, first I would like to make sure you understand 
why the research is being done and what it will involve.  

The purpose of this study is to explore how ATER as a group and members as individuals ex-
press and practice professionalism; essentially, I want how ATER is defines professionalism 
(the improvement of teacher quality and standards of practice) and how you are seeking to 
gain it. It has several levels and you are currently being requested to participate in an intro-
ductory workshop, a WhatsApp discussion group, and a concluding discussion session.  It 
has several levels and you are currently being requested to participate in a series of inter-
views and a one-week observation within your classroom.   

Do I have to take part?  Participation in this research is voluntary. You are not required 
to participate and can withdraw your consent at any time.  

The introductory interview: We will meet one week before the observation for a one-
hour meeting. We will choose a place which is convenient for you.  

(a) The interview will focus on your biographic information.  
(b) The interview will be audio-recorded. I will transcribe the recording and I will share the 

transcript with you. 

The observation week: I will observe you during your classroom teaching and interview 
you about your practices within your classroom. Together, we will decide which lessons I will 
observe over the week, preferably 3-4 hours each day. 

(a) I will obtain permission from your principle or head of school. 
(b) We will decide together a procedure so I will be as unobtrusive to your lessons as possi-

ble.  
(c) I will take notes during the observation.  
(d) At the end of each day, we will have a short interview (15-30 minutes) where I will ask 

you questions about your practice from that day. The interview will be audio-recorded. 
I will transcribe the recording and I will share the transcript with you. 

The visual diary: After the observation week, I will give you a digital camera and ask you 
to take pictures which you will share with me in the final interview.  
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a) The images you take belong to you. If you want to send me these pictures, you can. I 
will seek your permission before I use these images for publications or presentations.  

b) You can keep the camera. 

The final interview: We will arrange a date and time for a final interview in late March. At 
this interview, you will share the images with me and discuss what they mean.  

(a) The interview will be audio-recorded. I will transcribe the recording and I will share the 
transcript with you. 

Will my taking part in this project be kept confidential?  If you agree to take part, 
your name along with the name (and any other identifying information, such as the name or 
city of your school, for example) will be made anonymous so that the information you pro-
vide cannot be traced back to you. I will use pseudonyms to ensure anonymity and store your 
data in a secured password protected computer. In reporting the findings from this research 
as publications or conference presentations, I will take care to ensure that no individuals can 
be identified. If I seek to use your photo for a publication or conference presentation, I will 
seek your consent first and will not publish any photos of you without permission.  

What happens now? If you are interested in taking part in the study, you are asked to 
complete the attached consent form to say that you have fully understood the purpose of this 
study and what will be involved. You can withdraw your participation at any point during the 
research process. You will not be judged in any way on any of the information you choose to 
disclose, and I would ask you to be as honest as possible. 

Can I withdraw my data after it has been collected? Yes. If you wish to withdraw 
your data, please contact Leanne by 31 October 2018.  

Who can I contact if I have any concerns about the research process? If you have 
any concerns that I cannot resolve, or any complaints, you may contact my supervisor.  

 

Researcher   Leanne Cameron   
   Contact number- (WhatsApp) +44 7842 518710 
   Email: LM.Cameron@bristol.ac.uk    
 
Supervisor  Dr Angeline Barrett  
   Email: Angeline.Barrett@bristol.ac.uk  
 
ATER Contact [Leader information] 
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Appendix 4. Participant biographic questionnaire 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 

Name: ______________________________  Gender: _______ Age: _______ 

Preferred Pseudonym: ______________  Place of birth: ___________________ 

Current teaching title and school: ____________________________________ 

Your school:    Public / Religious / Other private Level:   Primary / Secondary    

Grades taught: __  Languages spoken: _______________________________________ 

Phone number: _______________ Email: ____________________________________ 

Previous teaching jobs (titles/grades/subjects taught, just briefly):  

______________________________________________________________________ 

Number of years you have been a teacher: _______  Teaching qualification:  ______ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Institution where you qualified: ____________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________ 

Have you received any scholarships or bursaries for study/special programmes inside or out-

side of Rwanda?  

______________________________________________________________________ 

When did you join ATER? ______ What is your current role? ___________________ 

How did you learn about ATER?  __________________________________________ 

What would you like to learn from a workshop about teacher professionalism?  

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Is there anything else you think I should know about you?  

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you for your participation! Please contact Leanne (LM.Cameron@bristol.ac.uk; 

WhatsApp +44 7842518710) with questions or concerns.
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Appendix 5. Visual diary instructions 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

This diary is to help you keep track of the photos that you take. There are sheets for you to 
take notes, write ideas, and record your reasons for making the images. Please try to take a 
photograph for each of the ‘concepts’ or ‘prompts’ within the notebook. Please bring this di-
ary with you to the final interview so you can talk about your reasons for taking the images 
and their meaning to you. If you have any questions, please contact Leanne. 

All of the pictures that you take are private. Only Leanne and her supervisors will look at 
them. Leanne may request permission to use the photos for publications or presentations; 
you are not required to give permission. You retain all ownership of the images.  

Please feel free to come up with other prompts or concepts for the photographs – you can 
take images of anything that reflects you as a teacher or your professional life! Have fun and 
thank you.  

 

Visual diary prompts 

- My professional knowledge 

- My professional responsibility 
- My professional autonomy 

- Unprofessional 

- My colleagues 

- My membership in ATER 
- What ATER means to me 

- What my students mean to me 

- What my profession means to me 

- ANY other concepts or ideas that you come up with  
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Appendix 6. Observation schedule 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Ethnographic notes organisation  

- Detail about the school itself – student demo, levels taught, etc.  

- Teacher/student interaction – how teacher disseminates knowledge  

- Use of group/pair work – how students are encouraged to use English 

- Use of materials – what materials are available/used 

- Interaction with colleagues – teacher as an English “resource”, CPD, etc. 

 

Questions for post-observation discussion 

- How long have you been here?  

- What classes do you teach? 

- Why did you choose this school? 

- Who decides the curriculum/lesson plan? 

- How much freedom do you have? 

- How did you learn --- method?  

- Do other teachers speak fluent English?  

- Do you have CPD at the school? How often? Who organizes it? 

- What role do you have in helping the English level of teachers at your school? 

- How do you connect ATER work to your job and your colleagues? 

- What kind of community roles do you have connected to your work as a teacher? 
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Appendix 7. Ethnographic site visits  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Rural sites broadly include the following factors: 

- School sites are remote, located far from a main paved road, and require a long walk 
or car/motorcycle drive in between sites; coaches may not be available or may stop 
far from the sites.  

- Village centres have no national or international shopping chains, and no banks or 
ATMs. Shops are locally owned; there is no central market, or it is held only occasion-
ally.  

- Non-cosmopolitan: very few foreigners are part of daily life, except perhaps individ-
ual Peace Corps or Voluntary Service Organisation (VSO) members. Muzungus 
(white people, ‘foreigner’ or ‘wanderer’ in Swahili) create a minor spectacle when 
walking down the road.  

- Very few people speak English outside of the school; many teachers will struggle to 
communicate in English with a foreigner.  

Peri-rural sites broadly include the following factors: 

- School sites might be located on or adjacent to paved roads but may be more densely 
packed within a smaller walking/transportation radius.  

- Towns may have amenities such hospitals or regional further education campuses, 
banks/ATMs and nationalised shops. 

- Broadly non-cosmopolitan; teachers have better communicative skills in English, but 
still struggle with fluency. Some shop workers or children on the roads will communi-
cate with foreigners in English.  

- These towns and school sites might operate as a hub for more rural and remote vil-
lages within the province.   

Peri-urban sites include similar factors as peri-rural sites, but they may have a wider 
range of amenities, including offices for local or international NGOs, coach and petrol sta-
tions, and universities or further education colleges. There, foreigners are noticed but are not 
unusual and do not create a spectacle.   

Urban sites are cities with extensive paved roads and placement on the main national high-
ways. These locations offer a broad range of amenities, including hospitals, coach and petrol 
stations, and multiple schools (primary, secondary, and further education) within a small 
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radius. Foreigners garner little or no attention. The capital, Kigali, is the largest urban cen-
tre, but it is important to note that some neighbourhoods appear ghettoised and less diverse 
than “muzungu” areas with expensive gated homes, international hotels, embassies, and gov-
ernment offices.   

Association/COP 
members 

Type of 
school  

Length 
of visit  

Nature of visit 

Male COP/ATER   
member 

 

Peri-urban, pri-
vate boarding 
secondary school 

2 days  - Classroom observation of member 
and formal interview 

- Informal discussion with additional 
teachers  

1. Male COP 
leader/ATER member 

2. Male COP/ ATER 
member 

 

Urban, private 
primary school 

3 days  - Classroom observation of leader 
and interview 

- Classroom observation of member 
and informal discussion 

- Guest teaching and leading activi-
ties with students  

- Informal discussion with additional 
teachers  

Male COP/ATER   
member 

 

Urban private 
primary school  

1 day - Classroom observation of member 
and informal discussion 

- Guest teaching and leading activi-
ties with students  

1. Female COP 
leader/ATER member 

2. Male COP 
leader/ATER member  

Rural state 
teacher training 
college 

1 day - Classroom observation of member 
and informal discussion 

- Recorded interview 

 

1. Female COP 
leader/ATER member] 

2. Male COP leader, 
ATER member 

Urban, private 
primary school 

2 days  - Classroom observation of member 
and informal discussion 

- Informal discussion with additional 
teachers and administrators   

- Guest teaching and leading activi-
ties with students  

1. Male COP/ ATER 
member 

2. Male COP/ ATER 
member 

Peri-urban, pub-
lic tertiary insti-
tution  

1 day  - Classroom observation of member 
and informal discussion 
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Association/COP 
members (cont’d) 

Type of 
school  

Length 
of visit  

Nature of visit 

Male COP/ATER   
member 

 

Peri-urban, pri-
vate primary 
school 

2 days  - Classroom observation of member 
and formal interview 

- Observation and informal discus-
sion with additional teachers  

1. Male COP leader/ 
ATER member 

2. Male COP/ATER 
leader 

3. Male COP/ATER 
leader 

Rural, state sec-
ondary school  

1 day  - Classroom observation of member 
and informal discussion 

- Observation and informal discus-
sion with additional teachers  

 

1. Male COP member 

2. Male COP member 

 

Rural, state pri-
mary school  

1 day - Classroom observation of member 
and informal discussion 

- Informal discussion with additional 
teachers and administrators   

- Guest teaching and leading activi-
ties with students  

Male COP member 

 

Urban, private 
comprehensive 
school 

1 day - Classroom observation of member 
and informal discussion 

 

Male COP member 

 

Urban, state pri-
mary school  

1 day  - Classroom observation of member 
and informal discussion 
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Appendix 8.  School site visit request letters 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

1. English version 

Re: Request to observe [COP member/leader/participant] 

Dear Sir or Madam:  This letter is to request permission to collect data at your school site. I 
am a PhD student at the University of Bristol and my research is entitled ‘A comparative case 
study of conflicting discourses of teacher professionalism in Rwanda’. I received clearance 
from the Rwanda Ministry of Education to complete this data collection: 
NCST/482/11/2018. Please see a copy of my research permit attached to this letter.  

Very briefly, my research is focused on a local teacher association, the Association of Teach-
ers of English in Rwanda (ATER). [COP member/leader/participant] is a member of 
ATER, and s/he has agreed to participate in my research. I therefore request permission to 
access your school site and observe [COP member/leader/participant] in her/his class-
room. Requested period: [date] for the full school day. 

During this time, I will sit in the classroom and take notes. I will not take photographs or 
video, and I will follow all instructions that the teacher or school administration gives re-
garding my presence. All students, teachers, and staff will be protected when my research is 
published; I will change the name of the school and the names of all students, teachers, and 
staff members to preserve confidentiality.   

To reciprocate for allowing me this access, I would like to offer to conduct a workshop during 
the observation week for your students or teachers. I have taught English at the adult and 
university level in the U.S., Europe, and Africa for over a decade, including two years in 
Rwanda at INES-Ruhengeri and AUCA. I have experience also helping Rwandan students 
understand the U.S. education system and apply for scholarships and programs. I have also 
done extensive teacher training in Rwanda and throughout East and Central Africa. We can 
meet to discuss what I could do to provide a benefit to your school for allowing me to partici-
pate.  

If you have any questions about my research, you can contact me. My research plan is ap-
proved by the University of Bristol; you can also direct questions to my PhD supervisor or my 
Rwandan association contact:   

Supervisor   Dr Angeline Barrett  
    Email: Angeline.Barrett@bristol.ac.uk  
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ATER Contact  [Leader information]  
    

Thank you for reading this, and for supporting my research into teacher professionalism in 
Rwanda.  

Best Regards, 

Leanne M. Cameron 
PhD Candidate, University of Bristol, UK 
Email: LM.Cameron@bristol.ac.uk 
+250 73264 2568 
 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

2. Kinyarwanda translation 

Impamvu: Gusaba gukurikirana ubushakashatsi [COP member/leader/participant] 

Bwana cyangwa Madamu: Iyi ibaruwa igamije gusaba urushya rwo gukusana imbonwa 
zizakurwa ku ishuri ryanyu. Ndi umunyeshuri uharanira impamyabumenyi y’ikirenga muri 
kaminuza ya Bristol kandi ubushakashatsi bwange bwitwa ‘Ubushakashatsi bugereranya 
ukudahuza kw’ibivugwa n’abarimu b’umwuga mu Rwanda’. Nahawe uburenganzira na Mini-
siteri y’Uburezi mu Rwanda bwo kurangiza gushyira hamwe izi mbonwa: 
NCST/482/11/2018. Mushobora kureba fotokopi y’uruhushya rw’ubushakashatsi iri kumwe 
n’iyi baruwa.  

Muri make, ubushakashatsi bwange buzibanda ku ishyirahamwe ry’abarimu, Ishyirahamwe 
ry’Abarimu b’Icyongereza mu Rwanda (ATER). [COP member/leader/participant] ni 
umwe mu bagize ATER, kandi yemeye kudufasha mu bushakashatsi bwange. Muri iki gihe, 
nzicara mu ishuri hanyuma nandike. Nta mafoto cyangwa amashusho nzafata, kandi ba-
nyeshuri bose, abarimu, ndetse n’abakozi ntibazagaragazwa mu gihe cyo kumurika ubusha-
kashatsi bwange; nzahindura amazina y’ikigo n’amazina y’abanyeshuri, abarimu n’abakozi 
mu rwego rwo kutagaragaza abo ari bo.   

Mu rwego rwo kugira icyo nkora kugira ngo mmpabwe uburenganzira, nifuzaga kubafasha 
muri kiriya cyumweru nzamara ndeba imyigishirize mu gukora amahugurwa y’abanyeshuri 
banyu cyangwa abarimu. Nigishije Icyongereza abakuru ndetse no muri za kaminuza zo muri 
Leta zunze ubmwe z’Amerika, Uburayi no muri Afurika mu gihe cy’umyaka icumu, harimo 
imyaka ibiri namze mu Rwanda kuri INES-Ruhengeri no kuri AUCA. Mfite uburambe mu 
byo gufasha abanyeshuri bo mu Rwanda gusobanukirwa n’uburezi bwo muri Amerika no gu-
saba kujya kwiga muri Amerika no guhitamo ibyo biga. Nakoze kandi muri gahunda yo 
kwigisha mu mahugurwa y’abarimu mu gihe cy’amasaha menshi  mu gace k’Iburasirazuba 
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no hagati by’Afurika. Dushobora guhura tukavugana icyo nakora kugira ngo ngirire 
umumaro ishuri ryanyu hanyuma munyemerere gukorana na mwe.  

Niba hari ikibazo kirebana n’ubu bushakashatsi, ushoboka kumbaza. Gahunda y’ubushakas-
hatsi bwange yemejwe na kaminuza ya Bristol; ushobora kubaza ibibazo byawe ku muyobozi 
wange w’ubushakashatsi bw’impamyabumenyi y’ikirenga cyangwa Ishyirahamwe ryange ryo 
mu Rwanda:   

 

Uyoboye ubushakashatsi  Dr Angeline Barrett  
                          Imeli: Angeline.Barrett@bristol.ac.uk  
 
Uwo muri ATER     [Leader information]  
    

Murakoze kubisoma, no gufasha ubushakashatsi bureba abarimu b’abanyamwuga mu 
Rwanda. 

Mbaye mbashimiye, 

Leanne M. Cameron 
Umunyeshuri uharanira impamyabumenyi y’ikirenga (PhD Candidate) 
Kaminuza ya Bristol, Ubwongereza 
Imeli: LM.Cameron@bristol.ac.uk 
+250 73264 2568 
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Appendix 9. Workshop plans 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

I used this plan as the general guide for workshops. Activities were changed or modified ac-
cording to the needs of the individual groups. Some activities, such as the WhatsApp group, 
were completed abandoned.  

 

 Explanation of activities & materials 

Research       
participation 
overview 

Approx. 15-20 
minutes 

 

Facilitator (LC) introduces herself and explains the purpose of 
research. Distributes info sheets and consent forms. Answers 
any questions about the format of data. Distribute and then 
collect participant biographic questionnaires.  

LC will explain that while all of the activities today are to help 
with research questions, they can all be used in English class-
rooms – in fact, that is where I got the ideas for them in the 
first place.  

Materials: Pens for teachers to write, lay members biographic 
questionnaire, lay members participant info sheets, lay mem-
bers consent forms, large visual of the research being done at 
this level, copies of documents for teachers to keep 

Introduction 

Approx. 20-30 
minutes 

 

Focus: What is 
teaching?  

 

 

Modified four corners activity: LC distributes the first 
questionnaire half-sheet. On one side, teachers take a few 
minutes to respond to the question: ‘What is teaching?’ After 
they write, LC uncovers the words that are posted to differ-
ent areas of the room. Words include: an occupation, a job, a 
profession, an art, a science, a vocation, and two blank signs for 
words to be added. LC asks teachers to think about these 
words in light of what they have written and choose the most 
relevant one, and write why they have chosen that word. 
Then, once they have written, go stand next to their word 
and discuss their responses with whoever comes to their 
area. They will feed back to the entire group and try to ‘con-
vince’ teachers to join their group.  
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Materials: Half sheet with ‘what is a teacher’ question, room 
signs (that are covered at the start) for potential responses  

‘Good’ and   
‘professional’ 
teachers 

Approx. 30-40 
minutes 

 

What does a ‘good’ 
teacher look like? 

What does a     
‘professional’ 
teacher look like?  

Can you be a good 
teacher but not a 
professional teacher, 
or vis versa?  

 

 

 

Segue to what is a ‘good’ or ‘professional’ teacher. LC explains 
that her interest is in the idea of professionalism, or how 
teachers improve the quality (but how do we define that?) and 
standards of practice of their profession.  

Think, pair, negotiate activity: Alone, participants will 
brainstorm five things – words or phrases – to describe a 
‘good’ teacher. With a partner, they share their ideas, and ne-
gotiate five together. Join with two other pairs and repeat un-
til there are just five negotiated. Share as a group. Facilitator 
asks questions to draw out more complete responses, and 
draws parallels between similar answers. 

Ask the groups to look at all of the responses used and decide 
for each: does this also describe a ‘professional’ teacher? 
What is the difference between a ‘good’ teacher and a ‘pro-
fessional’ teacher? Ask each group to come up with a defini-
tion and then share with the group. Write down definitions. 
Follow up question: 

- Can you be a good teacher but not a professional teacher, or 
vis versa?  

Visual association activity: Give participants the ‘books’ of 
images. Ask them with their group to select 2-3 images which 
represent teacher professionalism and then present and ex-
plain to the group why those were chosen.  

Materials: Image booklets, notebooks or notepaper 

Coffee/tea break (20-30 minutes) 

Aspects of    
professionalism 

Approx. 60 minutes 

 

Following the break, participants will make four groups.  

Discussion round robin activity: Each group will have a pri-
mary question for discussion and a large piece of paper to 
write notes. For ten minutes, they will discuss the question, 
write notes on the paper, add images from the image book-
lets, and then move on to another question. They can change 
groups and move in any order they like, as long as they visit 
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Knowledge,         
Autonomy,          
Responsibility,     
Collegiality  

 

 

all four question groups within the time period.  

- What knowledge do you need to be a professional teacher? 

- How are professional teachers autonomous?  

- How do professional teachers work with colleagues?  

- What responsibilities do professional teachers have?  

At the end, LC will post the posters on the walls and go 
through the content as a full group, with opportunities for dis-
cussion, challenge, and addition.  

Materials: butcher paper, pens 

Reflection and 
Whatsapp       
instructions 

15-20 minutes 

LC will pass out the final reflection questionnaire. Participants 
can look at the question, think and then write a response, 
then share with their partner or group and modify their re-
sponse according to the discussion.  

LC will then give out the directions for the WhatsApp group 
and set up the group at that time with participants’ numbers 
and check that it works for everyone. There will be time for 
participants to ask any questions. LC and the participants will 
agree together on the date, time, and place of the follow up 
workshop (approximately two months after the initial work-
shop).  

Materials: reflection questionnaire, WhatsApp instructions 
and prompts 
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Appendix 10. Workshop information sheet 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Introduction: I am a PhD student at University of Bristol, pursuing a PhD in Education.  
My proposed study aims to explore teacher professionalism in Rwanda. Since you are a 
member of the Association of Teachers of English in Rwanda (ATER), I would like to invite 
you to participate in this project; however, first I would like to make sure you understand 
why the research is being done and what it will involve.  

The purpose of this study is to explore how ATER as a group and members as individuals ex-
press and practice professionalism; essentially, I want how ATER is defines professionalism 
(the improvement of teacher quality and standards of practice) and how you are seeking to 
gain it. It has several levels and you are currently being requested to participate in an intro-
ductory workshop, a WhatsApp discussion group, and a concluding discussion session.  
Through the workshops and discussions, I will better understand how ATER members as a 
collective group define professionalism.   

Do I have to take part?  Participation in this research is voluntary. You do not need to 
own a smartphone or have a WhatsApp account.  

Professionalism Workshops: we will arrange several workshops to talk about teacher 
professionalism.  

a. It will include activities and discussion.  

b. You will fill out a biographic questionnaire. All of the content of the questionnaire will 
be stored on a secure server. Only my supervisors and I will see this information. Your 
biographic data will be protected with a pseudonym. 

c. I will audio-record the meeting. I may make a transcription of this; if I do, I will share 
it with you.  

d. I will take photographs. However, before seeking publication for any photographs, I 
will contact you individually for your consent. You can indicate that you do not want 
your photograph taken or if you do not want your photograph published in any way. I 
will share the photographs with you.  

e. I will take notes on what we talk about in general.  

 
One-on-one interview: I will conduct one-on-one interviews with several leaders; these 
interviews will involve follow-up questions for themes discussed in the workshops. These in-
terviews are voluntary.  
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a. The interview will be audio-recorded. I will transcribe the recording and I will share 
the transcript with you.  

 

WhatsApp Group: I will set up a WhatsApp group for participants from the workshop. On 
the group, you will post images that you take or that you find which relate to the workshop.  

a. I will take screenshots of the images and discussion that is posted to the group.  

b. I will remove from the images your names/phone numbers.  

 

Will my taking part in this project be kept confidential?  If you agree to take part, 
your name along with the name (and any other identifying information, such as the name or 
city of your school, for example) will be made anonymous so that the information you pro-
vide cannot be traced back to you. I will use pseudonyms to ensure anonymity and store your 
data in a secured password protected computer. In reporting the findings from this research 
as publications or conference presentations, I will take care to ensure that no individuals can 
be identified. If I seek to use your photo for a publication or conference presentation, I will 
seek your consent first and will not publish any photos of you without permission.  

What happens now? If you are interested in taking part in the study, you are asked to 
complete the attached consent form to say that you have fully understood the purpose of this 
study and what will be involved. You can withdraw your participation at any point during the 
research process. You will not be judged in any way on any of the information you choose to 
disclose, and I would ask you to be as honest as possible. 

Can I withdraw my data after it has been collected? Yes. If you wish to withdraw 
your data, please contact Leanne by 31 October 2018.  

Who can I contact if I have any concerns about the research process? If you have 
any concerns that I cannot resolve, or any complaints, you may contact my supervisor.  

 
Researcher   Leanne Cameron   
   Contact number- (WhatsApp) +44 7842 518710 
   Email: LM.Cameron@bristol.ac.uk    
 
Supervisor  Dr Angeline Barrett  
   Email: Angeline.Barrett@bristol.ac.uk  
 
ATER Contact [Leader information]  
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Appendix 11. Image booklet description  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

This table describes the images found in the Image Booklet. Example images are found in the 
body of the thesis. The images were approved by a member of the leadership, and a 
‘norming’ session with one of the Community leaders suggested the appropriateness of the 
images used. In the presentation of data in this thesis, these numbers are used.  

1 Apple and books in front of a blackboard. 

2 Astronaut in space with earth in the background 

3 Stacks of schoolbooks 

4 A bridge and lighthouse 

5 Buddha figure with the head removed 

6 A truck stacked with mattresses  

7  ‘Choice’ written on a chalkboard, with arrows pointing in each direction 

8 A graphic of a compass 

9 Uniformed African students at wooden desks 

10 A cracked hardboiled egg 

11 Well-dressed male teacher in front of a board with equations  

12 Picture of Albert Einstein 

13 European classroom with uniformed white children giving a presentation 

14 Blacksmith hammering a piece of metal on an anvil  

15 East Asian teacher in the woods with a group of seated uniformed children  

16 Man with turban breathing fire 

17 Set of old keys on a ring 

18 A lightbulb with bright filament 

19 Graphic of a magnifying glass 

20 A padlock and key  

21 A small pile of yellow onions 
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22 A hiker on top of a rock above a valley  

23 A rock climber wearing a helmet and attached to a rope, apparently descending a 
rockface 

24 Jumping Itore dancer in traditional Rwandan apparel  

25 A pair of red trainers hanging in front of blue sky 

26 Silhouette image of several people on a bridge at sunset  

27 Hands of a potter forming a clay bowl on a potter’s wheel 

28 Hands holding paintbrushes  

29 Rwandan classroom with a male teacher wearing a white coat and learners writ-
ing on flipchart paper 

30 A spiderweb on the side of a tree 

31 Men in combat fatigues raising the framed wall of a house  

32 Weather vane pointing east 

33 An open laptop computer with a dark screen 

34 A child sitting in front of a houseplant with headphones ‘plugged’ into it 

35 Blue and pink wrapped gifts  

36 The Google homepage image 

37 A jet plane  

38 Hands painted with a world map 

39 A pair of spectacles   

40 The spines of a set of encyclopaedias  
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Appendix 12. Global ‘policy’ sources (‘corpus’) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Global strand: Education policy.  

Area Sources   

Popular media 
sources: global 

- The Economist  

- Publications from the World Economic Forum  

Global education  
policy  

- Global Education Monitoring reports (UNESCO, 2017)  

World Bank reporting 
on   education in   
sub-Saharan Africa 

- Recruiting, Retaining, and Retraining Secondary School 
Teachers and Principals in sub-Saharan Africa (Mulkeen 
et al., 2007) 

- Making Schools Work: New Evidence on Accountability 
Reforms (Bruns et al., 2011) 

- Service Delivery Indicators: Kenya (Report for the 
World Bank by Martin & Pimhadzai, 2013, referenced in 
popular Kenyan media) 

IO reporting and  
projects in Rwanda  

- Doing Business 2019: Economy Profile Rwanda (World 
Bank Group, 2019) 

- Rwanda Education Country Status Report (World Bank, 
2011a) 

- Rwanda: Selection and Motivational Impacts of Perfor-
mance Contracts for Rwandan Primary School Teachers 
(World Bank, 2016b) 

- Evaluation of Results-Based Aid in Rwandan Education 
(Upper Quartile & IPAR, 2013) 

- Early literacy promotion in Rwanda: opportunities and 
obstacles (Report for Save the Children by Honeyman, 
2014) 

Global policy  
documents  
referenced in  
Rwandan policy  
documents  

- Recommendations Concerning the Status of Teachers 
(ILO/UNESCO, 1996, referenced in MINEDUC, 2007) 

- Dakar Framework for Action (UNESCO, 2000, 
referenced in MINEDUC, 2007) 
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- Education in Rwanda: Rebalancing Resources to Accelerate 
Post-Conflict Development and Poverty Reduction (World 
Bank, 2004, referenced in MINEDUC, 2007) 

- Millennium Development Goals (UNDP, 2010) and Sus-
tainable Development Goals (UNDP, 2015, mentioned 
in nearly all Rwandan government policy) 

- Refenced sources from REB eLearning Platform (see 
Chapter 5, Section 4): Leading and Managing Continuing 
Professional Development (2nd edition) by Sara Bubb and 
Peter Earley (2007) and unclear reference to profes-
sional development academic Thomas Guskey (2003a, 
2003b) 

 

 Global strand: TESOL/AL.  

 

Area Sources   

TESOL  
postgraduate 
studies  

- Syllabi and course description from U.S. and U.K. postgrad-
uate TESOL-Applied Linguistics programmes attended by 
ATER leaders.  

- Seminal researchers and theories from those syllabi: Noam 
Chomsky and cognitive grammar, Stephen Pinker and the 
language acquisition device, Stephen Krashen, Paulo Freire, 
communicative language teaching, Bloom’s Taxonomy, 
Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences, etc.    

TESOL International 
Association & IATEFL        
publications 

- Running an Association for Language Teachers: Directions and 
Opportunities (Gomez, 2011) 

- TESOL and IATEFL blog posts  

- TESOL and IATEFL materials for affiliate members  

- TESOL and IATEFL academic and professional publications: 
TESOL Quarterly (academic), TESOL Journal (for practition-
ers), and ELT Journal (academic).  

British Council English - Open-source teaching materials found online   

- Reports and publications specific to English teaching: 

- English Language Quantitative Indicators: Cameroon, Nige-
ria, Rwanda, Bangladesh and Pakistan (Report for British 
Council by Euromonitor International, 2010) 
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- Baseline assessment of English Language Proficiency of 
School Teachers in Rwanda (Report for British Council by 
Simpson, 2014) 

- English Language and Medium of Instruction in Basic Educa-
tion in Low- and Middle-Income Countries: A British 
Council Perspective (Simpson, 2017) 

U.S. Department of 
State 

- Shaping the Way We Teach English teaching guide and mate-
rials (Office of English Language Programs, 2013; Opp-
Beckman & Klinghammer, 2006) 

- English Access Microscholarship Program website (USDOS, 
2016) 
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Area Sources   

Rwandan policies 
and accompanying 
press releases/ 
artefacts 

- Teacher Development and Management (MINEDUC, 2007) 

- Girls’ Education Policy (MINEDUC, 2008b) 

- Nine-Years’ Basic Education Policy (MINEDUC, 2008c), 

- Adult Education Policy (MINEDUC, 2014b) 

- Education Sector Planning (MINEDUC, 2006, 2008a, 2013) 

- REB eLearning Platform  (REB, 2019b) 

- Competence-Based Curriculum materials (REB, 2015a, 
2019a) 

- Data Revolution Policy (Ministry of Youth and ICT, 2017) 

- Vision 2020 (Republic of Rwanda, 2000) and reporting on 
forthcoming Vision 2020 (MINECOFIN, 2018; NISR, 2018) 

 

Media and press  
releases from  
popular media,  
individuals, and 
INGO/IO sources 

- International newspapers and regional news outlets, includ-
ing articles from The New Times (ACE-DS, 2019; e.g. 
Bishumba, 2019; Himbara, 2018; IoT, 2017; Kwizera, 2013, 
2016; Mbonyinshuti, 2019; MINEDUC, 2015; Nolan, 2018; 
Waterson, 2018) 

- INGO/IO press releases on education programmes and pol-
icy changes  (British Council, 2019; MINEDUC, 2015; Peace 
Corps, 2019; USDOS, 2016) 

- Published speeches by President Paul Kagame, including: 
speech at the launch of the African Institute of Mathematical 
Sciences in Rwanda (Kagame, 2017) and speech at the Africa 
CEO Forum (Kagame, 2019) 

- Reporting on speeches by President Paul Kagame (e.g. Mwai, 
2019; Tashobya, 2016; The New Times, 2015) 

- Personal and institutional websites and Twitter accounts, in-
cluding www.PaulKagame.com    
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Appendix 14.  Excerpt from field diary  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

16 July 2018 

Visit to rural TTC 

Site: Catholic/Government-supported Teacher Training College (A level – A2 teaching qual-
ification upon completion – where ‘Eugenia’, ‘Jean Dieu (JD)’, and several other COP mem-
bers work as TTC instructors. 

Background on TTCs: 16 TTCs in Rwanda, 4 recently founded (maybe in their second year). 
Eugenia tells me that this school costs 80,000rwf/term. Boarding school; teachers have A0 
(university degree in education) or A2 (secondary school certificate – two years at university) 
with teaching experience. Jean de Dieu and Eugenia both did education bachelor’s degree at 
national university.   

Jean de Dieu – attended Africa TESOL conference (held in Kigali 2017) and heard about 
ATER. From there, he became interested in starting a COP for his area. Founded the COP in 
2017 after recruiting other teachers from the TTC and surrounding primary/secondary 
schools (2-3 nearby). Eugenia – need to get more info about her background.  

JD’s class: Year 2/S5 Social Studies/Education combination. The class is held in a 
computer room – the tables are covered with Positivo laptops – those made in Rwanda, Eu-
genia tells me. But they don’t work very well – both laugh that maybe this is because they are 
made in Rwanda. Students come in and sit on benches in the middle of the room, facing a 
screen. They seem small at first – only 14 but more filter in. They look so young to me – they 
are probably 15, 16 years old.  

JD starts a video – it has a few accents. An Aussie, a Canadian, and a few other more Ameri-
can accents. It’s set in Istanbul and involves introductions and spelling the name for a new 
person. “How do you spell Alex”” “This is our new friend...” “It’s nice to meet you...” Some 
students pay attention, but it’s not the most gripping video.  

Afterwards, JD asks questions as a group: “Did you catch anything?” Some respond yes, but 
not many. He repeats the video and directs them to pay attention. More students come in. 
“So this video is about what?” They don’t really respond. “Please, raise up and give answer.” 
There are some muted responses and no hands. Finally he calls on someone – “communica-
tion skills.” “Conversation between boyfriend and girlfriend.” Since that wasn’t an element, 
he questions this. “Who participates?” He elicits a few names. They get a few but run out 
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quickly. “Where did this take place?” “Transbul,” a student answers. “America!” From an-
other. “You didn’t catch well.”  

He plays the video a third time and tells them to listen for one character’s home and the 
place where the video was set. Some follow it, some are clearly distracted and not watching. 
After seeing some students tell me the names of World Cup countries at other schools, I won-
der if they know the English name for a place like Greece – would they recognise the word? 
As it ends, he asks again. “You didn’t hear the name Greece? Oh my god” he says when they 
can’t answer. He plays that section again, two or three times. They get the word and say it in 
chorus: “Greece.” He explains the word roommates, and tells them that they must be able to 
say the word – he is not going to use the chalkboard and write it. They must hear and dis-
cover what it means. He explains the word by comparing it to “classmates”.  

“What did you learn?” he asks. “How I can collaborate with friends.” “How to use spelling 
method.” He asks a student to spell their name, and then each student afterwards until all 
students have done so. It’s clear that many of them do not know the English alphabet and 
they use French and Kinyarwanda alphabets to give the letters. Students laugh when one 
cannot spell their own name. It’s a little bizarre to watch: these are future primary teachers, 
and they cannot spell their name in English. Don’t judge, Leanne, I think. JD corrects some 
errors with R & L, and comments when learners use Kinyarwanda spellings instead of Eng-
lish.  

Homework is due after the exam period – make a conversation similar to this example but 
for different countries meeting at the university. The exams last two weeks, so they will per-
form their conversations when they return from the exam period and the break.  

Later in the day Eugenia and I sit on the side and talk a little – she tells me that S6 does an 
internship at a school which is observed by a mentor on-site. Students complete an observa-
tion exam along with school finishing exams.  

“It’s hard but we must do it,” she tells me about the COP. She wants to meet more with other 
COP leaders to share best practices. They have met maybe three times this year, but she 
would like more connection with them. I wonder if [the COP] is limited in the opportunities 
for meaningful engagement, and she seeks something more advanced. She makes it clear 
that she doesn’t really like being there and it’s a very challenging environment to live and 
work.  

To start the COP, she and JD did a lot of footwork – going and meeting face-to-face with dis-
trict officials to help the COP get permission, but officials are often concerned that CPD pro-
grammes will “compete” with time needed for district-level trainings. She says that “many” 
of these are held. I note that the district does not view the trainings as complimentary – 
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perhaps it’s an orientation towards a more procedural CPD and even officials don’t under-
stand the depth of exposure and practice needed for the methods that CBC calls for.   

Observation: Eugenia, S6 Early Childhood Education students 

The class begins with a review of the previous lesson: direct and indirect speech. “Have we 
done? We have stopped by declarative sentences,” Eugenia says. She gives two examples – “it 
is which? Direct/indirect?” she writes on the board:   

The students response and Eugenia starts to use that form of speech that I see many Rwan-
dan and Tanzania teachers use, “It is characterised by qwa? Question marks.” She starts to 
say the “missing word” and sometimes the students response, other times she gives the an-
swer immediately. She asks the student to change it to indirect and a student comes to the 
board to write it. She chooses a student who isn’t raising her hand to convert the next sen-
tence.  

She also covers exclamation sentences – they are so “Rwandan” that I almost laugh. She 
writes: “Eeh! We are receiving a visitor!” 

She explains the sentence – “you are saying this sentence with more – emotions.” She calls 
on a student to convert it – first orally, then writing it on the board. She writes more example 
sentences. “Aah! She has done all the work!” becomes “She was surprised that she had done 
all the work.” It’s interesting to see surprise being converted to speech in this way. She gives 
a few other words they can use: surprise, exclaim, happy for, etc. She explains the phrase 
“God gracious!” as a surprising sentence.  

Part 2 of the lesson is focused on must – commands and obligations, the students say when 
asked what “must” is for. In the conversion to direct speech, it becomes “would have to.” She 
writes exercises and they work in groups to solve them. There is a lot hum in the room as stu-
dents talk to each other. They correct as a group.  

JD is with me for part of the time, but isn’t very focused on the lesson but instead his phone. 
I don’t think much peer observation occurs.  

 




